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Foreword
Rethinking a Sustainable Society

Alan Mayne

The world has already passed the midway point for achieving by 2015 the eight
Millennium Development Goals for a “more peaceful, prosperous and just world”
that were set by the United Nations in the wake of its inspirational Millennium Dec-
laration in 2000.1 These goals range from combating poverty, hunger, and disease,
to empowering women, and ensuring environmental sustainability. However Ban
Ki-Moon, the United Nations Secretary-General, conceded in 2007 that progress to
date has been mixed. During 2008 the head of the United Nations World Food Pro-
gramme cautioned that because of the surge in world commodity prices the program
had insufficient money to stave off global malnutrition, and the World Health Orga-
nization warned of a global crisis in water and sanitation. Depressing news accounts
accumulate about opportunities missed to achieve a fairer world order and ecologi-
cal sustainability: the manipulation of election results in Africa, human rights abuses
in China, 4000 Americans dead and another nation torn apart by a senseless and
protracted war in Iraq, and weasel words by the world’s political leadership in the
lead-up to negotiations for a climate change deal in 2009 that is supposed to stabilize
global carbon dioxide emissions.

It is clear that the parameters of the debates that drive progressive policy change
urgently require repositioning and energizing. As is shown by the contributors to
Rethinking work and learning, experts in the humanities and social sciences (HASS)
could have an important role to play in this process. However two things are required
in order for their input to have real value. First, HASS researchers must “cut to the
chase.” Public debate has already moved beyond establishing that sustainable devel-
opment requires as strong a social agenda as it does economic functionality. HASS
researchers must take the next step and help to delineate and actively assert that so-
cial agenda. As Nobel Prize winner and former World Bank chief economist Joseph
Stiglitz puts it, “Development is about transforming the lives of people, not just
transforming economies. Policies for education or employment need to be looked at
through this double lens: how they promote growth and how they affect individuals
directly” (2006, p. 50). Stiglitz argues that the processes of globalization since the

1 United Nations Millennium Declaration, United Nations General Assembly, 55th session,
Resolution 55/2, 18 September 2000.
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vi Foreword

late 1970s have resulted in “a democratic deficit” that can be corrected only through
“a greater concern both for the poor countries and for the poor in rich countries, and
for values that go beyond profits and GDP” (2006, p. 276). Rectifying that deficit
provides HASS researchers with their best opportunity to contribute substantially to
knowledge building for a just and sustainable world.

The second challenge facing HASS researchers, if they really are to reposition
public debate about social sustainability in this way, is to distance themselves clearly
from the jibe that “the emperor has no clothes.” Such is the magnitude and the ur-
gency of the sustainability crises that face human society in the twenty-first century
that the HASS sector must dispense with the baggage of conventional academic
and professional process and focus instead on developing practical protocols for
sustainable living. Now is not the time to indulge in obtuse jargon and abstract word
play (neither of which should be confused with the need to maintain benchmarks for
action that are anchored in core ethical or spiritual values). We need the clear and
active engagement of HASS researchers in order to fashion a just and sustainable
world. Since it is easy to throw stones at others, I will instead direct this criticism at
myself. I have been an academic historian for thirty years, and for all of those years
have written and taught about the imbalance between urban wealth and poverty
which sustained city growth during the first wave of globalization during the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. It was easy for me to deplore social injustice
in the past, because in adopting the perspective of a would-be social reformer of
equity imbalances in the past I was really only tilting at shadows in the present.
The situations I studied had passed, and the participants in them were long dead
and buried. But parallel social imbalances are accumulating around the world today,
and as a result of continuing rapid urbanization half of humanity now lives in urban
areas. The social inequality that has become entrenched in cities is a major impedi-
ment to achieving the Millennium Development Goals. I see the “slums” stretching
below me whenever I fly into Mumbai, and I see them when I travel to work in
Delhi at JNU. How should historians respond to the present-day outcomes of social
transformations whose development they have comfortably traced in the past? And
how, more generally, should HASS researchers translate their technical expertise
into effective social action in support of the Millennium Goals?

“Slum” is an outside construct that misrepresents the complicated social, eco-
nomic, political, and environmental specifics that perpetuate urban inequality in
diverse places. It is a label based on fear, misunderstanding, and indifference. It en-
dures and continues to skew public policy reform because of a mixture of cynicism
and ignorance by public regulators and private developers. The sad result is evident
in the decision by the Maharashtra state government in 2008 to demolish Dharavi,
the heart-shaped mosaic of dirty and smelly neighborhoods—but nonetheless func-
tional and resilient communities—that has long existed in the center of Mumbai.
Journalist Dan McDougall argued recently that careful investigation of

Mumbai’s labyrinthine Dharavi slum [reveals] one of the most inspiring economic models in
Asia. Dharavi may be one of the world’s largest slums, but it is by far its most prosperous—a
thriving business centre propelled by thousands of micro-entrepreneurs who have created an
invaluable industry—turning around the discarded waste of Mumbai’s 19 million citizens.
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A new estimate by economists of the output of the slum is as impressive as it seems im-
probable: $1.4bn a year. (2007, p. 29)

Juxtaposing the competing visions of Dharavi, McDougall noted that “For Dhar-
avi’s detractors, mainly Mumbai’s city fathers and real estate developers, keen to
get their hands on the prime land, the shanty is an embarrassing boil to be lanced
from the body of an ambitious city hoping to become the next Shanghai. But for a
growing number of environmental campaigners Dharavi is becoming the green lung
stopping Mumbai choking to death on its own waste” (p. 29).

Kalpana Sharma exposed the sham about Dharavi when in Rediscovering Dhar-
avi: stories from Asia’s largest slum she rejected outsiders’ characterizations of the
district’s brutality, crime, and dysfunctionality and instead described the reality of
day-to-day community life. One of Sharma’s strengths, and it is replicated by the
contributors to Rethinking work and learning, is her immersion in society’s “grass-
roots.” The preface to her book begins: “This book would not have been written if the
people of Dharavi had not welcomed me into their homes, extended their hospitality,
and shared their stories and their dreams with me” (2000, p. xi). Potentially one of
the most important contributions of HASS research to policy debate about social
sustainability is its sensitivity to and respect for local knowledge systems that have
been disregarded and discountenanced by policy makers. Building knowledge for
sustainability should no longer entail (as it has too often in the past) talking down
to disempowered constituencies; it must engage with them in order to understand
local concerns and where necessary reinforce local action and the informal support
networks that already attempt to mediate community health, education, and work
issues.

Rethinking sustainability requires real understanding of subaltern knowledge
systems and support networks, and enduring partnerships that build upon this knowl-
edge and which harness and develop grassroots energies. Too much public policy
has faltered in the past because it ignored or snubbed local experience and the ver-
nacular processes that articulate them. As Sharma said of the inhabitants of Dharavi,
they are “people like us who can think out and plan their own future” (2000, pp.
xii, xvii). Genuine social justice and social inclusion programs for the new millen-
nium need to tap into this “savviness,” rather than be superimposed upon it. HASS
inputs are well suited to help us achieve this goal. As a historical illustration of
what I mean, Mumbai’s urban planners may have done better in Dharavi if they had
reflected upon Robert Darnton’s historical accounts of eighteenth-century France.
Darnton’s interest lies less in the lives of philosophers and the well-to-do than in
those of peasants and urban workers, and in The great cat massacre he reminds his
readers that the historian’s job is to uncover

the way ordinary people made sense of the world. He [sic] attempts to uncover their cosmol-
ogy, to show how they organized reality in their minds and expressed it in their behavior. He
does not try to make a philosopher out of the man in the street but to see how street life called
for a strategy. Operating at ground level, ordinary people learn to be “street smart”—and
they can be as intelligent in their fashion as philosophers. (1985, pp. 3–4)
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Darnton’s point of view in studying the past resonates with Sharma’s purpose in
writing about the inhabitants of Dharavi today. It also overlaps with the wide variety
of social science perspectives that are presented here in Rethinking work and learning.

These intersections remind me of the British social historian J. F. C. Harrison,
whose works encouraged me, when an undergraduate, to think deeply about social
justice and social inclusion. Harrison wrote many books, but one is especially relevant
to the concerns that are shared by Willis, McKenzie, Harris, and their collaborators.
It is called Learning and living, 1790–1960: a study in the history of the English adult
education movement (1961). Old-style historical narratives such as Harrison’s, and
the best of present-day social science research, have one key element in common:
they value storytelling. Sharing stories expands relationships because it tends to build
mutual respect and to foster conciliation. It assists social inclusion and cohesion by
providing sounding boards for diverse social relationships and experiences. It accel-
erates reform programs by pinpointing social justice issues where policy intervention
cannot be gainsaid. Stories about conflict and reconciliation in Africa are a good
example. Another example is provided by the subaltern voices that have been relayed
from shantytowns in places such as Dharavi. Storytelling can nowhere guarantee
better social outcomes because progressive policy take-up is invariably contested
and often ultimately denied, but at least the rethinking and repositioning has begun.

Storytelling takes many forms. It can be expressed through text, voice and song,
play and performance. It is expressed in art. During my research collaboration
with Indigenous artists at Borroloola in the Northern Territory of Australia my
hosts demonstrated the power of storytelling to remedy enduring wrongs. Remote
Aboriginal settlements and outstations are regularly characterized in the mainstream
Australian media as brutal and dysfunctional places. Borroloola is ridiculed as being
the furthest and most marginal place that an Australian citizen can go to without a
passport. But local artists construct storylines in both paint and “whitefella” lan-
guage about the history of their country, its spiritual pathways, and its ecological
rhythms, which are starting to win outside appreciation for their homelands, cross-
generational bonding within their community, and a new source of shared learning,
work, and income for local people.

Sharing stories, and drawing moral lessons and practical blueprints for action
from them, is an essential starting point for rethinking the key planks of sustainable
communities in the new millennium. Although there is now little time remaining to
meet the Millennium Development Goals for 2015 of a socially just and sustainable
world order, rapid and large-scale social progress is nonetheless still feasible and
achievable (see United Nations, 2007).

References
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Introduction by the Series Editor

Promoting skills development for employability, through means such as technical
and vocational education and training (TVET), has been an important feature of ed-
ucation in all societies, regardless of their level of economic and social development,
since the beginning of time. This is to be expected, since work is fundamental to
human survival, and work-related skills need to be passed onto each new generation
of learners.

The main difference over history, and between countries, has concerned which
modes of delivery have been dominant: that is, whether skills development for
employability has been mainly through formal, non-formal or informal means. In
practice each of these modes of delivery have to varying degrees had a role to play,
although in earliest times the modalities mainly concerned informal and non-formal
means of learning.

In modern times TVET has become an increasingly important part of formal
education systems. The very first World Bank loan for education, granted in 1963,
was for TVET; and TVET accounted for about 40% of all educational loans in sub-
Saharan Africa until the early 1960s. In 1991 the Bank reversed gears, partly due
to a World Bank policy paper which argued that TVET was not a good investment
when compared to general education. This led many experts and policy-makers to
conclude that training is best left to the workplace. This view was promoted by the
major policy change by the World Bank, which was earlier considered to be one of
TVET’s staunchest supporters.

Over the past five years or so, TVET has again been attracting increasing atten-
tion from governments, and is very much back as a key part of the development
agenda.

There are several important reasons for the return of TVET to become one of
the priority areas in education. The world of work – those who create employment
opportunities, the employees and workers themselves, and the educators and trainers
who provide the skills needed for employability – is regarded as being central to
achieving sustainable development and so is of great importance with regard to the
United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), 2005–
2014. At its most basic level, achieving sustainable development means achieving
the targets set in the Millennium Development Goals, as agreed by all countries in
the world at the special September 2000 session of the General Assembly of the

xi
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United Nations. Skilled workers are central to achieving all eight goals and associ-
ated targets in the Millennium Development Goals. In this sense, TVET underpins
every single one of the MDGs.

In addition, TVET is regarded as being very important if Education for All (EFA)
is going to be achieved, since skills development for employability is a major moti-
vator for people to become literate, and to engage in lifelong learning.

Making gains in poverty reduction, job creation, health or environmental con-
cerns, and achieving EFA and ESD, is not possible without a focused TVET policy,
which can lead to huge improvements in education, gender equality and living con-
ditions.

Achieving the MDGs therefore requires the development of strong and effective
TVET, in terms of equal access for all, and programmes with high relevance and
quality assurance. As a strategic vision, the Millennium Development Goals are
steps towards a longer-term vision of building human, social, economic and en-
vironmental capital, especially in developing countries. However, maintaining and
building social, economic and environmental capital depends upon human capital,
and upon the institutions for TVET that develop work-ready human capital that is
the engine for sustainable development over the long run.

In this regard there are several main concerns that need to be addressed, such as:

� The acquisition of skills for work, and for citizenship and sustainability, is crucial
for economic and social development because 80% of the world’s workforce use
technical and vocational skills in their work.

� TVET should be relevant to the needs of the labour market, be of high quality,
and broadly accessible to all. However, this ideal is not being met, particularly in
developing nations, economies in transition, and those in a post-conflict situation.

� There is a need to assist UNESCO’s 193 member states improve and integrate
TVET as part of the global Education for All Campaign, and also to assist the
alignment of TVET with the tenets of sustainable development, with particular
reference to promoting best and innovative practices.

This timely, cutting edge book explores ways of rethinking work and learning
with particular reference to adult and vocational education for social sustainabil-
ity. The authors argue that Human Resource Development is of key importance if
sustainable economies and societies are to be achieved. They also argue that when
policy makers examine sustainability their main area of focus or emphasis tends to
be the economic dimension of sustainability. However, they believe that there is a
need to rethink the concept of sustainability, placing a greater emphasis on social
sustainability including notions of peace-building, the central importance of values
and ethics, and importance of social justice and social cohesion and the role of
religion and spirituality. In all of these areas, TVET is regarded as being important
to achieving both economic and social sustainability.

This book makes an important contribution to examining the meaning and signifi-
cance of sustainability, and encourages the reader to rethink this important concept.

Bonn, Germany Rupert Maclean
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Challenges in Adult
and Vocational Education
for Social Sustainability

Peter Willis, Stephen McKenzie and Roger Harris

How can adult and vocational education (AVE) systems help to create social sus-
tainability? The chapters in this volume approach this question from a range of
methodological and geographical positions, but all share the concern that current
AVE systems are failing to adapt to the changing nature of work and society and are
thereby missing a crucial opportunity to enable the growth of more sustainable and
equitable communities. In various ways, our contributors call for the reorientation
of current AVE systems to include the use of ethical, philosophical, and imaginal
teaching styles to complement the technical and professional pedagogical modes
that currently predominate in those systems.

We use the word “reorientation” as a deliberate echo of the recent work under-
taken by UNESCO-UNEVOC on the current and potential role of technical and
vocational education and training (TVET) in sustainable development. UNESCO-
UNEVOC has generated much discussion internationally around the opportunities
and challenges facing TVET providers in reorienting their training systems so as to
embed skills for sustainable development in the workforce. The argument is power-
ful and straightforward: social cohesion and environmental protection will remain
distant ideals for many people unless they can be linked with the everyday livelihood
activities that people must pursue in order to achieve economic or food security. In
order to forge these links, new types of knowledge will be required, including values
and attitudes as well as new technical skills. TVET settings are the obvious places
for this new type of learning to occur.

We refer to this new kind of knowledge generally as “knowledge for sustainabil-
ity.” In this book, many of our contributors explore models of education that position
this “knowledge for sustainability” alongside the more specific technical skills that
are taught in settings that focus on preparation for work. It is through the develop-
ment of new types of knowledge within the workforce that are both vocationally
relevant and contribute to sustainability that the distant ideal can become a reality.
Although this agenda is widely recognized as important, little cohesive research
has been undertaken on how TVET providers are beginning to develop these skills
within the workforce. We have no clear conceptual models of how the process can
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work, or case studies to inform the design of such models. This picture is true of
TVET research worldwide, despite continued calls from UNESCO-UNEVOC to
step up activity in this area. The Bonn Declaration on Learning for Work, Citizen-
ship and Sustainability describes TVET as the “master key” for sustainable devel-
opment.1 Yet, at present, we do not know how this key can be turned to best effect
or in what kinds of locks it can best be used.

In this introduction, we wish to alert the reader to key distinctions in terminology
and thereby introduce some important themes of this volume. Such distinctions are
important; in a field as large and complex as sustainability (or adult and technical
education, for that matter), key terms differ greatly in their meaning according to
context, and a lack of clarity results in words becoming buzzwords and concepts
becoming catch-all phrases. The three main distinctions we wish to discuss here are
the difference between AVE and TVET; the difference between sustainable devel-
opment and social sustainability; and a final distinction regarding the meaning of
“education for social sustainability.”

This book focuses on the pairing of the twin concepts of adult and vocational
education (AVE) and social sustainability. AVE differs from TVET partly through
its inclusion of adult and community education as an important setting for imparting
knowledge and skills for sustainability. We cast this wider net because we do not
think that TVET alone—especially as it is currently practised—can be the master
key to sustainable development or social sustainability, and we must turn to other
education sectors for ideas on how to reorient it.

We see adult and community education as an adaptable vehicle for commu-
nity development in areas where early schooling and post-compulsory education
have been inadequate. Further, unaware of adult education methods, many TVET
providers struggle when dealing with retrenched adult workers looking to re-skill
or indeed with adult learners in disadvantaged areas who have never received initial
formal training. Finally, adult and community education (in Australia, at least) has
traditionally concerned itself with precisely the kind of issues we are describing by
the term “knowledge for sustainability”—knowledge that is concerned with making
a better society as a whole, not simply a better livelihood for the individual.

The second distinction we need to make here is between the general field of
sustainable development and our more specific focus on “social sustainability,” be-
cause social sustainability is very different in kind from its counterparts in the triple
bottom line: environmental and economic sustainability. When we speak of envi-
ronmental sustainability, we know what it is that we wish to sustain, and our task
is simply to manage existing ecosystems as best as we can. To a lesser extent this
is true of economic sustainability as well: the task at hand here is to ensure that
our economy is sufficient to sustain a decent standard of living. When we come to
social sustainability, however, we are playing another game. As many communities

1 The Bonn Declaration was the product of an International Experts Meeting on Technical and
Vocational Education and Training held by UNEVOC in October 2004. A further meeting on TVET
for Sustainable Development—Opportunities and Challenges was held in Ho Chi Minh City in
June 2006.
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can lack elements of viable structure and appropriate social and decision-making
processes, social sustainability cannot simply refer to keeping what exists alive and
flourishing, but must encourage necessary changes while also ensuring the continu-
ity of communities and their values.

A sustainable society, as put forward in the volume, is one in which the demands
of the economic sphere do not predominate over the needs of the social. In a sustain-
able society, all citizens would be encouraged to imagine and create futures in which
their own means of economic and social security contributed to the sustainability of
society as a whole. Thus, a “socially sustainable society” is a more useful term for
describing the chapters in this volume than “sustainable development,” a term that
can be—and often is—used to describe any development that is economically viable
and will create employment, even if its implementation causes or perpetuates social
and environmental problems.

While there is a wide variety of definitions for sustainability as a whole, and its
environmental and economic branches, social sustainability is rarely defined on its
own. We offer the following criteria not as “the final word” on social sustainability
but simply as an initial point of reference.

Social sustainability refers to a positive and long-term condition within commu-
nities and a process within communities that can achieve and maintain that condi-
tion. The following features are indicators of the condition, and steps toward their
establishment and implementation are aspects of the process:

� equity of access to key services (including health, education, transport, housing,
and recreation)

� a system of cultural relations in which the positive aspects of disparate cultures
are valued and protected and in which cultural integration is supported and pro-
moted when it is desired by individuals and groups

� widespread political participation of citizens not only in electoral procedures but
also in other areas of political activity, particularly at a local level

� mechanisms for a community to fulfill its own needs, where possible, through
community action

� mechanisms for political advocacy to meet needs that cannot be met by commu-
nity action

� mechanisms for a community to identify collectively its strengths and needs
� equity between generations, meaning that future generations will not be disad-

vantaged by the activities of the current generation
� a system for transmitting awareness of social sustainability from one generation

to the next
� a sense of community responsibility for maintaining that system of transmission.

The last three points are in italics to emphasize that this truly is a definition
of a sustainable society, as well as simply a “good” one. Sustainable is more than
“good.” It is a powerful concept precisely because it focuses attention on the mid-
to long-term future, and evokes consideration not only of how people’s ideas and
actions in the present are going to contribute to the improvement of society, but also
of how we are going to ensure that these improved conditions are maintained.
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This second point is critical when we are thinking about developing new policies
and practices in education. By adding sustainability to the equation, we are forced
to consider issues of resources, community acceptance, and the transmission of our
ideas to future generations. It is no longer enough to simply say “this action will
have a positive result.” We must begin to consider how the result may be sustained.

This brings us to the third and final distinction in terminology: the distinction
between “education for social sustainability” and “education for a sustainable work-
force.” By “education for social sustainability,” we mean the development of teach-
ing and learning styles that allow students to gain knowledge and skills that will
enable them to become more socially and environmentally responsible citizens. By
“education for a sustainable workforce,” we mean the positive effect that education
(particularly technical and vocational education) has on bolstering employment lev-
els and therefore creating greater financial security in a particular region. The first
is about creating a better society; the second is about obtaining and maintaining
employment.

Our volume is focused on these different relationships between the terms “edu-
cation” and “social sustainability”—and particularly on any form of education that
specifically seeks to forge links between them. While technical and vocational train-
ing is clearly vital the world over, it must be paired with other styles of education
that foster social and environmental harmony. It is no longer enough to train people
to do today’s jobs tomorrow and argue that this has contributed to sustainable de-
velopment because the recipients have been given livelihood security. A true reori-
entation of the TVET system and the workforce will come about only when people
are trained for the work of the future—work that not only provides security, but is
also socially just and environmentally responsible.

To summarize the previous sections, AVE for social sustainability as a theoretical
model refers to teaching and learning within adult and vocational education settings
that contributes to social sustainability. This means that it

� actively contributes to the economic welfare of individuals by enhancing their
career skills

� actively enhances the economic stability of communities by improving the skill
pool

� actively enhances the social sustainability of communities by imparting knowl-
edge and values associated with strong and open democratic societies

� is easily embedded into the fabric of communities and therefore is easily perpet-
uated

� contributes in some way to its own perpetuation into the future.

Much work remains to be done in collecting a body of case studies on AVE for
social sustainability—or, to put it another way, examples of “education for social
sustainability” within TVET and adult and community education settings. Many of
the examples provided in this volume (outlined in the following part of this introduc-
tion) do not describe themselves as social sustainability projects. Some do not even
refer to social sustainability overtly, but instead talk about creating safe spaces for
personal therapy, spirituality development, peace education in post-conflict settings,
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or the development of community health centers. This alerts us to the possibility
that other suitable case studies might not be conveniently labeled as “education for
social sustainability” either. We hope therefore that this volume, as well as providing
an initial landmark, will also highlight the wide possibilities for further research.
What other areas of activity might provide us with models for reorienting the TVET
system? TVET alone cannot be the master key to sustainability; it requires lessons
from adult and community education in order to understand how to use it.

The chapters that follow are clustered in four parts. The first, “Social sustain-
ability perspectives in adult and vocational education,” provides an overview from a
number of different angles. John Fien and David Wilson in Chapter 2, “Advancing
social sustainability through vocational education and training,” apply a systems
approach to thinking about the possible functions of technical and vocational edu-
cation to foster a strong inclusive relationship between sustainable development as a
scientific goal and a culturally directed search for ecological balance. Such concern
for balance can promote equity between different countries, races, social classes,
and genders but it requires appropriate curriculum that invites learners to reflect
upon the values and principles that guide human actions. AVE has to focus on its
responsibilities in general education, especially in relation to learning for work as
part of citizenship and sustainability. Such programs can provide opportunities for
learners to develop knowledge, skills, and values appropriate to helping create a
fairer and less troubled world for all.

Peter Willis in Chapter 3, “An ecology for the fourth pillar: imaginal learning
for social sustainability in AVE,” explores appropriate pedagogic ways to evoke
and nourish social sustainability’s “fourth pillar,” namely “cultural life,” or more
accurately “cultural vitality and life enthusiasm.” This life enthusiasm can be seen
as a key factor in the health of a society and its ecology, which can be called its
social ecology. The author focuses specifically on pedagogic ways in which AVE,
in addition to logical and rational approaches, can evoke and foster social ecological
learning imaginally.

A third perspective is provided by Roger Harris in Chapter 4, “The historical
contribution of AVE to social sustainability in Australia.” The chapter examines the
dominance of the economic over the social in the historical development of AVE in
Australia. The author draws attention to the traditional person–job relationship that
has underpinned many approaches to TVET: “the dominant ethos of productivism.”
This affords precedence to economic interests, and thus subordinates the needs of
individual learners to those of industry, privileging work and employability over
noneconomic outcomes. As a consequence, AVE’s contribution to social sustain-
ability, he argues, has been largely submerged and thus neglected, under-resourced,
and to a large extent under-valued.

The final perspective in this section is provided in Chapter 5 by Aidan Davison,
“The language of longing: rationality, morality, and experience in education for
sustainability.” He argues that sustainability is a preoccupation that simultane-
ously engages powers of reason, belief, and feeling, mixing up any neat separa-
tion of descriptive and normative claims. It is also a preoccupation that unsettles a
long-standing dualism of theory and practice on which so much in education has
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been built. Current initiatives such as the United Nations Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development promote the embedding of universal ethical principles
of sustainability in curricula as the basis for creating more sustainable attitudes,
values, and behaviors. The author contends that such approaches are, at best, only
partially effective and, at worst, politically dangerous. The chapter concludes that, in
its most fundamental and pre-institutional forms, education for sustainability is best
understood as a capacity for critical and reflexive encounters with the reciprocity of
sustenance that constitutes self and world.

From these broad-ranging overviews in the early chapters, the four chapters in
Part Two, “Foundations for social sustainability in adult and vocational education,”
focus on some of the educational bases for social sustainability. In Chapter 6, “Edu-
cating for a sustainable democracy,” Michael Newman points out that social sustain-
ability cannot exist without justice and that resistant anger against injustice can be
one of social sustainability’s more powerful tools. Those of us with the opportunity
to help ourselves and others learn can examine the ways to help people express their
anger and then respond to that anger. We can teach ourselves to think clearly, that is,
to think critically and independently. We can teach ourselves to think imaginatively,
that is, we can open ourselves to insight. We can teach ourselves to choose to act.
And we can teach ourselves to act well. We can help ourselves and others become
thinking, imaginative, active, moral beings in a socially sustainable way.

Patricia Cranton in Chapter 7, “Transformative learning and AVE for social sus-
tainability,” explores approaches to transformative learning and its links to social
sustainability. She shows first how the traditional “cognitive” approach enriched by
critical reflection can lead to revised habits of mind about the self and the world.
She then describes how “relational” theorists who favor “connected knowing” over
“autonomous knowing” pay attention to the role of relationships in learning and
understanding others’ points of view. She refers to the extra-rational dimensions
of transformative learning linked to the power of so-called imaginal and emotional
learning. Imaginal and emotional learning relates to a contemplative way of thinking
and reflecting using the power of human imagination, which differs markedly from
logical rationality. Social sustainability needs its own stories and story-tellers and
these need to be discovered and celebrated.

In Chapter 8, “Education, religion, sustainability, and dialogue,” Chris Provis
claims that sustainability is looming larger in regard to the social world as well
as the natural environment. The author asks what role moral education can have
in promoting dialogue among groups. The main point developed here is that di-
alogue takes different forms depending on what is at issue. Less well developed
are processes for dialogue where differences between people tend to be cognitive
differences rather than differences of preference or interest, but where issues do not
centrally revolve around truth or falsity. This may be the sort of dialogue required
where people are separated by religious differences. It may be approached as differ-
ent “ways of seeing” or “ways of framing.” In education, we need to become clearer
about this sort of dialogue.

In Chapter 9, “The role of religion in education for social sustainability,” Heather
Foster examines the manner in which religions create symbolism, meaning, and
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values through their adult educational and teaching practices. Through an under-
standing of the connection between religion and the creation of meaning and values
within communities, strategies can be developed for workplace education which
could incorporate education on religions, religious assumptions, and cultural dif-
ferences. This could also lead to a more harmonious functioning of multicultural
workplaces and global networks.

Part Three, “Creating spaces for social sustainability in adult and vocational
education,” contains four chapters that illustrate various spaces/domains for social
sustainability. In Chapter 10, “Claiming sustainable space: families, communities,
and learning, an auto/biographical perspective,” Linden West moves the focus to
smaller units. He seeks to link notions of learning, families, and intimate aspects
of human relationship with issues of sustainability, both personal and social. This
includes strengthening the social fabric and invigorating democratic processes with
reference to marginalized communities. The chapter draws on studies of groups of
parents and the professionals they had to deal with when they were involved in fam-
ily support and learning programs in several sites in England. The author chronicles
and illuminates the meaning and impact of particular interventions through parents’
eyes, as well as those of workers on the ground, in what is deeply contested territory.

Kay Price in Chapter 11, “Health literacy and AVE for social sustainability,”
points out that, in a world characterized by consumerism, any education format
focusing directly or indirectly on influencing the health status of a person constitutes
a product that is premised on what is “sold.” She clarifies a need for health educators
to attend to how people think and make decisions about their health and for this to
be integrated into their health literacy learning. This chapter addresses how AVE
providers could develop appropriate programs in this area.

Rebecca Spence in Chapter 12, “Education in post-conflict environments: path-
ways to sustainable peace?,” queries whether formal and non-formal education pro-
cesses can act as catalysts for peace. Recognizing that education is one of the main
tenets of any peace-building process, she suggests how educational policy and prac-
tice could and has been shaped so as to integrate key peace-building and reconcil-
iation principles. Using examples from a variety of conflict-affected countries, the
chapter explores the benefits and challenges associated with educating for longer
term peace.

Chapter 13, “Social sustainability and activation strategies with unemployed
young adults,” is by Danny Wildemeersch and Susan Weil, who carried out research
on education, training, and guidance of the young unemployed in Europe. It is con-
cerned with revealing, understanding, and resisting hidden inequity that is emerging
from government policies of self-help and personal responsibility. The authors are
particularly critical of the current policy emphasis on “activation” strategies which
emphasize self-responsibility and entrepreneurship. They point out that such policy
tends to focus on and even blame the socially excluded rather than social exclusion
itself. They then demonstrate how this type of activation discourse operates in a
restrictive way. They finally sketch “reflexive activation” as an alternative that does
not conceal policy ambivalences and complexities, but rather takes them as a point
of departure for practices of AVE for social sustainability.
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Part Four, “Adult and vocational education for social sustainability in action,”
analyzes several applications in a variety of contexts and, in so doing, illustrates
some of the limits and barriers to AVE being a force for social sustainability. Astrid
von Kotze in Chapter 14, “Chasing the vultures off the roof: AVE for living in
Sierra Leone,” examines community health clubs in Sierra Leone. She suggests
that “work” needs to be understood not just as jobs/employment, but in terms of
activities executed to maintain and create life. She then seeks to clarify what a more
inclusive notion of vocational education and training might look like. For people
who spend so much of their time and energy struggling to maintain life and living
and who diversify their daily livelihood activities in order to reduce risk and enjoy
some measure of dignity, what would constitute really useful AVE? Finally the au-
thor questions whether “social sustainability” is useful as an overarching theme or
whether “social change” would be a more appropriate term.

Chapter 15 by Richard Bagnall, “The contribution of non-formal adult education
to social sustainability: policy implications from case studies in the Asia-Pacific
region,” draws on five case studies of the contribution of non-formal adult educa-
tion (NFAE) to vocational learning for income generation. The democratic, partic-
ipative, community-based, and humanistic nature of traditional and holistic NFAE
provision has a strong commitment to social justice and inclusion. NFAE courses
in wealth creation have also sought to promote a more informed, active, and re-
sponsible citizenship. This general benefit could be seen to encourage productive
self-employment or cooperative enterprise, rather than the emigration of labor from
disadvantaged regions.

In Chapter 16 Bernie Lovegrove and Anne Morrison reflect on educational work
for social sustainability under the title of “Community adult learning contributions
to social sustainability in the Asia-South Pacific region: the role of ASPBAE.” The
Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education has a strong role in teaching advo-
cacy skills to educators and community activists in the Asia-South Pacific region.
It is a regional association largely of civil society organizations and individuals
engaged in both formal and non-formal adult education. Many of these organiza-
tions have been able to impart a more holistic approach to learning that includes
values and citizenship education, community-building ethics, and education about
traditional cultures and practices, while at the same time imparting skills useful for
income generation. Much more needs to be done in terms of researching, analyzing,
and advocating their valuable impact in contributing to social sustainability and in
arguing the case for more substantial and secure funding support for them to play
this role and expand their work.

Edicio dela Torre in Chapter 17 entitled “Birds learn to swim and fish learn to fly:
lessons from the Philippines on AVE for social sustainability” reflects on the rela-
tionship of adult community education and technical education and training, and the
interplay between development workers, technician/extension educators, and grass-
roots leaders. He explores this through two stories from his own life experiences.
The first is about the promotion of technology for productivity (the Green Revo-
lution) and the farmers’ prioritization of a change in land tenure as a precondition
for adoption of technology. The second is from post-conflict educational programs
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for Muslim rebels and their families. The Technical Education and Skills Develop-
ment Authority developed a program of “community-based training for enterprise
development.” But it needed an accompanying program of “education from life, for
life.”

In Chapter 18 by Joanna Crossman, “Breaking the silence: exploring spiritual-
ity in secular professional education in Australia,” there is a considerable change
of pace and area of interest. Following an exploration of the concept of secular
spirituality, she argues that there are compelling reasons for including spiritual per-
spectives in student learning. She explores how the concept of secular spirituality
relates to ideas about social sustainability and demonstrates the usefulness of social
sustainability in “situating” discussions and providing a framework for addressing
spiritual values in adult education and ultimately the workplace.

In the final chapter in this part of the book, Chapter 19 entitled “Waldorf schools
as communities of practice for AVE and social sustainability,” Tom Stehlik points
out that Waldorf schools seek to be cooperative learning communities of parents and
teachers. While the “core business” of a Waldorf school is to educate children, the
author also shows that engagement with the educational philosophy and the school
community promotes formal and informal learning for adults in a range of areas,
including parenting, relationships, family dynamics, and personal development. He
also puts forward the concept of “parenting as a vocation” as a valid and important
aspect of contributing to social capital through a considered and informed approach
to raising children for a socially sustainable future.

In conclusion, the global task of re-thinking work and learning for social de-
velopment and its links with social sustainability in various arenas around the
world presents equally as urgent and as challenging, a point highlighted by Stephen
McKenzie in his concluding Chapter 20, “Conclusion. AVE for social sustainability:
where to from here?” There is a pioneering “feel” to much of the AVE for social
sustainability work analyzed in the following chapters, as adult and vocational edu-
cators, with an awareness of the importance of social sustainability in the societies
in which they are working, seek to respond as effectively as they can to the changing
circumstances of work and social life. In so doing, they stimulate us to re-think our
notions of work and learning.
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Chapter 2
Advancing Social Sustainability Through
Vocational Education and Training

John Fien and David Wilson

Abstract This chapter explores the implications for technical and vocational ed-
ucation of viewing sustainable development not only as a scientific goal but also
as a culturally directed search for a dynamic balance in the relationships between
social, economic, and natural systems. Such a balance would promote equity be-
tween the present and the future, and equity between countries, races, social classes,
and genders. As a focus of learning and cultural change, sustainability requires a
conscious commitment by all to reflect upon the values and principles that guide
our actions. Such a view challenges technical and vocational educators to focus on
their responsibilities in general education, especially in relation to learning for work
as part of citizenship and sustainability. This approach would mean that programs
provide opportunities for students to learn how to reflect upon their own values,
how they affect workplace practices, lifestyle choices, and the social, economic,
and environmental impacts that would result if everyone in the world believed and
acted as they did. Such programs would also provide opportunities for learners to
develop knowledge, skills, and values appropriate to help create a fairer and less
troubled world for all.

Toward a Sustainable Future

The major challenge in the world today is to find ways of living and working sus-
tainably, so that the reasonable needs and wants of people from all walks of life and
in all countries can be satisfied without over-exploiting the natural resources upon
which all life depends and without threatening the ability of future generations to
meet their wants and needs.1

J. Fien (B)
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia

1 This chapter is adapted from Orienting technical and vocational education and training for
sustainable development (UNESCO-UNEVOC 2006), which the authors prepared for UNESCO-
UNEVOC and is revised here with the permission of Dr. Rupert Maclean, Director, UNESCO-
UNEVOC.

P. Willis et al. (eds.), Rethinking Work and Learning, Technical and Vocational
Education and Training: Issues, Concerns and Prospects 9,
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4020-8964-0 2, C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2009
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Moving toward the goal of sustainable development requires fundamental
changes in human attitudes and behavior—in our personal lives, in our community
activities, and in our places of work. Successfully making these changes is critically
dependent on education and training. The concept of sustainable development is
not a simple one, and there is no road map to prescribe how we should proceed. Yet
time is short, and we must act without delay. We must move ahead now, in a spirit of
exploration and experimentation and with the broadest possible range of partners,
so as to contribute through education and training to a sustainable future. Taking
incremental steps in both developed and developing nations now is preferable to
waiting for larger measures to be realized.

An Opportunity to be Taken

In October 2004, UNESCO hosted an International Experts’ Meeting on Learning
for Work, Citizenship and Sustainability2 as a 5-year review of progress since the
Second International Conference on Technical and Vocational Education (TVET)
which was held in Seoul, Korea, in April 1999. Discussions on the central theme of the
Seoul Conference—lifelong learning and training for all, a bridge to the future—led
to the conclusion that we need new paradigms of both development and TVET. As the
preamble to the recommendations in the final report stated:

We have considered the emerging challenges of the twenty-first century, a century that
will be an era of knowledge, information and communication. Globalization and the rev-
olution in information and communication technology have signalled the need for a new
human-centred development paradigm. We have concluded that Technical and Vocational
Education (TVE), as an integral component of lifelong learning, has a crucial role to play
in this new era as an effective tool to realize the objectives of a culture of peace, envi-
ronmentally sound sustainable development, social cohesion, and international citizenship.
(UNESCO, 1999, p. 61)

The “new human-centered development paradigm” was elaborated at the Millen-
nium Summit of the United Nations General Assembly in September 2000, which
agreed to a set of Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).3 The MDGs include:
halving extreme poverty and hunger, achieving universal primary education and
gender equity, reducing under-five mortality and maternal mortality by two-thirds
and three-quarters respectively, reversing the spread of HIV/AIDS, halving the pro-
portion of people without access to safe drinking water, and ensuring environmental
sustainability. They also include the goal of developing a global partnership for
development, with targets for aid, trade, and debt relief. As a strategic vision, the
MDGs are steps toward a longer-term vision of building internal capacity in all,

2 The International Experts’ Meeting was organised by UNESCO in collaboration with the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). The meeting was held in Bonn, Germany, on
26–28 October 2004.
3 See http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/.
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especially developing, countries such that all institutions for education and training
can act as engines for sustainable development.

Achieving the MDGs necessitates action on issues such as poverty, hunger, edu-
cation, gender equality, child and maternal mortality, HIV/AIDS, safe water, up-
grading slums, and global partnerships for development that include technology
transfer. Effective Vocational Education and Training (VET) is integral to finding
and implementing solutions to all of these issues. In this way, VET underpins every
one of the MDGs and the achievement of sustainable development. It is impossible
to think of making gains in poverty reduction, job creation, health, or environmental
concerns without a focused TVET policy, and it is equally true that a well-articulated
and focused TVET policy can lead to huge improvements in education, gender
equality, and living conditions. Much of the improvement in human welfare over
the last century in both rich and poor countries is due to technological innovation
in the fields of public health, nutrition, and agriculture. These improvements have
led to reductions in poverty and mortality rates, and improved life expectancy, for
example. Similarly, improvements in areas such as environmental management in-
creasingly rely on the generation and application of new knowledge. In essence, one
important aspect of achieving the MDGs requires developing appropriate forms of
vocational education and training.

Reflecting such imperatives, the Seoul conference looked to an innovative
paradigm of technical and vocational education based upon “a learning culture”
that encourages and educates people “to be productive and competitive, and to care
for the well-being of its people.” It was agreed that “a vibrant training culture is a
key factor in attaining that goal . . . and empower[ing] youth and adults to play a
part in the new development paradigm” (UNESCO, 1999, p. 54). As a result, the
final report of the conference is replete with statements about the contribution of
technical and vocational education to a sustainable future. For example:

Technical and vocational education, as an integral component of life-long learning, has a
crucial role to play in this new era as an effective tool to realise the objectives of a culture of
peace, environmentally sound sustainable development, social cohesion and international
citizenship. (pp. 1, 61)

[T]he TVET of the future must not only prepare individuals for employment in the
information society, but also make them responsible citizens who give due consideration to
preserving the integrity of their environment and the welfare of others.(p. 27)

TVET can play an instrumental role in developing a new generation of individuals who
will face the challenge of achieving sustainable socio-economic development. A number of
new subjects (issues) therefore need to be incorporated into TVET teaching and learning
or be further emphasised for the sake of the future of all of us as we struggle to learn
throughout life. A well trained technical workforce is essential for any country’s efforts to
achieve sustainable development. (p. 29)

[T]here is an urgent need to renew TVET. This should be the top . . . priority for every
country . . . This is a task that can only be accomplished if a country can succeed in artic-
ulating TVET with its system of education within a framework of an overall sustainable
development strategy. (p. 89)

These statements represent a broadening of TVET from the narrow task of pro-
viding training for industry- and occupation-specific skills to the broader task of
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workforce development and lifelong learning for sustainable development and cit-
izenship. A related initiative that impacts upon TVET is the International Labour
Organization (ILO) Decent Work Agenda:

Decent work means productive work in which rights are protected, which generates an
adequate income with adequate social protection. It also means sufficient work, in the sense
that all should have full access to income-earning opportunities . . . Decent work also means
a way out of poverty, allowing economic growth to benefit from competition, and workers’
from economic growth . . . The evolving global economy offers opportunities from which
all can gain, but these have to be grounded in participatory social institutions if they are to
confer legitimacy and sustainability on economic and social policies.4

International fora have reiterated the important role of TVET in achieving sus-
tainable human development. For example, the international “Education for All”
program emphasizes vocational preparation within a context of social and environ-
mental responsibility. Thus, Goal 3 in the Dakar Framework for Action includes a
call to “ensure that the learning needs of all young people are met through equitable
access to appropriate learning and life skills programmes.” This goal emphasizes
the importance of skills development for employment and for effective citizenship,
and the important relationships between them. In like vein, the 2002 Youth Em-
ployment Summit in Cairo called for educational approaches that empower youth,
especially young women and the disadvantaged, to face the future with hope and
optimism, secure in the knowledge that they have the human capabilities to care
for themselves and their families and contribute to sustainable human development
(Fien, 2002).

Similarly, the final report of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development
emphasized the need for all countries and international agencies to meet “capacity
needs for training, technical know-how and strengthening national institutions in . . .

economically viable, socially acceptable and environmentally sound” development
(2002, para. 19) in order to eradicate poverty, improve human health and access
to safe water and hygienic sanitation, conserve the natural resource base upon
which social and economic development depends, and foster the use of technolo-
gies for cleaner production and renewable energy. As a result, the joint 2002 ILO
and UNESCO Recommendations on Technical and Vocational Education for the
Twenty-First Century state that, as “a vital aspect of the educational process in all
countries,” TVET should:

(a) Contribute to the achievement of the societal goals of greater democratization and
social, cultural and economic development, while at the same time developing
the potential of all individuals, both men and women, for active participation in
the establishment and implementation of these goals, regardless of religion, race
and age

(b) Lead to an understanding of the scientific and technological aspects of contempo-
rary civilization in such a way that people comprehend their environment and are
capable of acting upon it while taking a critical view of the social, political and
environmental implications of scientific and technological change

4 International Labour Conference, 89th Session, Geneva, June 2001.
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(c) Empower people to contribute to environmentally sound sustainable development
through their occupations and other areas of their lives. (UNESCO & ILO, 2002,
p. 9)

More a Moral Precept than a Scientific Concept

These three goals are central to orienting TVET for sustainable development. Find-
ing approaches to development that balance economic and social progress, address
cultural differences, conform to global, national, and local needs, and respect eco-
logical values and limits is the key to sustainable development. However, efforts to
define exactly what sustainable development is must reflect the varying conditions
in different parts of the world and their impact upon national and cultural priorities
and values. For example,

to an individual living in rural poverty in the developing world, “sustainable development”,
if it is to make any sense, must mean increased consumption and a higher living standard.
By contrast, to an individual in a wealthy country, with a closet full of clothes, a pantry full
of food and a garage full of cars, “sustainable development” could mean more modest and
carefully considered consumption. (UNESCO, 1997, para. 25)

Thus, sustainable development is not a fixed concept; rather it is a culturally
directed search for a dynamic balance in the relationships between social, economic,
and natural systems, a balance that seeks to promote equity between the present and
the future, and equity between countries, races, social classes, and genders. The
interdependence of people and the environment requires that no single development
or environmental objective be pursued to the detriment of others. The environment
cannot be protected in a way that leaves half of humanity in poverty. Likewise there
can be no long-term development on a depleted planet.

This makes sustainable development more a moral precept than a scientific con-
cept, and links it as much with notions of peace, human rights, and fairness as it does
with theories of ecology or global warming. Indeed, while sustainable development
involves the natural sciences, policy, and economics, it is primarily a matter of cul-
ture: it is concerned with the values people cherish and with the ways in which we
perceive our relationship with others and with the natural world (UNESCO, 2002).

TVET and Social Sustainability

As a focus of learning and cultural change, sustainability requires a conscious com-
mitment by all to reflect upon the values and principles that guide our actions. All
cultures, communities, individuals, and workplaces have their own views on what
such values and principles should be and, given the need for sustainable develop-
ment to be locally relevant and culturally appropriate, it is not possible to outline
specific values to be encouraged in VET.
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However, programs should provide opportunities for students to learn how to
reflect upon their own values, how they affect lifestyle choices and the social, eco-
nomic and environmental impacts that would result if everyone in the world believed
and acted as they did. Such programs might also provide opportunities to reflect
upon the relevance and likely impacts of the values held by other communities and
cultures, and the applicability to consumption and production choices of the values
in an ethic such as the “Earth Charter.” These include:

� respecting Earth and life in all its diversity;
� caring for the community of life with understanding, compassion, and love;
� building democratic societies that are just, sustainable, participatory, and peace-

ful; and
� securing Earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future generations.5

While termed an “Earth Charter,” such principles are central to social sustain-
ability and are embedded in the concept of “sustainable livelihoods,” which em-
braces existing concepts of work and employment but widens them to include the
multiple forms of economic and noneconomic activities through which people cre-
ate opportunities to sustain themselves, their families, and their communities. The
United Nations Development Program defines livelihoods as “the assets, activities
and entitlements which people utilize in order to make a living” (UNDP, 1997, p. 6),
with assets including local natural resources (i.e., land, water, common-property
resources, flora, fauna), but also social (i.e., community, family, social networks),
political (i.e., participation, empowerment), human (i.e., education, labor, health,
nutrition), physical (i.e., roads, clinics, markets, schools, bridges), and economic
resources (i.e., jobs, savings, credit).

The wide view of resources and abilities in the concept of sustainable liveli-
hoods raises questions about the traditional “person–job” relationship that forms
the foundation of many approaches to VET. While education, particularly VET,
has important roles in developing the social, human, and physical capital needed
for a sustainable livelihood, it is perhaps a very different form of VET that is re-
quired (see Lawrence and Tate, 1997). This makes it imperative to ensure that young
people receive the best education possible to prepare them for a life of productive
employment—and to have the entrepreneurial skills not only to develop work op-
portunities for themselves and others but also the commitment and initiative to con-
tribute to the social, economic, and environmental well-being of their communities.

Thus basic education is central to effective VET. Literacy and numeracy are vital
here. The health and safety of workers often depends upon their ability to read in-
structions (e.g., on fertilizer bags) and to make accurate calculations (e.g., of mixing
and application levels). The wider skills of scientific and social literacy are also
important, for example, for equipment maintenance and repair and understanding
technological change (scientific literacy) and for group work, dialogue, and negoti-
ation with colleagues and supervisors, gender and ethnic tolerance, and other skills

5 See www.earthcharter.org
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needed for harmonious relations in the workplace (social literacy). The application
of such literacy to the world of work and active citizenship needs to become a core
dimension of VET if it is to respond to the imperatives of social sustainability.6

Thus, Quisumbing argues for an “holistic and integrated human resource devel-
opment program for TVET” that “aims to prepare the individual to become a re-
sponsible, free and mature person, equipped not only with the appropriate skills and
knowhow of the latest technologies, but also with deep human and spiritual values
and attitudes—a sense of self worth, self esteem and dignity” (2001, p. 2). Central
to the development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes for social sustainability, she
argues, are the abilities

� to work by oneself and with others in teams, with integrity and honor, with hon-
esty, punctuality, and responsibility;

� to adapt to varying situations; to know and understand problems and issues; to
work out solutions creatively;

� to resolve conflicts peacefully;
� to have a good grasp of the reality of the world, of oneself, and of others;
� to possess some general knowledge with specialization in some field or area of

work; and
� to continue learning and pursue lifelong education in a learning society.

A focus on the knowledge, skills, and attitudes for social sustainability can
develop all the powers and faculties of the individual—cognitive, affective, and
behavioral—and from them can flow such “work values and attitudes as creativ-
ity and adaptability, productivity, quality and efficiency, patience and perseverance,
loyalty and commitment, freedom and responsibility, accountability, the spirit of ser-
vice, a futures orientation, and a genuine love for work itself” (Quisumbing, 2001,
p. 2). The UNESCO DeSeCo Initiative sets a global standard for generic, psychoso-
cial, and key transferable skills, which will further social sustainability.

This view places ethics at the heart of developing social sustainability through
TVET. Wonacott (2001) notes that the literature on ethical issues in TVET is most
often concerned with dilemmas in teaching and the use of technology related to
questions of power, access, control, intellectual property rights, privacy, equity,
speech, etc. Ethical and legal issues for specific occupations are also often ad-
dressed. There are also definite ethical and moral implications associated with social
sustainability, including the following:

� Respect for cultural diversity is a core value in social sustainability. All peo-
ple have the right to employment regardless of their ethnic or racial heritage
and their religious beliefs. The rights to employment of indigenous peoples are
especially important. This applies also to opportunities for further training and
promotion. The internationalization of the workforce through globalization and

6 The role of basic education in promoting sustainable livelihoods is discussed in Lawrence and
Tate (1997).
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labor migration also emphasizes the importance of developing respect for cul-
tural diversity in all TVET programs (see Pegg, 1997; Brown, 2002).

� Gender equality is also a core value in social sustainability. The rights of
women to equality of outcomes from education and training (as well as ac-
cess) and to equality of employment opportunities, working conditions, access
to further training, and promotion are important human rights that need to be
enshrined in TVET programs. The vital importance of freedom from discrimi-
nation and sexual harassment, associated monitoring, reporting, and disciplinary
processes also need to be taught. These are matters for both male and female
students and workers: women need training in ways to protect their rights and
freedoms in the workplace while men need training in their obligations to re-
spect and honor all their work colleagues (Scott, 2003), Sustainability will
be difficult to attain without equal access, participation, and remuneration of
women.

� Inclusion of other excluded groups, for example, disabled people and ethnic
minorities, is essential for sustainability in TVET and workplaces. Without the
inclusion of all groups in a society sustainability will not be achieved.

� Workplace relations: One positive result of the reduction in levels of manage-
ment and the increase in workers’ levels of educational attainment has been
the empowerment of workers to advise management of better ways to operate
or produce finished goods. This reduction from as many as eight to as few
as three levels of management has improved communications between labor
and management. Historically, communications between employers and em-
ployees has been mainly top-down. Increasingly it has become the practice of
enlightened employers to elicit ideas from their employees that improve pro-
duction and lessen waste. The same holds true for the creation of sustainabil-
ity, both in TVET and in the workplace. Relations between coworkers also
benefit from improved communication, plus tolerance of others’ differences. It
goes without saying that a contentious workplace is not likely to be a sustain-
able one.

� Teamwork at the workplace: A harmonious workplace is one in which team-
work is both valued and practiced. While teamwork was important during the
agricultural and industrial ages, it appears to have taken on new importance
in the emerging information age. Many writers exhort TVET institutions at
all levels to concentrate upon the training of “knowledge workers,” defined as
those “who use logical-abstract thinking to diagnose problems, research and
apply knowledge to propose solutions, and design and implement those solu-
tions, often as a member of a team” (Wilson, 2001, p. 21). The restructur-
ing of assembly lines during the industrial age, and the maintenance of many
assembly line principles and practices in the emerging information age—in
particular the assembly of electronic equipment of all types—necessitate the
enhancement of teamwork principles to ensure sustainability. Productivity is-
sues, for example, the failure rate of assembled equipment, highlight the im-
portance of teamwork. Therefore, it is incumbent upon TVET institutions to
foster the necessary climate and/or “culture” of teamwork right from the initial
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entry of students and trainees into TVET institutions. It is also imperative
that TVET teachers and instructors set a correct example by functioning as a
team.

� Relations between employers and employees: Conflict between labor and
management has been a long-standing impediment to harmonious relationships
between employers and employees. However, in some countries enlightened
employers recognize that harmony is directly related to improved productiv-
ity, reduced spoilage, and even innovations suggested by employees. Many
collective agreements now include mechanisms for continuing TVET, deliv-
ered either at the workplace or by means of released time for employees to
attend off-site seminars, workshops, and courses. In some instances employ-
ers pay or reimburse tuition fees. In Japan, Career Development Grants are
made by the government to employers to promote TVET and/or sponsor HRD
leave (Cummings & Jecks, 2004). The contribution of such initiatives to em-
ployee retention constitutes yet another sustainable innovation. The effective
introduction of technological innovations is usually accompanied by various
forms of continuing TVET. Regrettably, studies have shown that most employer-
sponsored training in industrialized countries is provided to sales and manage-
rial personnel, rather than to those responsible for production and service de-
livery. In order for on-the-job learning to become sustainable it will be neces-
sary for larger numbers of employers to recognize the benefits of continuing
TVET.

� Safety: Considerations of safety are of prime importance in TVET and in the
workplace. Employers bear responsibility for the working conditions and well-
being of their employees. Employees are responsible for actions that might
place their peers in peril, produce dangerous or sub-standard goods, or dam-
age property. This suggests that another aspect of safety is the protection of
TVET students/trainees and employees at the workplace. Making TVET more
sustainable in the safety domain involves continuous attention to safe working
conditions in all types of education and training, as well as in the workplace.
Safety considerations should be prominent in the design of TVET facilities
and the procurement of equipment. Safety is often given the highest priority
in TVET curriculum development. However, one caveat during training is that
there are limits to openness and participation because the teacher or instructor
is responsible for the safety of the learners, and at times must exercise firm
control.

� Citizenship: Social sustainability depends upon the willingness of people to
cooperate in building and safeguarding a fair and democratic society. Recip-
rocal rights and responsibilities are important in a democracy, where the col-
lective voice of citizens is the source of all legitimate authority. These rights
include: equality before the law and the freedom to vote, to speak freely on
public issues, and to participate in public interest groups. The duties of respon-
sible citizenship include: paying taxes, obeying laws, demonstrating commit-
ment and loyalty to democratic ideals, constructively criticizing the conditions
of political and civic life, and participating to improve the quality of national
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and community life (Klusmeyer, 1996). The rights and responsibilities of cit-
izens extend to the workplace also. This is why respect for gender and cul-
tural differences and skills for developing harmonious workplace relations and
teamwork and negotiating improvements in work practices are so important to
social sustainability. TVET has key responsibilities to ensure that these civic
disposition and participation skills are developed, and experience suggests that
this can perhaps best be done through the following kinds of learning experi-
ences:

– student participation in democratically conducted student organization;
– college-facilitated community service that is connected directly to the curricu-

lum and classroom instruction; and
– cooperative learning activities in which groups of students cooperate to pursue

a common goal, such as inquiring about a public issue or responding to a
community problem (Patrick, 1999; Battersby, 1998).

Conclusion

The values of cultural diversity, gender equality, inclusion, and citizenship together
with practices for safety, teamwork, and mutual employee–employer respect under-
pin the integration of social sustainability into technical and vocational education
and training. They have the potential not only to promote more productive and hu-
mane workplaces but also to develop the knowledge, attitudes, and skills that are
conducive to a fairer, less troubled, and more sustainable world—and surely that is
what education should be all about.
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Chapter 3
An Ecology for the Fourth Pillar: Imaginal
Learning for Social Sustainability in AVE

Peter Willis

Abstract This chapter explores an “imaginal” curriculum for social sustainability
in adult and vocational education. This imaginal curriculum seeks to find appropri-
ate pedagogic ways to evoke and nourish what Jon Hawkes calls social sustainabil-
ity’s “fourth pillar,” namely “cultural vitality and life enthusiasm” (2004, p. 263).
This life enthusiasm is a key factor in the health of any society as it interacts with
the biological and social world. Drawing on the concept of “social ecology,” I dis-
cuss the importance of humans being aware and respectful of their location in their
social eco-system as embodied, aesthetic, rational, and finally technological beings,
where each of these dimensions is interdependent. I then focus on pedagogic ways in
which adult and vocational education can evoke and foster social ecological learning
imaginally. This involves aesthetic processes that call learners to explore their “life
myths” and link them to the myths implicit in social sustainability. Two approaches
are described: reciprocal storytelling, through which learners are invited to develop
responsive dispositions toward aesthetic experiences, and evocative portrayal, in
which artistic creations and performances linked to elements of social sustainability
are presented and a range of responses invited and explored.

Introduction

Human sustainability is conventionally understood in terms of three dimensions:
economic, social and environmental. This chapter is concerned with a less familiar
dimension: the cultural. Within this cultural dimension, I argue for an “imaginal cur-
riculum.” The imaginal curriculum seeks to foster social sustainability by drawing
attention to and nourishing what Jon Hawkes (2004, p. 263) calls sustainability’s
“fourth pillar,” namely “cultural life” or more accurately “cultural vitality.” Hawkes
writes

This is why I support the application of a fourth, a cultural perspective to stand alongside
the standard triangle of social, environmental and economic “pillars”. It is through cultural
action that we make sense of our existence and the environment we inhabit, that we find
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common expressions of our values and needs, and, it is through cultural action that we meet
the challenges presented by our continuing stewardship of the planet. (2004, p. 263)

And

Cultural vitality is as essential to a healthy and sustainable society as social equity, environ-
mental responsibility and economic viability. (p. 261)

Vitality encompasses the qualitative elements by which a society is perceived
to be flourishing. People in a culturally vibrant society are perceived to be “onto
something.” This life enthusiasm, along with the more prosaic economic, social,
and environmental indicators, is a key factor in the ecological health of a society.

Ecology is the study of the relationships between organisms and their environ-
ment. However, human acts are not often noted or catered for in conventional eco-
logical studies, and this neglected “social” dimension is the focus of some scholars
and activists. Accordingly, the term “ecology” can refer to an ideal being pursued
in relation to caring for such human environmental and social systems. This “social
ecology” is what Hill calls

the study and practice of personal, social and environmental sustainability and change based
on the critical application and integration of ecological, humanistic, community and spiri-
tual values. (1999, p. 13, following Bookchin, 1993)

Thus, social ecology has a kinship with social sustainability and is taken here to
represent in a holistic way the work that is needed to support social sustainability,
in other words, to support human social and biological life as an integrated whole.
From this perspective social ecology represents a blueprint for sustainability, fo-
cusing on ways to support Hawkes’ social, environmental, economic, and cultural
pillars.

In reflecting on the general notion of social sustainability as “a positive and long-
term condition” (McKenzie, 2004, p. 16), I am interested here in ways in which
aesthetic education, a specific pedagogic approach to the cultural part of social
ecology and its related life enthusiasm, can resist the entropy, the loss of interest,
and motivation that can afflict the organic, interactive, and longitudinal nature of
human social life. Social ecology suggests the importance of people being aware
of their location in key dimensions of their social ecosystem as embodied, rational,
aesthetic, and technological beings, where each dimension is interdependent and
interactive with the others.

The embodied dimension of the social ecosystem refers to the interactive biolog-
ical dimension of human life through sensation and various bodily functions: eating,
breathing, defecation, and the like. As Todres (2007) explains, bodiliness carries and
shapes almost every kind of human experience.

The rational dimension of the social ecosystem refers to the human power for
abstract and rational thought applied in empirical and social science and in law and
human ethics.

The aesthetic dimension involves the human capacity to be moved by beauty
and its opposite, and is linked to the power of the imagination to think via images.
While the imagination can involve the human creative power of fantasy, there is
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another more contemplative aspect known as “imaginal knowing.” Imaginal know-
ing (Hillman, 1981) refers to the human power to think in images and to dwell on
them, thus complementing the logical rational dimension of conceptual thinking.
This imaginal dimension of human social ecology has a direct link to desire and can
provide an ongoing foundation for enthusiasm and sustained commitment to chosen
action.

Finally, the technological dimension of the social ecosystem refers to the capac-
ity of people as tool makers and inventors to harness and exploit natural resources
according to their priorities. But of course these priorities need the stabilizing influ-
ence of other dimensions to be safe, sustainable, and convivial.

Social ecology, with its emphasis on holism and the complementarity of different
elements, can thus be offered as a useful way to think about the multiple challenges
of social sustainability. This would support the view of Adebowale that

Sustainability has always been linked to a core concept of human need so it is a fundamen-
tal contradiction to believe it can be achieved without improved social equity and social
progress. (2002, p. 5)

Two pedagogic agendas can be drawn from this more human meaning of ecology.
The first is to explore more deeply the four significant and complementary agendas
in the life of human groups relating to the sustainability of their social ecosystem.
The second is to focus particularly on educational ways of fostering the aesthetic
and imaginal dimension required for energizing human interest in and commitment
to the ideals of social sustainability.

Social sustainability in human organic and social life can be envisioned as having
vertical (or life through time) and horizontal (or concurrent life with other persons
and things) dimensions. The quality of social sustainability attached to the ecology
of human groups is manifested in its capacity to maintain its social and environmen-
tal relations both in and through time.

A significant element in the sustainability of a group through time is its capacity
to relate creatively and authentically to the lateral challenges of new people and
circumstances. This can mean integrating new people and ideas, working toward
acceptance and celebration of difference. It can also mean enduring internal and
external diminishing processes by generating and nurturing visions and dreams of
betterment, which can create a mood of life affirmation and resilience.

Diminishments can be expected to occur from time to time in every society.
Internal diminishment can occur though different forms of attrition brought about
by changes to the physical environment or by human acts of violence, forms of
illness, guilt, woundedness from unjust acts, and other forms of entropy. Exter-
nal diminishment comes from outside the group. These forces can be sudden,
such as a tidal wave, cyclone, or human acts of invasion, or they can be grad-
ual, such as drought, migration, or pressure from hostile groups. Against these
recurrent diminishments, human visioning, desire, and choice can provide a foun-
dation for ongoing recovery, reconciliation, and healing. These seem to be es-
sential requirements for a sustainable social ecology in changeable and turbulent
circumstances.
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Dimensions of Sustainable Social Ecology

Sustainable social ecology refers here to ways of purposively seeking to shape and
conserve the interdependent processes characterizing social groups and their mem-
bers within their physical and social environment. The general aim is to encourage
positive outcomes in the middle of processes of growth and decline, wounding and
healing, conflict and reconciliation in and through time. This enterprise has utopian
dimensions and is pursued knowing the difficulty of attempting intervention into
such systems while seeking to safeguard life, autonomy, and resilience.

It is suggested here that an approach to adult and vocational education for social
sustainability can be enriched by building on John Heron’s heuristic idea, which
he first elaborated in 1992, that human consciousness has four modes of knowing,
each building on the one before. These seem to have considerable similarities to the
elements in a human ecology mentioned above. According to Heron, sensation—
direct somatic experience of the world—lies at the basis of human consciousness.
Imagination and imaginal reflection build on this, and in turn support conceptional
classification, analysis, and calculation. Finally there is praxis, which is the re-
flective knowledge accompanying purposive action. Building on Heron’s matrix,
appropriate and balanced ways of building a socially sustainable society can be
developed by acknowledging and fostering the complementary synergies of these
four modes of conscious action.

Accordingly, since people’s actions at different times can show the influence of
one or other of these modes of consciousness, and equally their lack, a useful ap-
proach to adult and vocational education for social sustainability might be to explore
the nature of these four modes of knowing and the balance between them. In other
words, ways of living usefully, honestly, and sustainably need to be pursued through
a conscious social and sustainable ecology by which people come to recognize,
deliberately participate in, and sometimes seek to shape the interplay of different
forces at work in their personal, physical, and social worlds. This social ecology can
be understood to apply to the four significant and interacting life arenas mentioned
above to which Heron’s four different patterns of consciousness mentioned above
apply, namely:

� bodily, physical consciousness with its sense-awareness forms of knowing;
� imaginal consciousness with presentational, image-awareness forms of knowing

and their related feelings and moods;
� rational, analytical consciousness with the rational conceptional awareness form

of knowing;
� reflective action with its praxis awareness form of knowing.

And so the argument of this chapter can be rephrased. I suggest that, by recog-
nizing and honoring the multiple forces and dimensions of human life that are made
visible through attention to the different kinds of human awareness and attempting to
engage consciously and critically in these modes of knowing and shaping the world,
people concerned with social sustainability have a clearer opportunity to develop
and refine a more holistic and nuanced pedagogy.
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But for human social life to have such depth, honor, energy, and sustainability,
people need to be constantly aware of and engaged in reflective activities drawn
from these four genres of consciousness and knowing according to a kind of “quest
map” both through time (the vertical, diachronic world), and in the physical here and
now (the horizontal, synchronic world). Each of the four ways of knowing alluded to
above thus need to be acknowledged and shaped to form a more holistic sustainable
ecological awareness and practice.

The first dimension of knowing relates directly to the bodily arena: sensations,
physical environment, and space—sensations linked to the five senses, to emotions,
and to the capacity for pleasure and pain. A sustainable ecological awareness would
cater for and deepen people’s awakeness and awareness of the sensate world. The
five senses would provide messages of health and environmental richness or might
trigger alarm in toxic smells, polluted rivers, and unsavory food and drink.

The second, imaginal consciousness is treated more fully below.
The third dimension is that of logic, rationality, and science. Humans, partic-

ularly in western cultures, have tended to depend on science to provide accurate
information and ways of being with the so-called objective, factual world. In many
ways, humans have been both the beneficiaries and the victims of this powerful form
of consciousness. On the one hand, science has given us the benefits of computers,
telephones, and medicine, yet on the other hand, the scourge of nuclear weapons and
greenhouse gasses. The technical, logical dimensions of social ecology need to use
the very tools of logical and empirical rationality to encourage the energy of science
and logic, while at the same time remaining aware of its limits and the tendency of
certain people and cultures to overvalue its usefulness by seeing it as the only valid
source of human wisdom and betterment.

The fourth is the dimension of reflective action or praxis. This mental process is
linked to human agency. From an ecological and sustainable perspective reflection
around action needs to become critical, prudent, and holistic. Planned and executed
actions need to be reflectively examined for their long-term effects, their costs and
benefits and the possibility of so-called collateral damage or side effects. The previ-
ous mention of technology with the dazzling enrichment of its tools and inventions,
which can so easily disguise its limitations and perils, is a key reminder of the
importance of an ecological dimension in rational empirical thinking to be aware
of, critique, and shape human purposive activities according to social ecological
guidelines.

And so what is needed is an energetic complementarity between the four modes
of knowing, each with their windows into different dimensions of human social
ecology. But of course it is one thing to become aware of the need for limits and
changes to various elements of human life, and quite another to find the commit-
ment, resolution, and tenacity to make the necessary choices—even when they are
uncomfortable—and carry them to completion. The direction and energy of human
choice has one of its key foundations in the human capacity for enthusiasm by which
the imagination is captured and the heart moved. Ways of evoking and shaping
this imaginal dimension, with its links to Hawke’s cultural fourth pillar of social
sustainability, forms the main theme of the following section.
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Imaginal Learning for Sustainable Ecology

The concept of the “imaginal,” developed by Hillman (1981), draws extensively
from the writings of Henry Corbin (1969). Corbin had interpreted the pioneering
work of Ibn ‘Arabi, a Sufi mystic, to refer to the human power of image making
and its links to the so-called “knowing of the heart,” the knowing linked to a per-
son’s sense of her or himself and her or his position in the world. The “imaginal”
(cf. Bradbeer, 1998, p. 14) differs from the “imaginary,” which contains the notion
of fantasy. For Hillman (1981), the imaginal has nothing to do with fantasy but much
to do with the knowing and reflecting linked to the heart.

Halling, quoting from his personal journal (2005, p. 221), writes of coming to a
state of forgiveness:

My anger and hurt vanished as I was thinking about Heather, but this time as another human
being who was struggling, and who basically did not mean me any harm. It is not accurate,
I am realizing, to suggest that I just thought that; it was more like an image that emerged
for me, an image that was not as much seen as felt. I felt healed; blame and anger vanished.
(2008 p. 82)

In Halling’s writing, the power of the image reaches to the feeling part of the per-
son. From this perspective it is possible to see imaginal knowing as involving more
than the logical rational mind and encompassing gut-level knowing and feeling.

Imaginal awareness can be understood to have two learning dimensions. The
first learning dimension is a visioning process requiring an idealizing curriculum,
by which citizens invent and develop ideals of a society committed to balance the
ideals of good management and enterprise with equity and inclusivity. The other
learning is a grounding process of attentive compassion requiring an empathetic
curriculum, through which learners are invited to try to imagine themselves in
the shoes of others, sharing in some small way their feelings and experiences. As
Greene says of the imagination, “it is what, above all, makes empathy possible”
(1995, p. 3).

The visioning curriculum builds on the work of the democratic futurists to envis-
age possible worlds and the real challenges that inclusivity and equity bring to hu-
man life together, particularly when looking at local, national, and global scenarios.
The empathetic curriculum has the task of creating scenarios evoking compassionate
understandings and feelings for others in the local, national, and world community.

The challenge has always been to discover ways in which adult and community
education can develop and promote an appropriate curriculum to foster the imag-
inal dimension of life. Compared to the curriculum involved in assisting learners
to take on accurate information or precise and well-developed skills, the imaginal
curriculum is divergent and less bounded and confined. Whereas the instructional
curriculum tends to look in a convergent way to measurable objectives and perfor-
mance outcomes, the imaginal curriculum speaks more obliquely to the imagination
and the heart and looks to resonance rather than replication, and to evocation or
enchantment rather than to compliance with specified outcomes. Even though a
general personal stance or orientation is what is aimed at, such dispositions may be
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difficult to identify in performative or behavioral terms, and changes of performance
specifically linked to an evocative curriculum even harder to measure.

In adult education courses on politics, drama, art, history, and citizenship, imag-
inal dimensions of human cultural life are often acknowledged but not necessarily
fostered in the actual curriculum. It is possible to run historical and cultural courses
in a didactic way, speaking strongly to the interests of the logical rational mind but
leaving the heart unmoved. An imaginal curriculum directed toward social sustain-
ability awareness needs to have the capacity to capture the ecological imagination
and move the heart toward conservation and inclusivity.

So, how can the power of the imagination be evoked to feed the imaginal cur-
riculum? Pattenden represents this challenge well:

The imagination is the world of the artist, poet and prophet. The imagination is more per-
missive and tolerant of experiment, in limping metaphors and erased drawings. Its forms
allow a recovery of feeling, desire and even of ecstasy in the process of lived existence.
These “exhilarating” moments are the ones that are often held under strict quarantine within
institutional situations . . .

Images form a horizon of choices that awakens a community to change and growth. The
power of images is potentially disruptive to institutions concerned with limits on behaviours
and . . . social contracts. The arts create both attraction and repulsion. (Pattenden 2002,
pp. 29, 30)

One such imaginal curriculum has been developed by Maxine Greene, with her
work on what she calls “aesthetic education.” It builds on the particular power that
surrounds many great works of art, on the one hand, and specific receptive disposi-
tions that learners can be assisted to acquire, on the other. It is the second element—
the inviting and shaping of dispositions—that Maxine Greene’s pedagogy seems
specifically to address.

Aesthetic Education: Inviting and Shaping Imaginal Dispositions

People in the right mood, hearing a poem from Seamus Heaney, or a blues song from
Nina Simone, or looking at a beautifully designed Japanese garden or Matisse’s
Icarus painting, can be transported through the very process of engagement into
a space of enchanted possibility of time out of time. The capacity to be smitten
by such works requires predispositions that Maxine Greene (1995) calls “wide-
awakeness” and “attention,” and it is her belief that people can be assisted to
learn how to be moved through the catalytic process of what she calls “aesthetic
education.”

According to Greene, the human contemplating eye and engaged heart can be en-
couraged to become compassionate and discerning through appropriate nonintrusive
educational activities that assist learners to adopt receptive contemplative aesthetic
dispositions toward works of art; to become oriented and receptive to their aesthetic
powers; to “listen” to them and allow them to take up residence in their mind and
heart.
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Aesthetic Education: An Example

In the summer of 2001, I joined a group of educators attending Greene’s course
on aesthetic education at New York’s Lincoln Center Institute for the Arts in Edu-
cation. Given the advertised social justice and aesthetic themes, I wanted to learn
how to be more aesthetically appreciative of artistic work in the context of the
challenges of human social and political culture and more awake to the needs
and challenges of human life and citizenship. At the same time, I was hoping
to learn something of how she does what she does. I was surprised, enchanted,
and disappointed. Although not admitting it consciously to myself, I had hoped
to learn how to replicate something of Maxine’s pedagogic technique in my own
work. My expectations were not directly met since Maxine’s pedagogy is not a
formal structured technique but more a kind of embodied and infectious dialogic
life stance. My learning agenda shifted in the course of the program and under
its influence and I later realized that I had dismissed ideas of copying her tech-
nique in the interest of being part of her dialogic project. I wanted to look with
Maxine at the world of art into which she had invited us. I wanted to engage
dialogically with her in as deep a way as I could around the aesthetic project
she was pursuing with us. I wanted to feel an imaginal, resonative shift in my
psyche and I was to learn as well that such resonative moments—particularly in-
tense ones—are not always forthcoming even to those most earnestly prepared and
disposed.

The key seemed to be her dialogic “pedagogy of awakening” in the curriculum
of her workshop. We spent considerable time at a range of performances that were
taking place at various parts of the summer arts program at the Lincoln Center.
We were briefed about the artistic work and its general genre as poetry, drama,
dance, orchestral music, and song. We became part of the audience and then re-
convened to debrief with Maxine. Under Maxine’s tutelage—one could hardy call
her oblique suggestions “directions”—I found myself paying attention to the artistic
event in an intensely aware, mindful way and, synchronous with Maxine, picking
up what could be called attention tips. These tips were not directed to the sequence
of ideas or arguments of a drama piece or poem but to its aesthetic presence, which
I slowly allowed to fill my horizon. A special example of this was Maxine’s read-
ing of different poems with her strong Brooklyn accent. This was artistry echo-
ing artistry and I can hear her still. I remember her reading one poem, stopping
and asking listeners to attend to it as she read it again with a different cadence.
She kept asking what we were hearing, what images did the poem evoke, and,
painfully, the question of ways it might have “spoken” to us. The room of forty
people, silent and intense, listened to three voices at once: Maxine, the poet be-
ing read, and each of us as an attuned listener. The point to be made is that the
knowledge I gained and the learning I engaged in had little to do with different
representational genres and their intellectual and technical structure but more to do
with taking on and developing a habit of aesthetic attention—a kind of imaginal
mindfulness.
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Imaginal Learning for Social Sustainability in AVE

At first sight evocative, imaginal pedagogy would seem a long way from the kind of
convergent and measurable instructional precision required in TVET programs. At
the same time much vocational education is perceived by learners and employers to
have a transformative dimension so that the trainees are invited into the community
of practice of the trade in which they are being instructed and to take on the persona
and values of the trade they are learning. When trainees take pride in belonging
to their professional or semi-professional work groups and understand where the
different parts of their work fit into a broad picture of society, their learning and
knowledge has moved a long way from purely technical, instrumental learning. The
more holistic arenas of community of practice membership are appropriate locations
for imaginal learning around workers’ lives and their ideals. Trade union education
programs concerned with occupational health and safety and enterprise bargaining
are logical sites for deeper exploration of themes relating to social sustainability.

The question then concerns appropriate curricular approaches in adult and vo-
cational education that can address questions of imaginal knowing and learning
directly and indirectly in formal and informal settings in classrooms, workplaces,
and community meeting places such as learning centers, churches, gymnasiums,
and libraries. There are two major tasks already hinted at in the brief description
of Greene’s idea of aesthetic education. The task is to cultivate appropriate learner
disposition toward artistic experiences. The second task is to engage the learner with
appropriate art performances and exhibitions in an aesthetically attentive and mind-
ful way. Mythopoetic consciousness can be cultivated in learners by such techniques
as reciprocal storytelling and evocative portrayal, which I will now describe.

Reciprocal Storytelling

Reciprocal storytelling is a reflective contemplative process in which an individ-
ual person’s imaginal consciousness, with its own private powerful images and
archetypes, is shared with the imaginal consciousness of fellow learners through a
range of reciprocal storytelling and related aesthetic art forms that are accessible to
people who may not necessarily possess highly developed artistic skills and capabil-
ities. This is the arena of the yarn spinner, the storyteller, the bush poet, the sculptor
with clay and plasticine, the singer, the improvising raconteur or actor. It is in the
moments of reciprocal reflection and performance that the aesthetic disposition can
be evoked and the individual attuned and oriented to the aesthetic world originally
very much local and personal, but sensitized as well to the larger and more generic
power of so-called great artistic works that have reached and shaken subsequent
generations.

Story-telling as a form of pedagogy has an ancient tradition drawing from prac-
tice surrounding fairy tales, myths, legend, fables, and the like. Karen Armstrong
writes:
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Human beings fall easily into despair, and from the very beginning we invented stories that
enabled us to place our lives in a larger setting, that revealed an underlying pattern, and
gave us a sense that, against all the depressing and chaotic evidence to the contrary, life has
meaning and value. (2005, p. 2)

As well as the role of explanation contained in some stories, there is also the func-
tion of developing and promulgating moral judgment about actions and practices.
Arthur Frank notes in his significant work, The wounded storyteller, that Coles,
who wrote a book called The call of stories (1989), emphasized that a moral life can
be lived as the “call of stories,” specifically literary stories that become woven into
one’s own life (Frank, 1995, p. 194). In the same volume, Frank refers to certain
stories as “a way of redrawing maps and finding new destinations” (p. 53). This is
the mythopoetic power of stories to capture the imagination and move the heart to
differing degrees depending on the quality of the writing and possible performance
on the one hand, and the attention and connectedness of the listener on the other.
Thus story-telling from this moral perspective can be said to have a mythopoetic
influence or “reach.”

Reciprocal Storytelling: An Example

One classic example of reciprocal storytelling is found in the New Testament
whereby Jesus used stories to illustrate and “present evocatively” his message to
his disciples. From these stories, the disciples developed an open disposition, were
freed from the constraints of their personal limitations, were moved to adopt per-
sonal change, and attempted to create new life stories of their own. The full power
of this imaginal process required a reciprocal reading and intertwining of stories,
not just a passive and courteous listening. Jesus waited to hear the reciprocating
narrative. The story of the disciples meeting Jesus on the road to Emmaus (Luke
24: 13–35) is a powerful example of the reciprocated narrative, with Jesus listening
to the disciples and subsequently replying with further modification and invitations.
The gospels in fact represent the long incubation of the stories of those who had
heard Jesus’ stories and sought to mesh their own with his. There is an artistry
attached to the verbal telling and celebrating as these stories entered the realm of
oral art. However, their aesthetic power was not in the detached aestheticism of an
exquisite piece in the art gallery, but in the framing of the hearts of followers and
their subsequent transformed lives.

Evocative Portrayal

The agenda of Maxine Greene’s aesthetic education builds on attuned dispositions
and invites people to become members of that smitten cohort transformed by great
art, whose hearts and minds have been struck and opened. Exposure to works of
art has been used in forms of “evocative portrayal” for social sustainability. My
notion and practice of evocative portrayal has evolved from my previous work on
mythopoetic evocation developed in writings and practices I have been engaged in
over the last few years (cf. Willis, 2005).
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Evocative portrayal in the context of education for social sustainability is pursued
by inviting students to dwell on images of desirable practices, such as inclusivity and
reconciliation, around the theme of social sustainability, as represented in pictorial
art, film, fiction, and poetry. The educator seeks to create a catalytic process via
works of art, in and through which people become attuned to evocations of honor,
beauty, friendship, and reconciliation, as artist and beholder or audience, and allow-
ing the “attentive, contemplating heart” to do its aesthetic work. Over some years
of practice the following evocative portrayal sequence has emerged as four major
stages: (1) dramatic presentation, (2) role-play interview, (3) textual composition,
and (4) uptake reflection. The approach is briefly described here, followed by a
specific example using an excerpt from a popular film.

(1) Dramatic presentation

Dramatic presentation has two elements: context delineation and drama enactment.
Context delineation provides the background, such as setting or circumstances, to
an episode taken from film, fiction, artwork, or poetry. The significant moments
under investigation are then viewed or performed in the drama enactment. The more
the scene is skillfully created by talented actors with the support of appropriate
music and scenery the better. The dramatic presentation has the capacity to draw
out the curiosity and empathy of the audience, who engage emotionally with the
main characters and the challenges they face. This engagement tacitly invites the
audience into Hillman’s imaginal knowing and feeling, where judging processes of
the rational intellect tend to be suspended.

(2) Role-play interview

Once the dramatic presentation is finished, the facilitator recruits two role-players.
One person plays the role of an interviewer; the other takes the role of the character
that was the focus of the film clip or snippet of drama. Two oral process (“narra-
tive describing” and “questioning interruption”) and two textual processes (“textual
composition” and “uptake reflection”) are now employed.

Narrative describing: Here the role-taker is invited by the interviewer to retell
the story of the moment(s) just viewed by the participants. The experience itself is
then distilled into a more compressed form.

Questioning interruption: The interviewer then interrupts the flow of the story
and asks the narrator to focus on the phenomenon as a lived experience, bracketing
any received interpretations and bringing the mind to bear on it directly.

In this negotiated reflective process, the interviewer asks the role-taker to reflect
on the specific moment in the event being explored to discover what it was like as
an experience. This can be done several times. The interviewer asks the role-taker
two sets of questions. The first set recalls van Manen’s (1990, p. 103) idea, drawing
on Merleau-Ponty (1962), of the “existential coordinates” of an experience. The
interviewer asks the role-taker what the experience was like as a bodily experience,
a temporal experience, an experience in space, and in social relations. In the second
set of questions, the interviewer invites the role-taker to complete some of what
Michael Crotty (1996, p. 279) calls “sentence stems,” each carrying ingenious varia-
tions of the basic phenomenological question: “What is x like as a lived experience?”
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The following sentence stems use “action for social sustainability” as the phe-
nomenon in question. Of course, the phenomenon could just as easily be some other
form of practice in education, nursing, or counseling. The challenge is to maintain
attention on the phenomenon itself and not to focus too much on the feelings that
may be associated with it:

Action for social sustainability is like. . .
Action for social sustainability sounds to me like. . .
Action for social sustainability strikes me as being. . .

What I discover in action for social sustainability is. . .
What I see in action for social sustainability is. . .
What shows up when I think of action for social sustainability is. . .
Action for social sustainability can be described as. . .
Action for social sustainability looks to me like. . .
Action for social sustainability presents itself to me as. . .
I picture action for social sustainability as. . .
What I detect in action for social sustainability is. . .
I recognize action for social sustainability as being. . .

Action for social sustainability feels like. . .
Action for social sustainability seems to be. . .
I depict action for social sustainability in graphic form as. . .
What comes to light when I focus on action for social sustainability is. . .
When I gaze at action for social sustainability I see. . .
I depict action for social sustainability in poetic terms as. . .
The metaphor(s) that best convey action for social sustainability is (are). . .

Not all of these prompts will be generative, but at least some should bring the
portrayed experience alive in the consciousness of the interviewee and those in the
group and leads to the next step of “textual representation” in which the experience
is reproduced in textual form using three linked processes: distilling, drafting, and
display.

(3) Textual composition: distilling, drafting, and display

The distilling process is a search for phenomenological themes. This requires a
mixture of insight and lateral grouping. The advantage of the Crotty sentence stems
is that the phenomenological “eye” makes a series of passes over the experience,
letting it present itself in the variety of “windows” created by the different sentence
stems. It is then possible to collate these sentences so that revealed elements of the
phenomenon can be grouped or clustered around recurrent perceptions named in
the various textual representations. Again the agenda is a matter of discernment.
Ultimately, one wants to ask the participants to identify one or more themes that
they see as central to the phenomenon, and whether an experience encountered in
the phenomenon could retain its integrity if a particular theme were absent.

The distilling process leads to the drafting process, in which a text is crafted
from the distilled images. The researcher/facilitator who has performed or been
privy to the distilling process attempts to render the experience now portrayed by
many observers in a few sentences. The inquirer here needs to illustrate artistry
through the creation and manipulation of representative text. Working a text—the
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writerly craft of summarizing, grouping, writing, rewriting—is a process whereby
one human attempts to convey meaning through the intersubjectivity of language to
other people.

Finally, in the display process, the researcher is challenged to find the most appro-
priate way to craft this in a readable expressive text. Such a text might be a poem, a
painting, a dance—some form of expressive writing that takes readers back into the
lived experience of the phenomenon. Here, the researcher’s tool is not the surgeon’s
analytical scalpel but the poet’s pen or artist’s brush, called upon to produce focused
expressive work. Its quality is to be judged not by the more positivist canons of va-
lidity and reliability, but by its degree of verisimilitude and integrity. Display gives
the writer a free rein to ask in what way an episode of practice in that particular time
spoke to her or him. This genre gives room to move, to express feelings and ideas
surrounding, and generated by, the phenomenon. The “poetic” reflection, which is
to be understood more as a reflection in verse with poetic features of metaphor and
direct image without necessarily possessing the crystalline character of the fully
crafted poem, can be in the form of a poem, a short piece of carefully crafted prose,
a multimedia presentation, or a piece of artwork. It allows the author once more to
represent a more holistic gestalt of her or his experience of the episode of practice.
Such a genre can include feelings, fears, joys in the presentation of the phenomenon,
and to tell at least a little of her or his reactions to, and interpretations of, the ex-
perience. In such verse all the sensations surrounding the event can be named and
celebrated as elements of what the episode has invoked in her or him and as such
can be seen as elements of the phenomenon. This final text attempts to find the most
expressive way to carry the intuited phenomenon.

The oral processes of depicting and distilling and the written processes of draft-
ing and display are structured attempts to foreground the phenomenon itself. There
is a conscious attempt to move from the contextualized and dramatized accounts of
the experience to “the phenomenon itself”—that which presents itself in the experi-
ence. The question then remains: to what extent can such processes foster attitudes
that value and promote the phenomenon?

(4) Uptake reflection

The effect of describing lived experience in the way outlined above can bring its
intrinsic implications into sharp relief. Phrases like “Now I know what it’s really
like” reflect a strong realization of what can be called the unavoidable dimensions of
a lived experience. Whereas reflective practice traditionally challenges practitioners
to resolve contradictions between espoused theories and theories in use, expressive
description can generate another related challenge. This is to resolve contradic-
tions, which beginning practitioners might not have been aware of, between the
expectations they may have about a form of practice and the actual reality of it as
experienced.

When people involved in human service work such as nursing, educating, and
counseling reflect on significant incidents linked to social sustainability practice
of which they were a part, they may notice that these lived experiences, by their
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nature, seem to demand a measure of self-revelation from the practitioner and some
readiness to be influenced by them. The realization that this is a necessary dimension
of the lived experience (rather than just the incidental feelings of the nurse, educator,
or counselor at the time) may threaten certain people, while being a source of great
interest, even consolation, for others. This experiential reflection gives people the
opportunity to go back over an experience, to “taste what something is like.”

On a more personal note, the augmented processes in the describing phase, as
outlined above, can generate considerable self-appraisal against the inexorability
and verity of its portrayal. In one of these reflective exercises, I ended up being vir-
tually forced to confront my orientation toward education, or what Bradbeer (1998,
p. 14) would call my “heart,” as well as the things I actually do in learning facili-
tation. I have thus ended up being led more deeply to more composite and multi-
dimensional processes of reflection, with deeper and more thought-out choices for
change and improvement, both in stance and action. I suspect that educators who
follow this expressive phenomenological path in their reflective practice may find
similar challenges and invitations.

Evocative Portrayal: Action for Social Sustainability

The following example of this form of evocative phenomenological portrayal is
from an adult educator training session on action for social sustainability through
creative engagement with adult learners. The facilitator shows a significant excerpt
from the film Good Will Hunting, which concerns the challenges and experiences of
pedagogic action that seeks to promote social sustainability by fostering inclusivity
and reconciliation. The four-part process described above (dramatic presentation,
role-play interview, textual composition, and uptake reflection) is used to evoke a
range of responses. These responses may concern feelings, critical and discerning
thoughts, and subsequent decisions to engage more (or even less) enthusiastically in
activities supporting and fostering the elements of social sustainability.

(1) Dramatic presentation

Context delineation: Good Will Hunting tells the story of a brilliant, turbulent, and
selfish young man who comes to maturity and some form of social responsibility.
Will Hunting (played by Matt Damon) awakens to his authentic self and his social
responsibilities largely through exchanges with counselor Sean Maguire (played by
Robin Williams), whom he must visit under penalty of serious punishment following
acts of violence. Maguire approaches counseling work through a robust challenge
interwoven with respectful inclusivity and capacity for reconciliation. This film can
be used to illustrate elements of social interaction that have considerable relevance
to social sustainability. This is particularly in relation to the balance between in-
dividual contribution to the good of the group, and personal fulfillment in work,
family, and social relationships. The practice of education for social sustainabil-
ity (ESS), portrayed in the humanly flawed prophetic challenge and reconciliation
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work of Sean Maguire’ counseling practice, is represented as in some way heroic
and admirable. At the same time it is revealed as difficult, challenging, and risky
and requiring a kind of sustained and respectful skill and kindness, the portrayal
of which is offered to enchant and challenge professionals in adult and vocational
education.

A clip of this exchange is played to participants in an AVE setting where there
is a presumption that the work of adult and vocational education has always in-
volved relational challenges for learners somehow to become different within the
often more technical syllabus of many AVE courses. The question concerns ways in
which these relational exchanges between educator and learner can be informed by a
concern for elements of social sustainability, particularly those fostering inclusivity
and reconciliation. It is a classic case of attending to the non-formal curriculum—the
learning that takes place in the informal exchanges, debates, arguments, jokes, and
the like that accompany structured educational programs.

Drama enactment: In their first encounter, Hunting is resisting the obligatory
therapy and taunts Maguire about his deceased wife. Maguire responds by seizing
his client by the throat and threatening him with violence. At their second sched-
uled meeting, the one of most interest here, Maguire pursues his commitment to
education for social sustainability initially by rebuking Hunting in a prophetic and
open-ended way, pointing out that his intellectual brilliance is devoid of the wisdom
and compassion that comes from embraced and accepted life blessings and wounds.

(2) Role-play interview

Afterwards, two people are invited by the facilitator to role-play an imagined inter-
view with Maguire. The role-play has three parts: narrative describing, interrupting
questioning, and phenomenological depicting.

Narrative describing: The interviewer (I) asks the person taking the role of
Maguire (M) to describe what happened in his practice of education for social sus-
tainability (ESS) in the second scene.

M: I had arranged a follow-up session with Hunting and when he arrived I
grabbed my jacket and cap and told him to follow me. I chose a favorite
bench by the lake and after we sat I told Hunting how much his remarks had
wounded me until I realized that his knowledge was abstract, rational book
knowledge not the sweet knowledge that comes from life choices, commit-
ments, and the real risks of acceptance and rejection.

Questioning interruption: The interviewer interrupts at different points of the narra-
tive and asks “What happened there?” “What was that like?” “How did you feel?”:

I: What was education for social sustainability (ESS) in that second session like
for you?

M: ESS in that second session was like clearing the air. It was like reclaiming the
ground. It was like making the work clear and worthwhile.
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I: How did you feel?
M: I felt calm and even loving toward Hunting now that I had worked out a road

to travel and he didn’t say anything—might even be listening.

The interviewer then invites M to look at the event as a phenomenon—as a lived
experience—using scheduled phenomenological prompts to create a more extended
phenomenological depiction of the experience using Merleau-Ponty’s existential co-
ordinates and then Crotty’s sentence stems:
Phenomenological depicting: M is invited to describe the action for social sustain-
ability as a bodily, temporal, spatial, and social experience:

Bodily experience: As a bodily experience ESS for me at that time was stillness
and closeness. As a bodily experience ESS for me was minimal body, only eyes
and voice.
Time experience: ESS at that moment as a temporal experience was my time.
ESS as an experience in time is like seizing and holding the moment.
Spatial experience: ESS in the second encounter with Will as a spatial experi-
ence is about stillness and closeness in open space, no walls.
Social experience: ESS practice at that moment as a social experience is like
holding Will with my rebuke and challenge.

Naming: Using Crotty’s sentence stems, a series of sentences are completed by the
participants:

ESS in this event seems to be taking the risk of rebuke.
I depict ESS practice in this event in graphic form as like a priest giving a key
sermon that had to be heard.
What comes to light when I focus on ESS practice in this event is risky open-
ness in honest challenge.
What is uncovered when I focus on ESS practice in this event is do or die.
What unfolds for me as I dwell on ESS practice in this event is like being
caught up in the karmic netting from the previous encounter.
I depict counseling practice in this event in poetic terms as like giving an invi-
tation to come to solid ground.

The metaphors that best convey the experience of ESS practice in this event are

inviting adventure of conversion;
the Guru claims the working wisdom for his/her disciple.

(3) Textual composition: distilling, drafting, and display

It is then possible to collate these sentences using a distilling process, where in-
sights about the phenomenon can be grouped or clustered around recurrent percep-
tions named in the various textual representations. Again the agenda is a matter
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of discernment, since one eventually wants to ask how central a particular theme
is to the phenomenon and whether an experience such as the social sustainability
processes in counseling, for example, could retain its integrity if a particular theme
were absent.

Distilling

claiming enrichment even in loss and diminishment
taking the risk of rebuke
like a priest giving a key sermon that had to be heard
risky openness in honest challenge
do or die
like being caught up in the karmic netting from the previous encounter
like giving an invitation to come to solid ground
inviting adventure of conversion
the Guru claims the working wisdom for his/her disciple

Drafting

Themes of openness and reconciliation, enrichment, risk, and invitation are distilled
and arrayed in draft form which then turns into the following reflective verse that
sums up the experience.

Display

Even as he landed that blow
That brought my hand to his throat
There something I could feel
In his innocent cruelty

And now I call to him in the life language
buried in his hurt and
now summoned by a glimmer of hope
And underneath I hear his fear of falling further

And for his eyes and ears alone,
Run up my flag of life thanks for blessings offered,
received and made into great life blocks of memory
and at least some good Karma
And call him to make his own

(4) Uptake reflection

Finally, the adult, vocational, and workplace education practitioners are invited to
reflect on ways in which the portrayed educative exchange spoke to their hearts, and
whether they could see ways in which they might want to promote similar inclusive
and reconciliatory elements of social sustainability in their educational practice.
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This holistic educational agenda needs careful reflection to see where such ideals
can be integrated into what have currently become pretty functionalist educational
agendas. There is no doubt in this writer’s mind that integrating such big ideas into
a strongly practical and functional curriculum is overdue. Hopefully some of the
approaches mentioned in this chapter can at least sow the seed for a more holistic
thinking in AVE programs.

Conclusion

In this chapter I examined ways in which a curriculum for social sustainability in
adult and vocational education could be developed in order to attend to the fourth
pillar of social sustainability and its links to the imaginal and aesthetic dimensions
of human social life. Having drawn attention to the close links between ideas of
social sustainability and those of social ecology, I then suggested an appropriate
curriculum that might promote this highly human and moral dimension of social
sustainability. This involves entering the enriching and challenging world of imag-
inal knowing, phenomenological inquiry, and aesthetic education and seeing ways
in which these powerful reflexive tools might be applied to themes connected with
social sustainability, such as inclusivity and reconciliation. I have described two
pedagogic strategies. One, reciprocal storytelling, aims to evoke caring and reflexive
dispositions from potential learners. The other, evocative portrayal, offers a way of
inviting learners to engage with artistic work relating to the altruistic themes that
underpin social sustainability. In both cases, although satisfactory outcomes can
never be guaranteed, the road chosen and the pedagogic processes employed seem
to be appropriate for the transformative work required in building and maintaining
social sustainability.
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Chapter 4
The Historical Contribution of AVE to Social
Sustainability in Australia

Roger Harris

Abstract The International Experts Meeting on technical and vocational education
and training (TVET) in Bonn in October 2004 claimed that TVET was “a most
effective means for society to develop its members’ potentials to respond to the
challenges of the future,” yet “not much information and documentation on TVET
for sustainable development is currently available.” In this chapter I begin with the
assumption that this claim is particularly applicable to the third pillar of sustain-
able development—social sustainability—and I set out to explore historically the
contribution of AVE (defined here as embracing activities in what are now known
as the VET and ACE sectors) to social sustainability in Australia. I argue that the
contribution of adult and vocational education (AVE) has been largely submerged
and invisible, and thus neglected, under-resourced, and under-valued. Economic in-
terests, except for a few moments in Australia’s history, have always been afforded
precedence over social concerns. Nevertheless, AVE has continued to play an impor-
tant role in promoting social sustainability. I outline the role played by various AVE
agencies over the years, highlight several key initiatives particularly in the second
half of the twentieth century, and then analyze eight main contributions to social
sustainability.

Introduction

From 2005 to 2014 is the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development. The International Experts Meeting on Technical and Vocational Ed-
ucation and Training (TVET) in Bonn in October 2004 defined sustainable devel-
opment as having three principal aspects: economic, environmental, and social. The
“third pillar” was explained as follows:

On both the global and local scale, social sustainability involves ensuring that the basic
needs of all people are satisfied and that all, regardless of gender, ethnicity or geography,
have an opportunity to develop and utilise their talents in ways that enable them to live
happy, healthy and fulfilling lives. (UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2004b, p. 18)
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This significant meeting proclaimed that TVET was “a most effective means
for society to develop its members’ potentials to respond to the challenges of
the future. Schools and other institutions of the formal education system alone
cannot achieve education and training for sustainable development” (UNESCO-
UNEVOC, 2006, para. 5). Yet it was acknowledged that “not much information
and documentation on TVET for sustainable development is currently available”
(UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2006, para. 18). One would surmise, given the long and
strong preoccupation with economics and the rapidly increasing fascination with
and recognition of the environment, that such a conclusion is particularly pertinent
to the social pillar. The notion of sustainable livelihoods was considered “central to
social sustainability” (UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2004c, p. 4) and meaningful work was
perceived to play an important role. The wide interpretation of sustainable liveli-
hoods raised questions concerning the traditional person–job relationship that has
underpinned many approaches to TVET.

This perspective of TVET has been labeled “the dominant ethos of produc-
tivism” (Anderson, 2003, p. 16), which, in giving precedence to economic interests,
subordinates the needs of individual learners to those of industry and privileges
work and employability over non-economic outcomes of education and training.
This in turn has resulted in TVET being seen only as a “training-for-growth” and
“skills-for-work” sector, to such an extent that the broader general education needed
for personal autonomy, citizenship, and sustainability has been largely overlooked
(UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2004b, p. 13).

In this chapter I contend that the contribution of adult and vocational education
(AVE) to social sustainability has been, and continues to be, largely submerged and
invisible, and thus neglected, under-resourced, and under-valued. I argue further
that, despite this historical legacy, AVE nevertheless continues to play a significant
role in promoting and enhancing social sustainability.

AVE is used in this chapter as a general term to embrace activities in what are
known in the Australian context as the two sectors of adult and community edu-
cation (ACE) and vocational education and training (VET). Both sectors are pre-
dominantly post-school (though vocational education is increasingly also offered in
schools) and not university. They are difficult to define precisely. Generally however,
ACE provides education and training opportunities and personal development pro-
grams for people of all ages in communities across Australia—in short, “organized
adult learning in community settings” (Clemans, Hartley, & Macrae, 2003, p. 7).
Through networks of providers, ACE offers a wide variety of community-based pro-
grams for adults that are often characterized as user-pays, flexible, open, and non-
compulsory (for the complexity in definition, see Golding, Davies, & Volkoff 2001,
pp. 39–46). VET focuses on education and training for work and is more formal
and industry-led. It provides people with the skills and knowledge they require to
enter or re-enter the workforce, or upgrade their skills. It is provided by public
and private providers, which offer a range of nationally recognized qualifications,
from certificates through to advanced diplomas. In 2006, 11.4 per cent of Australia’s
population aged between 15 and 64 years participated in government-funded VET,
with 30.4 per cent of those aged 15 to 19 years undertaking some form of VET
(NCVER, 2007a, p. 5).
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A Historical Snapshot

The tale of Australian AVE over its two centuries is primarily economic, particu-
larly considering the vocational education component; it was an instrumentalist tool
for the advancement of the country’s economy. In terms of Anglo-European settle-
ment, Australia is a relatively young, small, and developing nation, and the strong
economic emphasis of AVE can be both readily understood and acknowledged as
critical to its nation building. Yet in the shadows behind the economic façade may
be seen, albeit dimly, another edifice standing firm and also of great import to the
nation and particularly to its well-being. The social contributions of AVE are well
worth exploring and highlighting.

A key influence on AVE in the nineteenth century was the English educational
ideal of the liberally educated person, what Whitelock famously headlined as the
“great tradition” (1974, p. 12). Liberal adult education was to “assist in the mat-
uration of the individual as an individual—not simply as a factor in the economic
equation or as a political citizen, but as a Man . . . more concerned with helping
men to be, than to be something . . .” (Grattan, 1955, quoted in Whitelock, 1974,
pp. 8–9). From the vantage point of the late twentieth century, this perspective can
be strongly criticized (e.g., Foley & Morris, 1995, pp. 108, 112) for being narrow
and excluding many other forms of learning, particularly related to study circles,
trade union and labor education, education associated with social action, and the
self-education efforts of workers, women, and Indigenous Australians. This tradi-
tion could also be critiqued for focusing too heavily upon the individual and thus
downplaying the communal, and for spotlighting AVE’s function in personal devel-
opment while neglecting its contribution to the social good and by implication social
sustainability.

In the nineteenth century, there was indeed a diverse range of AVE activity that
played a substantial role in promoting social sustainability. For example, public li-
braries, museums, galleries, botanic gardens, and zoological gardens “developed
as centres of self-directed learning, providing . . . opportunities to combine leisure
with informal and incidental learning . . . and the people with means for individual
self-improvement. At the same time, they cultivated civic values and promoted the
colony’s economic growth” (Fennessy, 2007, pp. 3–4).

More formally, mechanics institutes and schools of arts were among the earliest
AVE establishments, set up for the “education” of the working person to have a
broader view of the world and to think critically on issues of the day. The first
mechanics institute was established in Hobart in 1827, and by 1851 institutes were
established in each of the major capitals as well as in a number of country towns
(Hermann, Richardson, & Woodburne, 1976, p. 27). They dominated Australian
AVE for most of the nineteenth century (Whitelock, 1974, p. 127). Foley and Morris
claim that they “rapidly moved from vocational and practical to liberal and cultural
education” (1995, p. 109) and control over their activities moved from the work-
ing class to the middle class. They maintain that it would be a mistake to assume
these technical institutions excluded learning of a general nature. Scientific subjects
were often the most popular and many people attended largely out of interest and
a desire to better understand their world. Thus these institutes had more beneficial
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and widespread educational effects than allowed for by the “great tradition” view
(Candy & Laurent, 1994).

The mechanics institutes eventually became cultural centers; their libraries and
reading rooms helped to maintain and extend literacy levels, and appear to have been
especially effective as a source of informal education for women (Penglase, 1988,
p. 39). Originally excluded from academic secondary schools and universities,
women could obtain some elements of higher education at mechanics institutes and
schools of arts (Richardson, 2005, p. 229). In this way, not only did these institutions
serve to educate the working and middle classes more broadly, but they also made a
very important contribution to gender equity.

Moreover, adult learning was encouraged by the increasing population and
wealth brought about by the gold rushes, and the mechanics institutes played an
important role in distributing learning geographically into country regions. In Vic-
toria, for example, there were three institutes by 1851, over 100 by 1870 and 600
by 1929 (Barraclough & Watt, 1994, cited in Richardson, 2005, p. 231). Classes
established in 1856 and subsequently were in English, French, Latin, mathematics,
physics, and chemistry. Participation in the institutes came mainly from the lower
middle class (shop assistants, clerks) and middle class. The mechanics institutes
were valued as agencies of social and moral improvement along with their educa-
tional function. For example, there were close links between the mechanics institutes
and the temperance movement, and they were generally welcomed as “a kind of
educational pesticide” (Whitelock, 1974, p. 125). They were especially popular in
country towns where they quickly became all-purpose centers for books, compan-
ionship, recreation, and culture, and did much “to soothe the rawness of frontier
life” (Whitelock, 1974, p. 129) in a developing country whose population was so
small and geographically widely scattered.

By the later nineteenth century, the multiple roles of mechanics institutes and
schools of arts—as libraries, centers of formal technical and scientific education,
promoters of respectable entertainment, and havens of civilized leisure activities—
had to a large extent been channeled into a number of more specific agencies
(Candy & Laurent, 1994, p. 118). Many of these establishments evolved into
“schools of mines” and technical colleges, at which apprenticeships, even in the
traditional trades, included non-technical studies. As in Britain, the technical col-
leges established classes in three broad streams: occupational education (of which
apprenticeship was a major part), general education, and adult education (Hermann
et al., 1976, p. 28). Richardson (2005, pp. 207, 238) has noted that the speeches
of philanthropists were resplendent with references to the curriculum needing to
be more liberal than simply technical studies, such that many of these institutions
offered art, drawing, sculpture, foreign languages, and music in the curriculum.

Another successor to the mechanics institutes and schools of arts was the Work-
ers’ Educational Association (WEA), which by 1914 had been established in all
Australian states but one, and had become the principal form of adult education. The
WEAs formed local classes and arranged for the universities to provide extension
lectures. Very often these local classes used mechanics institute or school of arts
buildings as classrooms.
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Through the first half of the twentieth century, the flame of adult learning was
kept flickering through the WEAs (only two now remain—in NSW and SA), the
Country Women’s Association, arts councils, agricultural extension departments,
evening colleges, trade unions, church organizations, university extension (begun in
the 1890s), and the library movement. A notable development was the Australian
Army Education Service, which during World War II provided lectures, discussion
groups, craft and hobby classes, concerts, publications, and an extensive library ser-
vice for the army (Dymock, 2001, p. 20), all of which gave “a spectacular demon-
stration of how effective and popular adult education can be, given the resources
and leadership” (Whitelock, 1973, p. iii). Despite its success during wartime, how-
ever, Warburton (1973, p. 198) pointed out that its centralized direction and hi-
erarchical chain of command made it an unsatisfactory model for a democratic
community.

In technical education, liberal studies became embedded after World War II in
curricula, following initiatives in the United Kingdom. Bailey and Unwin labeled
this trend in the United Kingdom as a “curricular and pedagogical phenomenon”
which was “perceived to be in some ways a peculiar and uncharacteristic devel-
opment” (2008, p. 61). This development was fuelled in practice by burgeoning
student numbers in technical and commercial courses and by greater proportions
being released by employers for one day a week for study, making more hours
available for teaching. But it was also a reaction to the utilitarian view of post-
school education, and a deliberate attempt to “widen [students’] cultural interests
and help to develop their sense of social responsibility” (National Institute of Adult
Education, 1955, cited in Bailey & Unwin, 2008, p. 63). In a 1956 White Paper,
the Ministry of Education stated that “a place must be found in technical studies
for liberal education . . . We cannot afford either to fall behind in technical ac-
complishments or to neglect spiritual and human values” (cited in Bailey & Un-
win, 2008, pp. 63–64). Such developments were echoed in Australian AVE after
the war, though in both countries these studies later metamorphosed into versions
of communication studies and then generic skills, and eventually succumbed to the
pressures of policy desiring to tie education very closely to the demands of the
economy.

Despite all of these initiatives, generally Australian AVE around this time was
“a threadbare, inadequate chronically poverty-stricken affair that affected only a
tiny minority of the population, . . . in Sir Robert Madgwick’s words, . . . ‘a thing
of shreds and patches’ . . . [and] adult education was very much at the bottom of
the educational pecking order” (Whitelock, 1973, p. iii). Long before the Senate
inquiry of the 1990s, Wilson dubbed Australian adult education “a Cinderella-like
existence in the back kitchen of education” (1973, p. 152), Nelson described it as
“almost unbelievably barren” (1973, p. 164) and Bone labeled it “the sterile field”
(1973, p. 170). And, postwar, adult education “remained a crazy pavement, with
provision and ideas differing across each border” (Whitelock, 1973, p. vi). Allsop
believed that it “urgently require[d] a fresh and fundamental reappraisal in the light
of recent world thinking around the concept of integrated lifelong education” (1973,
p. 185).
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Fresh and Fundamental Reappraisals of AVE

There were a number of significant initiatives postwar that can be viewed as attempts
to make such a “fresh and fundamental reappraisal” of AVE. Here, four are high-
lighted. The first landmark was the formation of the Australian Association of Adult
Education in 1960. It promised a more national (and international) profile, built
around a national clearinghouse, assisting overseas visitors, channeling requests for
information or assistance, maintaining a national library, liaising with government
and non-government departments and other bodies, and assisting members traveling
overseas (Robertson, 1973, p. 163). While it may not have acted upon many of these
functions in its early years, it was very successful with respect to publications and
conferences (Brennan, 1988, p. 35). Hutchinson wrote in the association’s journal:

the association emerges at a time when it is impossible for intelligent men and women not
to be aware that the well-being of their fellow countrymen is inextricably interwoven with
the well-being of all men [sic] everywhere. (1961, p. 19)

By 1989, the organization had been renamed the Australian Association for Adult
and Community Education (my emphasis), and in 1998 Adult Learning Australia,
acknowledging that adult learning occurs almost everywhere and not simply within
the ACE sector, and reflecting that the learner was the central focus of attention
rather than the institutional form of delivery.

The second landmark in the history of postwar AVE was the publication of two
important documents, first the Kangan (1974) report, TAFE in Australia, followed
by the Williams (1979) report, Education, training and employment. The highly in-
fluential Kangan report established technical and further education (TAFE) as a dis-
tinct educational sector, and established a broader educational and social role based
on the principles of access, equity, primacy of the individual learner, and the need
for continuing vocational education. Arguably for the first time, the social became
officially enshrined as the equal of, if not more important than, the economic. The
addition of the word “further” was highly significant, for it signified an explosion of
non-technical courses and the renaming of many institutions as “community” rather
than technical colleges. An influential textbook (Hermann et al., 1976) published
soon after the report’s release claimed that it was “probably the most significant sin-
gle event in the history of Australian [AVE]”, as the report when implemented would
“give a new look to [AVE]” and was seen as “redressing the traditional neglect
from which [AVE] has suffered” (p. 225). In particular, it rejected “the manpower
orientation that has plagued [AVE] in favour of an educational and social emphasis
which underlines a commitment to the development of the potential of individuals
within the realities of the demands of the world of work” (p. 228). Twenty years
later, Schofield noted again how the Kangan report had shifted traditional notions
of AVE: “the positioning of technical education as a narrow training institution re-
sponsible for providing industry with a suitably qualified workforce was challenged
by the release of the Kangan report” (1994, pp. 57–60). Five years after the release
of Kangan, the Williams’ report, though having a wider brief than AVE and being
more closely linked with labor market issues, reiterated some of Kangan’s themes.
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In particular, it considered how postsecondary education related to individual needs,
and recommended strategies for broadening access to TAFE and for making greater
provision for pre-employment training.

The third landmark was the formation of the TAFE National Centre for Research
and Development in 1981. The idea for this organization was first raised in the Kan-
gan report (1974), and again in the Williams report (1979). While it was initially
to be a center researching the role of technology in vocational education (TAFE
National Centre, 1982), the TAFE National Centre for Research and Development
quickly broadened its ambit to incorporate a wide range of research topics. Later
changing its name to the National Centre for Vocational Education Research, the
organization has continued to fulfill an excellent role in furnishing AVE with a
much-needed research base, helping to lift the status and visibility of AVE research
and promoting Australian VET research via an internationally renowned electronic
database (VOCED).

The fourth significant landmark for Australian AVE was the publication of the
two so-called “Cinderella” reports in the 1990s. The first report, Come in Cinderella
(Aulich, 1991), was widely recognized at the time as a watershed in the development
of adult and community education. It officially recognized ACE as “the fourth sec-
tor” in contrast, structurally and operationally, to the more familiar schools, univer-
sities, and VET sectors. This report represented, arguably for the first time, official
government acknowledgement of the adult and community education sector as dis-
tinctive and valuable, pursuing a commitment to lifelong learning and the creation of
a learning society through a range of educational programs. The second report, Be-
yond Cinderella (Crowley, 1997), reiterated and reinforced the messages of the first
report, in recognition that there was still much to be achieved in embedding notions
of lifelong learning into policy and securing adequate recognition and funding.

Policy Reform in AVE

The challenging philosophy within these various reports, however, was relatively
short-lived, if not so much in ideal, then certainly in policy. The policy and funding
climate that emerged around the late 1980s and early 1990s privileged the devel-
opment of vocational training. Indeed, the training reform agenda that commenced
in the late 1980s was “more fundamental and significant than at any other time
in the history of [AVE], where the needs of the learner came to be subsumed by
industrial and economic priorities” (Comyn, 2005, p. 24). By the close of the twen-
tieth century, Ferrier and Anderson could conclude that there was “considerable
evidence to suggest that [social goals] have lost ground to economic goals” (1998,
p. 1), despite Seddon’s (1998, p. 244) warning that the neglect of the former ulti-
mately threatens the achievement of the latter. The key elements of this shift were
the rise of economic rationalism, development of an open training market, changes
to youth labor markets, and the operation of federalism within Australia’s educa-
tion system (Comyn, 2005). Also contributing was the rise of new vocationalism
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(Chappell, 2002), which emphasized the needs of industry and economic growth
through encouraging competition, increasing choice, and raising standards by mar-
ket competition. These elements drove a number of initiatives that collectively re-
flected the policy pendulum swing back in favor of economic imperatives.

This swing was mirrored in the names of government agencies. The word “em-
ployment” was given first priority when, in 1987, education was formally sub-
sumed within a national “Department of Employment, Education and Training” and
its partner the “National Board of Employment, Education and Training.” Three
years later in 1990, the National Training Board was formed with its key empha-
sis on “competencies.” These competencies became the foundation for all national
curricula, and then from the mid-1990s for training packages based on national
competency standards (meaning what is required in order to perform in the ac-
tual workplace to industry-agreed standards). And in 1992 the Australian National
Training Authority was established with its “narrow concept of vocational educa-
tion” (claimed by Senators Carr, Denman, Forshaw, & Bell in the Australian Sen-
ate, 1995, p. 74). The very strong emphasis was now on economic imperatives in
the face of national skill shortages, increasing global competition, and the desire to
lift productivity.

TAFE, after its idealistic beginning from the Kangan report and its echo in the
Williams report, gradually retreated under the pressures of economic rationalism
back into the shell of technical training, justified as its core business. Even the
colleges of advanced education, which were institutions of higher education at that
time in Australia, progressively began to dismantle or at least amalgamate their
liberal studies departments. The broader meanings of educational and economic in-
equality were steadily eroded in equity policy. The national training reform brought
an industry-driven approach that led the state systems to abandon the community
college model and its charter to meet local and regional needs (McIntyre, 2000,
p. 31). Institutions progressively shed their community college tags, returning to or
becoming TAFE colleges/institutes, and some in fact seized the opportunity to re-
badge as institutes of technology. Recent government actions concerned with skills
shortages (meaning traditional male trades), the establishment of federally funded
Australian Technical Colleges specifically for training in selected trade areas, in-
centives of free toolboxes for apprentices, and the shortening of the time taken to
complete apprenticeships can all be construed as expressions of the reassertion of
the economic over the social.

The Contribution of AVE to Social Sustainability

Through these ebbs and flows in education and training reform in AVE’s history,
is it possible to delineate the contribution of AVE to social sustainability? Hanna
wrote in 1965:

Adult Education is regarded as a marginal activity stuck on to our education system some-
where between our leaving primary school and our going senile; we have to run it with
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meagre budgets, leftover facilities and other people’s spare time. British adult education
from which our ideas and systems derive was substantially a lower class, self-help move-
ment meant to make up for the lack or deficiencies of primary education, and later of sec-
ondary and technical education systems . . . adult education has not achieved a recognised
standing in this country. (p. 3)

With regard to technical education, a similarly low profile was highlighted by
Partridge in 1968 in the following manner:

Technical education has been strangely neglected in public and popular thinking . . . for
many Australians the technical colleges and schools have not really belonged to the educa-
tional system at all but have been devoted to a necessary but lower form of activity. It is a
rather strange situation . . . [its colleges] have not enjoyed anything like the prestige of the
universities . . . they have not been nearly so well provided for . . . paradoxical in a country
often accused of being unusually attached to utilitarian or economic values . . . high schools
and universities have enjoyed the greatest social prestige and been most carefully tended;
as a result . . . the provision of technical education has not kept pace with other types of
education. (pp. 145–147)

It could be argued that not much has changed over the past four decades! Gov-
ernment funding and certainly public perception have always lurched heavily in the
direction of schools and universities. Philanthropy has also always been directed more
toward these mainstream sectors than to AVE, with a few notable exceptions mainly
in Victoria where a number of technical institutions were established by and/or have
worn the names of their benefactors, such as William Angliss, George and Ethel
Swinburne, Emily McPherson, Francis Ormond, Hugh McKay and David Beazley
(Richardson, 2005, p. 3). One component of AVE—vocational education and training
(VET)—has continually been perceived by the public as the path from school for
the less academic, where one can emphasize the use of hands over heads and hearts.
The other component of AVE—adult and community education (ACE)— has been
variously perceived as the remedial sector, “Cinderella at the Education Ball,” and
the fourth sector, perhaps where one can emphasize the use of hearts over heads and
hands. The critical question is: do these perceptions of diminished status vis-à-vis
schools and universities also mean a diminished contribution to social sustainability?

A robust case can indeed be constructed for a crucial role for AVE in social
sustainability. For example, the Australian Council of Deans of Education has re-
cently proclaimed that it “has consistently highlighted the centrality of vocational
education and training (VET) to national prosperity and social cohesion” (2006,
p. 1, my emphasis). To highlight the theme of social cohesion, it is worth ruminat-
ing over the following questions: What would society be like with only schools and
universities? What would the 70 per cent who do not proceed from one to the other
do? From whence would the technician strata of society, the middle level between
the unskilled or semi-skilled and the professional, come (a problem that many other
countries have faced and are facing)?

So what are some of these contributions? The value-adding effects of AVE are
often very difficult to disentangle from other factors, such as structural and em-
ployment barriers in society. They are also notoriously difficult to evidence, as
conventional measures of attainment and progression are often less relevant or not
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applicable. However, the acknowledgment of different frameworks for measure-
ment, such as

longer time scales, the recognition of “pathways” . . . and enrichment of lives of individuals,
families or communities . . . has allowed the identification of a wider set of important and
often unexpected social, economic, community and national outcomes and contributions
through [AVE]. (Golding et al., 2001, pp. 10, 95)

(a) AVE caters for a very diverse range of people at the post-compulsory levels
of education. It provides education and training for (a) larger numbers and (b)
a wider range of learners than universities. As Murray-Smith once claimed, it
“has usually been voluntary, part-time and in many ways a more democratic
stream of education than the others” (1971, pp. 313–314). Adult and commu-
nity education in particular has always been highly decentralized and local, its
openness and non-selectiveness enabling it “to be accessed by a wide range of
individuals [such that] its cumulative or aggregate impact on communities is
therefore potentially very significant” (Golding et al., 2001, p. 11).

In accommodating such learner diversity, AVE has had and is continuing to
have a critical role as the second-chance sector in providing opportunities to
overcome skill deficiencies and remedy shortcomings in previous formal ed-
ucation and training. This label has recently been tested for the public VET
system, defined as all activity delivered by TAFE institutes, other government
providers, and community education providers, as well as publicly funded ac-
tivity delivered by private providers (Karmel & Woods, 2008, p. 10), and found
to be fully justified. According to Karmel and Woods, the proportion of VET
learners who can be categorized as second chance is “very substantial”: 41 per
cent in 2004 (2008, p. 10). So, too, is the proportion of the eligible second-
chance population that undertakes VET. It is estimated that approximately half
of early school-leavers (55% of males, 51% of females) access VET by the
age of 24 years (p. 16), and that the “overwhelming majority” (82% of males,
97% of females) of eligible adults participates in second-chance VET at some
stage between the ages of 25 and 49 years (p. 18). The challenge appears to
lie, however, in increasing the rate of completion of qualifications, particularly
those above the level of certificate II (p. 8).

(b) AVE contributes to obtaining jobs and furthering careers. It provides tech-
nical expertise, which contributes to “national prosperity” (ACDE, 2006. p. 1)
and, by implication, promotes the well-being of individuals and families and
thus social harmony. Work is one “source and measure of social worth”
(UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2004a, p. 3) and provides income, which promotes sus-
tainable livelihoods through greater economic sufficiency. AVE often takes
place in workplaces, thus providing learning opportunities for newly recruited
employees such as apprentices and trainees, and also opportunities for exist-
ing workers to have their skills assessed and formally recognized within a na-
tional qualifications framework. Survey evidence indicates a high level of course
satisfaction on the part of learners in AVE (Golding et al., 2001, pp. 10, 112;
NCVER, 2007b, p. 3).
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(c) AVE offers learning for individuals that can enhance self-esteem, sense
of well-being, empowerment, happiness/satisfaction, self-confidence, and self-
worth, which can lead to not only more dignified lives as citizens (for example,
through enhancing social skills) but also increased employment chances (for
example, through developing interview-responding skills, curricula vitae and
teamwork skills).

(d) AVE offers alternative ways in which learning might be accessed and
experienced and thus has a significant outreach to those groups that are under-
represented or under-serviced by mainstream providers. It can change dispo-
sitions toward learning, provide a sense of purpose and promote a sense of
achievement through offering small steps toward “success.” It can develop learn-
ing skills, literacy and numeracy, employability skills, English as a second lan-
guage, information technology skills, working with others, negotiation skills,
and tolerance. All of these enhance self-confidence and increase the likelihood
of bonding into society, developing as a responsible citizen, and increasing the
desire to contribute to society. Adult and community education in particular
can provide a “softer” introduction to learning than that offered within main-
stream education, and this is very helpful to those who have limited education,
have been out of learning for some time or have had previous unhappy learning
experiences (Saunders, 2001). Adult and community organizations are usually
able to provide greater flexibility in venues, times, delivery modes, and learning
climates. Their generally smaller size and their localized focus enable them to
customize offerings to match the needs of local communities and companies.

One important alternative pathway for learning is via traineeships, which are
similar to apprenticeships but taken over shorter periods. A traineeship involves
paid employment under an appropriate industrial arrangement, a training con-
tract registered with the relevant state department of education and training, and
training that leads to a nationally recognized qualification. There are over 600
traineeship vocations introduced to provide employment and training opportu-
nities in a range of areas, including multimedia, information technology, sport
and recreation, hospitality, retail, and primary industries. Developed from the
mid-1980s, they have dramatically increased the proportion of women and girls
in training, as well as providing learning opportunities for many members of
equity groups, as new areas of training have opened up in industries that hitherto
had not had any tradition of training.

(e) AVE contributes to social inclusion by providing opportunities for employ-
ment and access to further learning to so-called “equity groups” (in Australia,
these are defined as people from low socioeconomic backgrounds; people from
rural or isolated areas; people with a disability; people from non-English-
speaking backgrounds; women, especially in non-traditional areas of study; and
Indigenous people). Currently there are a greater number of women than men
taking advantage of these educational opportunities. AVE promotes opportu-
nities for new arrivals, in offering all types of arrangements for developing
or improving English language capability, which is so important in a multi-
cultural society like Australia. AVE also provides learning opportunities for
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older citizens through activities conducted by the University of the Third Age
and the Workers’ Educational Association, as well as through book clubs and
reading networks, all helping to keep minds active and facilitating social interac-
tion. AVE also contributes to geographical access and equity, with centers very
widely scattered across the nation, offering education and training and therefore
opportunities for employment to rural and remote people.

AVE indeed has had a long history of providing “working-class pathways,”
as the mechanics institutes, schools of arts, schools of mines, trade schools,
business colleges, and technical colleges have always fulfilled this social equity
role. A recent study by Foley (2007) found that there was an over-representation
of students from low socioeconomic areas in the public VET sector in Australia.
According to Foley (2007), VET participation was greatest in low socioeco-
nomic areas (12.7 students per 100 population), a figure significantly higher than
the national participation rate (10.8%). In contrast, high socioeconomic status
areas recorded a significantly lower participation rate of 8.7 per cent (p. 8). Such
over-representation of students from low socioeconomic areas is partly due to
the high participation of students from regional areas. Students from remote
(16.4%) and rural (13.8%) regions, in comparison with those from non-capital
metropolitan areas (10.6%) and capital cities (9.5%), have significantly greater
VET participation (p. 8).

(f) AVE contributes to social and cultural capital in providing opportunities to
further leisure and recreational interests and pastimes (for example, through
WEA courses and field activities, or through community and neighborhood
centers). In so doing, AVE provides spaces and opportunities for participants
to form networks with others, to develop skills of working together, to foster
“social literacy,” and to enhance feelings of connectedness to community. Due
to its close links with communities, AVE is sensitive to small-scale demand that
arises from local needs, and thus plays a significant role in providing access
and thereby contributing to the development of social capital in communities
(Butler & Lawrence, 1996; Falk, Golding, & Balatti, 2000). Clemans et al. have
highlighted the community development role that ACE plays through fostering
social capital, the “cement of society’s good will . . . which provides the social
infrastructure support for our lives as we move about in a web of elastic net-
works connecting home, work, learning, leisure, and public life” (2003, p. 33).
Likewise, the contributions of VET to social capital in communities have been
well analyzed by Kearns (2004).

(g) AVE offers a complementary pathway through tertiary education, thereby
providing the opportunity for “reverse swing”: far more people in Australia with
a university education move to AVE than from AVE to university (though the
latter may be the common perception, especially with strong policy visibility
through articulation arrangements). People move to the vocational education
sector, for example, to gain a practical edge to their broad base from university,
to help in changing their career, to upgrade with new skills and knowledge,
and to develop a second string to their occupational bow (Harris, Sumner, &
Rainey, 2005; Harris, Rainey, & Sumner, 2006).
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Furthermore, AVE is often a leader in using innovative methodologies, for in-
stance study circles, situated learning in workplaces, non-formal learning, one-
to-one coaching, person-centered facilitation, experiential learning, cooperative
learning, and e-learning. Its commitment to learner-centered practices through
its staff facilitation, program development and management practices offers an
environment and orientation that is attractive to learners, especially those for
whom previous schooling has been off-putting, and provides an alternative to
more bureaucratized settings of formal education institutions.

(h) AVE promotes active citizenship. It does this through fostering critical think-
ing and discussion (via seminars, courses, study circles, and public activities) on
significant socio-political issues such as reconciliation, peace, land care, partic-
ipatory decision making, cross-cultural education, respect for cultural diversity,
worker empowerment, and similar non-formal activities that are not normally
taken up by other agencies, including educational ones.

Other research has traced outcomes from AVE including: making a contribution
to learning cultures within communities; improving learning skills; transforming
openness to learning and community involvement; building connections to commu-
nities; and improving social and economic well-being of families, communities,
and regions (NCVER, 1999; Falk et al., 2000; Golding et al., 2001; Harris and
Simons, 2003; Clemans et al., 2003).

All this is not to say that there is no room for improvement! There remains much
work to be done in AVE if the definition of social sustainability in the first section of
this chapter is to be realized. From the UNESCO International Experts Meeting of
2004 came suggestions for action in education for sustainable development, includ-
ing enhancing values as well as cognitive and skill education, emphasizing “educa-
tion of the heart” by putting action at the center of TVET education, and reviewing
and evaluating curricula and learning materials on learning for work, citizenship,
and sustainability. At the very top, the United Nations recognizes that

Education is the primary agent of transformation towards sustainable development, increas-
ing people’s capacities to transform their visions for society into reality . . . The international
community now strongly believes that we need to foster—through education—the values,
behaviour and lifestyles required for a sustainable future . . . Building the capacity for such
futures-oriented thinking is a key task of education. (UNESCO, 2008, para. 4)

The task of building such capacity is just as important at the local level as it is at
the top level.

Conclusion

This chapter has explored the historical contribution of AVE to social sustainability
in Australia. AVE has received attention at various times, most notably following
the major reports and reforms outlined above, but the predominance of productivity
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rhetoric has tended to dampen enthusiasm and respect for educational endeavors
that do not readily appear to contribute to the national economy.

While the vocational component (VET) of AVE does prima facie retain some
favor and governmental patronage for its visible contribution to the skills base, its
major effort lies at the lower levels of the qualifications spectrum and its overall
status remains low, as it has historically been, in public perception. This is grad-
ually being acknowledged, and there are now fervent and frequent cries for the
higher order vocational qualifications to lift the skill base of the nation, seen to
be of the utmost importance given the ageing of the present working population and
impending skill shortages in critical areas of the economy.

The adult and community component of AVE, however, remains relatively sub-
merged and not particularly in favor with governments. Despite the recognition of
social inclusion in the political landscape, reflected for example in the recent es-
tablishment of a social inclusion unit in the federal structure (albeit separated from
education), its contribution remains largely invisible. First, its enabling and bridging
functions go relatively unnoticed when it is completed qualifications and accred-
ited programs that are officially “counted” in national statistics and on the political
agenda for funding. Second, its lower status brought about by its concern for the
under-privileged and disadvantaged, and its provision therefore of lower level quali-
fications to cater for these populations, counts against it in the cutting of government
funding cakes. Third, it lacks a solid research base to be able to compete effectively
in a competitive tendering and evidence-based environment. And fourth, its diverse
and disparate character, so often considered a strength in the local arena, works
against it in the political arena when it cannot so readily be defined or defended as
the more formal sectors of school and university.

The VET and ACE sectors—considered together as AVE in this chapter—have
contributed to social sustainability in various ways throughout Australia’s history.
These contributions have been and continue to be crucial. However, such contribu-
tions still remain largely submerged and invisible, and therefore neglected, under-
resourced, and under-valued.
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Chapter 5
The Language of Longing: Rationality, Morality,
and Experience in Education for Sustainability

Aidan Davison

Abstract The idea of sustainability has become indispensable to a wide and grow-
ing array of discourses about positive social futures. Yet this idea is essentially
contested and inherently ambivalent. Especially unclear is the relationship between
facts and values in narratives of sustainability. Presented as the handmaiden of sus-
tainability since its first steps on the international stage, education has been dele-
gated the task of clarifying this relationship and of aligning ethical aspirations and
pragmatic objectives. Emerging agendas of education for sustainable development,
in particular, have presented sustainability as a predetermined theoretical end to be
reached through the use of neutral practical means. Such instrumentalist agendas
have shown little interest in the modern history of education for unsustainability.
In contrast, in this chapter I recast education for sustainability as an agenda for the
reinvigoration of skills of practical moral reasoning. Such reasoning understands the
relationship between ends and means dialectically and sheds light on the interaction
of unsustainable realities and sustainability ideals. I suggest that the educational
value of sustainability talk lies in its ability to bring education itself into question,
and I explore how education for sustainability can better accommodate difference,
uncertainty, and ambiguity.

The Introduction of Sustainability

Sustainability is a term whose birth and first forty years have taken place in the
glare of international politics. The conception of this term was, of course, far from
immaculate. It has general western antecedence in the Latin sustinére, from which
is derived the English verb “to sustain,” and particular heritage in the centuries-
old concept of sustained yield found in European traditions of forest and fishery
management (Glacken, 1967; Worster, 1993). The contemporary utility, conceptual
freight, and grammatical contrivance of the word “sustainability” are nonetheless
novel. It has given voice to a peculiarly post-Second World War fall from innocence.
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For, despite their overtly positive intent, discussions about sustainability derive their
trajectory and their force from historically specific anxieties about unsustainability.
That pre-modern indigenous cultures apparently lacked any comparable term yet are
now often lauded as examples of sustainability is a useful reminder that language
more often betrays longing than it confirms achievement.

Scientists, economists, engineers, and planners have led the way in pursuit of
sustainability, in the form of techno-economic agendas for sustainable develop-
ment. The defining characteristic of these agendas, according to their proponents, is
thorough integration of socio-cultural, economic, and environmental objectives. Yet
those forging a techno-economic path toward sustainability have also consistently
presented sustainability as a personally and collectively transformative ideal, one
whose ultimate meanings are ethical, spiritual, and metaphysical (Davison, 2001).
Sustainability constitutes a secular normative language for making sense of mor-
tality and morality through narratives of a global human community occupying a
finite and fragile planetary home. Animated by fear of a future both endangered and
dangerous, narratives of sustainability tell of longing for a future made secure by
human stewardship of the earth that sustains them and by fair dealing within the
human community.

The relationship between high-tech fixes and ethical awakening, between sci-
ence and politics, between hegemonic and transformative forces, has always been
unclear in narratives of sustainability. The opening page of the United Nations’ (UN)
manifesto for sustainable development, the 1987 Brundtland Report, Our common
future, suggests that “our cultural and spiritual heritages can reinforce our economic
interests and survival imperatives” (WCED, 1987, p. 1). The report goes on to detail
an agenda for directing technological innovation, economic growth, and institutional
reform toward sustainability. In the final chapter, however, the focus abruptly returns
to normative concerns with the authors’ proposition that “[w]e have tried to show
how human survival and well-being could depend on success in elevating sustain-
able development to a global ethic” (WCED, 1987, p. 308).

Much of the challenge of uniting techno-economic and ethical approaches to
sustainability has fallen to education. Presented as the handmaiden of sustainability
since its first steps on the international stage, education has been delegated prime re-
sponsibility for raising awareness, shifting attitudes, and changing voluntary behav-
ior, and in contexts spanning private life, school life, vocational life, economic life,
social life, and cultural life. Present understandings of how education can best serve
the goal of sustainable development have, in part, grown out of earlier efforts in
the field of environmental education to link practical problems, global perspectives,
and ethical aspirations. The UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization’s
1975 Belgrade Charter for Environmental Education, for instance, presented edu-
cation as a tool for “building” a new “personal and individualised global ethic” of
planetary care (UNESCO, 1975, p. 2). The 1980 World Conservation Strategy of
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature, which brought the concept
of sustainable development onto the international stage, similarly linked education
to ethics:
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A new ethic, embracing plants and animals as well as people is required for human societies
to live in harmony with the natural world on which they depend for survival and well-
being. The long-term task of environmental education is to foster or reinforce attitudes and
behaviours compatible with this new ethic. (IUCN/UNEP/WWF, 1980, sect. 13)

By the early 1990s, however, under the influence of the Brundtland Report, it was
widely recognized that environmental education provided far too narrow a platform
on which to rest educational agendas for a new global ethic of sustainable devel-
opment. An ethic professed to unite social justice with care for the earth, social
sustainability with environmental sustainability, necessarily called for education ca-
pable of integrating many different types of knowledge. Such integration is no trivial
matter. It challenges not just the existing division of educational labor into the phys-
ical sciences, social sciences, and the arts, but also the founding modern western
metaphysics that divides the world into nature and culture, objects and subjects. The
1992 UN Earth Summit action plan, Agenda 21, articulated the resulting challenge
for education from sustainability in this way:

Both formal and non-formal education are indispensable to changing people’s attitudes so
that they have the capacity to assess and address their sustainable development concerns. It
is also critical for achieving environmental and ethical awareness, values and attitudes, skills
and behaviour consistent with sustainable development and for effective public participa-
tion in decision-making. To be effective, environment and development education should
deal with the dynamics of both the physical/biological and socio-economic environment
and human (which may include spiritual) development, [and] should be integrated in all
disciplines. (UNCED, 1992, para. 36.3)

To education for sustainable development (ESD), as it is now branded by the
UN, has thus fallen the task of integrating description with prescription. ESD is
expected not just to increase scientific literacy about earth systems, but to cultivate
respect and activate stewardship for the living earth. ESD is charged not simply
with disseminating knowledge about the sources of poverty, inequality, and conflict,
but with advancing a universal human franchise and the unalienable human rights
flowing from it. ESD is required not only to raise awareness about long-term con-
sequences of present actions, but to extend ethical horizons to encompass unborn
generations.

In this chapter, I work toward a different account of the relationship between
descriptive and normative tasks in education for sustainability than that found in
Agenda 21 and the many national and regional ESD programs currently imple-
mented under the auspices of the first UN Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development. My account works up from basic propositions about the nature of ed-
ucation, as well as from basic propositions about the nature of sustainability, to chal-
lenge instrumentalist assumptions about the relation of means and ends in education
for sustainability. I first sketch out the postwar history of sustainability discourse,
so as to clarify some common misconceptions, before offering a critical account of
the relationship between knowledge, value, and action in agendas for ESD. I then
embark on an alternative journey of discovery toward education for sustainability.
Steering clear of universal prescriptions and aiming toward possibilities that attend
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the inevitable ambiguity and ambivalence of the quest for sustainability, I place my
trust in the educational possibilities of practical rather than instrumental reason.

Conceiving Sustainability

Any presumption that the parentage of the idea of sustainability is environmentalist
and that it rose up from the grassroots to hold the floor of the UN General Assembly
is misleading, on both counts. Early postwar environmental movements focused
on the need to set limits to human enterprise (including population growth) rather
than on the qualities of human development itself. Formed almost exclusively out
of the urban middle classes of affluent western societies, the most prominent of
these movements focused on the loss of a romantic past rather than on the design of
better futures, championing the values of what was thought to lie beyond the limits
of modern humanity and its technology; chiefly, the values of nature, wilderness,
and tradition (Davison, 2001). It was only later that these movements embraced
sustainability as a way of articulating the social values conducive to their accounts
of the values of nature and of history.

The gestation of the present preoccupation with sustainability in fact took place
within the postwar project of global development—a project of resurrection in the
aftermath of global warfare and western colonialism famously summed up by Harry
Truman in his 1949 declaration that “greater production is the key to prosperity and
peace” (Rist, 2002, pp. 71–72). Not for nothing did the UN launch its first Devel-
opment Decade in 1961 with the claim that development is “progress toward self-
sustaining growth of the economy” (UNDP, cited in Weiss, Forsythe, & Coate 1994,
p. 184). From these beginnings, the trajectory of discourse about sustainability has
been downwards from the new planetary consciousness being shaped by univer-
salizing discourses of science, the quasi-science of economics, and the globalizing
action of technology. In any photograph album of the life and times of sustainability,
the Apollo images of earth from space, a product of the super-powered space race
of the 1960s, deserve to be on the first page.

The UN’s Brundtland Report, Earth Summit, and 2002 World Summit on Sus-
tainable Development mark crucial stages in growing reliance on sustainability as
a framework for synthesizing socio-cultural, economic, and environmental under-
standings of social development. Since the early 1980s, ideas of sustainability have
spread far and wide, propelled by mounting evidence that the postwar resurrection of
progress through production was having paradoxical results. This includes evidence,
for example, that although Truman’s vision of greater production was realized, with
the world economy growing sevenfold in the second half of the twentieth century,
his expectation of prosperity for all was not, with the gap between the wealth of
the richest 20 per cent and the poorest 20 per cent also increasing in this period,
reaching a ratio of 74 to 1 by 1997 (UNEP, 2002, p. 35). This is evidence, in effect,
that the paradox of loss in gain so characteristic of the modern history of science,
technology, economics, and education had, if anything, escalated to new heights.
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This is not to say that the increased volume of sustainability talk reflects growing
agreement about the causes of and cures for unsustainable patterns of development.
Sustainable development has risen in institutional prominence over the last two
decades to become one of two goals that jointly define the latest version of the
modern project of progress, the other goal being that of economic neo-liberalization
(Raco, 2005). Yet, during the period in which it has become an indispensable carry-
all for policy makers and a widening coalition of business leaders, sustainability has
also been adopted as the raison d’être of a chaotic variety of social movements and
local projects around the world. Academics have, predictably, also found a great
deal to say about sustainability. Life scientists (e.g., IUCN/UNEP/WWF, 1980) and
economists (e.g., Pearce, Markandya, & Barbier, 1989), in particular, have played a
leading role in the genesis of this concept and then in its translation from abstrac-
tions into action. These and related disciplines have worked hard to contribute to the
list of published definitions of sustainability, a list tallied at over three hundred, a
decade ago (Dobson, 1998, p. 33).

An emphasis on definition remains prominent in policy discourse about sus-
tainability. Take, for instance, the 2007 Australian parliamentary inquiry into the
establishment of a national Sustainability Charter. The report of this inquiry, Sus-
tainability for survival, concluded the following:

If Australians are to embrace a national Sustainability Charter, they first need to understand
the concept (and reality) of sustainability. However, to date there is no single, universally ac-
cepted definition of sustainability or sustainable development and, as evident in this inquiry,
any discussion about definition quickly generates debate. (Parliament of Australia, 2007,
p. 7)

The politicians conducting the inquiry countenance no positive role for such de-
bate, and put their faith in the possibility of a compelling, unambiguous definition:

Australians must begin a journey preceded by an agreed definition of sustainability and
sustainable development, in order to reach an agreed destination. The important task of
developing the definitions of sustainability and sustainable development should be one of
the first tasks of the proposed Sustainability Commission. (Parliament of Australia, 2007,
p. 12)

Once the ends of sustainability are agreed, assumes the committee, all differences
can be put aside in the task of designing “a technical implementation agreement . . .

aligned with the objectives of the Charter and used primarily by government and in-
dustry to advance tangible sustainability outcomes through self-initiated strategies,
tactics and tools” (Parliament of Australia, 2007, p. 24).

In addition to those who try to place sustainability on a firm theoretical footing,
there is no shortage of academics lamenting the vacuity of the idea of sustainability
and warning against conflation of the terms sustainability and sustainable devel-
opment. Many point out that sustainability is a motherhood statement, benign but
meaningless, whose role as a social compass can be revealed to be absurd simply by
asking who is prepared to advocate the virtues of unsustainability or, for that matter,
forms of sustainability not conducive to survival (e.g., O’Riordan, 1988). The idea
of sustainable development, in contrast, is regarded by many of these critics to be
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malign, a dangerous oxymoron capable of smuggling the status quo into negotia-
tions over the design of new futures and of creating an illusion of solidarity between
rich and poor (Redclift, 2005; Sachs, 1999). Sharachchandra Lélé’s early parody of
this illusion is memorable:

Sustainable development is a “metafix” that will unite everybody from the profit-minded
industrialist and risk minimizing subsistence farmer to the equity-seeking social worker, the
pollution-concerned or wildlife-loving First Worlder, the growth-maximizing policy maker,
the goal-oriented bureaucrat, and therefore, the vote-counting politician. (1991, p. 613)

With good cause, then, Richard Norgaard observed in 1988 that, with the concept
meaning “something different to everyone, the quest for sustainable development is
off to a cacophonous start” (1988, p. 607). Since this time, the diffusion of sustain-
ability talk across an ever-greater range of social fields and its use in support of an
ever-greater range of political objectives has increasingly exposed sustainability to
be an essentially contested concept: a concept whose meanings are multiple, contex-
tual, shifting, slippery, and dissonant (e.g., Connelly, 2007; Kemp & Martens, 2007).

In the face of the growing complexity of contests about sustainability, Michael
Jacobs (1999) has proposed a distinction in these contests between a first order of
principled agreement and a second order of contested translation of principles into
practice. As is evident in the example of the Australian Sustainability for survival
report, Jacobs’ assumption that there is a linear, one-way movement from principles
to practices undergirds much sustainability talk. This assumption rests on an instru-
mentalist dualism that seeks to hold theory and practice apart, relegating practical
means to the status of servants in the employ of coherent and autonomous ideas.
In this way, the rethinking of worldviews, cultural paradigms, and ethical princi-
ples in the name of sustainability has been effectively uncoupled from the imple-
mentation of new technologies, economic blueprints, and institutional mechanisms
(Davison 2008a). As noted earlier, education has been assumed by many to have the
capacity to rejoin objective knowledge and ethical aspirations, facts and values, in
the search for sustainability. However, to the extent that agendas of education for
sustainable forms of development retain an instrumentalist desire for predetermined
ends and neutral means, so I argue in the next section, they only contribute to the
decoupling of facts and values in the first place.

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)

At the 1992 UN Earth Summit, Agenda 21 was billed as a global action plan for sus-
tainable development having the endorsement of an unprecedented coalition of na-
tional leaders. By the time of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development,
however, it was widely acknowledged that, despite impressive techno-economic
declarations of fidelity to the ideal of sustainable development, the practical goals
set by Agenda 21 were even further out of reach than they had been a decade
earlier (UNEP, 2002). In the context of the despair and cynicism carried with this
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acknowledgement, the mandate of the World Summit was to urgently shift the reg-
ister of sustainability from one of awareness to one of implementation.

Education has been prominent in this shift from knowledge to action in the
form of a proposed transition from education about to education for sustainable
development (Tilbury, 2004). The World Summit Plan of Implementation declared
education to be “critical for promoting sustainable development” (UN, 2002, p. 51).
Following decades of awareness-raising about sustainability, this advocacy of ESD
rests on four assumptions. It is assumed that there exists objective consensus about:
(1) evidence of unsustainability; (2) causes of unsustainability; (3) sustainable de-
velopment as a cure for unsustainability; and (4) the nature of sustainable develop-
ment. Built atop these assumptions, ESD is predominantly conceived as a tool for
cultivating the social conditions in which sustainable development can take root.

It was decided at the World Summit to declare the period from 2005 to 2014 the
first UN Decade of ESD, as an important step toward creating “a world where every-
one has the opportunity to benefit from education and learn the values, behavior and
lifestyles required for a sustainable future and for positive societal transformation”
(UNESCO, 2005, p. 6). The organization entrusted with overseeing the translation
of the Decade of ESD into reality, UNESCO, argues that the modern concept of
universal education, which it has itself championed since it was enshrined in the
1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, has emerged in “parallel” with the
concept of sustainable development. Indeed, it claims that education is so “central
to sustainability . . . [that] the distinction between education as we know it and edu-
cation for sustainability is enigmatic for many” (UNESCO, 2005, p. 27).

I count myself among the many here, but, unlike UNESCO, not because I think
the postwar project of universal education as inherently sustainable, and thus the
phrase “education for sustainability” effectively tautological. ESD has been built
upon unshaken confidence that modern educational institutions, ideals, and peda-
gogies are inherently progressive. As a result, there has been scant interest shown
in the history and contemporary manifestations of education for unsustainability.
There has been little acknowledgement that “the content and methods of most ed-
ucation and training . . . are currently socializing us to live unsustainably” (Calder
& Clugston, 2005, p. 7). Nor has sufficient account been taken of “the difficulty
in carrying out socially reconstructive teaching within institutions which reproduce
existing social relations” and of the possibility that “the concept of sustainability has
become part of that reproductive mechanism” (Chapman, 2004, pp. 93–94). As a re-
sult there has been insufficient interest in what could be learnt about education itself
in the search for sustainability. In my view, the literature on ESD has generally paid
only lip service to the question of the extent to which education for sustainability
requires the transformation of existing educational praxis.

It is true that accounts of ESD acknowledge the importance of the creation and
transfer of new forms of knowledge and call for a reorientation of education (e.g.,
McKeown, Hopkins, Rizzi, & Chrystalbridge, 2002). In place of reductionist and
homogenizing forms of knowledge, ESD stresses the importance of knowledge that
is simultaneously holistic and contextual (e.g., UNESCO, 2005, 2006). The many
ambitions that flow from this emphasis include a demand for knowledge that: is
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of a global and intergenerational scale yet tailored to particular times and places;
is steadily cumulative yet attuned to uncertainty; is produced by disciplines yet
supports transdisciplinarity; and is founded on public participation yet relies on
scientific expertise. Confidence that the inherent tensions in such knowledge can
be resolved by ESD, enabling new pedagogical paths to be forged within existing
educational frameworks, is strong, if implicit, for such tensions are rarely acknowl-
edged. This is not to say that ESD is claimed by its proponents already to possess
all of the knowledge and techniques necessary to promote learning about sustain-
ability. On the contrary, many advocates of this agenda accept that, because “no
country is sustainable or has come close to becoming sustainable,” and there is, thus,
“no proven recipe for success . . . sustainability is essentially an on-going learning
process” (Tilbury and Cooke, 2005, p. 2).

Commonly encapsulated in the twin catch-cries of “learning by doing” and
“learning to learn,” this process is now championed in sustainable development
vocations such as environmental management, which seek to establish “policy-as-
informing-system in itself” (Dovers, 2003, p. 5). In these vocations, learning by
doing is regarded as central to the process of constituting sustainable development
as an adaptive, integrative, and participatory endeavor, one built on institutional
and personal capacity for ongoing, systemic learning. Such aspiration for lifelong
and lifewide learning has implications that reach well beyond formal schooling.
Agendas for sustainable development aspire to create societies made resilient by
their capacity to learn from feedback from the dynamic, complex, and unpredictable
systems in which they are embedded. Yet this aspiration, especially as it has been
shaped by the Brundtland Commission’s vision of sustainable development, con-
tinues to hold to the modernist faith that scientific, technological, and economic
endeavor is inherently emancipating. The ultimate end of sustainable development
takes the form of a vision of human maturity through materialist progress that looks
uncannily like Francis Bacon’s vision of Atlantis, articulated at the outset of the
modern project of progress.

The juxtaposition of contingent means and predetermined ends in ESD raises
two obvious questions. First, how are theoretical ends to be translated into action?
Second, once translated, how is learning by doing to be steered to ensure it does not
veer off track? The first question has long preoccupied academic literature about
environmental education and, more recently, about ESD in the form of discussion
about a knowledge–behavior gap (e.g., Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). In discussion
about environmental education, instrumentalist explanations of how a perceived gap
between knowledge and behavior can be bridged rely upon the idea of nature as a
transcendent source of wisdom, one imparted through direct experience as well as
through scientific study. In ESD, explanations of how this gap is to be bridged rely
upon the idea of a transcendent moral force in the human condition, one expressed
in the form of a set of universal and unalienable values. In such explanations, it is
the values held by individuals and the ethics legitimated by society that generate
the personal commitment and political will necessary to translate the ideal of sus-
tainability into reality, and that act as a moral compass, by which to guide learning
by doing along the way. “A holistic or systemic view of sustainable development,”
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argue prominent ESD advocates John Fein and Dianella Tilbury, “sees it as a process
of change guided by a number of values or principles” (2002, p. 4). In articulating
a pedagogical framework for the Decade of ESD, UNESCO makes a similar claim:
“ESD is fundamentally about values, with respect at the centre . . .. Along with a
sense of justice, responsibility, exploration and dialogue, ESD aims to move us to
adopting behaviours and practices that enable all to live a full life without being
deprived of basics” (2006, p. 4). UNESCO then explains the relation of education
to values in this way:

education constitutes the central pillar of strategies to promote such values. Alongside
positive spiritual motivations, education is our best chance of promoting and rooting the
values and behaviours which sustainable development implies. As others have noted, “trans-
formative education is needed: education that helps bring about the fundamental changes
demanded by the challenges of sustainability. Accelerating progress towards sustainability
depends on rekindling more caring relationships between humans and the natural world and
facilitating the creative exploration of more environmentally and socially responsible forms
of development.” (UNESCO, 2006, p. 16)

Such emphasis on transformative education and on creative and exploratory paths
toward sustained progress is appealing. Who, after all, would not welcome the
prospect of more caring human relationships and greater human care for the earth?
Yet the longing for care to be rekindled by ESD is translated into didactic injunctions
rather than channelled into courageous inquiry about human history and about the
inevitable variety of uncommon human futures. The determinedly up-beat mood of
ESD does not countenance perspectives that recognize “persistent and otherwise
inexplicable tragedy and suffering in history, and in history to come—even in a
world that is otherwise sustainable” (Orr, 1992, p. 18). The central narrative of
ESD—namely, that learning by doing sustainable development can be harnessed
to universal principles, guided by the transcendent hand of values and applied in
science and technology—is inherited uncritically from instrumentalist epistemolo-
gies themselves deeply implicated in unsustainable forms of development. Reassert-
ing the hegemony of scientific knowledge and technological efficiency, agendas for
ESD cling to the instrumentalist hope that science and technology will be the well-
behaved servants of good intentions and lofty aspirations. They thereby perpetuate
a modern history of imagining progress as techno-scientific flight from the past;
a flight that aims, paradoxically, to reclaim a state of original human innocence
(Davison, 2008b).

Unconvinced by instrumentalist claims about the transformative power of ESD,
I aim in the remainder of the chapter to recast education for sustainability as an
agenda for the reinvigoration of skills of practical moral reasoning in educational
institutions and in everyday life more generally. Such reasoning offers no illusion
that we head toward the certain destination of sustainability with certain mastery of
powerful tools. Rather, practical reason acknowledges only the existence of what
John Dewey (1969, p. 106) called ends-in-view, those moral purposes visible from
inside the messy, dangerous, and precious complexity of moral experience. This ap-
proach does not evoke sweeping vistas of brand new futures. Nor does this approach
imagine tectonic shifts in cultural paradigms, nor seek to transcend the ambiguity
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and ambivalence of ideas about sustainability, nor claim to pick winners in the con-
tests that grow around these ideas. My contention, however, is that practical reason
is more likely to aid navigation on the ground toward transformative ethical pos-
sibilities in the name of sustainability by enabling more attentive and empowering
description of the unavoidable messiness of essentially contested efforts to enact
sustainability.

Education for Contesting Sustainability

I noted earlier that the wide uptake of sustainability discourse has made it in-
creasingly apparent that sustainability is an essentially contested concept. Yet the
shift from education about to education for sustainable development has created
a demand for sustainability to be represented as a stable, self-evident, and fixed
goal. This goal is encapsulated in references to holistic paradigms, whole-of-
curriculum implementation, and lifelong learning, and is set up as a pedagogical
target for which unambiguous indicators of progress can be measured (e.g., Tilbury
& Janousek, 2006). The contestability of sustainability concepts, and of related con-
cepts such as nature and culture, emerges within ESD literature as a problem to be
overcome by an appeal to shared values laid over the top of didactic assertion and
delegation to experts, albeit experts espousing the virtues of holism.

Welcoming the essentially contested nature of concepts of sustainability, my in-
terest here is to consider the ways in which the educative value of the search for
sustainability may be found more in the character than in the content of sustainabil-
ity talk; more in the exploration of uncommon than of common ground. That is, this
value may be found not so much in agreed goals as in new ways of encountering
disagreement, inconsistency, incoherence, multiplicity, contingency, and ineffabil-
ity. What makes sustainability such a potentially valuable prompt for learning is
its capacity to hold apparently competing concerns, different modes of knowledge,
and social antagonists in dialogue while resisting any authoritative declaration of
winners and losers. Like other essentially contested concepts, such as freedom and
democracy, the theory and practice of sustainability derives its educative function
not from definitive meaning, but from an ability to create and keep open broadly
accessible arenas of rational inquiry and debate on matters of immediate, intensely
felt, and lived concern. The political theorist William Connolly has argued that such
concepts make

mutual understanding and interpretation . . . possible but in a partial and limited way . . . The
realization that opposing uses [of contested concepts] might not be exclusively self-serving,
but have defensible reasons in their support could introduce into these contests a measure
of tolerance and a receptivity to reconsideration of received views. (1983, pp. 140–141)

As Connolly recognizes, the encompassing nature of essentially contested con-
cepts is at once a strength and weakness. They are unavoidably prey to co-optation
by entrenched ideological and economic interests, dominant discourses, and em-
powered institutions. The mere presence of governing forces and actors can be
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enough to set default terms of reference for inquiry into sustainability. The value
of discussion about sustainability is thus always in danger of being lost. The trans-
formative power of this discussion is not wisely taken for granted, but has to be
constantly re-established through the meaningful encounter of as wide a diversity
of interests, perspectives, disciplines, beliefs, experiences, and assumptions as pos-
sible. Such encounter is, of course, immensely difficult to sustain in any form of
social life, and not least within social institutions, including educational institutions,
shaped by instrumentalist ideals of universality and objectivity.

I am arguing, in effect, that contemporary longing for sustainability is itself a
form of education, although I have already suggested that the inverse proposition
does not necessarily hold true. Unlike ESD literature, I do not regard education—
either in the form of institutionalized teaching and learning or more generally in the
form of personal and social capacity for the gaining and sharing of understanding—
to be a neutral instrument with which to achieve predetermined ends. For a start, the
relationship between awareness, attitudes, and behaviors is far from linear, one-way,
or predictable, as assumed in these agendas. More importantly, I take from history
the lesson that education is as potentially hegemonic and totalitarian as it is transfor-
mative and liberating. The possibilities of education are as ambivalent as is the hu-
man condition itself. These ambivalent possibilities are at once political, moral, and
ontological: education is always political activity, laden with interests that belong to
specific socio-cultural contexts; it is always moral activity, bound up in narratives
of the good life; and it is always ontological activity, working to bring into being a
particular vision of the human condition. Such interests, narratives, and visions are
necessarily partial and any theory and practice of education is as contestable as is
any theory and practice of sustainability. Understood in its broadest sense as the in-
dividual and social possibilities for human learning—possibilities expressed in pro-
ficiency in everything from military strategy to meditation techniques—education
is not a tool for building sustainability, nor is it a component of sustainability. Ed-
ucation is a complex and contested social field, one vital to any prospect of social
sustainability and yet constantly at risk of itself becoming unsustainable. Following
this line of thought, it makes more sense to speak of sustainability for education
than it does to conceive of education for sustainability. The educative value of sus-
tainability rests on its ability to serve as a framework for personally and collectively
reflexive inquiry that enables dialogue across difference. Put another way, this value
lies in the way pursuit of sustainability leads to transformative encounters with the
radically other. These include new forms of imaginative encounter with long-dead
and yet-to-be born human generations; with fellow humans who share our time on
earth but little else; with fellow non-human mortals whose destiny is now inextrica-
bly bound up with our own; and with the prospect of earth’s mortality itself.

Instrumentalist approaches to education for sustainability such as ESD are pre-
occupied with trying to align action with concepts and to build a bridge of universal
values between them. My preoccupation is with how the search for sustainabil-
ity can resist the disintegration within education of ambivalent human experience
into practice and theory, and related attempts to quarantine matters of fact from
matters of value, in the first place. Strategies by which to articulate the dialectics
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of sustainability are vital to this resistance (Davison, 2008a). Such strategies ex-
pose the relationship of unsustainable pasts to longed-for sustainable futures, of the
world as inherited to the world as desired, of real to ideal. Such strategies locate the
transformative power of the search for sustainability in a two-way, open-ended and
dynamic interaction between the need for something to be urgently done and the
desire for things to be done differently. Such strategies accept that the problems of
unsustainability and the solutions of sustainability cannot be neatly separated out;
that they are thoroughly entangled in modern scientific, technological, economic,
and educational institutions. And such strategies seek to prevent ideas of sustainabil-
ity from being too easily co-opted within entrenched patterns of power by holding
hegemonic interests, dominant discourses, and empowered institutions accountable
to the paradox and ambiguity that runs through lived reality.

Sustaining Lessons in Life

Dialogue capable of sustaining a dialectical attraction of opposites has thus far rarely
been achieved in contests about sustainability in general, and in agendas of ESD in
particular. In exploring the neglected possibilities of ambivalent dialogue in edu-
cational encounters with sustainability, I rely upon a twentieth-century resurgence
of western philosophical interest in embodied and evaluative expressions of ratio-
nality (Bernstein, 1972; Bourdieu, 1977: see Davison, 2001). Originally described
as phronésis by Aristotle, and often referred to as practical reason today, this in-
tellectual faculty is, at root, a capacity for wise judgement and virtuous character
in the face of the overwhelming moral and material complexity of lived experience
(Dunne, 1993; MacIntyre, 1984). In contrast to instrumental accounts of neutral
means in the service of universal ends, accounts of practical reason emphasize the
coproduction of moral ends and practical means. Moral ends, contends Alasdair
MacIntyre, “cannot be adequately characterised independently of a characterisation
of the means” (1984, p. 184) through which they are realized.

Reflecting the mutually constitutive relationship of narratives of the good life
and the practices of everyday life, practical reason resists any ambition for absolute
knowledge or complete control. Like scientific (or theoretical) and technical (or
applied) modes of logical thought, practical reason is inherently educational in char-
acter, which is to say that it is explicable and communicable. Like these instrumental
forms of reason, practical reason is a powerful agent in ordering, reproducing, and
transforming social realities. All three modes of reason have unique competencies
and particular contributions to make to education, and all three are potentially com-
patible in social life. Unlike instrumental reason, however, practical reason does not
decompose human experience into matters of fact and matters of value. Practical
reason is not in any way separate from the embodiment and enactment of everyday
life, with its incumbent, ceaseless challenge of being good and doing right.

Developed and expressed in the relations and rhythms of everyday life, practical
reasoning enables learning that is inductive in its trajectory and intersubjective in its
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force. Gaining momentum from circumstance, this is the capacity of individuals and
societies to bind experience cumulatively into reflexive awareness of wider histories,
patterns, narratives, rules of thumb, and possible futures. This is a mode of “learning
by doing,” a capacity for lifelong and lifewide learning, but not one that can be
understood by regarding experience deductively, as if it were a field on which to
test the hypotheses and conduct the experiments of pure reason. Practical reasoning
is not a capacity of learning applied to the circumstances of life, but one made
possible by those circumstances: a capacity simultaneously rational and relational;
simultaneously analytical and animated by desire and fear. Attuned to the logical
relations of cause and affect, this is a capacity exercised in the towering presence of
birth and of death. This is a capacity for sorting and reassembling experience into
meaningful and communicable lessons. Articulated in the context of action, these
lessons conform not to ideals of consistency, universality, and lawfulness, but to
experience of particular yet shared worlds. While finite, these worlds are infinitely
changeable. Occupied only locally, and thus learnt only in fragments, these worlds
are nonetheless seamless in their relationality. Immensely confusing, inconsistent,
and heterogeneous, these worlds are nonetheless meaningful in their ambivalence.
Saturated with love and with hate, these worlds are always teacherly. Full of beauty
and of ugliness, these worlds are undeniably worth sustaining and worth transform-
ing in the name of sustainability.

Once bound up with theocratic institutions in pre-modern western societies,
practical reason has been discredited, misrepresented, and marginalized in secular
modern societies through the dominance of instrumentalist ideals of scientific en-
lightenment and technological control. These are societies bewitched “by the dream
of an ethical algorithm—a universal and invariable code of procedures capable of
providing unique and definitive answers to all our moral questions” (Jonsen & Toul-
min, 1988, p. 7). Thus, while instrumental reason is a powerful driver of agendas
such as ESD, practical reason has gained little recognition in approaches to edu-
cation for sustainability as an equally powerful faculty of navigation. Sharing the
longstanding modern suspicion of emotive experience as a parochial, manipulable,
and arbitrary basis on which to organize social life, ESD aspires to the detached
clarity that gives the astronaut access to a truly global worldview.

Michael Bonnett is one of a number of articulate and perceptive critics who
have questioned “the sufficiency of pure rationality” (2006, p. 266) in education
for sustainability (see also Chapman, 2004; Calder & Clugston, 2005; Gough
& Scott, 2006; Selby, 2006). I agree with him that education for sustainability
requires “a perspective which is both theoretical and practical in that it is es-
sentially concerned with human practices and the conceptions and values that
are embedded in them” (Bonnett, 2006, p. 270). Yet, while Bonnett’s recogni-
tion of a “sense of sustainability whose denial would involve alienation from
our own essence and therefore from our own flourishing” (2006, p. 275) is wel-
come, his advocacy for “non-rational aspects [of sustainability] . . . such as em-
pathy, identification and a broader spiritual dimension” (2006, p. 266, emphasis
added) is strangely limiting. In a similar way, so too is this suggestion from David
Selby:
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Recognizing the power and persuasiveness of the sustainability case, we can sidestep and
compensate for the mechanistic residues within the concept [of sustainability] by also fos-
tering an ethic valuing the short-lived, the unfathomable, the unquantifiable, the indefinable;
that which we feel and intuit but which defies easy description. (2006, p. 362)

Despite putting forward valuable counter-agendas of education for sustainability,
both Bonnett and Selby perpetuate a disjunction between rational and non-rational
phenomena that implicitly reasserts the claim of pure, instrumental reason to define
the techno-economic contours of everyday life. Spirituality, empathy, aesthetics, love,
and other intensely colored, if indefinable, expressions of human subjectivity do not
constitute an attractive foreground set against a gray, all-too-definable, backdrop of
mechanistic social order. Every aspect of the project of rational progress is shot
through with the colors of desire, myth, and mystery, just as expressions of spiri-
tual, aesthetic, empathetic, and moral understanding themselves help constitute any
rational ordering of human worlds. The ineffable and the effable inhabit each other,
making each other possible. The modern claim that pure reason has ended the grip of
myth on social life is itself mythic, investing science with the resonance of omnipo-
tence, technology with the power of transcendence, economics with the devotion of
worship, and education with the moral certitude of a missionary (Davison, 2008b).

A great deal of energy has already been expended in the search for sustainability
on widening the ambit of scientific inquiry into nature, in improving technological
eco-efficiency, in sending new market signals to consumers and, as we have seen, in
making education attempt to tie all this techno-economic activity to a set of universal
ethical principles. Yet little has so far been learnt in the search for sustainability
about the mythic energies that run through the rational order of sustained progress.
It seems to me, though, that if the search for sustainability through education is to be
ennobling as well as enabling, as official rhetoric insists it must be, the legitimacy of
the modern barriers that arbitrarily divide reason from emotion, science from myth,
and the life of the body from the life of the mind has to be challenged. Practical rea-
son has an indispensable role to play in meeting this challenge. This role is as much
in constituting and questioning the founding desires and assumptions of education
for sustainability as it is in implementing any particular educational agenda.

My core aims in this chapter, then, have been to expose the limitations of instru-
mentalist accounts of the relationship between education and sustainability, and to
catch sight of some of the new directions that can be forged in this relationship with
the help of practical reason. In my view, these twin tasks were a precondition for
reconfiguring the relationship of education and sustainability as nothing less than a
challenge to dominant assumptions about the relationship between reason, morality,
and experience. I have, inevitably, managed to offer only the merest beginning on
only one of many ways of imagining a practice of learning the world that is at once a
practice of sustaining the world. I have given expression to my own longing to grasp
sustainability as the precious and all-too-rare essence of education. Happily, the
challenge of sustainability can never be taken up whole by any author—monologue
being entirely inadequate to the task—and I am content to report that I finish this
chapter, if anything, more ambivalent about the possibility of education for sustain-
ability than I was when I started out.
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Part II
Foundations for Social Sustainability in

Adult and Vocational Education



Chapter 6
Educating for a Sustainable Democracy

Michael Newman

Abstract Irrespective of the subject or the context, adult educators can contribute to
the creation of a sustainable democracy by taking every opportunity to teach people
to think clearly, to think imaginatively, to act, and to act wisely.

Introduction

Are we sliding inexorably toward fascism? Some of the so-called liberal democra-
cies are displaying disturbing features. The self-proclaimed protector of freedom,
the United States of America, is responsible for the horror that is Guantanamo Bay.
Australia, land of the “fair go,” has detention centers in which it has incarcerated
asylum seekers and their children for months and even years while investigating
their claims. In the United Kingdom, whose system of justice is based on the princi-
ple that an accused person is innocent until proven guilty, security personnel stalked
and then summarily executed an innocent man on the London Underground. And
all three countries invaded Iraq on the basis of flawed information and against the
will of a large number of their own citizens.

There is a terrible irony in all this, which makes one wonder at the intelligence of
our leaders. They are throwing out the baby with the bathwater. They are abandoning
essential aspects of a free and democratic society in order to protect their free and
democratic societies.

Clearly it is incumbent on all of us to protect our democracies. And if we are
going to do so genuinely and decently then we need to do so within, and not outside,
the principles and ideals of democracy. I am writing this for activist educators, but
the questions I ask are equally valid for any and everyone in every walk of life: How
can we work toward a sustainable and genuine democracy? How can we contribute
to creating a population that is capable of arriving at critically informed opinions?
How can we contribute to creating a leadership capable of responding to its citizens
with integrity? In the language of this book, how can we help create the conditions
essential for social sustainability?
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To address these questions I am drawing upon and, I hope, developing ideas that
I have written about elsewhere. In a recent book (Newman, 2006a) I argued that
we should teach ourselves and others how to defy anyone laying out an unwanted
future for us. And in a recent paper (Newman, 2006b) I suggested that we teach and
learn how to be fully human in the Rogerian sense; how to be conscientized in the
Freirian sense; and how to be free, to use a word given the sense I want by the life
and example of Nelson Mandela.

In both texts I go on to say that, irrespective of the subject or the context, and
irrespective of whether we are community, adult, vocational, or university educators,
we can help ourselves and others learn the following processes: to think clearly,
to think imaginatively, to act, and to act wisely. In doing so, we will be teaching
and learning how to take control of our own lives and how to resist those people
trying to take that control away from us. We will be contributing to the struggle
to shore up our democracies against the witting and unwitting forces undermining
them.

Teaching People to Think Clearly

To think clearly we need a reasonably tidy mind, and as activist educators we can
take any opportunity in our teaching to encourage ourselves and others to order
our thoughts. I like to draw on the ideas of A. J. Ayer (1971) and suggest that
we develop the habit of distinguishing between statements, speculations, opinions,
and injunctions. Ayer uses other language, distinguishing between analytical propo-
sitions, empirical hypotheses, and two forms of what he calls “literally senseless
propositions.”

So Ayer argues that an analytical proposition describes one symbol in terms of
another. The statement “A spanner is a tool” would be an example. He makes the
point that analytical propositions are like equations. They are ways of describing
or equating objects or concepts and they do not need to start from evidence. Ana-
lytical propositions are no more than associations of symbols, and so are in effect
tautologies. We are actually saying: “A tool is a tool.” Analytical propositions are
statements of what is and is not, and they have a finality about them, an implied
stasis. They lock things into place. So in justifying Guantanamo Bay our leaders
may tell us: “The war on terror is a struggle for justice.” But are they really saying
anything more than: “The war on terror is the war on terror”?

Ayer does not dismiss analytical propositions because of their tautological nature.
Analytical propositions can excite us because they relate ideas and concepts to one
another in new ways. So a mathematical argument can excite mathematicians be-
cause no one has expressed these equations of symbols in this way before. But Ayer
also alerts us to the fact that many claims to incontrovertible truth by authorities,
experts, leaders, and the person next to us at the bar in the local pub are simply the
juggling of symbols, descriptions of one thing in terms of another thing: tautological
statements without reference to evidence and so taking us nowhere.
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An empirical hypothesis describes the world in terms of what is likely to be the
case. It is empirical in that it derives from our “sense experience.” So we might
say: “A painter uses a brush to apply paint to the canvass.” What we are actually
saying is that given the right or normal circumstances we can be pretty sure that
this is what a painter would do with a brush. And we can verify this by observing
the painter. But the statement remains a hypothesis because we can never be sure
that this will always be the case. Ayer in effect warns us that all empirical evidence,
no matter how strong it seems, can only lead to an assumption. Many claims to
truth are simply speculation: hypotheses based on more, or less, reliable evidence.
So our leaders may tell us: “Unless checked, a trickle of asylum seekers entering
the country will become a flood.” They may claim it is a certainty but of course it
remains only one amongst a number of quite different hypotheses.

Ayer argues that all other propositions are literally senseless, in that they cannot
be tested by an appeal either to analysis or to a sense experience. A judgement
like “This painting has great beauty” is really only an unsubstantiated expression
of approbation and has no more sense in it than the statement: “This painting—
hurray.” Many claims to truth are expressions of approval or disapproval. They are
simply opinions, no more true or false than other, entirely different opinions. So
someone from the big end of town may say: “Privatization improves efficiency”.
But is she or he saying any more than: “I prefer private over public enterprise”? And
when someone in authority says: “Rapid executive response to a perceived terrorist
threat is a necessary evil,” is she or he in reality saying “Summary execution—
hurray!”

And a moral proposition such as “Murder is bad” is not just an expression of
opinion but an injunction. The statement can be interpreted both as “Murder—ugh!”
and “Do not commit murder!” Many claims to truth are simply straightforward in-
junctions. So when a politician says of the opposing political party: “They have no
experience and no fiscal responsibility” she or he is in all likelihood really saying:
“Do not vote for them!” And when our leaders told us: “Iraq has weapons of mass
destruction,” were they really saying: “Invade Iraq!”?

Using these categories of statement, speculation, opinion, and injunction means
that we can critically examine the “knowledge” we acquire and the “knowledge” we
are presented with. We can tidy, and sharpen up, our minds.

We can help ourselves and others think clearly by teaching and learning various
forms of problem solving or decision making. We may have to overcome skepticism
in some of our learners. People find it normal to go to a tennis coach or a driving
instructor but sometimes assume that analyzing problems and coming to decisions
are capabilities we acquire “naturally” in the way we do basic speech. They may
point to the fact that they solve problems every day of their lives, be they minor
ones like finding the best route to an address they have never visited before, or major
ones like deciding, mutually or separately, on a divorce. People resist the idea that
problem solving is a skill that can be taught, and we may have to persist in order to
prove our point, encouraging people to reflect honestly on their own experiences as
problem solvers, and providing new experiences for them through role-plays and
other structured exercises. We may have to find ways of making the point that
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problem solving can be ad hoc and messy or elegant, effective, and creative, and
that it makes sense to teach and learn how to achieve the latter.

I like using and teaching a straightforward problem-solving model based on the
three questions “What’s wrong?,” “What can we do?,” and “What will we do?”.
In response to the question “What’s wrong?” we examine the knowledge we have
and the knowledge we need to acquire, and the way that knowledge is expressed as
statements, speculations, opinions, and injunctions. Once we have established what
we consider are the “facts” of the matter, we can tease out the meanings that issue
from each of those facts, and then rank those issues. In response to the question
“What can we do?” we can canvass the various options open to us to address the
most significant issues. And in response to the question “What will we do?” we will
choose the option we feel most likely to succeed, and decide on the action we will
take. The model can be described in shorthand as “facts, issues, options, and action.”

If we teach and learn how to categorize and manage knowledge and how to ana-
lyze and address problems, then we are in effect teaching a form of critical thinking.
But we need to be careful in our use of the phrase since over the past two or three
decades critical thinking has lost its edge and become domesticated. It has become a
skill, competency, or capability to be taught at school, in HRD courses, in the office,
or on the shop floor alongside project planning, the ability to work in a team, and
the desire to produce high quality products.

We need to give back to critical thinking its political purpose. We need to go
back to critical theory from which critical thinking, in its modern form at least,
derives. Critical theory implies a philosophy, a state of mind, a stance, of constant
and continual critique. It helps us resist being hoodwinked. It helps us combat a
Gramscian kind of hegemony. It enables us to make up our own minds. Critical
theory is not “neutral.” It requires us to locate our thinking within an analysis of
power, and it argues that a genuine communication is made and a problem solved
only when there has been an adjustment in the distribution of that power and a move
toward the establishment of equity. Critical thinking deriving from critical theory is
constructed upon a commitment to social justice.

Central to critical theory is the idea that we change our thinking by examining
the history of our thinking (Rasmussen, 1996, p. 12). We do not just categorize and
analyze the knowledge we acquire; we subject to critical scrutiny the sources of that
knowledge. So we adopt the habit of saying: “Where does that thought (or opinion,
idea, belief, or value) come from? Our education? Our culture? Our parents? Our
peers? Our leaders? But how reliable are those sources? And, while we are at it, to
whose benefit is it if we believe it?”

Here we can draw on Jürgen Habermas’s (1984, pp. 99–100) ideas on the validity
claims of truth, rightness, and truthfulness. Habermas argued that whenever people,
be they teachers, salespeople, our next-door neighbor, or the prime minister, make
an utterance, whether they are aware of it or not, they are claiming that what they
are saying is true, that they have a right to say it, and that they are sincere in saying
it. To test what they say, therefore, we can examine the extent to which they are
redeeming each of these validity claims. For truth we can ask: Is what they are
saying accurate? Have they told the whole story? Have they revealed their sources
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and are those sources reliable? Have they revealed aspects that may not be to their
advantage as well as those that are? For rightness, we can ask: Are the speakers
in a position to say this? Have they the accord of the people on whose behalf they
are speaking? Do they have the necessary experience, knowledge, and background?
Do they have the authority? And for sincerity, we can ask: Are the speakers being
consistent? Have they disclosed all interests and all responsibilities to other parties?
Have they been open and frank about their motives, feelings, beliefs, and values?

Teaching People to Think Imaginatively

Thinking clearly is not enough. Rational, enlightened thought gave us extraordinary
scientific and technological advances, but it also gave us the means to exploit peo-
ple, squander resources, and manufacture the weapons of war. Some of the critical
theorists looked to aesthetics and the less strictly rational forms of discourse as a
redress (Rasmussen, 1996, p. 23) and I suggest that activist educators can follow
suit. We can look at ways in which we can encourage ourselves and others to think
imaginatively, to take intellectual risks, to think, as they say, “outside the box.” We
can examine ways in which we can encourage insight.

Insight is both an intellectual and an affective phenomenon. It is intellectual in
that it is a sudden understanding, a sudden realization, a sudden falling into place of
things, or a sudden completion of a half-guessed-at schema. But insight is equally
an affective experience. It is a sudden elation flowing into satisfaction, or a sud-
den horror flowing into resignation or resistance. Whether intellectual or affective,
insight is that mysterious experience in which we come across the answer without
asking the question. It is the conclusion without the argument.

Some argue that insight can also be a gradual process, as in the case of a per-
son undergoing analysis and gradually gaining insight into their troubled childhood.
But this is a use (or misuse) of the word “insight” as a synonym for understanding
through the process of rational reflection and discourse. Here I am talking about
insight as a non-rational intellectual and affective experience.

Sometimes, once we have had this non-rational kind of insight, we cannot under-
stand how the insight has not happened before. It all seems so obvious now! What
was in the background and unnoticed becomes all enveloping foreground. Some-
thing we took for granted and never questioned suddenly becomes starkly evident.
The familiar becomes explicit (Segal, 1999, pp. 75–76).

Since insight is more an event than a process it will be impossible to teach. But we
can establish the conditions, and help others learn how to establish the conditions, that
may encourage insight. We can use literature. We can use metaphor analysis, critical
incident exercises, mind mapping, and the other tools of the transformative educator.
We can use a dialogic form of enquiry. We can use physical activity such as body
sculpture. We can use games. We can use role-play. And we can use forms of playback
or forum theater. All of these in their different ways create situations or “climates” in
which people may experience insight, in which they may suddenly understand some
significant element of their world intuitively, spontaneously, even mystically.
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In all these processes we are abandoning rational discourse and encouraging
ourselves and others to indulge in non-rational or even willfully irrational, dis-
course. We are abandoning Habermas’s validity claims and going in search of
a kind of supertruth. This is the “truth” of literature and dreams, the sense that
the events described on the page or seen in the theater or experienced in the
poem or dream have their own kind of significance, their own kind of meaning,
and their own kind of reality. They may not actually have happened but they are
nonetheless true.

Teaching People to Act

If we have helped people learn how to think clearly and imaginatively, we can then
help them learn how to take action based on that thinking. Looking again to the
critical theorists we can see our being taking shape concurrently in our objective
world made up of tangible and physical phenomena, our social world made up
of relationships, organizations, and collective experience, and our subjective world
made up of values, assumptions, prejudices, predilections, and ideologies. In the
objective world we act as subjects to objects, in the social world as subjects to other
subjects, and in the subjective world as subjects to ourselves. And so we engage
and make meaning through physical action, through our interaction with others, and
through study and reflection (Habermas, 1972; Dallmayr, 1996, pp. 85–87).

In our role as activist educators, we can help ourselves and others choose actions
that “fit” the three worlds. Since the worlds exist concurrently the fit will rarely be
neat, but there will be times when direct physical, that is, objective, action such as
organizing a picket line predominates, when social action such as holding a meeting
predominates, or when subjective action such as a period of reflection and investi-
gation predominates.

We can help people choose roles that “fit.” So there will be “front line activists”
who engage primarily in direct physical action, putting themselves, their careers,
their bodies, and even their lives at risk. There will be “strategic activists” who
organize groups, forge alliances between different organizations, mobilize, lobby,
and make use of the law and the institutions of the state. And there will be “activists
of the mind” who develop ideas, write, argue, and persuade, and make themselves
and others think.

Using this threefold concept of action, we can teach and learn how to analyze,
plan, and manage campaigns, altering the mix of the different kinds of action in
order to meet changing circumstances as the campaign progresses. So in the cam-
paign against the treatment of asylum seekers and their children here in Australia,
activists engaged in physical action at the detention centers and in demonstrations in
the cities, directly confronting authorities and their representatives. They engaged
in a whole host of social action, including organizing, developing, and managing
various kinds of action groups, lobbying, petitioning and meeting with political
representatives, coordinating meetings and discussions, and forming alliances with
other organizations. And they engaged in activism of the mind, researching, writing
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and publishing, organizing information campaigns, performances, conferences and
public meetings, and making and showing films.

Teaching People to Act Wisely

Once we act on our world in order to change it we impinge on the lives of others.
All but the most isolated of acts have an impact on other people and so have a
moral dimension to them. If we are to help people make critical decisions, form
understandings and then take action on those decisions and understandings, it is
incumbent upon us help them make decisions they believe to be good and right. It
is incumbent upon us to teach morality, not in the form of some established code
but by helping ourselves and our learners examine and review the principles upon
which we judge an action to be good or right.

We can do this through story-telling. We can tell stories of people who have been
confronted by moral dilemmas and have made difficult moral decisions. I have often
used the story of the maverick activists in a campaign to save a rainforest who went
against the will of the other campaigners and escalated their action from peaceful
resistance to a form of potentially very dangerous action. They drove metal spikes into
the felled trees lying deep in the forest. This put the loggers, the frontline workers using
chainsaws, at risk of serious injury. All work stopped when the loggers discovered the
spikes, and it can be argued that the maverick activists’ action actually turned the
tide and saved the forest. This raises the age-old question: “Does the end justify the
means?” As luck would have it no one, frontline worker, boardroom decision maker,
or activist, was injured but what if someone had been? Just what means justify what
ends? The story is from the 1970s (Foley, 1991) and is sufficiently long ago to allow for
a reasonably dispassionate discussion, but it can also lay the ground for a discussion
of the means and the justification of those means in more recent events.

We can encourage our learners to find other stories of people who have faced
moral dilemmas, and we can discuss the decisions made by the people in the stories
and ask if they were morally good ones. And if the climate is right we can encour-
age our learners to tell their own stories, and ask the same question of their own
decisions and actions.

Since no two moral dilemmas will be exactly the same we cannot offer hard and
fast rules to use in order to respond. But by telling stories we can build up a stock of
experience, both personal and vicarious, upon which we and our learners can draw
when confronted by moral challenges in the future. Decisions taken in the light of a
rich and varied experience have a better chance of being the right ones.

A Democracy

Carl Rogers (1983) talked of “a fully functioning person”: an autonomous per-
son, open to change and new experience, intellectually curious and emotionally
adventurous, in control of her or his own life. Paulo Freire (1972) talked of a
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“conscientized population” in which citizens and leaders were equally liberated by
their capacity to think and act critically, and in which the only language used was
the language of truth. And in 1990 Nelson Mandela walked free from his years of
imprisonment carrying with him a vision of a society he had articulated twenty-six
years earlier at his trial when he said: “I have cherished the ideal of a democratic
and free society in which all people live together in harmony and with equal op-
portunities” (Mandela, 1994, p. 181). From the day of his release—he addressed
his first mass rally that same evening—Mandela worked to achieve his ideal. He
eschewed revenge or revolution. The white minority had oppressed the black and
“colored” majority for decades and the temptation could have been to crush and
expel the whites. But Mandela sought to sublate the dominant white minority, both
subduing their power and influence yet preserving them, reducing their domination
yet drawing them as active and willing participants into another, newer kind of so-
cial and political system, which Archbishop Desmond Tutu hailed as “the rainbow
nation.”

Activist educators cannot cure all the world’s ills but in the course of our work
we can hold in our minds the ideal of a democracy in which all citizens are fully
functioning people, in which the population as a whole is conscientized, and where,
through universal franchise and the democratic institutions and principles that go
with it, the forces of domination and selfishness are continually subdued and drawn
back into a fair and egalitarian society. It may be a dream, but David Deshler, an
American adult educator, once said to a group of learners I was working with: “Just
because the challenges are big does not mean we give up the struggle.”

My proposals in this chapter are doable. As activist educators we can take every
opportunity to help ourselves and others think clearly, think imaginatively, act ef-
fectively, and act morally. And if we do this we will be better able to defy unwanted
futures planned for us by others, to take control of our own lives, and to work toward
the kind of democratic and sustainable future we want.
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Chapter 7
Transformative Learning and AVE
for Social Sustainability

Patricia Cranton

Abstract Transformative learning theory is founded on Habermas’s three kinds of
knowledge: instrumental, communicative, and emancipatory. Adult and vocational
education emphasizes instrumental knowledge in meeting its goals of transmitting
technical knowledge and developing specific skill sets and competencies. Yet when
individuals acquire new technical skills this knowledge easily spirals into the com-
municative and emancipatory domains. In this chapter, I explore five approaches to
transformative learning and examine the implications of each for promoting social
sustainability. (1) The traditional cognitive approach is centered on critical reflec-
tion, which leads to revised habits of mind about the self and the world. (2) The
extrarational perspective on transformation is concerned with imaginal and emo-
tional learning. (3) Those theorists who favor connected knowing over autonomous
knowing pay attention to the role of relationships in learning and understanding oth-
ers’ points of view. (4) Critics of the individualistic understanding of transformation
advise us to pay attention to the role of social change, both as a precursor to and a
product of transformation. (5) Finally, some writers propose a global, holistic, and
ecological understanding of transformation.

Introduction

In this chapter, I first discuss the meaning of social sustainability and attempt to un-
tangle some of the many different definitions I encountered in preparing to write this
chapter. I then explore five overlapping and interdependent perspectives on trans-
formative learning and consider how each illuminates our understanding of how
we acquire knowledge for social sustainability. Finally, I examine the implications
of this discussion for adult educators who wish to promote knowledge for social
sustainability in their practice.
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Social Sustainability

A dictionary definition of sustainability includes: from the verb “to sustain,” mean-
ing to hold up, to bear, to support, to provide for, to maintain, to sanction, to keep
going, to keep up, to prolong, to support the life of (Chambers concise dictionary).
In the literature we find, for example, biological sustainability (preservation of indi-
vidual life), economic sustainability (the efficient use of resources so as to maintain
the system), sustainable agriculture (a system that can evolve indefinitely through
efficient use of resources and healthy environmental practices), sustainable devel-
opment (a system that ensures that incomes rise and the general quality of life is
improved without compromising the future), and ecological sustainability (where
the demands placed on the environment can be met while still providing for the
future).

Moore (2005), in writing about sustainability education, describes sustainability
as a concept, a goal, and a strategy. The concept includes social justice, ecological
integrity, and the well-being of all living systems. The goal is to create an ecolog-
ically and socially just world without compromising the future. The strategy is to
move toward a sustainable future, and this is what Moore means by sustainability
education.

Social sustainability is mentioned less often in the literature, and when it is, it is
usually interrelated with environmental sustainability or sustainable development.
The Hawke Research Institute for Sustainable Societies of the University of South
Australia proposes that social sustainability must be developed as an independent
field of study (independent of environmental or economic concerns) before examin-
ing its interplay with other facets of sustainability. They see social sustainability as
“a positive condition created by social institutions and policies” (HRISS, 2004, para
8). Characteristics of that positive condition include: equity of access to key services
(health, education, and so forth), equity between generations (future generations will
not be disadvantaged by current activities), a valuing and integration of disparate
cultures, and participation of citizens in political activity.

Although he does not use the phrase “social sustainability,” it was Daloz (2000)
who was the most helpful in my understanding of the concept. He writes that we
first become encultured within our family, then to the broader culture, and finally
to a larger sense of self, one that “identifies with all people and ultimately with all
of life” (p. 105). As we “grow ever more deeply in love with the world” (p. 120),
we care about safety, social justice, and a healthy environment for others, and de-
liberately injuring others becomes unthinkable. We work for the common good
and realize our “fundamental interdependence with one another and the world”
(p. 120).

For the purposes of this chapter, I define social sustainability as a commitment
to humanity in which social justice for all is the goal, so as to preserve the future
of the human race. This commitment involves an identification with and love for
all of humanity, a recognition of our interdependence, and a breaking down of the
self–other dualism.
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Perspectives on Transformative Learning

Transformative learning theory has its origins in Mezirow’s (1975, 1978) study of
women returning to college in adulthood. Mezirow (2000) contrasts transformative
learning with learning that is not transformative by delineating four kinds of learn-
ing: the acquisition of new knowledge or skill, elaboration on existing knowledge or
skill, the revision of assumptions, and the revision of a meaning perspective or frame
of reference. Only the latter two kinds of learning are transformative. Transformative
learning is stimulated when we encounter a point of view that is different from our
own and when we pay enough attention to that point of view to consider revising
how we see things. This can occur in formal learning settings when educators chal-
lenge learners’ perspectives, as is discussed in this chapter, but also in everyday life,
without the intervention of an educator. Most adults do engage in critical thinking
and challenge assumptions, and many take action for social justice though they may
not have the language to describe it; our role as educators is to set up an environment
where this type of learning is encouraged and supported.

Over the decades, the theory of transformative learning evolved into a com-
plex and comprehensive explanation of how adults revise their perspectives on
themselves and the world around them. Mezirow (2003) continued to expand his
thinking, and simultaneously encouraged others in the field to contribute to a “the-
ory in progress” (2000). We now have several ways of thinking about transfor-
mative learning—points of view that need not be seen as being in competition
with each other but rather as different and potentially complementary facets of
the same phenomenon. Following my previous writing in part (Cranton, 2006),
I integrate these approaches and define transformative learning as a deep shift
in beliefs and assumptions about self, others, and the world around us that oc-
curs through critical reflection, relational learning, and intuition. Here, however,
I describe five of these perspectives separately in order to consider how each
may contribute to our understanding of how we acquire knowledge for social
sustainability.

Cognitive Perspective

Mezirow’s (2003) perspective on transformative learning is largely cognitive and
rational. It is based on the underlying assumption that we develop meaning from
our experience and validate it through communication with others. We articulate,
question, and revise our perspectives. Mezirow puts it this way:

Transformative learning is learning that transforms problematic frames of reference—sets
of fixed assumptions and expectations (habits of mind, meaning perspectives, mindsets)—to
make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, reflective, and emotionally able to change.
Such frames of reference are better than others because they are more likely to generate
beliefs and opinions and will prove more true or justified to guide action. (2003, pp. 58–59)
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Transformative learning can occur when an individual encounters an alternative
perspective that calls into question prior habits of mind. This can be a single event
or, more likely, a gradual cumulative process. Critical reflection and critical self-
reflection are at the core of the process, as is rational discourse. Critical reflection
involves questioning the content, process, and premises of our beliefs and assump-
tions. Discourse is a kind of dialogue in which we assess our beliefs, assumptions,
and values. Reflective learning becomes transformative when the person finds prior
habits of mind to be distorted, inauthentic, or invalid.

Our habits of mind can be epistemic (related to knowledge and the way we
acquire knowledge), sociolinguistic (based on social norms and the way we use
language), psychological (how we see ourselves), moral-ethical (incorporating con-
science and morality), philosophical (worldview, philosophy, or religious doctrine),
or aesthetic (taste and standards about beauty). Habits of mind are uncritically ab-
sorbed from our family, community, and culture, and remain unexamined until we
encounter a discrepant perspective that leads us into the reflective process.

It is clear how engagement in this process of transformation can work toward
social sustainability. Uncritically assimilated habits of mind about cultural differ-
ences, for example, could lead us to be fearful of or antagonistic toward diversity,
thereby limiting the possibility of social justice. Uncritically assimilated habits of
mind about the resources in our environment could lead us to wasting or destroying
the world’s resources, thereby diminishing the possibility of there being energy,
food, and shelter for all in the present and in the future. Through questioning habits
of mind that lead to oppression, poverty, and abuse, we can work toward sustainabil-
ity. As Moore puts it, “learning about sustainability should include discussions of
ethics, worldviews, the role of humans within ecosystems, and ultimately a discus-
sion of what matters” (2005, p. 88). And in describing her study of transformative
learning for revitalizing citizen action toward a sustainable society, Lange comments
that, as her participants “recovered suppressed values/ethics and forgotten relations
(restoration), they engaged in a critique of dominant cultural values and embraced
new values related to the concept of sustainability (transformation)” (2004, p. 135).

Extrarational Perspective

Many contributors to the literature on transformative learning object to the primarily
cognitive process outlined in Mezirow’s work. Early on, Boyd and Myers (1988;
Boyd, 1991) described a transformative process in which symbols, images, and
archetypes played a role. They see transformation as a fundamental change in per-
sonality that resolves a personal dilemma and expands consciousness. Boyd (1991)
suggests that transformative learning occurs through discernment of the psychic
structures that make up our unique nature.

More recently, it is Dirkx (1997, 2001) who has worked to extend transfor-
mative learning theory beyond the rational approach. He suggests that transfor-
mative learning involves personal, emotional, spiritual, and imaginative ways of
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knowing—facets of knowing that we see in symbols, images, stories, and myths.
From this perspective, transformative learning is a holistic, whole-person process
that involves the small everyday occurrences of life. It is soul work, a process in
which we become aware of and consider the psychic structures of anima, animus,
ego, shadow, and the collective unconscious.

How does this perspective contribute to our understanding of acquiring knowl-
edge for social sustainability? Logical, scientific, objective, and modernistic think-
ing, once thought to be capable of curing the ills of society, has obviously failed.
A quick look at the newspaper confirms this. We need to move beyond the rational,
while not abandoning that which is good about it. Daloz (2000) is helpful here. He
says that emancipatory learning is “not about escape from but rather about a deeper
immersion into the rough-and-tumble of human relationship” and “our responsibil-
ity is to work to bring about transformation at the individual and societal level that
will enable us to realize our fundamental interdependence with one another and
the world” (p. 120). Drawing on interviews he and his colleagues conducted (Daloz,
Keen, Keen, & Parks, 1996), Daloz describes how people feel a sense of inevitability
in their commitment to working toward a just society. It is not a rational decision:
people say they cannot not act.

Relational Perspective

There has recently been a slight shift away from the value placed on independent,
autonomous learning, though most of our educational practices still focus on the
individual. Gardner’s inclusion of interpersonal intelligence in his work on multiple
intelligences (Gardner, Kornhaber, & Wake, 1996) and Goleman’s (1998) work on
emotional intelligence drew attention to the importance of relational knowing and
learning. Belenky and Stanton (2000) brought the idea of connected knowing to
transformative learning theory. They describe six developmental stages of know-
ing for women: silenced, received knowers, subjective knowers, separate knowers,
connected knowers, and constructivist knowers. It is the distinction between sep-
arate knowing and connected knowing that Belenky and Stanton use to critique
Mezirow’s (2000) cognitive, rational, and individualistic approach to transformative
learning.

Unlike separate or rational knowers, who use logic and weigh evidence in their
learning process, connected knowers try to understand others’ points of view from
their perspective. Belenky and Stanton write: “The more Connected Knowers dis-
agree with another person the harder they will try to understand how that person
could imagine such a thing, using empathy, imagination and story-telling as tools
for entering into another’s frame of mind” (2000, p. 87).

It goes against Belenky and Stanton’s conceptualization of connected knowing
as a holistic way of seeing the world to set it up as a dualism (connected versus
separate knowing), which they unfortunately have a tendency to do (including asso-
ciating connected knowing with women’s knowing and autonomous knowing with
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men’s knowing). However, Belenky and Stanton provide practical suggestions for
engaging in transformative learning in this perspective, using a midwife-teacher
and midwife-leader metaphor. The midwife “draws out” and “raises up,” helping
students deliver their words to the world (p. 92). Learners are active constructors of
knowledge; connected discussion focuses on finding the sources of differences and
reconciling different opinions. People work hard to understand each other.

In relation to acquiring knowledge for social sustainability, the relational per-
spective serves us well. Social sustainability involves a commitment to social jus-
tice for all (present and future) through identification with and love for humanity,
recognition of our interdependence, and breaking down the self–other dualism. We
need to work hard to understand each other, across culture, class, race, geography,
gender, religion, and other seemingly insurmountable political, social, and economic
barriers. Working toward this goal is a transformative process. It is a collective habit
of mind of humanity to separate self from other along any of these lines. Our so-
cial structures are arranged into “us and them” factions; we continually function
on these uncritically assimilated assumptions. As Daloz says, “In a world that ruth-
lessly offers greater material incentives and a bombardment of encouragement to
place one’s welfare before that of the larger community, to care for the larger good
seems almost an act of civil disobedience,” and “deep change takes time, strategic
care, patience, the conviction we are not working alone” (2000, p. 121). We need
to “create mentoring communities where socially responsible commitments can be
formed and sustained” (p. 121).

Social Change Perspective

Historically, social reform has been a goal of adult education, exemplified through
the Highlander Folk School in the United States and the Antigonish Movement
in Canada. Following his early publications on transformative learning, Mezirow
was criticized for his inattention to social change (for example, see Collard &
Law, 1989). Mezirow (2000) defended his point of view by distinguishing between
educational tasks (helping people become aware of oppressive structures and how
to change them) and political tasks, which force economic change. However, ac-
cording to those who advocate for transformative learning as social action, trans-
formation includes not only change in an individual’s way of seeing the world,
but also structural change in the social world that provides the context for the in-
dividual’s life. This school of thought builds on Freire’s (1970) work. According
to Brookfield (2000), without social action critical reflection is self-indulgent and
makes no real difference to anything. Newman (1994) suggests that we should
study oppression, not the individual who is oppressed. He argues that we need to
look outside of ourselves to define the enemy and only then should we study our-
selves in relation to the struggles confronting us (Newman, 2006). Torres (2003)
clearly situates transformative learning as an instrument for social justice. He says
that “transformative social justice should be based on unveiling the conditions of
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alienation and exploitation in society, thereby creating the basis for the understand-
ing and comprehension of the roots of social behavior” (p. 429).

Clearly, this perspective on transformative learning is directly related to the ac-
quisition of knowledge for social sustainability. The goal of social justice requires
structural changes in the social world, and that is also the goal of transformation
for social change. What is less clear is how to go about this in our role as adult
educators. Belenky and Stanton (2000) draw on Freire (1970) to say that in order
for people who have been excluded and treated unjustly to question authority and
tradition, they must be listened to with great care. Their visions and struggles must
be documented, critiques taken forward, and action projects must be developed that
have the potential to transform communities. However, as Torres (2003) notes, peo-
ple need to be educated in democratic participation, but knowing how to exercise
democratic rights and obligations is both a precondition of and a product of demo-
cratic participation, so we have a catch-22 situation.

Ecological Perspective

The ecological perspective is the most recent of those surveyed here. It is a holistic
vision, spanning individual, relational, social, and global perspectives on transfor-
mative learning. O’Sullivan and his colleagues describe it this way:

Transformative learning involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in basic premises of
thought, feelings and actions. It is a shift of consciousness that dramatically and perma-
nently alters our way of being in the world. This shift includes our understanding of our-
selves and our self-locations and our relationships with other humans and with the natural
world. It also involves our understanding of relations of power in interlocking structures of
class, race and gender, our body awareness, our visions of alternative approaches to living,
and our sense of possibilities for social justice, peace and personal joy. (Transformative
Learning Centre n.d., paras 3–4)

Central to this perspective is a focus on the individual as a part of the whole of
humanity (O’Sullivan, 2003).

As in social sustainability, the goal is to create a planetary community that will
be there for future generations of humanity. Transformative learning within this per-
spective is learning that would lead to the acquisition of knowledge for social sus-
tainability. Gunnlaugson (2003) illustrates how this occurs in practice in the Holma
College of Integral Studies. The college offers an intensive program in personal
and global well-being that is intended to be transformative at the individual and
collective level.

Implications for Adult Educators

For the past 25 years, I have been teaching in a program (called the Instructor
Development Program) designed to help people from the trades (primarily) to be-
come teachers of their trade at the community college level. Certification through
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the program is a condition of employment, and most participants have no previous
experience in higher education beyond their trades training. Some participants go
on to apply the credits earned to a Bachelor’s degree in Adult Education, but upon
entry into the Instructor Development Program most do not have this as a goal.
They merely want to “get through” this mandated time “at school.” They mostly
resent giving up a part of their summer and are prepared to count the days and hours
until they are finished. The course I teach is six hours a day, five days a week, over
three weeks. Somewhere in the process, many participants experience transforma-
tive learning as they revise their perspective on their identity—from tradesperson
to teacher. These participants leave the program with a different point of view as to
their role in the world and their place in the various systems that support the training
and functioning of their trade.

The program takes place in eastern Canada, in a small province that is sparsely
populated and primarily working class (fishing, forestry, and farming). There is little
racial or cultural diversity in the province. Most people are white. There are First Na-
tions communities in the province, and the university has a center for First Nations
teacher education, but there has never been a First Nations person in the Instructor
Development Program. There are very few people of color in the province and in
the program. The majority of program participants are males (approximately 80%).
Overall, people in the province are family-oriented, church goers (both Protestant
and Catholic), and conservative in their values.

In discussing the implications of using transformative learning as a framework
for acquiring knowledge for social sustainability, I draw on my experience in this
program. I also draw on twelve interviews with six participants from the previous
three years of the Instructor Development Program. The interviews were conducted
as a part of a larger research study on how educators develop a sense of authenticity
in teaching and how that is a transformative experience.

What should adult educators who wish to promote knowledge for social sus-
tainability in their practice do? How does using transformative learning as a frame-
work for acquiring that knowledge contribute to practice? I organize my suggestions
around the five perspectives on transformative learning described in the previous
section of this chapter.

Cognitive Perspective

Critical reflection, critical self-reflection, and rational discourse are central to the
cognitive perspective on transformative learning. Educators use strategies such as
critical questioning, asking learners to keep reflective journals, and consciousness-
raising activities (role play, debate, critical debate, and simulations, to name a few).
The goal is to help learners break free from one-dimensional thought, to see alter-
native points of view, and come to question their formerly unquestioned habits of
mind.
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Frank, a young plumbing instructor, describes how he uses his own mistakes to
jar people out of their habits of mind:

I find that’s one of the biggest things I am trying to achieve in teaching, to get them to
actually be able to apply that knowledge, not just know the books and be able to answer
a multiple choice question or a fill-in-the-blank question, but to actually apply that when
you’re out working, and I always try to give an example of something I did. I’ll often use
a mistake I made. There’s lots of people in the class who would have done the same thing,
but wouldn’t mention it, and once I mention it, then everyone gets talking.

Students learn to think things through critically, to look at problems from differ-
ent angles, to turn something upside down and see it from a new perspective. These
cognitive processes, including “thinking about their thinking,” serve well to promote
social sustainability.

Extrarational Perspective

The extrarational perspective on transformative learning centers on the use of im-
ages and symbols. Educators use arts-based activities such as painting, drawing,
sculpting, collage, scrapbooks, photography, and writing poetry and fiction. Watch-
ing films, listening to music, reading fiction, and going to the theater can encourage
people to see themselves and the world around them in new ways. One summer day
in the Instructor Development Program, when folks seemed weary of being in the
classroom, we decided to go on an outing. After some debate, we chose a trip to
the art gallery. Almost no one in the group had been to an art gallery, and we chose
a general goal of “finding something relevant to our practice” for the excursion.
The afternoon felt miraculous. People wandered alone or gathered in small groups
in front of a painting trying to “make sense” of it through conversation. Everyone
found some image that expressed an insight into their practice.

Here is an Instructor Development Program participant describing how he would
represent his teaching in a painting:

Well, I think I would probably not make, like, a “picture of me” type of thing. It would
probably be something in nature’s colors, but the abstract would be things that don’t belong.
Like if you see water and sunset, well, in my sunset, you would probably see, if you looked,
like that big thing he’s got there, oh what’s his name, the horse, and when you look closely
it’s all angels? So it would be kind of like that, so you would see things that are important
to me, like music notes, or some quotes, or you know, things like that, just plain words like
“honesty,” “trust,” but you’d have to look into it. It would be kind of weird, because you
would look and there would be something in there, but then when you see it, “ah, ok,” you
get it. Whatever forms who I am.

Letting ourselves go with images and fantasy can lead to a vision of how things
could be, to an integration of self and other and humanity, and to perspectives that
could not be created through rational thought.
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Relational Perspective

Collaborative learning is at the core of the relational perspective on transformative
learning. Group work and discussion are common strategies in adult education, but
the kind of collaboration that promotes relational transformative learning goes be-
yond cooperative work to solve problems or discuss issues. Learners work together
to create new knowledge through story-telling, sharing experiences, careful listening
to each other’s points of view, and a drawing out of each person’s thoughts and
feelings. Underlying these strategies is the need for non-judgmental acceptance of
others and what they bring to the knowledge construction.

Evelyn talks about herself as a learner in a way that captures the essence of the
relational learning perspective.

I’ve been misjudged pretty much my whole adult life, and people who do then get to know
me, they’re “I had no idea you were that nice, or that you were like this, or . . . didn’t know
you even had anything to do with music,” and that bothers me because I’m thinking well,
“why did you judge in the first place?” But I think it’s a human thing for a lot of people;
it’s hard for them not to do it. We all judge at one point, but I’m the type, because I’ve been
treated that way, I like to get to know people first . . . Everybody’s got good. Sometimes it’s
deep inside.

Knowledge for social sustainability is predicated on understanding ourselves,
others, and the collective of humanity. Accepting, respecting and deeply listening to
people across culture, race, class, gender, and sexual orientation is essential.

Social Change Perspective

At the heart of the social change perspective on transformative learning is exposing
the conditions of alienation, oppression, and exploitation in society. People who
are marginalized and excluded must be listened to, and their views must be doc-
umented. The adult educator working for social change works directly with those
who are oppressed in order to develop action projects for community and social
development. The great work done in the Antigonish Movement in Canada and
the Highlander Folk School in the United States illustrates this kind of process.
Study circles, kitchen meetings, protests, cooperatives, and environmental projects
are examples of the kinds of strategies educators develop in this context.

Mark, an automobile mechanic instructor, has become involved in union work at
his college. Within the college context, he works for social change.

I’m also a union activist where I work, and oh my Lord, Patricia, this year, it’s unbelievable
the amount of work I’m getting from departments throughout the school. Well, we’re un-
dergoing academic renewal, and we’re revisiting old vehicles with new faces on them, and
that makes it difficult because it puts so much strain on instructors. The academic renewal—
they’re juggling numbers around and they’re not bringing in the extra bodies that we require
to meet the needs of the quality that a lot of our staff members have grown accustomed to.
As you know, teachers are very conscientious about the quality of what we do, and because
of these added strains and this new look, this new vision, it’s causing a lot of undue stress in
the lives of teachers that are having to go out there under the guise of academic renewal. It
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sounds like we’re breathing fresh air into some things, but in fact what we’re doing, we’re
just putting, we’re really reducing the quality of what we do.

Those educators who work toward transformative social change are directly ad-
dressing the acquisition of knowledge for social sustainability. They are deliber-
ately and consciously helping others become free of exploitation and oppression by
changing the social structures that are oppressive. They challenge the status quo and
recruit the exploited to share their vision.

Ecological Perspective

In the ecological perspective on transformative learning, educators work to help
others understand themselves, their relationships with others, and their relationship
with the world. What that means in practice is less clear. We need to contemplate our
collective destiny within the context of the history of our planet. It seems that strate-
gies from each of the preceding perspectives would have the potential to meet this
general and integrative goal. Collaborative learning, the use of images and symbols,
critical questioning of our current positions in the world, and community action
projects all seem to be relevant practices for the ecological perspective.

The ecological perspective is represented in this quotation where the instructor
is describing how he engages students in integrative thinking:

but after twenty minutes they’re really either getting restless or they’re not. I mean often
they’re engaged but I feel that a break would be good. And I’ll often do it between giving,
presenting a theory but before doing an example that sort of gives a practical use for that
theory. So in between I will say “okay who’s got the fun fluids fact for today?” And it can
be anything from the driest place on earth to the wettest place on earth to the fact that you
know X number of children die each year in the world because of water-borne disease or
it takes X liters of water to make a shoe, you know. They have all, they find all sorts of
different facts, it’s great . . . They find them, yeah. I do the first one usually, just to give
them an example and I tell them about the wettest place on earth which is actually a place in
India, so that really surprised me and it surprises the students and so they get an idea from
that.

Making unusual connections, bringing surprising ideas together, helping learners
see the global perspective on ordinary issues—this is what forms the ecological
perspective and also what informs social sustainability.

In Conclusion

I entered into this writing with trepidation. I was unsure of the meaning of social
sustainability and less sure of how to connect it to transformative learning. I read; I
hesitated; I almost abandoned the project. Now, in conclusion, I can no longer see
how I could not see the connections that seemed so elusive a few weeks ago. Con-
sidering transformative learning in the light of social sustainability has given me a
deeper understanding of both concepts, but it was especially worthwhile to frame the
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writing within each of five perspectives on transformative learning. Though I have
often argued for the integration of perspectives in my writing, I have, in practice,
remained mostly rooted in the cognitive perspective (a way of thinking that suits my
nature). I do encourage arts-based activities in my teaching, but they have not been
as well integrated as I would like. The writing of this chapter may have changed
that.

The acquisition of knowledge for social sustainability must, almost always,
I think, be transformative. And how we get there, whether it is cognitive, extra-
rational, relational, social, or ecological or (hopefully) a combination of all five,
hardly matters as long as we do get there.
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Chapter 8
Education, Religion, Sustainability,
and Dialogue

Chris Provis

Abstract Social sustainability requires adult and vocational education to equip peo-
ple for constructive dialogue with others who have different religious commitments.
To equip people for such dialogue requires understanding of how it differs from
scientific discussion, on the one hand, and from bargaining over interests, on the
other hand. It is possible to understand religious difference as a sort of cognitive
difference that resembles different ways of seeing, or different decision frames. If
we understand religious difference in that way, it may be possible to develop educa-
tional tools that are as simple and straightforward as others that have been developed
to equip people for bargaining over interests.

Introduction

Various writers have noted the changing and increasing demands that globalization
makes on adult and vocational education (see, e.g., Kell, Shore, & Singh, 2004;
Velde, 2001). It is clear that the changes create a wide variety of needs, in terms of
curriculum, technology, organization, and professional development of educators.
Meeting these needs requires an equally diverse range of initiatives. This chapter
offers just one modest suggestion about a way to meet one clear need: the need for
education in dealing with religious difference.

There are three basic premises behind the suggestion. One is that social change
and development will continue to highlight differences amongst people who have di-
vergent religious views. The second is that social development will only be sustain-
able if educators have simple, accessible tools to use with learners to build strategies
to deal with those religious differences. The third is that such a tool can be provided
by clear understanding and a statement of how people may differ in religious belief
without one of them being in error. The next section will amplify the first of those
premises. The later sections explore several issues related to the other two premises.
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Diversity, Work, and Education

Why is religious difference relevant to adult and vocational education? If we focus
initially on vocational education, the point emerges from the UNESCO-UNEVOC
answer to the question “What is VET?”:

The current focus is increasingly upon preparing knowledge workers to meet the chal-
lenges posed during the transition from the Industrial Age to the Information Age, with
its concomitant post-industrial human resource requirements and the changing world of
work. (UNESCO-UNEVOC International Centre for Technical and Vocational Education
and Training, 2006, para. 5)

Post-industrial human resource requirements and the changing world of work are
inextricably bound up with religious diversity. Toepfer comments that “intercultural
competence in dealing with clients and partners from or in other countries is basic
know-how in a globalized world” (2004, p. 25), and that is important. However,
such intercultural competence is increasingly needed not just in dealing with peo-
ple across national borders; it is also important to cope with increasing diversity
at individual workplaces. In either case, whether across borders or within a single
workplace, such diversity includes diversity in respect of not only gender, ethnicity,
and disability, but also of culture and religion. Ball and Haque (2003) have noted the
significance of religious diversity in US workplaces, while Ogbonna and Harris have
recently published a detailed case study of one UK firm, noting the intermingling of
religion with other factors:

The ethnic mix in the company has had some ramifications for religious issues. Of particular
significance is that most of the ethnic minority staff are practising Muslims with strong
religious beliefs and outwardly apparent manifestations (e.g. headwear) and practices (e.g.
prayer traditions). The consequences can be profound where religion is fused with culture.
(Ogbonna and Harris, 2006, p. 392)

During an induction session attended by one of the researchers, “Debbie, the Per-
sonnel Officer, highlighted religious sensitivity as an important issue which should
be observed by all the new recruits” (Ogbonna and Harris, 2006, pp. 392–393).
Sensitivity is tied to understanding and dialogue, and it seems likely that education
for work will increasingly have to develop competencies in these areas.

However, “the changing world of work” is separated only narrowly from the
changing wider world. Tensions that we see in the wider world carry across to the
workplace, and the need for dialogue in the workplace is mirrored by the need for
dialogue in the wider world. Dialogue is important in a variety of contexts, but has
become especially salient in connection with worldwide concerns about terrorism
since September 11, 2001. Mojab (2004) has argued that adult education has an
important role to play in countering the neo-conservative developments that have
been widespread since the 2001 attacks on the New York World Trade Center. Nev-
ertheless, how to do that, in concrete terms remains an open question. It is unlikely
that mere exhortation will be enough. Specific initiatives are needed. One direction
for such initiatives to pursue is the development of tools for religious dialogue.
One sociologist argued soon after September 2001 that “it would be an error for
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sociologists and political analysts to concentrate on revisions of economic and po-
litical theory while not paying equal attention to the moral tensions between Islamic
and Western cultures,” and suggested a need for “bilateral studies of Western and
Islamic conceptions of morality and standards of right and wrong” (Davetian, 2001,
p. 1). His point has been borne out subsequently. We have seen a variety of events
that have shown such a need. Highly publicized cases have included controversy in
Italy when a Muslim objected to the display of crucifixes in schools (Smith, 2003),
international incidents resulting from Danish publication of cartoons of Muhammad
(see, e.g., Reynolds, 2006), and others. Recently, many of the religious tensions we
have seen have involved Islam, but other religions are no strangers to conflict, as
European history bears ample testimony.

Certainly, it is not always clear to what extent a particular episode of conflict is
rooted specifically in religion. All too often, religious differences go together with
differences of ethnicity, class, and culture. That is true of recent conflicts and others,
both broadly in the community, and within specific workplaces, like the one described
by Ogbonna and Harris (2006, p. 395). We know that differences of group identity can
lead to conflict, and that such differences can be grounded in the slightest of factors
(Brown, 1988, pp. 223–224). It is often hard to say to what extent it is differences in re-
ligious belief and commitment that are directly responsible for episodes of conflict, as
opposed to other differences that go along with those religious differences. However,
differences in religious belief certainly play a significant part in some cases. If so, it
is important to consider how to approach such differences, and to consider ways to
foster dialogue amongst people separated by religious differences: in particular, what
basis there is for education to foster such dialogue.

This chapter focuses on the area of religious dialogue, and in particular on tools
by which constructive dialogue and understanding can be fostered by educational
processes. It seems clear that, despite some limitations, education can have some
effects in promoting intercultural tolerance, as well as overcoming other barriers
to workplace diversity (e.g., Probst, 2003). If we can facilitate dialogue amongst
people who are separated by religious differences, that will be one building block
in the process of mitigating or resolving such conflict, and if we can identify a
theoretical basis for such dialogue then that in turn will support education for such
dialogue. Even then facilitating dialogue will only be one building block in resolving
conflict, and others will be necessary.

Forms of Dialogue

Of course, the significance of dialogue is well accepted. A number of prominent
theorists have recognized the general importance of dialogue in social and political
processes, and I need not try to discuss all the important work that has been done
(for some discussion and references, see Thompson, 1998). What this chapter will
do is offer a classification of forms of dialogue. This does not seem to have been put
forward by others, and it may be useful in approaching education for dialogue.
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This classification revolves around the idea that some dialogue is essentially to do
with people’s different cognitions. Cognition has to do with perception, understand-
ing, thought, and knowledge (Solso, 1995, p. 2), to be distinguished from desire,
motivation, preference, and the like, even though the boundaries between cognition
and other psychological functions are vague and sometimes contentious. As we shall
note further below, some definitions of cognition have focused just on the associ-
ation with “knowledge,” but processes of thought and interpretation do not always
involve knowledge, at least not in the common sense of the term.

The fact that some dialogue has to deal with different people’s divergent cognitions
is important because the point has been obscured by the dominant western liberal
tradition. Historically, in the West, literature about religious dialogue has often been
labeled discussion of religious “toleration.” So identified, it figured significantly in
early liberal writings, such as Locke’s A letter concerning toleration (1963). How-
ever, later liberal thought has tended to drift away from its concern with religious
toleration and dialogue, and subsequent liberal writers have focused on other aspects
of socioeconomic arrangements, emphasizing desire and preference more strongly
than belief and cognition. In particular, classical liberalism has been associated with
laissez-faire economic arrangements, and the hope that free markets would resolve
clashes of individual preferences (Macpherson, 1962). This emphasis has created a
tendency toanalyzeall conflicts in termsofconflictsofpreferencesand interests.Thus,
for example, it is suggested that if market arrangements fail to reconcile differences
initially it may be possible to negotiate with a focus on “interests,” not “positions”
(Fisher & Ury, 1981). “Positions,” unlike preferences or interests, have a strong con-
notation of interpretation and perception, as implied in reference to people’s “religious
position.” Differences in people’s religious positions have a significant cognitive ele-
ment, obscured by the liberal emphasis on laissez-faire economic arrangements and
their ability to manage people’s divergent preferences.

A focus on preferences and interests implies a certain sort of dialogue. We have
reasonably well-established ways of approaching dialogue about matters of prefer-
ences and interests: rules that apply to market transactions, ideas of compromise and
fairness, the idea of focusing on interests and seeking win-win outcomes, all these
are quite well established. There are some well-established principles and standards
to govern processes of bargaining and exchange, and quite well-developed ideas
about fairness, even if we often fail to implement those principles and standards in
contexts where different parties have varying advantages and power.

Because there are some well-established principles and standards that can be
applied to that sort of dialogue, we also understand how to educate people in these
processes. Adult education requires “ideas that are practical, easy to use, and ‘ready
to wear’ ” (Fogarty & Pete, 2004, p. 8), and so adult and vocational education
students are receptive to straightforward, usable techniques like those that Fisher
and Ury provide in Getting to YES (1981), not only such techniques as “Focus on
interests, not positions” (p. 41), but “Separate the people from the problem” (p. 17),
or “Invent options for mutual gain” (p. 58). These are straightforward, but have
theoretical foundations in areas like game theory, which analyze conflict processes
that revolve around opposed preferences and interests.
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However, the sort of dialogue that is required to deal with religious differences
must go far beyond the exploration of one another’s preferences and interests; it has
to get to grips with others’ positions as well (Provis, 1996). In many of the sorts of
conflicts we are concerned with, what are important are the concerns people have, the
decisions they make, and the actions they carry out that emerge from values and ethical
commitments, and there is evidence that these are bound up with people’s positions
and social identities (see, e.g., Monroe, 2003; Harré & van Langenhove, 1999). The
sort of group-based conflict that is especially salient and problematic in the world
at present seems to be associated to a significant extent not just with divergence of
interests and preferences, but with divergence of cognitions. Such divergence seems
to be important in group conflicts that have a significant religious element. In this
context, the need for dialogue seems especially apparent, and we have to consider
what the pre-requisites are for educating people to engage in dialogue. But this means
identifying some important things about the nature of dialogue: we cannot plan for
education in dialogue if we have inadequate ideas about dialogue itself.

In particular, for example, the sort of dialogue required cannot stand on extreme
relativism, as though matters of cognition are similar to matters of preference or
mere inclination. Some postmodern views seem to suggest that sort of relativism,
promulgating scepticism about any sort of claim at all, whether aesthetic, moral,
scientific, or otherwise. This approach is fraught with both practical and logical
difficulty. Practical difficulty, because we cannot in fact avoid making some belief
commitments; logical difficulty, because it invites questions about its own status,
and disappears into paradox. Some dialogue, at least, is about matters where we
need to assume that it is possible to be mistaken, and to have false views.

We have well-established approaches to dialogue regarding some such matters,
just as we have reasonably well-established ways to approach dialogue about diver-
gent preferences and interests. Scientific enquiry and its norms, rules, and guidelines
for argument, even a good deal of courtroom procedure, have evolved to deal with
differences of opinion about matters where there is putatively some right and wrong
answer. If we are considering dialogue in the form of argument, for example, we
have some established criteria that rule out some processes as unacceptable, and to
a large extent we justify these criteria by reference to the fact that they affect the
likelihood of the dialogue resulting in people accepting true positions or beliefs and
rejecting false positions or beliefs.

What we have developed less well are processes for dialogue where there are
differences amongst people that are cognitive differences rather than differences of
preference or interests, but where the issue does not centrally revolve around truth
or falsity (Schick, 1992). This may be the sort of dialogue required where people
are separated by religious differences. It seems unlikely that the sort of dialogue
required here can assume that there is a single correct solution to be unearthed
by processes of technical or scientific enquiry. To accept this, we do not have to
believe that there is a supernatural realm accessible only through processes of faith
or mystical revelation. We know quite uncontroversially that there are “ways of
seeing” that reflect cognitive differences amongst individuals which nonetheless
are not distinguished by the fact that some are true and others false. Wittgenstein
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Fig. 8.1 The duck-rabbit

(1958, p. 194) drew our attention to the “duck-rabbit” picture that can be seen either
as a duck or as a rabbit (Fig. 8.1).

Traceable earlier to Jastrow (1899), the idea has subsequently been the subject
of extensive and detailed investigation by cognitive psychologists, and some of
this investigation has used the concept of “framing” for a related family of ideas.
They revolve around the idea of a “decision frame”: “a decision-maker’s ‘concep-
tion of the acts, outcomes, and contingencies associated with a particular choice’ ”
(Solso, 1995, p. 428, quoting Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). For our purposes an
important feature of framing was clearly identified in empirical study by Kahneman
and Tversky, where they showed that different cognitive decision frames can signif-
icantly affect people’s behavior, even though the differences between the different
frames—or “ways of seeing”—cannot be distinguished on the basis that one is true
and the other false. One classic experiment showed that people’s attitude to risk was
significantly affected by whether they were led to frame a decision as letting some
people die or as saving the remainder:

A group of subjects was presented with the following problem.

The United States is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease that is
expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs are being considered. Which would
you favor?

1. If program A is adopted, 200 will be saved.
2. If program B is adopted, there is one-third probability that all will be saved and a two-

thirds probability that none will be saved.

Of 158 respondents, 76% chose Program A, whereas only 24% chose Program B. The
prospect of being able to save 200 lives for certain was more valued by most of the subjects
than a risky prospect of equal expected value. Thus, most subjects were risk averse.

A second group of subjects received the same cover story and the following two
choices:

1. If program A is adopted, 400 people will die.
2. If program B is adopted, there is one-third probability that no one will die and a two-

thirds probability that 600 people will die.

Out of the 169 respondents in the second group, only 13% chose Program A, whereas
87% chose Program B. The prospect of 400 people dying was less acceptable to most of
the subjects than a two-thirds probability that 600 will die. Thus, most subjects were risk
seeking to the second set of choices.
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Careful examination of two problems finds them to be objectively identical. However,
changing the description of outcomes from lives saved (gains) to lives lost (losses) was
sufficient to shift the majority of subjects from a risk-averse to a risk-seeking orientation.

(Neale & Bazerman, 1985, p. 42; from Tversky & Kahneman, 1981)

Cases where people differ in their cognitions in these sorts of ways are now well
researched, but without clear recognition of the fact that such differences may call
for forms of dialogue beyond those we are most familiar with.

Cognition and Religious Difference

There are three key elements to these cases where people see things differently,
in the sorts of examples shown by Wittgenstein and by Tversky and Kahneman:
(1) the differences are cognitive differences, not differences of taste or preference;
(2) nevertheless, the differences do not correspond to factual differences in ob-
jects of cognition; and (3) despite the fact that they are not about factual differ-
ences in objects of cognition, nevertheless they can lead to marked differences in
behavior.

The significance of such differences has been noted and built upon in some areas:
for example, the idea of “cognitive reappraisal” is used as an approach to manage-
ment of stress and anxiety (e.g., Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). However, the ideas of
framing and “seeing as” do not seem to have been taken up so widely as one might
have expected in the philosophy of religion (although Hick has touched on it: see
Hick, 2004; Scott, 1998).

Kellenberger (1985) gives a good discussion of the more general issue about
the extent to which religious belief commitment may be construed as a “cognitive”
state. That is not a perfectly straightforward matter partly because the definition of
“cognitive” is not perfectly straightforward. We noted earlier that some definitions
of cognition tie the idea to “knowledge.” For example, at the outset of his 1976 book,
Ulric Neisser said that “cognition is the activity of knowing: the acquisition, organi-
zation, and use of knowledge” (Neisser, 1976, p. 1). He is not alone in offering such
a definition (cf. Gregory, 1987, p. 149). That definition would rule out phenomena
like framing from the realm of cognition, if we accept the widely used definition of
knowledge as justified true belief, or some other similar, plausible definition (see,
e.g., Honderich, 1995, p. 447). But twenty years later, Robert Solso gave a much
broader definition at the start of the second edition of his textbook, commenting
that “cognition touches all parts of the perceptual, memory, and thinking processes”
(Solso, 1995, p. 2).

The definitional difficulty is to some extent reflected in Kellenberger’s discus-
sion, as he sets it in the context of two opposed views about religion that he refers to
as “two very different religious intuitions about the place of knowledge in religion,”
adding further that “these opposed intuitions extend as well to the cognates of
knowledge, including rationality” (Kellenberger, 1985, p. ix). To a significant extent,
the difference amongst religious writers who represent the two opposed views he
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identifies revolves around the issue of rationality, with some writers like Kierkegaard
being “highly suspicious of rationality in religion” (Kellenberger, 1985, p. 6), while
for others like those in the Thomist tradition “the value of rationality is axiomatic”
(Kellenberger, 1985, p. 13).

It may be that to some extent the opposition between such points of view hinges
on a specific view of rationality, and in particular on the idea that for a position
or belief to be rational there must be reasons that support it. In epistemology, this
harks back to the Cartesian approach, which sees beliefs as reasonably just, if they
are based on other reasonable beliefs, until finally we reach basic beliefs that are
reasonable in themselves (Quinton, 1966). Kellenberger identifies various thinkers
in the second tradition whose approach to rationality is along those lines: “They
are sympathetic toward the idea that we all should hold our beliefs with a firmness
proportionate to the weight of the evidence, and until there is support we should try
to withhold belief” (Kellenberger, 1985, p. 19).

Both approaches to religion create substantial difficulties for dialogue. If we take
it that religious commitment is somehow beyond rationality, then we seem to lose
criteria for how to conduct dialogue: it is not clear what the dialogue is about, and
if we are confronted with believers who have a different faith commitment than our
own, it is difficult to know how to engage with them. We may exhort toleration,
but we then tend to downgrade the commitment and are also without a place to
stand with respect to belief commitments tied to action that we condemn. On the
other hand, if we contend that we hold our own belief commitment because of the
evidence and reasons that underpin it, then we seem committed to saying “I am
right and you are wrong,” without room for allowing different ultimate commit-
ments in the long run. Dialogue is possible, as it is in science, but as in science
it must be oriented toward showing that one view is correct and the other not.
Either approach can end in religious fundamentalism. The first, because religious
commitment is avowedly impervious to rational dialogue; the second, because such
commitment purports to be grounded in evidence, but can often explain away any
specific counter-evidence.

Kellenberger aims to show that there is a third possibility, a middle way, and
he identifies a number of thinkers who are oriented to some such third perspec-
tive. My aim here is to suggest that the idea of framing, or “seeing as,” can offer
such a middle way, and do so clearly enough to be a basis for education in pro-
cesses of dialogue about religious difference. It is enough to make sense of the
idea that dialogue amongst people of different religious commitments may be di-
alogue amongst people who share real differences in how they see the world, but
differences where there is no fact of the matter that could even in principle be
used as a basis for investigation and enquiry to aim for ultimate agreement. If I
see a glass as half full, and you see it as half empty, our different ways of seeing
it may be real and may significantly affect our behavior, even though there is no
way to say that one of us has a true belief and the other a false belief. What is
more, however, this kind of phenomenon is familiar and accessible enough to us
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all, teachers and students alike, to function as a basis for developing ideas about
religious dialogue.

Implications

The point that differences in religious commitments are like differences in see-
ing things one way rather than another is important for dialogue amongst peo-
ple with different religious or value commitments. What are the implications for
education?

The clearest implication is just that we need to become clearer about the sorts
of dialogue that may be needed about differences that are cognitive differences and
not just matters of preference, but where we cannot evaluate dialogue by whether
it will arrive at true conclusions. We cannot hope to deal with this sort of dialogue
just by acquainting students with the standard principles that apply to enquiry and
argument, important though they are, because these are oriented toward attainment
of true conclusions. On the other hand, however, we cannot afford to leave students
with the impression that such differences are the same as matters of preference. For
one thing, in such matters the fact that there is more than one legitimate way to see
things does not mean that all ways of seeing things are legitimate. There may be no
fact of the matter to determine whether it is better for me to see my glass as half full
rather than half empty, but it would still be incorrect to see it as a jar of honey.

It seems very important not to confuse this case with either of the other two.
When people have opposed religious views, they may be seeing things differently,
and it may be that neither of them is wrong. On the other hand, however, their
difference is not just one of preference or interest. The different sorts of conflict
may become bound up with one another, and make those conflicts that much harder
to deal with, but one thing we can do is educate people to distinguish amongst
the different sorts of issues that can divide us, and to be wary of using means to
solve one sort of conflict that are more appropriate for another. In education, we
can show how to distinguish various sorts of differences amongst people, including
those differences where what is at issue is a different way of seeing or framing the
same things. We can display this latter sort of difference in simple ways, free from
threats to personal identity and values, by referring to uncontroversial cases, and
then move toward cases of religious difference. The process of developing curricu-
lum and educational resources does not immediately become easy, but the fact that
it has a clear theoretical basis may give us hope that it can be done.

So much is a programmatic statement. It still leaves the concrete work to be done to
develop curriculum and teaching materials. Ideally, perhaps, what we might aim for
would be something like the book Getting to YES, but a version that dealt with dialogue
about religious difference rather than bargaining over interests and preferences. If it
were possible to give equally straightforward examples and guidelines, it might be
possible to draw learners nearer to a “Yes” of religious understanding with others.
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Chapter 9
The Role of Religion in Education
for Social Sustainability

Heather Foster

Abstract Religion and sustainability are not terms often used together, despite re-
ligion having a role in sustaining communities for centuries. Religions are rarely
static, but adapt and change with the differing needs of the environments in which
they operate. It is this process of change and adaptation that enables them to sus-
tain communities, as well as to be sustained as living systems. Religions do this
by creating symbolic systems of shared meaning that adapt to reflect, and alter-
natively are reflected in, lived experiences. I will explore the manner in which re-
ligions create symbolism, meaning, and values, while facilitating interaction with
different religious systems by connecting through similar values. This will form a
basis for understanding the assumptions and values of communities, both overtly
and nominally connected with religious traditions and cultures, and the manner in
which interaction with individuals and groups from different traditions can occur.
How does this relate to adult and vocational education? Through an understanding
of the connection between religion and the creation of meaning and values within
communities, strategies can be developed for workplace education, incorporating
education on religion, religious assumptions, and cultural difference, thus leading
to a more harmonious functioning of multicultural workplaces and global networks.

Introduction

In the mid 1980s, I travelled to a remote village in the north-west of Thailand to
work on an archaeological dig. As I arrived in the village in the late afternoon, an
exorcism was taking place. One of the young women from Australia had cut her
foot and, although she had been prescribed antibiotics, an exorcist had been brought
in by the female cook for the dig, in order to exorcise from the swollen foot the
spirit that the villages believed was responsible for the infection. This set off an
extraordinary chain of events.
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The exorcist demanded a bottle of whisky for his efforts but also announced that
the exorcism was a three-stage process, with the same payment for each stage. At this
point the leaderof thedig,whocamefromaconservativeChristianbackground in rural
South Australia, and had agreed to the exorcism as a piece of entertainment, declared it
was all “stuff and nonsense” and banned the return of the exorcist. This was countered
by the exorcist declaring the cook’s grandmother would die if the treatment was not
completed. After a standoff that lasted a week, a distraught cook, and a distracted
local workforce, the situation was resolved through an intermediary who negotiated a
payment without the treatment. The foot, in the meantime, healed nicely. This was an
interesting example of the problems that can occur with a lack of understanding and
appreciation of different religious/cultural meanings in the workplace. If adult and
vocational education (AVE) is to succeed in sustaining societies, it is important that it
incorporates an understanding of religions and cultures.

Within this chapter I will outline the manner in which religion creates meaning
for individuals and communities, and provide examples of the ways in which com-
monalities can be tapped into in order to connect different groups. An understanding
of this process can assist in finding points of commonality as well as appreciating
and respecting difference. By understanding the processes, strategies and programs
can be developed to avoid the clashes that occur, not only in a global context, but
also where different systems of meaning interact locally.

Most work on religion and sustainability has focused on the development of a
global ethic. This ecumenical endeavor, laudable in its own right, looks at com-
monalities across religions that can be emphasized in order to unify diverse reli-
gions and cultures. One of the best known examples of this can be found in “A
Global Ethic,” the Declaration of the 1993 Parliament of the World’s Religions (see
O’Connor, 1994). This document has been criticized for failing to incorporate a real-
istic understanding and engagement with diversity, just presenting a construction of
unity, or homogenization and “an expression of power-over by ecumenical religious
elites” (O’Connor, 1994, p. 163)

Many of the more difficult and contradictory issues are glossed over in the search
for commonalities. O’Connor suggests that the complexity of religions and the spe-
cific context in which they arose produces particular attitudes toward such issues
as abortion, the role of women within religious hierarchy, euthanasia and divorce,
as well as religious “beliefs, symbols, and ceremonial practices where differences
among the traditions loom large” (O’Connor, 1994, p. 161), and these are glossed
over. The example I used at the beginning of this chapter may well be placed in this
category.

In spite of this criticism, there does seem to be an acknowledgment of a “shared
moral space” (Schweiker, 2004, p. 28) which can be used to sustain societies, whist
understanding the diversity within this “shared space.” If there is an effort to identify
a global ethic, there is an assumption that religious systems create meaning, and
ethical systems, for their adherents. In this chapter it is my intention not only to
look at the way commonalities can be found, specifically using examples from the
Hindu diaspora, but also to understand the construction of meaning underpinning
the search for a global ethic.
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Generally, debates about social sustainability not only ignore the topic of religion
but also often shy away from any mention of it. It almost seems that acknowledging
religion is “politically incorrect” or, at the very least, a source of discomfort for
scholars. Religion is often associated with an unscientific or anti-intellectual view
of the world and therefore is ignored in scholarly debates outside selected areas such
as religion studies and anthropology. Even these have come under attack from other
disciplines. However, by ignoring religion and its sphere of influence, scholars are in
danger of undervaluing core assumptions and practices with their roots in systems
of belief. Indeed, an examination of the most recent available statistics from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics demonstrates that only 19 per cent of the Australian
population do not affiliate themselves with a religion. A staggering 64 per cent of
the Australian population identify themselves as Christian, although only a minority
of these are reflected in church attendance records (ABS, 2006).

Whether scholars wish to acknowledge it or not, religion, religious teachings,
values, and ethics do play a role in underpinning the values and assumptions of
acceptable ways of operating in relationship to others within social and physical
environments, and they form part of the culture within which individuals operate.
As such, their influence in fostering social sustainability should not be undervalued
and may be utilized toward this end. McKenzie suggests that the goal of social
sustainability is not just to “maintain our current society just as it is, but to alter
it so that it may become worth sustaining” (2005, p. 5); so too religious systems
themselves are not static, but change along with their communities and, there-
fore, I am not discussing a static concept of religion, but religion as a dynamic
system.

It is important to understand the way in which religion creates and sustains com-
munities with, and through, shared values. Only by understanding this process can
scholars comprehend the formation of social networks with shared value systems. It
can also be argued that communities with positive shared values create communities
that are worth maintaining. Additionally, it is important to understand the multiple
values systems that operate within and across geographical boundaries. If values
are linked to the foundational religious assumptions then, in order to understand
other groups, it is important to gain knowledge of the basis for the assumption on
which they operate. After all, religion is intricately linked to, and underpins, cultural
assumptions and values. Education that includes the study of fundamental religious
teachings, values, ethics, and culture is needed to foster an awareness of common
links within social and workplace settings.

Culture and Religion

Clifford Geertz defines culture as

an historically transmitted pattern of meaning embodied in symbols, a system of inherited
conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men communicate, perpetuate,
and develop their knowledge about and attitudes towards life. (Geertz, 1973, p. 89)
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He further suggests that “Culture is the fabric of meaning in terms of which
human beings interpret their experience and guide their actions” (Geertz, 1973,
p. 145). In other words, for Geertz, culture is the pattern or fabric of meaning that
is inherited and influences actions and practices. Geertz describes culture as some-
thing that is cognitive and psychological, as the “socially established structure of
meaning” exists within the mind (Geertz, 1973, p. 1). This influences the responses
that individuals will have to particular situations. Culture is established meaning
through which the world is viewed. This meaning is expressed or articulated within
symbolism which forms part of a symbolic system. This symbolic system can be
seen within beliefs and practices and, in turn, represents the pattern of meaning or
“webs of significance” (Geertz, 1973, p. 5). As Geertz states,

man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun, I take culture to
be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search
of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning. (Geertz, 1973, p. 5)

As the webs of significance or patterns of meaning are socially constituted, they
form part of a greater or wider pattern of meaning, forming cultural systems. These
systems involve some common basis or “degree of coherence” (Geertz, 1973, p. 17)
which constitutes them as systems.

As I am suggesting, it is important to acknowledge religious assumptions within
cultures and therefore necessary to look at religious culture. Geertz defines reli-
gion as:

(1) a system of symbols which act to (2) establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting
moods and motivations in men by (3) formulating conceptions of a general order of exis-
tence and (4) clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods
and motivations seem uniquely realistic. (Geertz, 1973, p. 90)

Religion provides meaning through which the inconsistencies of the world are
rendered consistent and meaningful. It is this meaning that

the symbolic activities of religion as a cultural system are devoted to producing, intensi-
fying, and, so far as possible, rendering inviolable by the discordant revelations of secular
experience. (Geertz, 1973, p. 112)

For Geertz, a religious culture is a system of meaning or webs of significance
that provide meaning for what occurs on the human plane. This meaning, which
incorporates a specific notion of cosmic order, is seen within symbolic systems that
are, in turn, used in ritual activity, thus bringing the ideal or cosmic and the natural
world into harmony.

To suggest that there is “a culture” that can be described as a Hindu culture, a
Christian culture, or Muslim culture is, of course, a gross over-simplification, and
not what Geertz is suggesting. To reduce any group of people to a particular stereo-
type or common denominator overlooks the individual differences that exist, such
as language groups, gender, age, place of birth, and family experience. As Roger
Keesing states when discussing Asian culture:

There is no Asian “culture” we can characterise without oversimplifying the picture:
exaggerating the boundedness, discreteness, and homogeneity of a way of life, glossing
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over internal cleavages of class and gender (and usually ethnicity as well); camouflaging
conflicting interests and silencing dissenting voices; and essentialising and eternalising,
then disguising radical changes that have differently affected rural communities and urban
settings. (Keesing, 1991, p. 46)

The same can be said of a Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, or Muslim culture, as
many of the same problems exist. However, with these constraints in mind, it is still
important to note that Geertz states that

Cultural systems must have a minimal degree of coherence, else we would not call them
systems, and, by observation they normally have a great deal more. (Geertz, 1973, p. 17)

There have been theorists who refute any concept of culture (Kahn, 1991;
Clifford, 1997). Clifford suggests that “Culture is contested, temporal, and emer-
gent” (Clifford, 1986, p. 19) and any attempt to describe culture, according to him,
will only result in a partial truth. However, it is still an operative concept for many.
Roger Keesing, although warning against constructions of an Asian culture, goes on
to state that

it would be vain to imagine that by some wave of an academic wand we could elimi-
nate “culture” from either popular or scholarly discourse about Asia. It is not only that
these usages are now too deeply ingrained to be magically sanded away they also become
incorporated in Asian people’s discourse about themselves and their collective identities.
(Keesing, 1991, p. 47)

Keesing concludes that common roots and shared traditions do exist and that
“There are contexts where the violence we commit in characterising ‘Japanese cul-
ture’ or ‘Balinese culture’ may be worth the cost” (Keesing, 1991, p. 47). Although
anthropologists have been accused of perpetrating the concept that culture is fixed
and determinative (Bottomley, 1991, p. 304), they have, in fact, provided many ex-
amples of the “historical specificity and fluidity of cultural practices and beliefs”
(Bottomley, 1991, p. 304).

The concept of culture has indeed changed over the years and can no longer be
seen as a fixed, unchanging entity, nor does Geertz himself interpret culture as a
static entity, for he states that “human life takes shape within a moving and diversi-
fied frame of socially constructed meanings worked out in time and reworked there
as well” (Geertz, 1984, p. 513).

Religion, according to Geertz, creates circles of meaning, a shared symbolic
system and shared boundaries for individuals and groups, and provides a sense
of belonging—a commonality. To share in the symbolic system and gain meaning
from it does not necessarily depend upon a religious conviction. Religious assump-
tions tend to be an intrinsic rather than extrinsic part of culture. Religions and the
meanings constructed through them are organic, changing and adapting with the
community. Religion provides a symbolic system that sustains societies, although
religious commitment does not need to be active in order for this symbolic system
to have meaning for individuals.

By providing meaning and a space for individuals, these shared symbolic sys-
tems can also provide a point from which interaction with others from the different
communities can occur. It can provide a basis for interaction with others outside the
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main group. Points of similarity and shared values, for example, can be a starting
point for establishing dialogue with others in different systems.

Shared meaning locates individuals and provides a place for them within a wider
community. These circles of meaning can make available a point from which ne-
gotiations with other circles of meaning can occur. Individuals belong to a number
of different circles simultaneously. For example, someone from India may identify
themselves with a nation, religion, region/language, caste, or family or, alternatively,
as part of an Australian community, council, school, or workplace, at differing times.
Some of these configurations provide more meaning than others but all or most may
provide some point of intersection. By utilizing shared meaning, individuals become
part of a community, forming and reforming with different groups in different con-
texts but still sharing in symbolism, ideals and values that retain meaning for them
at some level.

Social sustainability occurs when meaning is shared and diverse views respected.
With education, points of commonality can be identified and highlighted in order to
develop other webs of significance where meaning overlaps. Contemporaneously,
it is important to develop respect for difference through an understanding of the
meaning religion and culture has for others. For this reason AVE needs to incor-
porate education into religion and religious diversity, in order to cater for a diverse
workforce.

Education

Education incorporating the study of different religions is currently being under-
taken in several sectors. In Australian universities, courses that introduce students
to religious and cultural diversity are offered as part of a variety of degrees. This in-
cludes religion studies courses such as those offered by the University of South Aus-
tralia, in which students can undertake one-off broadening undergraduate courses
as part of their degree or, indeed, they can study a major or minor sequence of
religion courses for a deeper understanding of the topics. Courses include studies
of specific religions, a comparison of different religions through their components,
and religious issues such as ethical debates. At Australian universities, religion is
taught under a variety of different disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, and
philosophy, as well as theology.

Some universities are beginning to introduce courses that deal with religious and
cultural issues for practitioners in particular fields. For example, as part of a teach-
ing program, Flinders University in South Australia has introduced “Teaching in a
multi-religious society.” These courses, however, form part of the formal tertiary
education process and do not provide access to continuing adult education for those
working in the field. Universities have in recent years entered the area of continuing
education with non-award courses, although religion is not well represented as a
topic. Where it is included, it does not provide the focus required for understanding
religious culture and diversity. The TAFE (technical and further education) sector
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throughout Australia does not include topics related to religion under its umbrella,
as it appears that it does not consider this part of its portfolio.

Although the University of the Third Age across Australia, designed for older
students to continue their learning, does incorporate numerous courses on different
religions, and religious topics, other areas of the informal adult education sector
do not incorporate substantial courses on religion. The WEA (Workers’ Education
Association)—and its counterparts such as the CAE (Council of Adult Education)
in Victoria—do provide some courses that touch on religious themes but often with
a “popular” religion focus. Hunter WEA in NSW teaches “Vipassana meditation”
but also has classes on “Reiki” and “Reading Tea Leaves.” These examples seem to
indicate that the study of religion is something taken purely for interest rather than
being a key to understanding the workplace.

Individual religious groups provide education sessions directed toward educat-
ing both their members and the general public, one example being the Jewish
Museum, which provides continuing education classes. These fulfill a need in the
community but do not provide the direction for the education I am suggesting is
required.

There are centers that focus on multiculturalism and diversity, including the Cen-
tre for Multicultural and Community Development at the University of the Sunshine
Coast. As part of a suite of services, the center delivers training in cross-cultural
communication. However, there is not a specific emphasis on religion within the
center’s activities.

The most significant development in this area of religious/cultural diversity ed-
ucation has been undertaken by Griffith University in Brisbane. Their Multi-faith
Centre was established in 2002 and, along with interfaith dialogue, its vision in-
cludes education. As part of this, it provides talks and symposia with a specific
focus on religious traditions. This is indeed a very positive step in raising awareness
of the importance of religion in intercultural understanding.

In spite of the new interest and courses that currently exist, John May from Trin-
ity College Dublin, in a paper delivered at Griffith University, has warned that the
study of religion in universities generally is tenuous as

it has long been regarded as a luxury, if not a danger. Worse: far from being assumed to
contain solutions to the problems posed by violent conflict, the religions are held to be
themselves the problem, one of the main causes of such conflict. (May, 2005, p. 1)

May outlines the conditions under which the study of religions can make a pos-
itive contribution to dialogue within a multicultural society and be an acceptable
academic discipline. He suggests that the study of religion needs to

combine content and concern, information and formation, the discovery “that” religious
traditions are the way they are, an understanding “why” one becomes religious by belonging
to them, and an appreciation of “how” this can make a difference to life, both individually
and social. (May, 2005, p. 6)

There is a need for further development to cater for the adult education sec-
tor, including courses directed toward the requirements of vocational education.
Although advancements have been made within the tertiary sector, the study of
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religion is not in a secure position and needs to expand into non-tertiary areas to
cater for different requirements in both continuing education and adult vocational
education.

Methods

There are two different approaches that could be used specifically for understand-
ing religions and cultural diversity. The first is the approach I currently take with
students studying a broad range of religious diversity in the Australian context at
the University of South Australia. This could be readily adapted to the AVE context
for those working with religious and ethnic diversity in the workplace and the com-
munity. The second approach, a deliberative method, is more specifically suited to
enhancing an understanding of one particular religious or ethnic group.

The first approach to teaching about religious diversity comprises three stages.
Initially, it places the individual students, and their religious, ethnic, and migration
history, into the wider Australian context in order for them to understand themselves
as one piece of the jigsaw of what it is to be an Australian. The second stage involves
teaching the beliefs and practices of a selection of different religions in their more
theoretical form followed by an examination of their manifestation in the Australian
context. The third stage of the process involves the students visiting different re-
ligious sites, and speaking with Australians with a different religion and perhaps
ethnic heritage in order to ascertain the challenges and constraints they face in the
Australian environment.

Over the years, I discovered that many students who fit into the profile of the
dominant or host community have little concept of their own history. They tend to
understand themselves and their families as pre-existing and therefore the “norm”
from which others, who are not like them, differ. Initially, I was shocked at the lack
of a sense of history in their construction of their identities. Without this understand-
ing of the individual as being “constructed” through their own and their families’
history and experiences, students are unable to move on to a better understanding
and appreciation of difference. They need, in a sense, to decenter themselves as
the “norm” from which everything else deviates. Students from minority traditions
often have a much greater understanding of themselves, and this is often constructed
in relationship to the dominant community.

A young woman who had migrated to Australia from Italy once commented that
she had not known she was Catholic until she came to Australia: as everyone was
the same in Italy, it did not need to be named, and was not. It is important for
students to be able to name themselves in order to understand their constructed
nature. Due to the constraints of the course, it is difficult to undertake this process in
any depth; however, within AVE this process could be undertaken in considerably
more depth. It not only throws light on the individual, as it places them into the
Australian landscape, it also enables them to engage with Australian history.

Sharing experiences within the group, in the first stage, is also an important
aspect of the process, as it enables commonalities to be built on one level, and
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difference uncovered at other levels. As previously suggested, as there are multi-
ple sites of commonality, the group process is an important aspect of building one
particular bond.

In the central stage of the process, teaching involves providing information in
lectures and reading material; however, the religions, ethnicities, or topics selected
as the focus for the program could reflect the diversity in the workplace or the com-
munity in which it operates.

The final stage of the process is important as it enables students to understand the
way in which others’ lives differ from their own. Students from the host community
are often oblivious to the assumptions from which they operate. It is by understand-
ing the way in which others have dilemmas and challenges living within the host
community that an appreciation of difference occurs. Difficulties about food, rituals,
festivals, commensality, dress, or family expectations can be highlighted though this
process.

In my own research with the Hindu community (Foster, 2001), a number of
workplace incidences were reported that demonstrate the difficulties in keeping up
religious or cultural practices. For example, Hindu women often perform fasts for
the health of their families and they found it difficult to organize their working lives
around these requirements, especially when extended periods of time were involved.
Other women reported that traditional dress and religious markings became the butt
of jokes. Even on social occasions connected with work, vegetarianism was not
always appreciated.

Students have often been shocked at some of the constraints facing others. One
young Bangladeshi Muslim student reported that his employer was constantly trying
to convert him to Christianity, while another Muslim student expressed her great
relief once her daughter started attending a Muslim school and therefore was able
to eat anything from the school canteen. Taking the time to speak with others, along
with a deeper understanding of the different religions, enabled empathy to develop.

An alternative approach that could be used in order to gain a better understanding
of one particular ethnic or religious group is deliberative method. This is particularly
useful for the adult sector and can be offered as a workshop over the course of a few
days. The concept has been used in deliberative polling in order to change attitudes
toward civic issues. Most recently, it was used in Australia in order to look at Mus-
lims and non-Muslims in Australia (Ida, 2006). It has been remarkably effective
in changing attitudes and, in the most recent example, changing the attitudes of
non-Muslims in Australia toward Muslims in a positive way.

Workshops consist of mixed groups, ideally with, although not necessarily in-
volving, members of the ethnic groups/religions under consideration. Relevant ma-
terial on the topic needs to be prepared for the workshop participants to read prior
to its commencement. Facilitators work within the groups while the workshop itself
involves a combination of group work interspersed with panel sessions where groups
formulate questions to be put to a panel or an expert in the area.

When writing on deliberative workshops, White suggested, they function in or-
der to “explore people’s attitudes and beliefs and then provide them with informa-
tion and arguments to reach an informed position” (2003, para. 8). Through the
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workshop process, the group members gain access to information, challenge each
other’s and their own assumptions, and direct questions toward “experts,” in order
to reach this informed position. It commences from the knowledge individuals bring
to the workshop and uses this to refine or change their understanding of others.

Not only have deliberative methods been used successfully to educate adults and
change attitudes, they also have a bonding effect amongst the participants. An expe-
rience of “communitas,” or a sense of community, is developed amongst the group
through the process of sharing their thoughts and beliefs.

Conclusion

Communities are often formed, sustained, and linked through religious assumptions
that are part of a specific culture or cultures. Sharing in webs of significance enables
communities to be sustained within changing physical and social environments. All
these various systems of significance provide meaning for individuals and link them
to a community, thus providing the mechanisms for the maintenance of communi-
ties. I would further suggest that communities are only sustainable where shared
meaning exists at some level.

How could an understanding of the creation of webs of significance and the va-
riety of circles and webs to which individuals and groups belong assist in the Thai
workplace I described at the beginning of the chapter? Individuals from Adelaide
came to the village to work on the archaeological dig. They worked together with
Thais who provided the manual workforce and support services as well as archae-
ological expertise. Although some of the Thais shared a great deal with each other,
coming from the same village, the Thai professional staff shared common aspects
with both the Thai villages and the Australian team. These professional Thais un-
derstood the villagers’ beliefs in the presence of spirits and the process of exorcism
even if they did not share in these beliefs. These people often took on a negotiating
role in the workplace as they understood the different systems of meaning operating
for the different groups. The Australian scientist who acted as an intermediary had
been studying Thai language and culture and had made an effort to understand the
different groups within the Thai worksite.

The clash between the exorcist and the Australian excavation leader occurred
due to a lack of understanding or desire to understand or acknowledge the meaning
that the incident had for the Thai villagers. There was no point at which shared
meaning or an understanding of the depth of belief behind the practice of spirit
exorcism intersected. What was significant to the villagers, and understood by the
Thai professionals and the Australian intermediary, was not considered valid by
the Australian in charge. The dig as a whole experienced ongoing problems due
to similar conflicts, many of which could have been avoided through an effort to
understand the manner in which religion and culture provided meaning and structure
for the people in the village and the Thai professionals.

Where there is not only a lack of shared meaning but also a lack of understand-
ing of cultural difference, difficulties occur, affecting individuals, communities and
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workplaces. This was evident in the Thai example and was highlighted recently
through the comments on the inquest results from Palm Island after the death of a
young indigenous man in police custody where there was a call for people working
with indigenous people to receive education in their culture in order to avoid such
disastrous consequences.

There are a number of ways in which education can occur. I have only outlined
two examples of these. The knowledge and understanding of other cultures acquired
through education fosters an appreciation of the meaning behind the difference be-
tween groups, thus enabling a greater appreciation of this difference.

Religious assumptions are an integral aspect of culture and can not be ignored
when attempts are made to work within communities. If we identify what creates
and sustains groups and communities, and highlight shared assumptions and points
where systems of significance coincide and values interlock then wider communities
can develop within the workplace based on a better understanding of difference and
commonality. It is important in any effort to locate commonalities, those aspects that
may lead to a global ethic, that the aspects and differences that make religious tra-
ditions individual—the beliefs, ceremonies, and practices—are not devalued. They,
after all, form the basis of religious and cultural assumptions.
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Part III
Creating Spaces for Social Sustainability in

Adult and Vocational Education



Chapter 10
Claiming Sustainable Space: Families,
Communities, and Learning,
an Auto/Biographical Perspective

Linden West

Abstract Using auto/biographical research, this chapter explores notions of sus-
tainability in the context of the development of family “support” projects, like Sure
Start, in the United Kingdom. Space was created in some of these projects for access
to the much needed specialist services but also for parents as well as children to
engage in a range of non-formal and informal learning in highly sustaining ways.
Transactional space was also created to facilitate democratic involvement and prac-
tices within particular programs. I suggest that building social sustainability has
to encompass long-term investment in community capacity building as well as an
awareness of the subtle interplay of family life and the quality of the social fabric;
and also the extent to which the delivery of public services and professional behav-
iors are grounded in more democratized and respectful social relationships. Notions
of learning—in a holistic, life-wide sense—lie at the heart of the struggle for sus-
tainability, beyond current narrow preoccupations with education for employability.

Introduction

I want, in this chapter, to weave some possible connections between, on the one
hand, the well-being of families living in marginalized communities, the extent
and quality of public service interventions, alongside opportunities for adult and
community learning, with, on the other, notions of sustainability: personal, social,
as well as democratic. The idea of social sustainability informing the chapter is
broad in scope, connecting the most intimate of struggles for health, well-being,
and meaningful lives with the quality of relationships and wider socio-cultural con-
texts in which we are embedded. The debate about social sustainability, I suggest,
also needs to encompass issues of social justice and a more equitable distribution
of resources: deeply unequal societies, or communities, like a deeply unjust world
more generally, can spawn deep-seated, intractable resentments, conflicts, repres-
sion, “disease,” and destructiveness. Processes of adult and community learning—in
non-formal, informal, as well as democratic senses, beyond the narrow obsession
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with training the marginalized for employability—are similarly important. There
is evidence from auto/biographical and other research that building more inclusive
learning communities helps strengthen families, the social fabric, and the capacity
of communities to sustain themselves.

The paper derives from in-depth, “auto/biographical” research among diverse
groups of parents and children (as well as professionals) involved in what are termed
family support and learning programs in various marginalized communities in the
United Kingdom. In the research we sought to chronicle and illuminate the mean-
ing and impact of particular programs through parents’ eyes, as well as from the
perspectives of the workers on the ground, in what is deeply contested territory.
Are these programs for empowerment, individually and collectively, or an intrusive
form of social control and disciplining for the labor market (Ecclestone, 2004)?
Two projects in particular serve as case studies in how to create sustaining space,
in fragmented, problem-ridden communities. They spawned positive changes in the
quality of intimate relationships between parents and children, and between parents
themselves, strengthening the social fabric in small but significant ways. More sur-
prisingly, perhaps, they facilitated new forms of community activism, despite the
tendency for such programs to become de-politicized and individualized when in
the hands of mainstream bodies (Thompson, 2000). There may be lessons here in
thinking about the politics and pedagogy of building more sustainable, inclusive
societies. Rather than a narrow preoccupation with education for the labor market
or with property and wealth for the nuclear family, we need to focus on the links
between care for families and concern for communities, and on equity and sustain-
able development, with opportunities for collective and more dialogical forms of
learning (Booth, 2005).

The research was informed by values of social justice and by methodological
assumptions shaped by feminist epistemology: not least the importance of giving
voice to marginalized peoples and creating enquiring spaces in which people feel
respected, listened to, and encouraged to share stories and think new thoughts,
working collaboratively with researchers. The intention was to create a kind of
transitional space—in the language of psychologist Donald Winnicott (1971)—for
story-telling and reflexivity, one relatively free from what may be the normalizing,
disciplinary gaze of government and its agendas (Foucault, 1977. 1988). At the heart
of such research is a more attentive, caring gaze, building on the insights of writers
such as Simone Weil (2003) and Iris Murdoch (2003) as well as psychodynamics
(West, 2007). This is a research space in which narrative risks can be taken, and
stories developed as well as collaboratively interrogated, over time.

The Family

But first, some background to the research: especially the preoccupation in the
Anglo-Saxon world, and perhaps more widely, with the state of the family, particu-
larly in marginalized communities. If, as the British Home Office (1998) maintains,
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the family, for a range of reasons, is an institution under stress—because of high
levels of divorce, for instance—this seems greatest among families living in eco-
nomically fragile communities. Neo-liberal economic policies and ideology, in-
cluding the retreat of the welfare state, and structural changes in patterns of em-
ployment, can impact most strongly on the poorer sections of society. Divorce
rates for unskilled manual workers are double the average rate and over half of
lone parents in the United Kingdom live in poverty (Ranson & Rutledge, 2005).
Alongside this is growing evidence of increased mental health problems across so-
ciety, with, according to one estimate, one in six families affected, rising to one in
three in marginalized communities (LSE, 2006). It should be noted that families
living in poorer communities tend to be the target for myriad social and educational
initiatives, including education for employability, no doubt derived, in part, from
fear of the marginal other as well as “efficiency” imperatives in welfare provision
(Ecclestone, 2004).

Programs such as Sure Start, building on the American Head Start program (and
there are similar programs in Australia) are designed to break cycles of disadvantage
and exclusion (Eisenstadt, 2002). Sure Start was established in some 600 areas in
England identified as having high levels of deprivation. It is a multi-agency initia-
tive involving diverse professionals working collaboratively to support “vulnerable”
families and to tackle “disadvantage,” so that every child could go to school more
able to learn while parents themselves were encouraged to participate in various
forms of adult learning. Sure Start can vary considerably but may offer diverse ser-
vices: child support, creche, and access to specialist services such as speech and
language therapy or child and mental health. There can also be varied opportunities
for informal and non-formal adult and family learning, ranging from “training” to
broader notions. But getting parents into paid work—as a means to tackle poverty
and social exclusion—is often a powerful driving force in the funding of such ini-
tiatives (Ranson & Rutledge, 2005). Levitas (1998) has chronicled a shift in social
policy rhetoric around social inclusion from the need for redistribution toward no-
tions of deficit and making people more employable. Deficit models of families
and the individualization of responsibility pervade social and educational policy
rhetoric.

Yet, government rhetoric can also vary while the lived experience of parental
support programs (and many other community initiatives) is not simply shaped
from on high. New Labour concepts often cry out for and support experimenta-
tion with more personalized approaches, even if there is also a mania for control
(Apitzsch, Bornat, & Chamberlayne, 2004). There are a number of players as well
as agendas occupying the space represented by these initiatives: including diverse
professionals who may bring their own distinct values and practices into play, de-
spite pressures from on high. They may exploit government rhetoric—on the need
to strengthen community capacity building, or improve service delivery via partner-
ship arrangements, or to nourish new forms of sustainable local development (Home
Office, 2004)—to justify more participatory approaches to project management and
community regeneration alongside more diverse and questioning forms of learning
(Coare & Johnston, 2003).
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The Research

Our study of family support programs is unique in its longitudinal, auto/biographical,
in-depth design. It is quite different, for instance, to the design and methodological
assumptions of the national evaluation of Sure Start (NESS, 2005). Some differ-
ences are obvious: this paper draws on research in a small number of communi-
ties, rather than a big national sample (West, 2007). Our opportunistic sample of
100 parents in a Sure Start program is very small (and there were only 10 par-
ents in a second project in East London, described below) compared to the 16,502
families living in Sure Start areas in the national study, as well as the 2610 fam-
ilies in 50 comparison communities that were shortly to have a Sure Start project
(NESS, 2005). But we spent many hours with individual families (as well as staff),
and the auto/biographical design of our research enabled us to explore the mean-
ing of experience narratively, in depth and over time, in ways that other kinds of
research can barely get near. We spent time too visiting a range of courses and
meetings—formal and informal—across five years.

Researchers in the national study have yet to find any discernable developmental,
behavioral, or language differences between children living in Sure Start areas and
those living outside, but we were able to chronicle small but significant changes over
time. The methodology used in the national study did not allow for any dynamic,
sustained, and in-depth exploration of underlying changes and of the meanings at-
tached to them. We spent many hours with individual families (as well as staff)
in different communities, exploring their experiences, in up to seven research cy-
cles. The auto/biographical design of the study enabled us to locate stories within
wider life histories and life worlds. We frequently touched on painful experiences,
including psychological problems and abusive relationships in families but also in
interactions with authority. We worked collaboratively with our research subjects,
encouraging people to interpret material with us, derived from feminist research
values and the constructivist idea that the social is not simply internalized but is
actively experienced and given meaning to, which can sometimes help change it
(Chamberlayne, Bornat, & Apitzsch, 2004).

Rapport and deeper forms of listening are at the heart of such creative research,
building, as suggested, on both feminist epistemology (Fine, 1992; Hartsock, 1987)
as well as psychodynamic insights (Hunt & West, 2006). Our capacity as researchers
to feel, identify, and empathize with our subjects is crucial, as is the ability to contain
anxieties generated in the process and to maintain an open, reflexive stance toward
material (rather than seeming judgmental) and to feed back what is said, and our
interpretations, in digestible form, paralleling processes in psychotherapeutic con-
texts (Hunt & West, 2006). We also describe our research as auto/biographical: such
research seeks to be open, reflexive, and explicit about the researcher’s influence—
including power and even unconscious processes—and to question the notion of
researchers as detached biographers of others’ histories in the name of “objective”
science (Stanley, 1992; Miller, 2007; West, 2001). As Roper (2003) notes, research
is not simply a matter of generating words but involves a relationship, which, as
well as producing evidence of life outside itself, is, in its own right, a dynamic
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process, shaping, consciously and unconsciously, the enquiry and the development
of understanding. Moreover, other people’s stories of family life can evoke strong,
even disturbing, feelings in researchers, in what is termed the counter-transference
(West, 2001; West & Carlson, 2006). (Transference refers to how significant others,
including researchers, can represent, to greater and lesser extents, perhaps uncon-
sciously, powerful others from a person’s past, while the counter-transference is
concerned with what this induces, in turn, in the other.) Listening to experiences
of difficult relationships, of breakdown and divorce, of children and their suffering
can directly touch the experiences of researchers. This can become, reflexively, a
resource for more fully empathizing with and understanding the other, as well as
self, rather than being seen, more negatively, as a source of bias. But such research
processes need to be grounded in self-awareness and intersubjective understanding.

Sustaining Space

The meaning of programs like Sure Start, we noted, could change for many parents,
especially for the women in our sample: from uncertain, even threatening spaces to
more sustaining ones. Parents were initially suspicious and in some cases paranoid:
“was this social worker checking up on us?” Yet over time most of our sample came
to see the projects as an important resource. Joe, Heidi, and their children were, for
example, involved in a local Sure Start project and their experience illustrates its
potentially sustaining role in highly personal terms. We wanted to know the extent
to which parents like Joe and Heidi felt supported or threatened, empowered or
disempowered, by the project. Heidi was involved in Sure Start in several ways,
such as attending parent support sessions, a playgroup (with the children), and adult
classes. She was also given access to specialist psychological services. She and Joe
were understandably cautious about seeing us, as researchers, and were initially
very reticent about talking. They eventually shared experiences, over time and in
some depth. The two of them had known each other since childhood. They had both
been abandoned by parents, and went into residential homes followed by periods in
foster care. The material poured out as Heidi described being moved from one foster
family to another. She had never been able to talk to anyone about her life history
before, she said. It was hard to explain, and she did “not really understand myself
why the things that had happened had happened, and not knowing how or where to
start.”

She told us that the adult courses “gave me more confidence to know what to do
with my two children.” She suffered from mental health problems, she explained,
and began to talk about being upset with her children “when they laugh at me.”
Sure Start had been very threatening at first: they were afraid that people might be
“checking” on them and “that was going through our heads all the time.” They were
frightened of their children being put in care, like they were. They filled the fridge
with food and bought new clothes for the children whenever a Sure Start worker
came near, even if they could not afford it. Yet the quality of their relationship to
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Sure Start shifted, however contingently—as did their relationship to the research—
from suspicion to some trust.

Heidi talked about the importance of contact with other mothers and physical
relief at getting out of the house and having access to adult conversations, and of
the positive effects of realizing that other mums also struggled with their children,
in controlling them or dealing with their own irritation and anger. We asked Joe
and Heidi, at the end of a second interview, about the research and they said it was
“good” to be able to share their stories and to weave strands together, in ways they
had not done previously, as they linked their own histories of abandonment with
intense suspicion of authority at all levels. And they felt listened to and valued by
us—as they did with particular project workers—even when talking about disturbing
things. The research became, however briefly, a meaning-making and even thera-
peutic process. Being involved in a range of activities, including adult education, as
Tom Schuller and others (2007) have noted, can provide a crucial and “sustaining”
effect for mothers like Heidi. Schuller and colleagues observed, like us, how taking
part gave mothers a temporal structure and a new rhythm to the week, access to
adult conversations, new friendships, and senses of purpose. These processes are
not to be judged simply in individualistic terms: self-confidence was being built on
a collective basis and the social fabric was being strengthened in small but important
ways.

There was a strong auto/biographical aspect to our study, as Heidi and Joe made
a big impression on us. We (there were two of us involved) sat in the car quietly
after the interviews and relived their narratives. We felt a mix of humility and
admiration, given their resilience, but also concern for them and their future. We
mused about how much they had to teach—about coping with distressing personal
histories, for instance—and contrasted their resilience with deficit models of fami-
lies and communities. We talked of our own family histories and senses of failure
and inadequacy. I, Linden, had been preoccupied with a public career and I had
correspondingly neglected family, relationships, and interiority. A painful divorce
followed and difficult feelings of abandoning children came alive in the research.
Memories of childhood were evoked too and we recorded this in our field notes.
Childhood had been difficult for both of us—nothing in comparison to Heidi and
Joe, but difficult nonetheless. Relationships between parents were fraught, at times,
and we both felt responsible and wanted to make things better. We wrote extensively
about how we were using others’ stories to make sense of our own, as well as vice
versa.

Claiming Space

But there was more to particular programs than creating some sustaining space:
two programs, in particular, were committed to claiming space for parents to talk
back to power, including to some of the agencies represented in projects. There was
passionate conviction among key project staff—derived from principles of social
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justice—that top-down models of service delivery and decision making alienated
local people while parents had much to offer, if the space provided was good enough.
The aim was to celebrate parents’ skills and strengths rather than identify their de-
ficiencies. There was careful attention to detail and support, in highly sensitive and
dialogical ways, in one Sure Start project, for example, as parents were included in
interview panels, on the management board, in debating policies with professionals
(in relation to child abuse, for instance), in running creche and nursery programs,
as well as in devising opportunities for early and adult learning. In fact the entire
exercise was a laboratory for informal yet deeply significant collective forms of
learning and community development.

We asked parents about the factors that enabled them to take risks in such ways.
Relationships and the role and personalities of particular workers were essential,
we were told, time and again: “like good parents really.” Two of these projects
enabled nervous, diffident, poorly educated, and often self-disparaging people to
challenge, collectively, others’ agendas and take on new roles, as well as find in-
dividual sustenance. If local people initially entered this space on others’ terms,
some, at least, made it more their own (Coare & Johnston, 2003). They had learned,
however provisionally, a new grammar of community activism. Space was created
for what Bauman terms the agora: a transactional place in which people learn to
translate private problems into a more collective language of public issues and po-
tential solutions, and where, ways forward are sought and negotiated and the social
fabric is correspondingly strengthened (Bauman, 2000).

A Case in Point

Gina, from a different project, provides a further case in point. She is a young single
mother who lives on a run-down, fragmented public housing estate in East London
but participated in a creative arts project, which was part of a broader parenting
support program for single parents. Her material helps us to understand how artis-
tic and symbolic activity can represent a transitional space in which anxieties and
defensiveness in learning may lessen, and there can be movement toward greater
creativity, risk taking, and even transformational learning as well as political agency.
The idea of transitional space, as noted, derives from the work of psychologist Don-
ald Winnicott (1971). This has to do with the quality of space between people, a
mixture of the subjectively experienced, the objectively perceived and the relational.
The experience of space can change, in early but also subsequent experience, via
art, for instance: as we may project messy and even painful feelings into painting or
sculpture, work on them, experience them in new ways, and come to perceive both
them and self differently. These changes, at a primitive emotional level, are partly
born out of the responses of significant others and of experiencing self, through their
eyes, in new ways.

Gina is black and was living on her own with her young baby. She has a past
riddled with pain, rejection, and hard drugs. I interviewed her early in the project
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and toward the end, and spent much time with her in the group over many weeks.
Her relationship to the research, rather like the project itself, evolved from suspi-
cion to a more open, committed participation. She told me she felt pressured to
participate in education and to get a job but that a sympathetic Health Visitor had
introduced her to the project. She was suffering from depression at the time. At first
she was upset at leaving her daughter in the creche and resisted involvement. But
she changed as a result of the program in different ways, she said, including in her
relationship with her daughter (Gina talked of learning to play for the first time in
her own life). Moreover, she became an advocate for young single mums with a
local housing authority over accommodation issues, as well as getting involved in
peer sex education programs in schools. There was a time when she would never
have imagined herself doing such things, just as she could not tolerate mess in the
home or anywhere else. Everything had to be kept in order, she said. She had never
let her baby play on the floor, in case she got dirty, just as she, Gina, resisted letting
herself go in creative ways. She changed, over time, although resisting the process
too, often aggressively.

Gina was working on a sculpture, when we talked, near the end of the research:

When I was pregnant and I didn’t really get very big, I made myself a little pregnant belly
from a washing basket to put your washing in. I used chicken wire and plaster of Paris and
painted it up funny colors. They kind of expressed my mood when I was pregnant, bit dark,
dull colors, bit cold. Yes . . . I don’t know, people who are looking at it probably won’t get
it, but to me it’s a hangover for anger.

Her pregnancy was hard and troubling and she felt unreal, she said, since she did
not look pregnant and sought to deny it. She was depressed and “really ill through-
out.” Her mood was translated into the sculpture. She was trying, she said, “to get
across that, the darkness.” There was no head on the sculpture, which was “deliber-
ate,” since she felt disconnected from her bodily experience. Gina found sculpting
to be therapeutic and moved, in effect, from the edge of a community of practice
into beginning to think of herself as an artist for the first time in her life. And she
became a political activist too, as she became a more confident advocate for single
mothers with a range of public bodies. She was perpetually anxious and uncertain
but took risks, mainly because, as she put it, she felt understood and supported by
particular youth leaders and tutors while her art had been a powerful experience.
She liked talking to me too, she said, because I listened and was interested in her
and her work, rather than being judgemental.

A young woman like Gina could continue to act out, on her own admission, in
highly destructive ways. She could retreat defiantly to the edge of the group. In
Melanie Klein’s depth psychology there is a never fully resolved struggle between
our capacity for love (that is to give ourselves openly and fully to another or to
symbolic activity) but also for hate, resistance, and even the destruction of new
possibility; alongside the capacity for reparation—to try again—and to make good
the damage we do (Klein, 1997; Froggett, 2002). Art can serve as a transitional
space for reparative work. For this to happen, however, and for a person’s anxieties
and defensiveness to decrease, requires significant others—tutors, youth leaders, or
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for that matter researchers—to come alongside and listen attentively as well as to
cope with some of the ambivalence at the heart of any serious learning and iden-
tity experiment. These people need sufficient psychological resilience themselves,
as well as sufficient reliability, consistency, and to an extent self-knowledge. Such
emotionally attuned capabilities may, sometimes, not easily be won and ask much of
professionals: including knowledge of self in action as well as an auto/biographical
sensitivity to the emotional dimensions of our own struggle to learn, or for that
matter to be a parent. My auto/biographical study of family doctors and the role of
subjective and cultural learning in becoming a more effective practitioner illustrate
much the same point (West, 2001). Connections are also being made, in a case study
such as Gina’s, between the most intimate of human experience, the potentially
creative and empowering spaces of adult learning, and wider issues of social and
democratic vitality.

Claiming Space for Parents and Professionals

Understanding the need for such connectedness may also require an interdisci-
plinary imagination in research. Struggles to become more of an active subject
in such contexts are to be understood, in part, as profoundly social. Risk taking
and biographical experiment do not take place exclusively “inside” the heads of
individual parents, but depend on communication and interaction with others and
in relation to a social context. We are all enmeshed in relationships, which can en-
courage or stifle. The new social spaces created by particular projects enabled some
oppressive and demeaning scripts to be questioned. Yet building such social and
cultural space—for parents, children, and communities—involves the most intimate
of inter-subjective processes, which requires a psychological as well as sociological
sensitivity. The capacity to resist abuse, to struggle for new ways of being, and to
question and change oppressive scripts depends on becoming a more confident “I,”
a desiring subject who may be in tension with a “me,” who may well have been the
object of others’ frequently demeaning prescriptions. From what may be termed a
“psychosocial” perspective, there is a defended as well as a social subject in learning
and social interaction. Anxiety is ubiquitous in learning and human experience more
widely, grounded, in part, on our utter initial vulnerability and dependence on oth-
ers. Such anxiety surrounds threats to the self, whether in relationships, in diverse
social settings, in meetings, or in challenging authority. It has to do with whether
we will feel accepted or are acceptable, are or can be good enough, or deserve to be
taken seriously. Past and present can often elide, at the deepest and most primitive
psychological level, when moving into unfamiliar space and in taking a risk with
who we are.

To claim space, in earliest as well as subsequent experience, depends on others,
whether parents or authority figures more widely: the capacity of particular work-
ers intuitively to appreciate anxiety, to care, encourage yet also challenge—rather
than being rigid or despairing—was crucial. Such loving, facilitating behaviors—the
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capacity for empathy and respect alongside the ability to maintain some distance
from raw experience, and to think about why a person like Gina might act as
she does—are analogous to processes in psychotherapy. They are in fact also
central to good professional practice in diverse settings, although rarely consid-
ered in any depth (West, 2001; Hunt & West, 2006). We noted time and again
in the research how frequently professional workers also drew on their own ex-
periences of marginality, and even abuse, to work effectively with others. Such
auto/biographical learning lay at the heart of good and effective practice: at a time
when instrumentalism and evidence-based practice easily impoverish the language
of self-understanding, of feeling and relationship in diverse professional contexts
(Froggett, 2002). Building good and sustainable relationships and spaces requires,
echoing C. Wright Mills (1970), an auto/biographical imagination in diverse settings.

Some of the processes described in this paper, however—to do with strength-
ening families, spaces for informal learning and access to specialist services, and
enriching the social fabric—are deeply fragile. The need for sustained relationships
and long-term investment in community capacity building is easily sacrificed on
the altar of short-termism, while the preoccupation of policy makers with getting
parents into the labor market can obscure a bigger picture (Glass, 2005). And while
governments may recognize, at least rhetorically, the interdependence of the in-
dividual, family, and community triadic relationship, little attention is paid to the
need for attentive, sustained, and reflexive care, grounded in awareness of shared
vulnerability and human interdependence (Ranson & Rutledge, 2005; Dean, 2004).
Fundamentally, building sustainable communities, or for that matter a sustainable
world, has to do, in quite basic ways, with qualities of relationship: with self, be-
tween people, in communities, and with the natural world. This depends, in turn, on
the extent to which families, communities, and whole cultures encourage mutual re-
spect, caring, and inclusivity. Social sustainability requires a perspective on human
beings and social development that is ethical, pedagogic, political, psychosocial,
(spiritual too?) as well as material, which includes thinking of learning for a broader
purpose than employment or employability, as important as these may be. The per-
spective needs to encompass space for new kinds of citizenship as lived practice at a
time of deep alienation from conventional politics (Pattie, Seyd, & Whiteley, 2004).
Citizenship becomes reconfigured as a dynamic, relational, learning process, forged
in the actual practices that make up people’s lives (Wyn & Dwyer 1999). Yet such
experiments in building new forms of citizenship and, connectedly, personal and so-
cial sustainability in projects like Sure Start are now under pressure from top-down
bureaucratic control and decision making (Glass, 2005). Space is being lost as well
as gained; lessons lost rather than learned.
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Chapter 11
Health Literacy and AVE for Social
Sustainability

Kay Price

Abstract The position taken in this chapter is that healthy living is a lifelong
learning project. What follows is a “critical reading” of how health education activ-
ities offered through Australia’s adult and vocational education (AVE) competency-
based model can contribute to this lifelong learning project. I bring forward for
debate whether AVE as a workplace and an academic learning environment should/
could/can require and support educators and students to be health literate and
whether AVE can achieve the aims of the Bonn Declaration on Learning for Work,
Citizenship and Sustainability. I question the extent to which an AVE setting can
enable educators and students to engage in interactions, conversations, and activities
that challenge participants to critique what they think or the decisions/choices they
have made about their health. There is a need to debate what responsibility AVE
has to ensure both educators and students are health literate, to ensure that AVE
educators and in turn students are capable of making choices for, rather than against,
health, so as to support healthy living.

Introduction

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
considers that “schools should act not only as centres for academic learning, but
also as supportive venues for the provision of health education and services”
(UNESCO, 2006, p. 7). The position taken in this chapter is that healthy living is a
lifelong learning project. Consequently, health education that focuses on educators
and students learning how to live a healthy life is worth consideration within any
academic learning context. In this chapter, I explore how health education activities
offered through adult and vocational education (AVE) can contribute to this lifelong
learning project. I specifically refer to Australia’s AVE competency-based model,
acknowledging that not all AVE systems are competency-based to the extent of the
Australian model.
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The position I proceed from in this paper is that health is a contested term. I
acknowledge the World Health Organization (1986) understanding, which suggests
that health is created in the context of everyday life thus alluding to the social
dimensions of health. Underpinning UNESCO’s understandings is the concept of
sustainability. UNESCO asserts that “A healthy population and safe environments
are important pre-conditions for sustainable development” (UNESCO, 2006, p. 7).
If a healthy population is needed before sustainable development can even be con-
sidered possible, then I argue that an AVE focus on health education contributing to
healthy living becomes even more important.

I agree with Kickbusch who says: “Every choice in daily life potentially becomes
a choice for or against health” (2007, p. 152, her emphasis). For AVE to contribute
to a sustainable society, choices about how health education is delivered have the
potential to influence personal choices made by AVE educators and students in re-
lation to their own health. If, as suggested in the Introduction to this volume, social
sustainability refers to “a positive and long-term condition within communities, and
a process within communities that can achieve and maintain that condition,” then
AVE’s social sustainability role in terms of health is to ensure that participants are
capable of making choices for, rather than against, health, so as to support healthy
living. In other words, AVE has a role to play in “health literacy.”

Nutbeam comments that health literacy is a concept “that is both new and old”
(2000, p. 265). He argues that it is a composite term to describe a range of outcomes
and, as such, the role of health education should be directed toward improving health
literacy. While acknowledging that “the field of literacy studies is alive with debate
about different ‘types’ of literacy” (2000, p. 263), Nutbeam discusses approaches
to classification that identify various types of health literacy “in terms of what it is
that literacy enables us to do” (p. 263) rather than measures of achievement. Cit-
ing work by Freebody and Luke (1990), Nutbeam refers to basic/functional literacy,
communicative/interactive literacy, and critical literacy. Nutbeam elaborates upon
what he describes as the three levels of health literacy: functional, interactive, and
critical (see Nutbeam, 2000, p. 266). Functional health literacy is defined as having
the sufficient skills in reading, writing, and numeracy to be able to comprehend health
information. Interactive health literacy is directed toward improving personal capac-
ity to act independently on knowledge (Nutbeam, 2000, p. 265). I urge readers to
review a critical paper by Cuban (2006) who raises criticisms about functional health
literacy. A broader or more critical understanding of health literacy, says Nutbeam
(2000), is offered by the World Health Organization, which views health literacy as

the cognitive and social skills which determine the motivation and ability of individuals to
gain access to, understand and use information in ways which promote and maintain good
health. (WHO, 1998, p. 10)

UNESCO argues that AVE settings need to be healthy settings, and that literacies
other than reading, writing, and numeracy are needed. UNESCO states:

The wider skills of scientific and social literacy are also important . . . The application of
such literacies to the world of work and active citizenship need to become core dimensions of
TVET if it is to respond to the imperatives of social sustainability. (UNESCO, 2006, p. 18)
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The purpose of this chapter is not to present a review of literature on health
literacy or debate what health literacy is (for which the reader is directed to
Nutbeam, 2000). My intent is to present a “critical reading” of the notion of
social sustainability through AVE in relation to health. I want to bring forward
for debate whether AVE as a workplace and an academic learning environment
should/could/can require and support educators and students to be health literate: a
key competence in a healthy population (Kickbusch, 2005). I question whether AVE
can achieve the aims of the Bonn Declaration on Learning for Work, Citizenship and
Sustainability, which states:

Preparation for work should equip people with the knowledge, competencies, skills, values
and attitudes to become productive and responsible citizens who appreciate the dignity of
work and contribute to sustainable societies. (UNESCO, 2004, para. 3)

However, before discussing the links between AVE, social sustainability, and
health literacy, I briefly explain what I mean by a “critical reading.”

A Critical Reading

My approach to critical reading is influenced by the works of Derrida (e.g., 1976,
1978, 1981, 1987, 1988, 1991a, 1991b) and by secondary readings which use his
works. I premise my critical reading of collated literature relating to health literacy
and AVE on the understanding that these collective resources tell a story of how
a particular object or focus is given meaning. Collated literature is positioned as
products of writing that inscribe organization and order (Cooper, 1989) and are
a representation of a particular viewpoint produced within a particular context or
way of thinking. As Cooper says about Derrida’s critique of writing, “Writing, for
Derrida, is primarily a form of control: its communicative function comes second to
this” (Cooper, 1989, p. 492). For me, a critical reading is much more than the sense-
making work an individual performs when reviewing literature. Critical reading can
be likened to a pause or a reflective moment that seeks to make what has become
invisible and taken for granted, visible, destabilizing, and discursive (Jacobsen &
Jacques, 1997). It is destabilizing as it moves from what is presumed to be true or
known about an object or focus of attention, toward uncovering a different meaning.
It is discursive as it explores how certain ways of thinking construct understandings
of any reality and exclude other ways of thinking about the same reality. A critical
reading does not privilege that which is written as the truth.

I do not propose that the selection of literature I collated includes all that has
been published in relation to AVE, social sustainability, lifelong learning, health,
and health literacy. I produce a reading, as opposed to the reading of literature and
I agree with Jones when she writes: “Different persons, with different perspectives
and different curiosities about the area of investigation will inevitably find different
categories with which to structure and make sense of the data” (1985, pp. 58–59).
From my understanding of Derrida, language is a structure upon which meaning has
to be imposed onto words, rather than meaning being implied within words.
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The opportunity provided to me to write this chapter affirms that it is timely for
a debate about whether AVE should/could/can implement health education in such
a way as to support staff and students not only to learn how best to make choices
for healthy living, but also how to enact choices “for” rather than “against” health.
Questions emerging from my critical reading include: Within a competency-based
approach such as that in Australia, is it feasible, even possible, for AVE to implement
core competencies in all courses to ensure that health literacy learning activities
focus on understanding health information in a way that the information is retained,
believed, critiqued, and put into action? And if a competency-based approach to
health literacy were to be implemented, how could educators and trainers structure
assessments to determine if a student were competent and not just being obedient
and complicit to pass? If assessments were structured to include measurements of
the health literacy skills of students, to what extent would the educator or trainer
need to demonstrate this competency themselves in order to assess it? To what extent
would the school or institutional setting take responsibility for ensuring educators
and students were health literate? How should/could/can AVE contribute to edu-
cators and students being health literate so that they themselves, through both their
personal and work-specific roles, ensure the social sustainability of our communities
through healthy living?

Making Choices for Health

Occupational health and safety legislation in Australia clearly places significant em-
phasis on ensuring that employees take reasonable care to protect their own health
and safety at work (see for example South Australia’s Occupational Health, Safety
and Welfare Act 1986, Part 3, sec. 21: Duties of workers). AVE settings are both a
workplace and an academic learning environment, and the delivery of a socially
sustainable AVE requires workplace learning for all staff to be in concert with
the modification of work processes, “as the two are inseparable” (UNESCO, 2006,
p. 11). AVE educators and AVE work processes have the potential to influence stu-
dent learning. This understanding focuses attention on the supportive strategies in
place for sound decision making for health within AVE settings by all participants.

While literacy and numeracy skills are said to be vital for AVE (UNESCO, 2006,
p. 18), the extent to which current AVE policy and practice in Australia requires
and supports AVE educators as employees and students as potential employees, to
protect their health and to be health literate, is debatable. It is also debatable whether
AVE policy and practice requires and supports educators/trainers as employees
within AVE (or any setting) to be health literate, and for educators/trainers to accept
that they have a responsibility to be health literate before engaging with students
in learning activities that should/could/can make an active contribution to improv-
ing students’ “healthy living.” Recently, it was reported that around 77 per cent
of Australians (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2006) and 80 per cent
of Americans (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and Merck Company
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Foundation, 2007) claim they have at least one non-communicable or chronic con-
dition which had lasted or was expected to last for at least six months. Indeed,
WHO (2005a, 2005b) warns that the number of people, families, and communi-
ties that are “afflicted” by deaths from chronic disease is increasing, and that this
causes poverty and hinders the economic development of many countries. WHO
has produced evidence in post-industrial nations that non-communicable or chronic
diseases have associated lifestyle risk factors named as smoking, poor nutrition,
risky alcohol use, physical inactivity, and being overweight. If these risk factors
affecting the post-industrial nations count as evidence that people do make choices
“against” their health, an issue for me is whether they make this choice intentionally,
well aware of the consequences of their decisions.

Competing sources of “health” information and the diversity of lifestyle choices
now available to consumers in western societies intensify the need for consumers’
improved health literacy. Having the cognitive and social skills to gain access to, un-
derstand, and use information to promote and maintain healthy living over a lifetime
is no easy task.

Harris (2003) describes different ways in which the word “choice” can be used.
A choice, according to Harris, can be the process by which people come to a con-
clusion (individually or collectively) regarding different courses of actions they per-
ceive to be available; or a performative action, which expresses a decision in a social
setting; or a perceived range of available options. However, government policies and
strategies in relation to health are increasingly focusing attention at the individual
level on people “making good choices, only good choices and even better choices”
(Bauman, 1992, p. 4). Pre-conditions for understanding how AVE can contribute to
sustainable development of communities include understanding how AVE settings
contribute to the process by which people

� come to a conclusion (individually and/or collectively) regarding different
courses of action they perceive to be available in relation to healthy living; and

� learn the range of available options to them in relation to healthy living.

The concept of a socially sustainable AVE has links with the WHO concept of
“healthy settings” (WHO, 2006; Dooris, 2005). The “healthy settings” concept is
about integrating a commitment to health within the structures, processes, and rou-
tines of life in different settings and focuses on interactions and interdependencies
between all persons. The approach acknowledges that each setting (for example,
school, workplace, or AVE site) is part of a greater whole, and functions as an
open system in synergistic interchange with the wider environment (Dooris, 2005).
For example, in the school setting, health-promoting school projects have been
developed that aim to raise students’ literacy, though criticisms have been made
about the lack of rigorous research and evaluation to enable the development of a
strong evidence base for policy and practice (Dooris, 2005). These criticisms have
emerged because the focus of evaluation of healthy settings has been on discrete
projects within settings rather than an evaluation of the effectiveness of the settings
approach as a whole (Dooris, 2005). There has been minimal discussion about
healthy settings as a theoretical construct. The extent to which social sustainability
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through AVE has been developed theoretically, like the WHO concept of a healthy
setting, is questionable. Social sustainability through AVE as a focus of research
may be able to produce evaluation studies to show that staff and students engage
in learning activities that make a contribution to them learning how to improve
the health and well-being of others but how social sustainability through AVE
improves their personal ability and capability to protect their own health is also
questionable.

I have argued elsewhere (Price, 2006) that in a buying and selling marketplace,
rather than producing health by returning the body to a healthy state (as is the ap-
proach within a sickness model of care), being in good health (preventing sickness)
has become a common expectation (see also Bauman, 2000). Given the breadth
and depth of biomedical knowledge and the scope of health protection and main-
tenance strategies available, changing people’s lifestyle behaviors is often needed
but difficult to achieve. Adapting from Bauman (2000), we may think we can make
human beings competent so that they will follow prescriptions, specific lifestyle
approaches, even research findings, management plans, and follow routines (do-
ing what they are told in the way they are told). However, as Bauman (1993) also
points out, there are no hard-and-fast principles that one can memorize and de-
ploy in order to escape the “messiness” of the human world, as “messiness” will
stay whatever we do or know. In a competency-based approach to AVE, where
there is an expressed “right” way to think/act/write, it is difficult to imagine how
this “messiness” can be accommodated so as to enable understanding amongst
educators and students about healthy living within the different contexts of their
lives.

Effective communication, cooperation, and synergy between all involved are crit-
ical to attempts to change behavior in a population as is also the need to welcome
conflict as an opportunity for negotiation. This is particularly important when con-
sidering the need for people to learn new information and unlearn outdated infor-
mation continually so that they can maintain good health (Kickbusch, 2005). For
AVE, or indeed any institution, to contribute to a sustainable society is an enormous
challenge, which focuses attention on the appropriateness and effectiveness of a
competency-based approach.

Questioning the Contribution of Competency-Based Education
to Social Sustainability

Wheelan and Carter state: “Australia has constructed a VET system that . . . is a rigid
system that is narrowly focused on work-related competencies” (2001, p. 303). It is
not my intent to engage in a debate about competency development. I do want to
bring forward for debate the view that the “basic building blocks” that describe
the outcomes of the functions that people perform in a particular work role, and
the performance criteria or statements to show what is to be assessed to determine
competency (ANTA, 1999, p. 16), are not focused on sustainable development. It is
clear, I argue, that they are focused on industry development.
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I agree with Flax, who writes:

We adopt the knowledge that fits our uses. Humans are very good at creating rational rea-
sons for rejecting knowledge that does not fit our purposes or would make us doubt them.
(Flax, 1993, p. 31)

Individuals, precisely because they can create rational reasons for rejecting
knowledge, are more likely to be inherently conservative as a consequence to reduce
confusion and stress, and to seek certainty and security. Developing competencies to
reduce confusion and to work toward a specific outcome may be suitable for specific
industry work roles but must be questionable for contributing to healthy living as a
lifelong learning project.

Focusing on AVE as pre-determined strategies (competencies) to be imple-
mented/disseminated where the focus is on the specific choice that is made, rather
than the process of negotiating how choices are made, perpetuates expert expec-
tations of obedience and conformity while failing to negotiate the complexity of
choice confronting consumers in the context of their own individual understanding,
life context, resources, and approach to survival. AVE strategies based on impart-
ing expertise on healthy behaviors reproduce the conditions for domination as they
impose as many restrictive rules as possible on the conduct of others in a context
where individual freedom is recognized as a removal of the rules constraining one’s
own freedom of choice (Bauman, 2001). Midgely (2000) asserts that conservative
people tend to move into new ways of thinking/doing only when there is a good rea-
son and an associated emotional benefit for doing so. Within the competency-based
model of AVE, it is questionable how “good reasons” can be made evident within
the competency being assessed.

I argue that the emphasis in the competency-based approach currently seems to
be on attracting the attention of educators and students to be obedient and conform to
pre-determined health promotion strategies. Educators and students may not be able
to portray an understanding of how this demand will not necessarily result in people
being health literate. If AVE policy and practice becomes preoccupied with ensuring
certainty of behavior, the potential exists to demand obedience and conformity from
people (educators and students) who are the target of pre-determined strategies.

If AVE is to contribute to social sustainability by promoting healthy living, I ar-
gue that it requires a shift away from a competency-based approach to a setting
where educators and students are enabled to engage in interactions, conversa-
tions, and activities that challenge participants to critique what they think or de-
cisions/choices they have made about their health. That is, they should challenge
themselves and each other about what they consider are “truths” or certainties in
relation to health, and to be supported to work against the polarization of positions
that may emerge within these interactions (see, for example Scott, 1991). Educators
and students need to be able to participate in interactions, conversations, and activ-
ities that seek to make collective sense of decisions/choices they have made about
health, to learn how to participate in making choices within the different contexts
that make up their lives, and to explore what makes some choices more important
than others (see, for example, Harris, 2003).
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In acknowledging that adults are subject to an explosion of information and
knowledge, Edwards, Raggatt, Harrison, McCollum, and Calder (1998) emphasize
the ongoing process of learning rather than the content of learning, content they
say is likely to go out of date. These authors have suggested that it is through
guidance and counseling that students learn about themselves as lifelong learners.
Healthy living is a lifelong learning project and knowing what you do not know
is a critical factor in staying healthy. As Candy says, “It seems that the acknowl-
edgement of one’s ignorance is actually the beginning of a lifelong journey of
continuing education” (2000, p. 122). Learning activities need to focus on how
staff and students can acknowledge their ignorance, to understand what it means
to be able to accept that they do not know, and can never know, all that there is to
know when making choices for healthy living. This acknowledgement enables AVE
and lifelong learning to contribute to social sustainability by focusing on learn-
ing activities that explore how people can learn to remain as healthy as possible,
and how to make decisions given the different and changing contexts they exist
within, and given all the challenges individuals will confront in their lives. The
skills needed for this require AVE educators to be more than functionally health
literate.

AVE educators need to be critically health literate—having the cognitive and
skills development outcomes that are oriented toward supporting effective social
and political action as well as individual action (Nutbeam, 2000). The feasibility
of this requirement needs ongoing debate. However, there seems little likelihood
of AVE contributing to social sustainability unless AVE staff can be critically
health literate and for they themselves to be knowingly contributing to healthy
living. This requirement emphasizes AVE as a workplace having the appropriate
policies and practices to support AVE staff to explore and understand healthy liv-
ing as a lifelong learning project. It also places an emphasis on AVE as an aca-
demic learning environment to create learning situations that contribute to lifelong
learning, including a shift away from concentrating on measuring pre-determined
outcomes.

In Summary

I agree with Bauman who says that many consumers want the freedom to make their
own lifestyle choices and at the same time to have the “freedom from bearing the
consequences of wrong choices” (Bauman, 2000, p. 89). But many people make
these choices having no education to assist them in understanding the implications
the choices have on their health. Galvin (2002) has written about health and indi-
vidual responsibility for healthy living, raising concerns about “victim blaming” and
moves by government to place “being in good health” as an individual responsibility
and a moral imperative. In contrast, UNESCO considers sustainable development
“more a moral precept than a scientific concept” (2006, p. 5, their emphasis). One of
the “common themes” (UNESCO, 2006, p. 6) of sustainable development according
to UNESCO is:
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Governance: at local, national and international levels, sustainable development will best be
promoted where governance structures enable transparency, full expression of opinion, free
debate and broad input into policy formulation. (UNESCO, 2006, p. 7)

What about AVE governance structures as a workplace and an academic learning
environment? At a minimum, AVE involves different people in health, social care,
and other complementary courses to prepare them to work in a variety of health
and social care related roles. While AVE may be delivered in different venues by
different people I have presented this chapter based on a view that there is a need to
debate what responsibility AVE has to ensure both educators and students are health
literate.

I restate here my earlier comment. If social sustainability refers to a positive
and long-term condition that can be achieved and maintained over time then AVE’s
social sustainability role in relation to health needs to ensure that AVE educators and
in turn students are capable of making choices for, rather than against, health, so as
to support healthy living. How best to achieve this requires at a minimum ensuring
AVE participants in the western world learn how personally to be critically health
literate rather than teaching them about health literacy and measuring their level of
functional health literacy.
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Chapter 12
Education in Post-conflict Environments:
Pathways to Sustainable Peace?

Rebecca Spence

Abstract Can formal and nonformal education processes act as a catalyst for sus-
tainable peace? In this chapter, I explore the various roles that education, in its
widest sense, can play in helping progress toward sustainable peace in conflict-
affected nations. Recognizing that education, particularly adult education, is one of
the main tenets of any peace-building process, I suggest how educational policy and
practice could be and has been shaped to integrate key peace-building and reconcili-
ation principles. I discuss the various approaches to education as a means to peace in
conflict-affected countries and then suggest ways in which these approaches might
contribute to the ongoing process of peace and nation building in Timor Leste, which
has recently experienced another bout of destabilizing violence.

Introduction

The central, primary challenge of re-building war-torn societies has to do with mending
relations and with restoring dignity, trust and faith . . . More than the physical, institutional
or systemic destruction that war brings, it is . . . the destruction of relationships . . . that has
the potential to undermine the solutions to all other problems. (UNRISD, 2000, p.1)

Reconciliation is one of the key ingredients in promoting social sustainability in
conflict-affected nations. Two distinct approaches to reconstruction and peace build-
ing/reconciliation can be identified: institutional and relational. The former focuses
primarily on (re)building institutional infrastructure and capacity, holding elections,
(re)vitalizing the economy, and creating and installing a functioning governance
structure. The latter (often named as reconciliation) focuses upon creating or repair-
ing the social relationships that form the glue that holds society together. Activities
that support and promote the rebuilding of trust and relationships at the community
level will maximize the effectiveness of the endeavor (Fred-Mensah, 2004). Rela-
tional approaches are necessary components of any reconstruction process and these
are facilitated through fostering dialogue between former parties to the conflict,
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conflict resolution and mediation training, joint social and economic development
projects, psychosocial support and trauma counseling, and, most importantly for this
chapter, through various educational initiatives.

Educating for reconciliation is a vital and necessary component of building social
sustainability in conflict-affected and deeply divided societies. Alongside the polit-
ical and economic endeavors that seek to right the structural inequities that conflict
has perpetuated and created, the process of relationship building toward reconcil-
iation must be given precedence, particularly in societies divided along religious
or ethnic fault lines. Many relational approaches to peace building are aimed at
reducing prejudice through encouraging contact around superordinate goals. To be
effective, prejudice reduction education programs must not only increase contact be-
tween the opposing parties but also encourage tolerance and reduce discrimination
and hostility with a view to developing empathy. If the contact process allows the
groups to reassess their prejudice about each other and, in the process, reflect upon
how and why stereotyping occurs, then attitudinal change can take place. Similarly,
if emotional ties are built through the contact process, increasing inter-group trust
and confidence, then anxieties can be reduced and empathy built.

Kreisberg’s dimensions of reconciliation model offers some fresh perspectives
on ways in which formal and nonformal education might be used as a conflict-
mediating, relationship-building and peace-promoting tool (see Fig. 12.1). He de-
fines the concept of reconciliation as those actions or initiatives that “help transform
a destructive conflict or relationship and views progress toward attainment of secu-
rity and justice needs (in their widest definitions) as central to any recovery process”
(Kreisberg, 2004, p. 82). Furthermore, he also views mutual recognition or regard
and the sharing of perspectives or truth getting as the other essentials. The rest of
this chapter will focus on the ways in which this aspect of relationship building has
been adopted into the educational policy and practice of conflict-affected nations
and suggest how formal and nonformal educational initiatives could be utilized in
Timor Leste to promote a more sustainable peace.

Fig. 12.1 Dimensions
of reconciliation

Truth Justice 

Regard Security

Reconciliation 

Education for Regard and Social Sustainability

Building healthy, cooperative relationships among and between sectors of society at a
micro, mezzo, and macro level is essential to create the conditions for sustained peace
building. In the Solomon Islands and Aceh, adult education policies and practices that
have focused upon creating opportunities for regard or mutual recognition have used
school governance structures and the process of rebuilding schools destroyed by the
conflict as relationship-building exercises with great success. In the Solomons one of
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the main requirements of a large donor peace and restoration fund (of which education
wasonecomponent)was that communitiesconcentrateonprojects thatwereofmutual
rather than individual benefit. The fund, which ran from 2000 to 2004, provided sup-
port in the form of resources and money for rebuilding the schools that had been burnt
down during the fighting. These vocational projects brought different sectors of the
affected community together in working relationships. The elders in the community
were dependent on the youths to participate in the hard physical tasks: cutting and
transporting the timber, digging the gravel, and much of the construction of the new
schools. Processes were established to ensure community inclusivity, to activate labor
teams toundertake thebuilding, and toensure that thevarioussectorswithinandacross
villageswere involved.Communitymanagementof theprojects encouraged intra- and
inter-community cohesion through teamwork. In requiring that communities own and
manage the implementation process, it allowed communities to reexperience working
together, andkeptpeoplebusyandengagedwithcommunityprocesses.Theseprojects
helped to rebuild trust and confidence, which had been lessened by the tensions.
Many of the communities that did not experience open violence during the tensions
nonetheless expressed general feelings of anxiety and fear. People were “not free to
move around” during the tensions. People taking advantage of the lawlessness, for
example, rekindled old grievances over land, and communities were fearful because
of the potential for violence. The delivery of services and the economy had ground to a
halt. Work on the rebuilding projects brought people within the community together,
out from their houses during a time when there was a lack of trust, when people
kept to themselves. The process of working together on the superordinate goal of the
project allowed people to reengage with each other and reidentify their place in the
community networks. The process of rebuilding trust was particularly relevant for the
youth who were caught up in the fighting. Being included in the projects, and being
given responsibilities for ensuring the success of the projects (such as leading labor
teams or transporting materials) allowed the youths to regain the trust of the commu-
nity. It kept them busy and out of trouble and it allowed them to experience aspects of
leadership in preparation for future roles. The community could witness them working
productively and constructively and were reassured (Spence & Wielders, 2005).

In Aceh, the Australia-Indonesia Partnership for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment (AIPRD) has focused its relationship-building efforts through a Communi-
ties and Education Project (CEPA), which seeks to promote reconciliation and
village-level democracy through the education sector at the community level. The
CEPA project uses adult education principles for the whole community as a vehi-
cle to reestablish good communication between parties to the former conflict. The
vehicle for relationship building is the school governance structure. Parties to the
former conflict are representatives on the school committees and make mutual deci-
sions about school management procedures, fundraising, and resource acquisition.
This process facilitates and fosters a safe environment to discuss issues related to
their school, and in the process communication and cooperation between parties
is reestablished. The project aims to model cooperative practice in the hope that
participatory processes such as the school governance structure can be taken up by
other sectors and groups active in the village. Thus CEPA is introducing a system for
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community participation, for the selection of representatives that could enhance lo-
cal democracy processes, and ultimately could make a real contribution to peace and
reconciliation (AusAID, 2006). Whilst these may not seem like typical vocational
and adult educational policies they do demonstrate that education can be a success-
ful vehicle for creating situations in which people who have had their relationships
disrupted by the conflict can come together for mutual benefit.

In Timor a similar approach to educational governance has been adopted by the
100 Friendly Schools Project (100 FSP), which is a component of the UNICEF
and RDTL Master Plan of Operations. According to that plan, the 100 FSP aims to
“strengthen national educational policy and planning, increase the capacity of pri-
mary schools to deliver quality education, and increase enrolment and completion
rates” (UNICEF, 2005, p. 9). The project has four components: teacher training,
school-based management, the establishment of Parent Teacher Associations, and
improving Early Childhood Education. Parents and community members have ben-
efited from the project by gaining a greater sense of ownership of the school and
their children’s education, becoming aware of how they can support schooling, and
having a greater say in the affairs of the school. Participation in Parent Teacher
Associations has also been an experience in actively constructing and participat-
ing in democratic organizations. The success of this program suggests that Parent
Teacher Associations could be a vehicle by which parties to the current conflict
could come together at a village level to work on the superordinate goal of pro-
viding governance and advice to the local schools. Similarly, educating for mutual
regard and relationship building could be one of the outcomes of the comprehensive
rebuilding process that will have to take place in Dili. Timor Leste could adopt the
Solomons’ model of bringing different sectors of the affected communities together
in working relationships to rebuild damaged houses and infrastructure, and make it
a priority to include the youth who were instrumental in causing the violence. If it is
facilitated well, the process of working together could create the space for dialogue
about recent events, whilst fulfilling the primary purpose of revitalizing the damaged
infrastructure.

Education for Truth and Social Sustainability

Truth commissions are becoming an increasingly common feature of post-conflict
nation-building processes. The main purpose of any truth commission is to record
and detail human rights violations. Its secondary purpose is to help the healing
process by acknowledging people’s experiences of the conflict. Truth commissions
can promote healing and reconciliation in several ways. A truth commission is a
moral standard bearer in that it emphasizes the prevention of further human rights
violations. It can also transform the old symbols of the past and rehumanize the
conflict by fostering dialogue about suffering and resilience. A truth commission is
the public political face of the truth and can be duplicated at the local level; each
area or community has the potential to instigate its own process of truth telling.
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In Northern Ireland, the Education for Mutual Understanding Initiative, intro-
duced in schools, aims to increase tolerance and cross-cultural understanding by
educating and informing across conflict lines about the rich, cultural and historical
heritage of the parties to the conflict, to promote learning about self-respect and
respect for others, and to improve relationships between people of differing cultural
traditions. The objectives of Education for Mutual Understanding state that as an
integral part of their education pupils should learn to respect and value themselves
and others; to appreciate the interdependence of people within society; to know
about and understand what is shared as well as what is different about their cultural
traditions; and to appreciate how conflict may be handled in nonviolent ways (Smith
& Robinson, 1996). As part of this initiative, stories about experiences of the conflict
are shared as part of the curricula. Likewise in South Africa, curricula are being
transformed to produce education for meaningful participation in society, and the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission report is being scrutinized to see how it can
be made available in curricula (Enslin, 2003; Bam, 2000). Wider discussion about
history in South Africa centers on how knowledge about the “history of Africa and
Africans in our own country” can be used “to rewrite ourselves into world history”
(Bam, 2000, p. 6). This approach recognizes that this will contribute to the recovery
of dignity and confidence for those who suffered under the Apartheid regime.

Therefore, there is already a precedent for transforming the Timorese Truth Com-
missions’ report, Chega, into a pedagogical tool for learning about the different
perspectives on the conflict, the different roles played by parties to the conflict, the
suffering caused, and the resilience of the Timorese people. Sharing stories about
suffering and resilience will contribute to the recovery of dignity and confidence
and will create avenues for dialogue about the past and how it pertains to the future.

Education for Security and Social Sustainability

New understandings of security reflect the idea that structural and cultural violence
is as much a threat as direct violence (Spence, 2004; Galtung, 1990). Indeed break-
ing the current cycle of violence in conflict-affected nations depends upon recog-
nizing and addressing the underlying structural and cultural forces pushing people
toward conflict. The process of rectifying these structural and cultural inequities
and meeting basic needs can be viewed as simultaneously enhancing security and
building peace. Nonviolent methodologies offer peace-building educators and prac-
titioners both an integrated analysis of violence and power and a peaceful means of
transforming the structures, values, and patterns of social relations that create and
sustain conflict (see, for example, Spence & McLeod, 2002). Unless the reality of
domination and exploitation embedded in global power structures and manifested at
local levels is also explicitly addressed, there will be no space for values essential for
sustainable recovery and reconciliation. Whilst direct violence may be momentarily
interrupted by external intervention in Timor Leste, unless the structural causes of
the conflict are addressed, cooperative and participatory structures that meet human
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needs are created, and unless the capacity of people to use nonviolent methods to
transform ongoing conflict is nurtured and supported, then violence will remain
as the solution to difference. In Mozambique and Sudan, nonviolence training has
been incorporated into rehabilitation programs for child soldiers, using psycholog-
ical support services to help them unlearn the culture of violence that they expe-
rienced during the long years of conflict (International Alert and Women Waging
Peace, 2004). In Timor, nonviolence training could be adopted for use in schools and
in nonformal education processes to help people find ways to manage their trauma
and anger, and to help unlearn the patterns of violence experienced under Indonesian
occupation. Culturally appropriate dispute resolution and mediation processes can
also be adopted at school and community level as a means for working through
distrust, difference, and conflict.

Education for Justice and Social Sustainability

The approach to justice adopted by the conflict-affected society will determine
the extent to which relational peace-building processes are embraced by that so-
ciety. Post-conflict societies such as Rwanda, the Solomons, and South Africa have
adopted a two-tiered approach to justice: the main perpetrators of violence are
brought to trial and punished, but alongside this a restorative justice system also
operates. Restorative justice places emphasis first and foremost on restoring the
humanity of the victims. It analyzes the harm that has been done and the needs
that have resulted because of it. Restorative justice highlights the need to tackle and
transform those structures and systems that create exploitation, misery, and poverty.
It also emphasizes the obligations that follow on from violations; it encourages so-
ciety to recognize and respond to the needs of those people who have been violated.
Zehr believes there are several essential aspects of restorative justice. These include

� focusing on the harms of wrongdoing more than the rules that have been broken;
� showing equal concern to the victims and offenders and involving both in the

process of justice;
� working toward the restoration of victims, empowering them, and responding to

their needs;
� supporting offenders while encouraging them to understand, accept, and carry

out their obligations;
� providing opportunities for dialogue between victim and offender when appro-

priate; and
� involving and empowering the affected community through the justice process

(Zehr, 1997, p. 20).

If the emphasis is placed on the transformation and upliftment of society through
restorative rather than retributive processes, people will be more able to look beyond
violence and revenge.
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While there are calls at present in and outside Timor Leste for an international tri-
bunal to investigate crimes against humanity during the Indonesian occupation, the
geopolitical interests of Timor’s neighbors will prevent this happening in the near
future. Perhaps, in the absence of a full tribunal, there are cogent lessons to be learnt
from the village-level reconciliation processes that have occurred since September
1999. How have these local acts of restitution been enacted? How successful have
they been? Are they indicators of a Timorese system of justice and reconciliation
that could be used to educate and inform in the wake of this latest conflict?

Critical Literacy as the Vehicle?

With 50–90 per cent illiteracy in the districts of Timor Leste, perhaps the most effec-
tive tool for educating for peace, justice, truth, security, and regard is the nonformal
approach. Critical literacy is a tool that has been used in many conflict-affected soci-
eties (e.g., Guinea Bissau, Mozambique, Brazil) to great effect. A popular education
network, Dai Popular, already exists in Timor Leste, which educates and raises the
consciousness of communities using the critical literacy approach. Developing a
critical literacy curriculum that incorporates education for truth, nonviolence train-
ing, culturally sensitive modes of justice, and dialogue about issues pertaining to
peace building is an extremely feasible proposition.

Conclusion

The recent political unrest and conflict in Timor Leste is symptomatic of a society
that is still coming to grips with the horrors of the past whilst trying to forge a
way forward. Now significant emphasis will need to be placed on restoring and
revitalizing the relationships again disrupted by conflict, while at the same time
providing security and justice to the affected societies. If this is done in a way that
fosters peace and helps unlearn old patterns of violence, then the significant gains
that have been made by Timorese society since independence can continue to be
built upon. This chapter has suggested some of the ways in which truth, security,
mutual respect, and justice can be enhanced for the benefit of all in Timor Leste
through education.
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Chapter 13
Social Sustainability and Activation Strategies
with Unemployed Young Adults

Danny Wildemeersch and Susan Weil

Abstract In this chapter we describe some of the main findings resulting from a
research project that was set up in six European countries to investigate tensions
and possibilities arising from programs focused on the “activation” of unemployed
youth. The research analyzed in depth the attempts in twelve cases to enhance the
labor market participation of young people who encountered important problems in
finding a sustainable job. Finding a balance between biographical, social, and instru-
mental competencies was found to be of major importance for socially sustainable
projects. In this chapter we consider the intended and unintended consequences of
strategies that we term “reflexive” and “restrictive” activation. We analyze some of
these findings against the backdrop of changing policy orientations in present day
welfare states.

Introduction

From 1998 until 2000, we engaged in a three-year research project funded by the
European Union called “Balancing competencies” (Wildemeersch, 2001). It was a
comparative study in six European countries aimed at understanding practices of
education, training, and guidance (ETG) of young adults (16–25 years) in order to
develop an integrated pedagogical theory on activation practices. In our research
we focused mainly on the micro-processes within the cases observed. After the re-
search, we felt an urgent need to contextualize our findings against the backdrop of
macro policy developments.

Therefore we studied European policy making related to vocational education
and training. We interpreted this European policy scene as an arena where various
antagonistic tendencies and orientations compete with each other. We analyzed how,
during the last decades of the previous century, the balance between “solidarity”
and “competitiveness,” which was the product of the postwar welfare state model,
came under attack. The neo-liberal discourse gave priority to competitiveness to the
detriment of solidarity. This offensive was powerful. However, it also led to attempts
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by the social democrats to rescue the welfare state. This resulted in the construction
of a new perspective called the Third Way (Giddens, 1998).

In reply to the neo-liberal critique that the welfare state made people dependent
on social security benefits, that it cultivated attitudes of inactivity and helplessness,
the architects of the Third Way (Rosanvallon, 1995; Giddens, 1998) emphasized
that indeed a redefinition of rights and duties was needed. If people wanted to profit
from the welfare benefits, which social-democrats continue to consider an impor-
tant social right, they also had the duty to behave as responsible citizens and try
to overcome their situation of (temporary) dependency through increased activity
as job seekers and/or as citizens. This ideological debate was the backdrop for the
emerging discourses of “activation”. Activation increasingly came to the fore as a
strategy of inclusion of long-term unemployed into society in general and into the
labor market in particular. It resulted in policy measures that gave more prominence
to self-help, personal responsibility, employability, flexibility, activity, and so on.
It is important to highlight this ideological background of the activation discourse,
because the managerial practices that operationalize it tend to obscure this reality
with the help of a technical-neutral discourse.

It is also important to keep in mind that these technical measures always reflect
the power relations operating in the background of the managerial scene. This will
also help us to clarify in the first place the paradoxical character of the activation
strategies that we have encountered in the field of education, training, and guidance
of the young unemployed. We will furthermore explain how activation strategies,
through over-accentuating self-responsibility and entrepreneurship, tend to prob-
lematize the socially excluded rather than social exclusion. We will also demonstrate
how this type of activation discourse operates in a restrictive way. We will finally
sketch “reflexive activation” as an alternative that does not conceal the ambivalences
and the complexities, but rather takes them as a point of departure in view of “navi-
gating the paradoxes” of activation.

Empowering and Disciplining Dimensions of Activation

Activation is increasingly becoming “a magic word” (Kazepov, 2002, p. 20). It gives
direction to social policy in many European countries, especially the ones with a
social democratic tradition. This includes most Western European countries and
all countries included in our research. In various policy and research documents,
it is explicitly formulated as a strategy to overcome dependency. Sometimes it
is also described as a specific form of empowerment that addresses particular
groups. Especially in the Third Way approach, there is a focus on “empower-
ing individuals, families and communities to move out of poverty, unemployment
and social exclusion by a combination of individual responsibility, social sup-
port, education and welfare to work initiatives” (Gamarnikow and Green, 1999,
p. 50).
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In the Netherlands, which in many respects takes the lead in the development
of activation policies, the definition is as follows: “Activation is the enhancement
of social participation and the breaking or prevention of social isolation by means
of meaningful activities which can be a first step towards paid work” (Ministerie
van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid, 2003, translation by D. Wildemeersch).
The Finnish government has adopted “activation” as a keyword of its social policy
strategy. It is all about gearing social and health policy toward improving people’s
ability to enter the labor market and to remain in it longer before retirement. As such,
this policy discourse of activation is seen as the strategy of choice to ensure that
diverse (potentially) dependent individuals are required to cope with a wide variety
of challenges such as the ageing of the population, improving the effectiveness of
the social services, the struggle against poverty, etc. In some cases, as in Finland, ac-
tivation is predominantly connected to labor market participation, whereas in other
cases it has a broader orientation and includes different kinds of participation in
society. Therefore it is relevant to make a distinction, as Kazepov (2002, p. 22)
does, between social activation and labor activation. Social activation is directed
toward categories of people who are constructed by policy makers as having such
compromised autonomy that there is no chance of “inserting” them into the labor
market or “making” them achieve self-reliability. The language associated with the
activation discourse can be seen as both instrumental and coercive. Labor activation
focuses on recipients of social benefits whose personal capabilities are seen to be
of sufficient potential value to the labor market to become involved in activation
programs with the intention of giving them “tools” to improve their labor market
competencies.

In many of the projects we visited in our research, labor activation was the prin-
ciple objective, while elements of social activation also played an important com-
plementary role (Weil, Wildemeersch, & Jansen, 2005). Especially in the projects
that we typified as the “guidance and counseling” culture of learning, targeting the
“destabilized,” attempts were made to balance labor activation and social activation.
Particularly in the latter projects, we described the tension between, on the one hand,
the necessity of “disciplining” the participants to enhance their ability to act as re-
sponsible job seekers and citizens and, on the other hand, the humanistic ambition
to increase their self-expression and personal development.

This is consistent with the way in which Kazepov (2002) describes current acti-
vation policies on the broader European scene. In his analysis of “social assistance
and activation measures in Europe” he distinguished the following two goals of
activation:

� getting people off the payrolls by cutting down public expenditure for social
assistance and employment measures, reducing the social costs of poverty and
unemployment;

� empowering people who are out of work by improving their life conditions and
increasing their opportunities by giving wide social support through ad hoc de-
signed accompanying measures (2002, pp. 20–22).
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Related to these two goals are two narratives: one focuses on the “duties” of the
beneficiaries, while the other emphasizes the “rights” of the beneficiary to obtain
support to prevent or overcome marginalization. These two distinct narratives in
their turn lead to two different logics:

� a stick and carrot logic, with a high discretionary power of social workers to
evaluate the beneficiary’s commitment, including the menace of reducing, sus-
pending, or terminating income support;

� an empowerment logic, which conceives of professional workers and beneficia-
ries as mutually involved in the same program, whereby the beneficiaries are
expected to participate actively, while the professionals commit themselves to
provide “tools” for reinsertion.

This distinction between the disciplining and the empowerment objectives and
logics of activation helps to clarify the “paradox of activation.” It means that ac-
tivation inevitably is double edged: it “empowers” while it “disempowers,” or it
“enables” while it “disables.” We encountered this paradox in most of the projects
we investigated (Weil et al., 2005). We found that the young people who are the most
successful in the ETG projects are the ones who can find an adequate balance in this
tension. We also found tendencies in projects with accountability for predetermined
outputs to select those young people perceived as most able to complete the pro-
gram and obtain work. We furthermore found that the professionals and the projects
that operated in a satisfactory way were the ones that juggled in a productive way
what we called “voluntaristic” and “deterministic” approaches. We found that the
interpretive professional is reflexively concerned with creating opportunities for the
participants, while simultaneously limiting these very opportunities.

This paradox of activation has recently been described in various studies as the
“pedagogical paradox,” which is basically inevitable and non-resolvable. Any rel-
evant pedagogical intervention will always be double edged: it will enable people,
while at the same time it will reduce their options and limit their freedom. As the
paradox is basically non-resolvable, finding a good balance between empowerment
and control is an important matter. However, a distinct mathematical equilibrium
or Archimedean point is not available. Given the complexity and unpredictability
of the situations in which one operates and the people with whom one works, the
balance has to be reflexively invented and reinvented time and again. In the case
of the activation strategies we researched, we have also observed that professionals
and policy makers often have great difficulty coping with this tension. To them,
the exertion of control can then emerge as an important objective. We observed
that this can lead to schemes that are transformed into individualized “packages” of
skills and knowledge based on assumptions that these can be mastered. This leaves
little room for an environment that catches young peoples’ personal imaginations,
promotes their social engagement in ways that they construct as meaningful, and
aligns their functional abilities to wider practices of labor and social participation.
Ultimately, we found that this imbalance leads to a kind of “restrictive activation,”
a phenomenon that we will now analyze in more depth.
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Restrictive Activation

Problematizing the Socially Excluded

Somewhat contrary to our expectations, we have found that in all activation practices
that we studied a lot of attention is paid to issues of identity. Even though there are
some marked differences among the projects we investigated, we have found in
most cases that much attention was paid to a combined development of what we
called biographical, social, and instrumental competencies. Many projects included
an emphasis on creating opportunities for the young adults to learn how to navigate
their various options and orientations concerning their position in the labor market
and to integrate these navigations into the ongoing story of their lives.

This finding strongly suggested that ETG practices have integrated (intuitively
or reflexively) some of the recent sociological insights concerning the emergence of
biographical reflexivity as an overall feature of late modern societies (Beck, 1992).
Rather than unequivocally conforming to traditional social norms, contemporary
individuals opt instead for alternative, more fluid and entrepreneurial lifestyles de-
signed to offer greater individual freedom from canonical time structures
(Herkenhoff, 2002). In close relation to this, the notion of “reflexive biography” clar-
ifies the extent to which traditional identities are under pressure (Stroobants, 2001).
Biographies become self-reflexive. Decisions regarding education, professions, jobs,
places of residence, partners, children, and so on are increasingly becoming re-
constructed in dominant policy discourses as a matter of individual freedom of
choice and self-determination. “In the individualized society, individual people have
to learn, under the threat of permanent discrimination, to behave as the centre of
action, as planning bureaus with respect to their own life courses, their competen-
cies, their orientations, their partnerships etc.” (Beck, 1992, p. 217; translation by
D. Wildemeersch).

However, we have also found that the focus on biographical reflexivity often suf-
fered from tendencies to economize, which reflects the “stick and carrot” rationale
of activation. We observed that attempts to foster biographical and social reflexivity
were often instrumentalized and economized to fit into the disciplining goals of
activation. This meant that both professionals and participants often had to operate
within highly standardized and regulated limits, with strictly predetermined and cir-
cumscribed goal definitions in a limited time setting. The disciplining character of
the practices also implied in many cases a negative valuation of the identities of the
participants. Elsewhere we have called this the “discourse of deficiency” (Jansen
& Wildemeersch, 1996). This discourse constructs the identities of so-called dis-
advantaged groups, such as young unemployed adults, in such a way that deficits
are accentuated. This negative valuation is the basis of the legitimization of the
disciplining practices. Thereby, the problem of social exclusion is mainly connected
with the socially constructed deficits of individuals, groups, and communities.

Of course it cannot be denied that particular groups lack specific competencies
to participate fully in the present day context, or in particular segments of the labor
market. Yet, these deficits should not be exclusively connected with the deficits
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of particular people, but at the same time be constructed as consequences of the
transforming conditions of society, the economy, and the labor market. This would
imply that the “responsibility” for the problem of social exclusion cannot exclu-
sively be linked to the individuals who are not equipped well enough to cope with
these transitions. And this brings us to the second reason why activation strategies
cannot be considered neutral activities. As mentioned above, activation strategies
always reflect particular relations of power between different groups, categories,
and classes in society. Some groups are defined as “socially excluded” or “at risk of
exclusion,” who need to be activated and included, while others escape such negative
definitions and consequent strategies of activation and inclusion. Yet decisions made
by professionals about who fits which category are seldom seen as being determined
by power relations and power mechanisms.

Focus on Human Capital

In our research, we also came to the conclusion that activation practices had a la-
bor orientation, rather than a social orientation. We noticed that in the discourses
we analyzed activation is mainly constructed as the willingness to participate in a
trajectory that prepares for admission to the labor market. We furthermore found
that competencies and experiences are credited if they can be classed as qualifi-
cations for the world of labor, and the self is judged in terms of its labor market
assets. This discourse is clearly reminiscent of the human capital approaches to
education and training. Human capital is about influencing future income “through
the imbedding of resources in people” (Becker, 1962, p. 9). Theories of human
capital focus on individual investment in education, on return on investment in the
form of higher wages, and on return on investment for society and its economic
productivity.

It is important to conclude here that the economic and labor market orientation of
the activation programs is the ultimate ground for the variety of efforts undertaken.
We have noticed that, in many cases, social activation was eventually legitimized
by the finality of labor activation. This means that insertion into the labor market
is considered to be the central medium of social integration and that the ultimate
criterion for the effectiveness of activation is the extent to which it contributes to
this objective. This is also confirmed by Dean (1995), who found that in many
schemes for the unemployed broader orientations than just labor market orientations
are welcomed, as long as they are useful in promoting job re-entry. He provided
examples of a wide variety of subjects such as English language courses, linguistic
and numeracy competency courses, short courses on particular skills, participation
in job clubs, on-the-job training and training courses, part-time or short-term work,
courses and counseling to improve confidence, motivation, and presentation, and
participation in voluntary work (Dean, 1995, p. 574). Inclusion in this approach
was either directly or indirectly oriented toward inclusion in the labor market, and
current programs have the same criteria. The labor market as it currently functions
is not questioned. Being part of it, sooner or later, and in one way or another, is what
counts for every member of the active workforce.
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Social Responsibility as Individual Integrity

The suggestion above that activation practices mainly focus on building human
capital may downplay the observation that learning for social responsibility is also
an important issue in many ETG schemes. We have repeatedly expressed our sur-
prise about the espoused importance attached to “social competencies” and to “so-
cially responsible behavior” in activation practices. Although we have not found
many direct references to the notion of social capital in documents on activation, it
goes without saying that the architects of various education, training, and guidance
schemes for young unemployed adults would argue that the development of social
capital is an important objective of their enterprise. They would not accept that their
efforts are limited to increasing economic capital, be it on the institutional level or
on the personal level. They would definitely, and rightly, claim that their efforts are
also directed toward enhancing civic competence and responsibility. However, in
line with our observations concerning the “management of the self,” we will argue
that a social capital orientation in activation philosophy and practices emphasizes
“individual integrity” as the main entrance to the building of social capital.

We have argued that activation practices often take the purportedly deficient iden-
tities of their participants as a point of departure. They subsequently try to transform
these identities in such a way that the project participants become responsible people
who not only claim their rights to social benefits, but who know their duties as ac-
tive, entrepreneurial persons who take their trajectory toward the labor market into
their own hands. This approach reflects the dominant activation discourse, which
conceives of social responsibility in terms of individual integrity. The main leverage
to produce social capital is located in the individual.

More institutional perspectives on the creation of social capital are not very well
articulated in the activation schemes that we researched. The institutional perspec-
tive gives preference to actions on the meso level that create an environment that
is conducive to different forms of commitment and solidarity on the micro level.
According to Gamarnikow and Green (1999), the dominance of the individual in-
tegrity discourse is also related to the way “Third Way” politics frame the problem of
social exclusion. They notice a significant reluctance in this political orientation to
talk about social exclusion “in terms of access to economic and other resources, as a
key mediating variable” (p. 50). Hence, if this institutional and structural dimension
of social exclusion receives little attention, it is quite evident that in this view build-
ing social capital should mainly result from changing the identities of individuals
in the first place. Activation is then first and foremost conceived of as “building”
socially responsible individual identities. And this, as we have seen, is not a neutral
technical activity, but a particular manifestation of governmental ethical practices
(Dean, 1995).

The Imbalances of Restrictive Activation

Above, we described the paradox of activation as an inevitable phenomenon. We fur-
thermore argued that in activation practices it is important to find a balance between
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direction and empowerment. However, if we look at the way negative identities are
constructed, and additionally at the extent to which practices of self-formation are
over-accentuated, we fear that activation will have mainly disciplining rather than
empowering effects. The activation is restrictive in the first place, because the de-
ficiency orientation presupposes a negative identity. What other competencies and
personality characteristics the unemployed young people possess is put “between
brackets.” Decisive action seems based on the assumption that their social identity
cannot be formulated in positive terms until they have acquired the proper qualifica-
tions through ETG practices, and that this condition precedes their chances of full
social participation. So, to increase their social autonomy, participants “inserted”
into the categories concerned should first internalize a self-image of a “deficient
identity” attributed to them by others, and then make themselves dependent on
norms for useful competencies and the appropriate ways to get them, again defined
by others. In an activation policy discourse, anyone who is unable or unwilling to
satisfy that requirement is reconstructed as an irresponsible second-class citizen. In
this way, such activation strategies keep on producing, legitimizing, and perpetuat-
ing the continued existence of social inequality.

Moreover, this inequality is individualized by linking social integration to self-
help. It becomes the individual’s personal responsibility and merit to “catch up”
and acquire the proper qualifications through ETG practices; conversely, the in-
dividuals themselves are to blame for their lasting marginalized social position
if they fail to seize the opportunities offered. As a result, the individual’s self-
responsibility for personal well-being not only becomes the vehicle for social in-
tegration (Van Onna, 1990), but at the same time pushes questions concerning the
significance of social responsibilities into the background. We have noticed that re-
sponsibility is exclusively located at the bottom of the social fabric. In this context,
the attention placed on tailor-made, individualized learning paths and self-directed
learning projects cannot be interpreted unequivocally in terms of the learner’s in-
creased empowerment. This development is also part of a broader process of de-
contextualization of social responsibility in which the impact of social (power)
relations and structures on the differences in social opportunities disappears, and
the emphasis shifts to people’s will and efforts to qualify for a higher social
status.

We can now conclude our observations with a brief synthesis of our main insights
concerning the imbalances of restrictive activation. We have argued that activation
is inevitably paradoxical. Further, we have found that, in many projects, balances
between control and empowerment are seldom if ever achieved. On the contrary,
the activation practices tend to operate in a restrictive way for the following rea-
sons. In the first place they emphasize negative identities as a primary step in the
activation strategy. Yet this tends to reinforce and legitimize existing conditions of
inequality. A second finding is that the problematic of social exclusion is increas-
ingly individualized and associated with particular social categories seen to be at
the bottom of the social ladder. This implies that the responsibilities to overcome
social exclusion are mainly located within individuals seen to “belong” to these
disadvantaged categories.
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We will now explore how restrictive activation can be counterbalanced by con-
cepts and practices of what we have called “reflexive activation” (Weil et al., 2005).
We will argue that the notion of reflexive activation presupposes problematizing
social exclusion rather than problematizing the socially excluded. We will further-
more emphasize the need to extend the responsibilities of all actors involved in ETG
practices. And finally we will demonstrate the importance of “situated activation
practices” rather that “decontextualized activation practices.”

Reflexive Activation

Problematizing Social Exclusion

In order to develop an alternative perspective on activation, we use the notion of
“reflexivity” as interpreted by authors such as Beck and Giddens. It was Michael
Young (1999) who showed us how the concept of “reflexive modernization” could
provide an answer to some of the shortcomings of Third Way politics in the field
of education. In the previous paragraph, we referred to the critique that solutions
to social exclusion were associated predominantly with young people deemed to be
within specific socially disadvantaged categories. According to Young, this reflects
some of the shortcomings of Third Way politics as they have been elaborated in
the United Kingdom. He argued that the architects of this politics have developed
a new approach to social policy, without developing a new approach to political
economy. The new social policy orientations consist of the new activation strategies
as a component of an attempt to rescue the welfare state. People are no longer auto-
matically entitled to social benefits in case of misfortune. They now have the “duty”
to be active, or to engage in practices of “self-formation,” in order to “deserve” their
“allowances” rather than their “social benefits” (Dean, 1995).

The problem with this approach is that it presents only a limited answer to a
problem which is much more complex than suggested by the Third Way architects.
Young suggested we interpret these complexities with the help of the theory of the
“risk society” and the related notion of “reflexivity.” In the risk society we are con-
fronted with so-called “manufactured risks,” which are the (unintended) outcomes
of modernization itself. Manufactured risks are the product of human intervention
aimed at improving life conditions with the help of science and (human) technology.
Dealing with manufactured risks demands other strategies than the ones we have
relied upon in previous eras of the development of modern society. In this respect,
we found Beck’s distinction between reflectivity and reflexivity to be relevant and
useful to making sense of our research findings. Beck sees reflectivity as the scien-
tific and technological base of classical modernization processes. However, as these
processes produce unintended risks, they cannot be countered with classical forms
of reflectivity. They need new forms of knowledge, which can be framed under the
heading of reflexivity and which involve “the self confrontation with the effects of
risk society and its autonomous modernization processes which are blind and deaf
to their own effects and threats” (Beck, 1992, cited in Young, 1999, p. 217).
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Young’s suggestion that we consider social exclusion as a manufactured risk
helps to relativize the singular focus of activation policies on the excluded. In-
stead, we are invited to consider social exclusion more reflexively against the back-
drop of broader changes in the existing social, political, and economic context
of “reflexive modernization” in a globalizing economy. This means that simple
answers, like “controlling” the excluded to become more active and personally
accountable, or “controlling” the output of activation schemes in terms of their
successes of transfer to the labor market cannot suffice. We have shown that such
measures often turn out to be counterproductive because they emphasize the neg-
ative identity of the excluded. Moreover, Young argued, the simple introduction
of all kinds of measures of attainment in order to raise the standards, based on
external monitoring and ranking, may have the perverse effect of polarizing the
distinction between the excluded and the included rather than promoting social
integration.

Reflexive Activation and Extended Responsibilities

While linking the problem of social exclusion to the broader context of reflex-
ive modernity, it becomes clear that the challenge of young employed people de-
mands that we evolve more sophisticated strategies rather than merely technocratic
answers. However, it was the latter that we found to be prominent in many of
the activation schemes we investigated. However, “sophisticated answers” are not
just simply available. They need to be the result of the mobilization of different
forms of reflexivity which are present on various levels within the activation poli-
cies and practices themselves. Elsewhere, we have emphasized that the answers to
the dilemmas the professionals and the participants cope with cannot be pre-given
(Wildemeersch, 2000). They are the result of a continuous and careful interpreta-
tion of, on one hand, the structural demands that direct the activities of the actors
involved and, on the other hand, the biographical and social dynamics that come
into play when professionals and participants meet each other in the context of an
activation program. We have described this encounter of structures and dynamics
in terms of “action space” (Weil et al., 2005; Kemmis, 2001). While putting for-
ward the notion of action space, we have insisted that professionals and unemployed
are both determined by and determining the structures within which they operate.
Following insights from structuration theory (Giddens, 1984), which emphasizes
the interplay of structure and agency, we have observed that all actors actively
(re)produce the structural context in which their meeting takes place, thereby per-
manently (re)creating the starting conditions of their encounter. This observation
is reminiscent of other considerations in literature that emphasize that, because of
the unpredictability and insecurity of the conditions in which professionals operate
today, “engagement with contradictions and paradoxes” has become an inevitable
feature of professional action. They therefore have to commit themselves to “an
ongoing negotiation of the complexity and ambivalence of lifelong learning poli-
cies and practices and their effects” (Edwards, Armstrong, & Miller, 2001, p. 427).
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In line with this, we would argue that the creation of a “negotiated action space” is
an important characteristic of reflexive activation.

Yet while these observations may be theoretically very valid and relevant, we
have noticed that in the policies and the practices we researched, there is an overall
tendency to introduce standardized activation models that give both policy makers
and practitioners the illusion of controllability and predictability of the outcomes of
the process. The general atmosphere of insecurity, both with respect to the perceived
characteristics of the participants and external (labor market) conditions, seems to
provoke a dynamic that could be at the same time counterproductive and stigma-
tizing. The ministers’ and government obsession with standardized and quantifiable
strategies, outcomes, and targets may further limit the responsibility of the actors
involved. For example, motivation may decrease when specified targets are not met,
both among the professionals and the participants. Moreover, recurring patterns of
“failure” within the restrictions of the discourse may eventually result in a deskilling
of the professionals, because their responsibility for the “activation process” is often
limited to applying pre-structured ETG instruments. Therefore, it is important to
extend the responsibilities of the different actors involved in the activation projects
in such a way that they may themselves negotiate meaningful balances between ex-
ternal challenges, as expressed in the specified outcomes, and internal demands em-
anating from giving meaning to principles that we would associate with a reflexive
process. The following suggestions will illustrate what we mean by the principles
of extended responsibilities.

A first important principle is valuing competence and diversity. Above, we have
argued that the participants in activation projects are often defined as deficient or
deviant, thereby constructing implicit standards of normality. Valuing competence
and diversity implies that these standards of normality are not just taken for granted,
but are questioned while scrutinizing the value and power frameworks that under-
pin them. When exclusion is at stake, it is important to investigate the multiple
interacting mechanisms of exclusion and to “engage in a struggle of the criteria
of in/exclusion” (Edwards et al., 2001, p. 425). It is therefore vital that activation
processes also pay attention to learning about and enhancing traits and capabilities
that the participants already possess and that can contribute to their own meaning
making about social responsibility. These must not be limited to the criticism and
resistance of school leavers, ethnic minorities, unskilled laborers, and so on regard-
ing the social relationships and rationalities they have encountered and stored as
part of their experience and knowledge. They also involve competencies developed
by young unemployed people both because of and despite labels ascribed to them:
inventiveness, self-will, perseverance, courage, risk. Acknowledging the strength of
their knowledge, experiences, and competencies can offer fertile ground for raising
their critical awareness of the socially constructed and debatable character of a neg-
ative identity ascribed to them, as well as for clarifying the desirability and value
of particular learning and training pathways. This allows options of self-help and
development to be weighed consciously against the significance of the social inte-
gration that, according to the qualification model, must be achieved. And only then
will it become possible to reflect on the (im)possibilities of coupling self-realization
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to socially responsible action and the contexts that encourage this to a greater or
smaller degree: these include labor organizations, living and housing conditions,
(voluntary) work in community organizations, and social movements.

Connective inquiry is the second principle related to the extension of responsibil-
ity. This principle emanates from the complexity, the unpredictability, the messiness,
and the value-laden character of the activation process. It entails the continuous
involvement of the different partners, both external and internal to the project, in
defining dilemmas and paradoxes, in formulating objectives and in the design and
follow-up of trajectories. It includes a dialogical attitude that enables co-inquiry
and co-learning and the negotiation and exploration of different meanings and inter-
pretations. It implies valuing reflection-in-action, which allows for more appropriate
ways of dealing with instability and complexity. Yet it is too demanding and too am-
bitious to try to embody all of the mentioned roles into one individual professional.
In an interpretive practice, therefore, flexibility should be more than the attitude of
individual professionals. Rather it is a strategy of professional practice in which
different functions and roles in relationship to the participants are distributed over
the team as whole, in a well-balanced and dynamic rather than fixed way. Foster-
ing teamwork is not necessarily at odds with specialized action of the profession-
als nor with establishing links with the external world. On the contrary, activation
teams could attempt to realize what Michael Young calls “connective specialization”
(1999, p. 221), which involves new kinds of links between specialized partners and
processes both within and outside learning institutions.

The third principle of extended responsibility in a reflexive activation approach
concerns the development of a social capital orientation into activation strategies.
Social capital is a concept that highlights the importance of connectedness among
people on the level of social institutions such as families, social networks, asso-
ciations, communities, and labor organizations. The better people are integrated
into these institutions, the more they will feel comfortable in their daily lives and
develop feelings of trust with respect to wider societal issues, even in conditions
that we described before as insecure and unpredictable. Here is an important reason
why activation projects should try to do more than just building individual integrity
among their participants, while trying to turn them into active entrepreneurs of their
professional careers. As mentioned before, Gamarnikow and Green (1999) distin-
guished two orientations toward the development of social capital. The first one
emphasizes individual responsibility as a starting point for the creation of trust on
an institutional level. The second one accentuates the institutional pre-conditions
for building social capital, while pointing to the importance of institutional action
for collective goods. Our research presents quite explicit evidence that supports the
second orientation. We have found that the projects that were the most effective in
creating an atmosphere of connectedness and hence of trust among the participants
and the professionals were the ones that had a manifest ambition to embed their
ETG activities in the context of wider institutional action for community building or
community development. Projects that were rather weak in this respect exclusively
emphasized individual competency development without paying much attention to
the social fabric that either enhances or limits the emergence of trust and confidence
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among the participants. Of course this does not mean that fostering individual in-
tegrity should be neglected. We also found much evidence that this is still very
important, especially in the case of young adolescents. The conclusion therefore
is that institutional action for collective goods and enhancing individual integrity
should be balanced carefully.

Reflexive Activation and Situated Activation Practices

The latter observation also has a relevant, more explicit, pedagogical consequence.
In traditional pedagogical conceptions, learning of different kinds of competencies
is exclusively located in the individual. Little attention is paid, both in theory and
in practice, to how learning can be located on an institutional or social level. As the
individual learning trajectory is overemphasized, there are no conceptual notions
or practical tools with which to understand the importance of the social dimension
of learning in the activation projects. We have noticed that the diverse terrain of
activation “schemelands” (MacDonald, 1997, p. 170) too often lacks the relevant
theory-practice and social learning connections or focuses mainly on individualized
packages aimed at fostering the development of an entrepreneurial self. In short, the
learning often takes place in the context of decontextualized activation practices. In
opposition to this, recent research on learning brings to the fore the importance of
“situated learning” embedded in “communities of practice” (Lave & Wenger, 1991;
Wenger, 1998). These orientations accentuate the active participation of the learners
in relevant everyday practices. Such social theories of learning present quite a few
clues about how activation practices could obtain more relevance for participation
and for learning, while embedding them into contexts that are closely linked to real
life situations.

The activation project that we valued most in this respect, the cultural me-
diation project in Lisbon, strongly resembled initiatives that are nowadays be-
ing developed in the social economy such as community services or in French
Services de Proximité (Gilain, Jadoul, Nyssens, & Petrella, 2001; Mathijssen &
Wildemeersch, 2005). This concept covers an ensemble of provisions operating at
the community level and delivering a variety of services to community dwellers or to
external clients such as home support for old aged people, kindergarten services, en-
vironmental management of public spaces, and social restaurants. The development
of these services has in the past been closely linked to the creation of employment
for people who have difficulty finding jobs in the regular labor market. However,
in an interesting critique on the narrow economical focus to which these initiatives
are geared nowadays, Gilain et al. (2001) present a multidimensional concept of
activation (insertion) through community services, which integrates some of the
ambitions of labor activation, social activation, institutional action for collective
good, and situated activation practices. In the first place, the community services
establish a relevant connection with the socioeconomic environment while offering
particular services that have an economic function. In the second place they create a
relevant “community of practice” that brings together workers/trainees, volunteers,
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and clients of the services. This is the context of a situated practice, which is part of
an institutional action aimed at integrating labor market functions (employment and
training), social functions (integration of volunteers), and consumption functions
(clients using the services). Third, the community services combine strategies of
activation (insertion) at three different levels: vocational integration through em-
ployment activities, social integration through embedment in social networks, and
civic integration through participation in projects of societal relevance.

The framework of community services helps us to consider activation policies
and practices on multiple levels, including a plurality of actors and aiming at a
plurality of effects. This is in sharp contrast to young people on U.K. New Start pro-
grams being required to do the “community service” slot, which they soon learned
was the category where the least likely to succeed were directed. Although it is not
applicable in all circumstances where ETG practices are developed, it may inspire
us to consider the quality of the embeddedness of different activation practices. It
locates the solution to problems of social exclusion not exclusively on the level of
the individual unemployed, but rather on the level of collective action and of public
responsibility. These forms of collective action also have the potential to trigger
social learning processes, which are an important prerequisite to deal with issues of
social exclusion and activation in a profound way. Such an approach corresponds
with forms of social and public learning that could be characteristic of reflexive
modernity coping with manufactured risks.

The notions of public or social learning, when related to experiences in com-
munities of practice, accentuate the need to integrate activation projects at various
levels. First, there should be an integration of the inner project activities and the
world “out there.” Projects as a whole should be meaningfully linked to the environ-
ment, so as to transcend the limitations of isolated schemeland (MacDonald, 1997).
Second, there should be an integration of different actors involved, both within and
outside the project, expressing the need to develop solutions to social exclusion
as a shared responsibility. As the projects are primarily about finding and creating
employment for young people who are currently excluded from the labor market,
various actors who can influence the conditions of employment in differential ways
should be interconnected and should engage in a joint process of critically reflexive
collaborative action inquiry (Weil, 1998). However, as the projects are basically
social projects that are geared toward social integration, actors from civil society
have proved to be highly relevant in creating integrative initiatives. Third, there
should be an integration of the different competencies needed. In our research the
idea of balancing competencies has been a leading idea from the very beginning of
the project. It has proven to be relevant in many ways.

Let us conclude this final consideration about situated activation practices with
a recollection of some of the major intuitions formulated at the beginning of
the research project on education, training, and guidance of unemployed youth
(Wildemeersch, 2001). Balancing competencies implies that participants are encour-
aged to explore the meaning of the knowledge, skills, and practices they learn with
respect to their personal life course—in the short and in the long term, for example,
to look at both present dreams and future options (imagination). Furthermore, their
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commitment should be evoked by situating learning in a joint practice of common
goals and shared responsibilities, and embedded in a safe and supportive atmosphere
(engagement). Finally, they should be provided with the relevant know-how, skills,
and hands-on experiences to give them an adequate sense of taking part in the wider
world of real life labor (alignment). These findings confirm, deepen, and nuance the
basic argument of this book about the value and the necessity of social sustainability
with regard to activation practices for the unemployed.
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for Social Sustainability in Action



Chapter 14
Chasing the Vultures Off the Roof: AVE
for Living in Sierra Leone

Astrid von Kotze

Abstract This chapter begins with a challenge to the UNESCO-UNEVOC princi-
ples of technical and vocational education, which have a narrow focus on employ-
ment and the labor market. I suggest there are three tensions: first, we need to rethink
work as not just jobs/employment, but in terms of activities undertaken to maintain
and create life. Second, I ask, what would a more inclusive notion of vocational
education and training look like, one that is not premised on work understood as
wage labor or the enhancement of professional qualifications. Third, I suggest we
may want social change rather than social sustainability. The chapter outlines in
some detail the construction and workings of community health clubs (CHCs) in
Sierra Leone and describes how the process of learning together can build social-
ity and networks of social protection, which are important steps toward increased
livelihood security and well-being. I propose that the principles underlying CHCs
offer suggestions for a more socially just adult and vocational education, one that is
people-centered, contextualized with the rhythms of life and work, supports liveli-
hood activities, and that respects and builds on local technologies and knowledge as
the basis for sustaining life.

Introduction: Sierra Leone, 2005–06

In 2002 Sierra Leone, a small country on the west coast of Africa emerged from a
brutal civil war that had lasted for 11 years, claiming 20,000 lives and displacing 1
1/2 million people who either fled into neighboring Guinea or Liberia or survived
in the forests, swamps, or mountains. The devastation caused by rebel campaigns
of terror destabilized rural areas, cities, and towns throughout the country and is in
evidence everywhere: in the burnt-out shells of houses, old electricity wires that are
no longer connected, in youth who try to sell popsicles from cooler boxes suspended
in wheelchairs donated for amputees, in the disease-infested slum areas of Freetown,
and in the flock of vultures that perch on the roof of the local hospital in Kabala.
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Sierra Leone’s ranking as last in the world in the Human Development Index
had remained unchanged by mid 2004. The conditions of extreme poverty and op-
pression that had given rise to the dissatisfaction particularly of young people have
not altered. For decades, young people had hoped for a chance to participate in
the life of their communities as respected human beings whose voices are heard.
Although the youth have now committed to peace this must translate into more than
the end of armed conflict. Many feel betrayed as they experience the continued lack
of educational opportunities, health care, and employment while the same people
still enrich themselves and plunder the country’s resources.

Addressing the root causes of the war and poverty must, therefore, be a pri-
ority, including creating livelihood security and a human rights culture in which
every person enjoys respect and is able to realize her/his right to live with dig-
nity. I arrived in the northern district of Koinaduku, the poorest province of Sierra
Leone, in January 2005 to help draft a curriculum and develop health education
and promotion materials to be used by “community health clubs” (CHCs). I was
extremely daunted by the task because I was skeptical whether even the best possi-
ble curriculum could really contribute to addressing what seemed to be essentially
socio-political and structural problems. Over the next 10 months I collaborated with
community development practitioners to develop and test “a participatory toolkit
for field agents” entitled Communicating health, communicating rights (Care In-
ternational in Sierra Leone, 2005). As the title indicates, the materials combine a
focus on health and sanitation with a focus on human rights. The format attempts
to make education an integrated part of the routine of daily livelihood activities,
builds on local knowledge and culture, and does not assume literacy. In the pro-
cess I had to abandon theory in order to learn. Alternatives that are sensitive to
local conditions have to emerge in a seriously dialogic way. Since January 2006 the
materials have been used within the context of the CHC approach by field agents
of numerous international and local NGOs and government employees in Sierra
Leone.

This health program does not fit prevalent notions of what constitutes adult
and vocational education (AVE) or technical and vocational education and train-
ing (TVET) as it supports strategies for life rather than jobs. Yet it offers ideas
that should be integral to any planning of education and training for/in the ma-
jority world. In particular, I came to think that it is the organization of people in
community health clubs that is the most important lesson for education for social
sustainability.

This chapter is in three parts: I begin by drawing on crucial definitions and as-
sertions from UNESCO-UNEVOC principles and documents. I argue that despite
good intentions the commitment expressed in sections of the documents is soon
lost in the retreat into what is commonly understood as TVET for employment and
the labor market. The second part of this chapter attempts to show how the health
curriculum responds to the issues articulated by UNESCO-UNEVOC. Thirdly, I
ask what lessons can be learnt from this model for AVE for social sustainability
generally. I end by proposing a set of considerations that may guide the search for
more equitable policy and provision in the future.
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UNESCO-UNEVOC Intentions

In 2003, the UNESCO-UNEVOC International Centre for Technical and Vocational
Education and Training was set up in order to

provide technical backstopping to strengthen and upgrade TVET. Its primary focus is on
least developed and developing countries, those in a post-conflict situation and those going
through a period of transition. Special attention is given to meeting the specific needs of
women and girls, and disadvantaged groups such as those in remote areas, the poor, mi-
nority groups and demobilised soldiers in a post-conflict situation. (UNESCO-UNEVOC,
2003, p. 7)

The center’s summary document claims that the center is committed to “sus-
tainable human development by strengthening education for the changing world
of work” and one would have hoped that this might translate into programs that
serve people like those in Senekaduku village in Sierra Leone. However, beyond the
initial statement the document soon slips back to a conventional understanding of
“workplace” and reasserts the link to “the needs of the labour market” (UNESCO-
UNEVOC, 2003, p. 11) even if this, clearly, is ill-defined and barely existent in a
place like Koinaduku.

The UNESCO-UNEVOC discussion paper of 2006 draws on the Seoul Congress
report of 1999, which was confident about future contributions of technical and
vocational education to sustainable development. Not only was TVET to

prepare individuals for employment in the information society, but also make them respon-
sible citizens who give due consideration to preserving the integrity of their environment
and the welfare of others. (UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2006, p. 2)

Since then, further meetings have concerned themselves with the role of educa-
tion and training for sustainable development, defined here as a dynamic concept,

a culturally-directed search for a dynamic balance in the relationship between social, eco-
nomic and natural systems, a balance that seeks to promote equity between the present and
the future, and equity between countries, races, social classes and genders. (p. 5)

Realizing the fallacy of a “one size fits all” solution, the document asserts that
‘‘Appropriate sustainable strategies must be developed for both rich and poor na-
tions” because sustainable development is “more a moral precept than a scientific
concept,” linking notions of peace and human rights with theories of ecology, and
concerning itself “with the values people cherish and with the ways in which we
perceive our relationship with others and with the natural world” (p. 5).

Furthermore, work is conceptualized more broadly to embrace different liveli-
hood activities:

The concept of sustainable livelihoods embraces existing concepts of work and employment
but widens them to include the multiple forms of economic and non-economic activities
through which people create opportunities to sustain themselves, their families and their
communities. (UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2006, p. 18)

Yet, despite such good intentions, the rest of the discussion paper does not con-
ceptualize TVET as linked to livelihood activities outside the formal economy, and
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work is not defined inclusively as also embracing activities like care taking and
community mobilization. Issues of risk and social safety are dealt with in terms of
providing facilities and technical equipment not social protection as the main means
for reducing vulnerability, including risk in the face of emergencies and disasters.

We need to seriously reconceptualize work. It has been well established that
unlike their wealthier counterparts in the West people in the South diversify their
activities, combining and integrating activities necessary for sustaining life, such
as fetching and carrying water and wood-fuel and cooking, with activities aimed at
building social relations and generating income, such as plaiting ropes while partic-
ipating in a community meeting. Yet only those activities that are built on a labor
relationship of domination and subordination and that have a price attached to them
are recognized as work.

Let us begin by defining work less as paid work, nor the work arising from the
“need to act, to strive, to test oneself against others and be appreciated by them”
(Gorz, 1999, p. 72), but as comprising all the daily activities undertaken to sustain
life. If we were to draw on the writings of Bennholdt-Thomsen and Mies (1999) on
subsistence production and Hart’s (2002) insights regarding motherwork our curric-
ula would address the context of “work that is expended in the creation, recreation
and maintenance of immediate life” (Bennholdt-Thomsen & Mies, 1999, p. 20).

The Sierra Leone health program retains the focus on people most at risk, such
as poor women and youth in a postwar situation, and it defines work as livelihood
activities. In the following I outline some aspects of this program, with particular
reference to (1) building community organization as the basis for social sustainabil-
ity, peace, and transformation, (2) the format of TVET as community education that
fits into the rhythms of work, and (3) a holistic approach that respects local technolo-
gies, renewable resources, and indigenous knowledge while challenging old ideas
that threaten participation in democratic processes.

Building Sociality: Community Health Clubs

The Primary Orientation Toward Organization for Social
Protection

The notion that people constitute a community just because they live within the
same physical space is wrong, especially in a postwar situation. CHC members
have common experiences of sickness and disease, of heavy rainfalls, of young girls
dying in childbirth, and of young men becoming depressed or aggressive on account
of punitive fines imposed for comparatively small misdemeanors. Yet, if these expe-
riences are common, they are not shared. Across and even within households there
is often distrust and suspicion both as a legacy of the war and as people compete for
scarce resources. The first task, therefore, is to build the basis for trust and respect.

Health education and promotion is a useful beginning point for creating a form
of sociality because well-being is close to everybody’s daily life and unlike housing
or sanitation there are no material subsidies that could lead to rivalry for gain
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(Waterkeyn, 1999). CHCs are voluntary non-exclusive associations of men and
women, young and old, from the same area, who get together on a regular basis
in order to learn and make practical suggestions about issues of individual and
collective health. Members enter into a social contract and establish a system of
accountability and transparency through membership cards, regular attendance at
meetings, dialogue, and common projects.

At weekly health club meetings neighbors get to know each other: they exchange
news and laugh together and they express concerns about the weather, the lack of
public facilities, and the condition of their crops. Given the high-risk lives of the
poor, who depend to a large degree on their social and natural surroundings, who
have no savings or security systems, and who have limited access to goods and ser-
vices from outside their immediate vicinity, they spend a lot of energy on building
relations of care and mutual support, both for immediate practical needs and for
times of increased stress due to sickness or death (Lund & Nicholsen, 2003). When
social links have been shattered due to war and displacement they need to be re-
built. CHCs help to forge networks of social protection and thus improve livelihood
security and a sense of well-being about belonging to a community.

Through education sessions, members get to know each other’s strengths and
weaknesses and they begin to identify emerging leaders. When it comes to the
selection of committee members they can therefore vote with some confidence.
Not surprisingly, village development committees often include many of the leading
CHC members. Increasingly, women also take on public roles and responsibilities
beyond that of “mammy queen.” Strong structures are important to ensure demo-
cratic governance and projects for mutual benefits; they are also crucial as a basis
for lasting peace.

Questions and group tasks within CHC sessions aim to shift participants away
from individualism toward solidarity and toward realizing that what they perceived
of as their private troubles are public issues (Wright Mills, 1970). When partici-
pants make broader connections between symptoms of sickness and human actions,
social taboos, and cultural habits and conditions such as the lack of health care
provision and other services they realize that their vulnerability is tied to power-
ful decisions and interests elsewhere. Some villages with established health clubs
demonstrate how they can bring about change through organizing and mobilizing
with a sense of common purpose. From there it is just another step toward affirming
how their collective resolve can exert pressure on local authorities and eventually the
state.

Format and Curriculum Design

Program design has to be responsive to the particular conditions of a place and its
people. The main economic and survival activity of Senekaduku residents is mixed
farming; however, both men and women also spend a significant amount of time
in the bush collecting thatch, timber, and wild foods or harvesting forest products
such as palm oil and palm wine which, once processed, can be sold for precious
cash (Care Sierra Leone, 2003). While all community members are free to collect
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and use natural resources they have different levels of accessibility depending on
fitness, health status, and the existence and condition of their tools.

The changing rhythm of diversified livelihood activities impacts on the provi-
sion of AVE for social sustainability in two ways: with regard to resource manage-
ment, and in terms of the format of sessions. First, it is important to acknowledge
how physical capacity, limited market opportunities, and knowledge about local re-
sources have guided people in sustainable resource management. Imported notions
of what constitutes development in the name of progress and economic growth are
often based on ruthless exploitation of natural resources. The UNESCO-UNEVOC
document stresses that “environmental sustainability requires a change from the
‘business-as-usual’ approach to development” (2006, p. 15). Without global pres-
sures local populations tend only to take from nature what they need for their own
consumption in cash or kind and this attitude and knowledge needs to be affirmed
(Shiva, 2000).

Second, the format of the CHC sessions had to be mindful of seasonally changing
livelihood activities with regard to time, place, and content of meetings. All these
were negotiated and agreed upon collectively before the course and often required
renegotiation in response to weather and other constraints. This was critical to cre-
ating a sense of ownership of the program and hence commitment to regular atten-
dance during its initial lifespan of six months and beyond. Furthermore, sessions
had to be designed to be highly participatory.

Participants give up valuable time and in a sense “trade” one form of livelihood
security—through growing produce or collecting wild resources—for another—
through building knowledge and skills for improving health. Since access to health
experts is expensive and often impossible, membership of health clubs must provide
the capacity for wise and skilful emergency responses—whether this is recognizing
the urgent need for a trip to a health clinic, or locally available treatment. The con-
fidence to act decisively is crucial, as Mrs. Shaw described:

When I took my son to the barber to shave his head the barber took an old used razor blade
but since we have been told during our weekly sessions that not only unprotected sex can
transmit HIV/AIDS but also the use of used sharp instruments. So I went to the shop to get
a new razor blade for the barber to use, and I went further to explain to the barber the reason
why I bought the new blade.

Each session ends with a discussion and resolution about practical steps to be
taken in the week to come. This may involve collecting items for a “first aid” kit
for each home, organizing a children’s rights day or washing all the bed clothes to
avoid the spread of ringworm and scabies. Participation in processes of consensus
building toward the decisions has allowed every member to be fully informed not
just about what a proposed action involves but why it would be useful and necessary.

A participatory approach also recognizes that the drudgery of daily livelihood
activities saps the energies of all, particularly women, and that there are few educa-
tional opportunities for adults. CHC sessions can offer welcome intellectual stimu-
lation, and they must allow everyone to be recognized as knowing subjects able to
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contribute to the process of exploration and sense making by having access to the
same information.

In all this, the facilitators have a responsibility to steer discussions so they go
beyond “sharing as airing” (von Kotze, 1998) and a mere recycling of the already
known. This also demands the courage and sensitivity to guide the exploration of
prevailing relations of power and interest especially with regard to gender, age, sta-
tus, and affiliation to tribes or societies. Using pictures as codes and tokens for play-
ful experimentation I observed field agents skillfully raising contentious issues and
handing over “the talking stick” to elders and leaders to ensure they were included
in the process. If we want to ensure active commitment to discussions, role plays,
games, and story-telling participants need to feel safe to question and have a clear
sense of useful outcomes from what may be experienced as a difficult and painful
examination of experience, accepted beliefs, and cultural norms.

Holistic Approach

A brief description of some moments during a weekly session of a relatively newly
formed CHC best illustrates how teaching, learning, and development action are
integrated with boosting self-esteem and confidence and building community. Early
in the morning in Senekaduku village people gather in the communal meeting space
opposite the mosque and next to the central water pump. They are excited to be
together but also anxious to get to the fields before the sun gets too hot. About 15
well-dressed teenage mothers, older women and the women leaders sit on benches
on the one side, babies on their laps, toddlers tugging at their skirts. Men sit on
stools and benches on the other side and the rice husks laid out to dry on the hard-
ened surface in the middle are pushed aside to create a free space. The majority
of households in the village are represented here. The imam and preacher lead the
assembled participants in short prayers and after a brief introduction the session
begins with a review of the previous sessions. The new topic is introduced with
reference to personal experience: who has experienced malaria and how do you
get it? Taking turns, participants describe the symptoms and causes of malaria, a
significant cause of death here. The facilitator initiates questioning of some of the
prevailing myths about catching malaria and with much laughter these are explored,
corrected, and dismissed: malaria is not caused by locally brewed beer, even though
you may be more exposed to mosquitoes and hence infection if you sit in open
drinking houses until late at night.

Referring to the monitoring chart that is publicly displayed and collectively up-
dated weekly, the facilitator asks: Why are young breastfeeding mothers still getting
infected despite having access to free insecticide-treated bed nets? Some women are
surprised and briefly check with their neighbors about the availability of such nets.
An older woman raises the problem that husbands want to claim the nets even when
it is their turn to be with one of the other wives who may not have a net. There
is some laughter behind hands from the women, some visible embarrassment from
men as old habits and beliefs about men’s status are questioned, and some assertive
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insistence that as head of a household it is a man’s right to claim such comforts. The
“mammy queen” makes a little speech about respect and after some cautious but
heated discussion there is agreement that this practice is against the human rights
of women. The matter will need further discussion, but at least it has been brought
into the open and is likely to become a topic of conversation in informal chats as a
practice that reinforces male privilege while endangering the lives of young women
and babies.

With the help of flashcards participants construct the cycle of malaria and identify
points at which the cycle might be broken. Other forms of prevention are suggested
and participants demonstrate wrapping up themselves and their children, and ex-
change “recipes” for burning locally available plants and fruits to repel mosquitoes.
Finally, they suggest both individual and collective action to be undertaken to reduce
the rate of malaria infection in the future. Suggestions do not involve measures that
require expensive outside resources; instead, they involve behavior changes and en-
vironmental courses of action such as covering water sources and filling in potholes
that serve as mosquito breeding places.

The session illustrates a holistic approach that works by highlighting connections
and interrelations instead of setting up binaries that create impossible choices. The
attitude to knowledge production and dissemination is dialogic: recognizing the
link between different knowledge discourses and the value and importance of lo-
cal indigenous knowledge, between ways of generating understanding and the role
of culture, religion, and tradition, and focusing particularly on gender and power
dynamics, the meeting does not simply deal with a particular disease as an individ-
ual problem but links the personal with social and environmental dimensions and
thus reinforces health and well-being as a concern for all. Human rights issues are
raised not as abstractions but in terms of the impact they have on daily relations and
relationships. In this way, old ideas that serve to dominate or oppress particular sec-
tions of the community can be challenged without the holders of such ideas feeling
disrespected and undermined. This opens the way for change.

Sessions on health give way to action that does not just improve individual and
household attitudes and behavior around preventable diseases. Discussions on sani-
tation and hygiene also lead to a demand for improved water and sanitation facilities
and eventually other development initiatives that might improve household food
security. The CHC committee will form sub-groups to address the need for water
wells, latrines, drainage systems, and the like and the same structure of weekly
meetings is used to plan and implement projects. One week, agricultural extension
officers may run a food processing or palm-wine production session, the next week
the focus on economic enterprise will investigate saving and lending schemes, or
introduce honey marketing.

Beyond the CHCs: Some Ideas for a more Socially Just AVE

If we ask: what should be the curriculum for an education and training program that
serves the most vulnerable in the majority world we cannot answer with a list of sub-
jects and a generic curriculum. A Zulu proverb reminds us that “Amanqe akakuboni,
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intuthwane isikubonile” (the vultures cannot see what the ant has seen). The answer
to what is the most appropriate and useful form of AVE for social sustainability
will be very different depending on whether we ask the powerful “vultures” or
the “ants,” the people who are the workers on the ground and who live with and
within the environment on which they depend for their survival. We require a much
better understanding of the constraints and strengths that affect people’s decisions
and how these are less deliberative in terms of preferred options than in terms of
available alternatives within the context of vulnerability, threats, and capabilities.
Before embarking on another prescriptive round of policy we need to listen and
observe; we need to learn from the very people who have never lived with safety
nets provided by state-led social security systems but always had to construct their
own networks of social protection.

Is it not time we faced up to the fact that international capital will not invest in the
poorest countries of the world and, while training in information technologies, job
sharing, and the like may be appropriate for industrialized countries, they are not a
priority for the global South? The African continent is trying to recover from histo-
ries of colonialism, neo-colonialism, and civil strife and its reconstruction offers an
opportunity to rediscover or redefine the values, institutions, and mechanisms that
will be the foundation of the future. There are some useful lessons to draw from
the CHC model for the design and provision of education for social sustainability,
lessons for education and training that aims to develop productive sociality built on
social and economic justice for all rather than an adult and vocational education for
a few. I want to suggest three lessons.

First, adult and vocational education should become people-centered rather than
job-oriented. Fundamentally, community health clubs are about people: building re-
lationships and trust, introducing a culture of transparency and accountability, incul-
cating the values of reciprocity, solidarity, and mutual responsibility, transforming
power relations, and encouraging a questioning orientation that welcomes critical
analysis and challenges as vehicles for dynamic change. Williamson suggests that

there is no greater challenge in the modern world than to find the ways to enable the under-
lying mutualities and interdependence of all communities to be acknowledged, understood
and acted upon in ways which enable people to live together in a sustainable way in peace.
(1998, p. 98)

He believes that

communities which strengthen their capacity to think, to plan, to organise, to acquire the
resources they need and if necessary, to protest are the ones most likely to combat exclusion
and improve their opportunities. (1998, p. 105)

A reorientation toward collective rather than individualistic forms of education
and training might be a first commitment to a political agenda beyond self-interest
and competitive individualism, beyond the market and profitability, beyond the ex-
ploitation of environments and people, and toward community as shared forms of
living with strong ties and emotional security.

Second, education and training should be clearly contextualized with the rhythms
of life where work is understood as livelihood activities consisting of different
types of paid and unpaid work. The relationship between the two sheds light on
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the dynamics of poverty and gender inequality (Chen et al., 2006, p. 29) and AVE
for social sustainability must consider the impact of women’s unpaid care work on
their ability to participate in programs and sustain such participation.

Third, the first ‘t’ in TVET refers implicitly and explicitly to (male) western
technologies and thus reinforces the disciplining dominating western knowledge
system and by implication the message that salvation of the global South can only
happen through the knowledge and technologies of the wealthier nations. Local
technologies are specially adapted to particular conditions and use and are based
on indigenous knowledge and skills and available resources. Where appropriate
they should form the basis of education and training rather than being replaced by
inaccessible, unaffordable, and often environmentally unsustainable ones.

Finally, let us put education and training in its place. AVE and TVET are not
some magical injection: if only the right medicine could be found, the patient could
be fortified against all evils and not only would the economy become healthier but
“the poor” would benefit all around. A person whose immune system is already
compromised (by poverty-related diseases) can be further at risk if subjected to such
vaccination policies. Poverty eradication primarily requires a radical redistribution
of wealth, not amelioration through skills development projects. While workshops
that explain markets and marketing may be very useful, they do not replace the
necessity of creating fair access to markets. A training program might explain how
different interests are protected or negotiated, but it does not replace having a voice
at the negotiation table when favorable trade agreements are forged.

If we want to chase the vultures off the roof in Kabala the best we can do with
education and training is to help people to organize, mobilize, and devise plans for
effecting change through dialogue and alternative visions.
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Chapter 15
The Contribution of Non-formal Adult
Education to Social Sustainability: Policy
Implications from Case Studies
in the Asia-Pacific Region

Richard G. Bagnall

Abstract In this chapter I examine, from a policy perspective, the contribution of
non-formal adult education (NFAE) to social sustainability through its contribu-
tion to vocational learning. I draw on five country case studies of NFAE in the
Asia-Pacific region: Australia, Fiji, India, the Philippines, and Thailand. Vocational
learning can enhance social sustainability because it facilitates the development of
individual capacity for meaningful, productive, and competitive engagement in in-
come generation. The case studies highlight a number of common qualities in the
contribution of NFAE to vocational learning. NFAE was found in each of the coun-
tries to be an important provider of vocational education and a contributor more
broadly to vocational learning outcomes. That contribution was facilitated by the
low capital overheads and the high situational responsiveness and cost effectiveness
of provision in the NFAE sector. The sector’s involvement in vocational education
also raised a number of tensions, which need to be considered in policy initiatives
and reviews. The democratic, participative, community-based, and humanistic na-
ture of NFAE provision, and its commitment to social justice, also benefit its pro-
motion of informed, active, and responsible citizenship, which itself encourages
productive self-employment or cooperative enterprise. These findings suggest the
value of the sector in carrying forward the social sustainability learning agenda.

Introduction

In this chapter I consider the contribution of non-formal adult education (NFAE)
to social sustainability through its impact on vocational learning outcomes. Let us
define social sustainability as “ensuring that the basic needs of all people are satis-
fied and that all, regardless of gender, ethnicity or geography, have an opportunity
to develop and utilise their talents in ways that enable them to live happy, healthy
and fulfilling lives” (UNESCO-UNEVOC International Centre for Technical and
Vocational Education and Training , 2004, p. 18). If we then take vocational learn-
ing outcomes as being those learning outcomes that contribute directly to enhancing
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vocational capacity or performance, it is evident that they may contribute to social
sustainability most directly by raising individual, family, or community capacity to
attain and maintain economic self-sufficiency within their cultural contexts (Bag-
nall, 1999). Such vocational learning will include skills, practical understanding,
values, and commitments to engage in work that is culturally valued and demanded:
work, variously, through employment by others, through cooperative enterprise, or
through self-employment.

Vocational learning, then, may be facilitated directly through vocational educa-
tion (Winch, 2000)—or what UNESCO terms “technical and vocational education
and training” (TVET) (UNESCO, 1999). It may also, though, be enhanced by other
categories of educational provision and engagement, especially those recognized
less on the basis of their educational goals (as is the case in vocational education)
than on the basis of their formal (procedural) properties, such as the nature of their
learners, their accreditation status, their centrality to education as an institution, and
the extent of their regulation by the state. The formal schooling, higher education,
and NFAE sectors each contribute in important, and importantly different, ways to
vocational learning outcomes (Abrahamsson, 1999). NFAE, then, may be seen as
contributing to vocational learning outcomes primarily in two ways: through the
provision of vocational education programs and through the contribution of other—
general or non-vocational—NFAE programs (Moore, 1998).

To return, then, to the beginning, this chapter focuses on the contribution of NFAE
to social sustainability through its impact on vocational learning outcomes. It outlines
a comparative study undertaken by the Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult Edu-
cation (ASPBAE). The study sought to identify, in different countries, the policies
impacting on the contribution of NFAE to vocational learning outcomes. It sought
thereby to identify policy alternatives across the countries, focusing on the influence
of those alternatives on the impact of NFAE on vocational learning, and on the issues
arising through those alternatives in the different national contexts. The study was
driven by a desire to foreground the contribution that NFAE makes to vocational
learning and to identify policy alternatives that may be used to inform policy review
in countries within the Asia-South Pacific region in order to enhance the quality and
impact of that contribution. It was seen also as providing insight into the policy al-
ternatives through which NFAE may be used in different political contexts in the
Asia-South Pacific region to enhance sustainability through vocational education.1

In this chapter, then, I outline the study and those implications. Following a brief
outline of the genesis of the project, I describe the way in which the project was
undertaken. I then outline prominent characteristics of the contribution of NFAE to
vocational learning in each of the country case studies as a context to the following
articulation of common features of the NFAE provision, engagement, and vocational
learning impact that emerged across the case studies. These common features raise a
number of issues that are important in understanding, assessing, or initiating policy.
In the following section, then, I articulate the more important of those issues. Finally,

1 A full report of the original study (Bagnall, 2003) is available from the publisher or ASPBAE.
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I examine important features of the alternatives described in the country case studies
on the impact of NFAE on vocational learning outcomes as a contribution toward
our understanding of how NFAE may be used to enhance sustainable work practices.

Background to the Project

The study was conceived at a regional consultative meeting, convened by ASP-
BAE and the Department of Non-formal Education, Ministry of Education, Thailand
(DNFE), at Jomtien, in 1998. That meeting recommended that ASPBAE initiate a
program of advocacy, policy research, and knowledge exchange, focusing on voca-
tional education within the NFAE sector. The comparative study reported here was
identified by ASPBAE as the first major project to be undertaken in that program.
It was designed to inform ASPBAE and its member NGOs of the part played in
achieving vocational learning by the NFAE sector across the Asia-South Pacific
region, as a basis for ASPBAE’s future policy advocacy and leadership training in
vocational education. The study was placed under the academic leadership of the
present author, with Mr. Bobby Garcia providing the executive leadership.

The Project Methodology

Five countries were selected for the study: Australia, Fiji, India, the Philippines, and
Thailand. The selection sought to include and represent a diversity of national and
developmental contexts and policy responses across the Asia-South Pacific region.
Therein it was hoped that policy similarities, differences, and alternatives would
be revealed—providing the comparative information with which to meet the pur-
pose of the study, within the limited resources available to it. Each country study
was made the responsibility of a within-country expert. In Fiji it was Mr. Joseph
Veramu; in India it was Dr. Vandana Chakrabarti; in the Philippines, Ms. Rachel
(Che) Aquino-Elogada; in Thailand, Dr. Wisanee Siltragool; with the present author
assuming responsibility for the Australian case study.

The drafting of the case study reports was guided by a concept paper that I
prepared with critical input from participants in the Jomtien consultative meet-
ing. Resource limitations restricted data for the case studies largely to existing
documentation—government reports and legislation, policy reviews, program evalu-
ations, and published research—although the authors were also encouraged to draw
upon their own experience and contacts in preparing the case study reports. The case
studies were drawn together between June 1999 and June 2000.

Draft reports from the country studies were subject to comparative critique at a
week-long workshop held in Cebu (the Philippines) in June 2000. Commonalities,
differences, and policy implications evident in and across the cases were also teased
out as part of that workshop, and in the course of subsequent work on the case
studies, through Internet-mediated exchanges between the academic leader and the
country-study researchers. I drew together the final report of the study in a similar
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manner, and I assumed responsibility for cross-study consistency and the overall
quality of the research.

This process was undertaken with a view to finding an appropriate middle ground
in the tension between, on the one hand, uniformity for the sake of comparability
and, on the other hand, individuality for the sake of faithful representation. The
concept paper sought to create a common conceptual framework within which the
country studies would be undertaken. It suggested an overall structure for the case
study reports and included, within that structure, a list of possible questions from
which each researcher was encouraged to select those that were most meaningful
and important in the context of their study. The researchers were encouraged to
write case study reports that reflected the particular features of culture, policy, and
provision pertaining to their country, as well as the academic traditions that they
took to the task. When I edited the case studies I sought to preserve the individuality
of each case study report, without sacrificing the comparability that comes from a
shared structure and informing conceptual framework.

The conceptualization of both “vocational education” and “NFAE” were seen
in the study as being matters specific to each of the case studies. Nevertheless, a
broad understanding and a range of nuances of these concepts were articulated and
discussed in the concept paper as a way of informing each individual case study.
Vocational education was thus conceptualized as learning provision or engagements
directed primarily to enhancing the economic potential of individual learners. Eco-
nomic potential was seen as including employment potential: the potential to obtain
paid employment, or to obtain better paid employment than that which a learner
currently has. Employment potential in this sense thus clearly pertains to working
for others on a remunerative basis: piecework, wages, contract, salary, or such like.
Economic potential, though, while encompassing employment potential, was seen
as being broader, including also the potential to engage successfully, or more suc-
cessfully, in self-employment or in cooperative enterprise, in the production and
marketing of commodities (goods or services) from which economic return is pro-
duced, but only after successful sales have been concluded, and then only if and to
the extent that there is an economic return after production costs have been met.
Economic potential therefore also included the potential to engage in the informal
economic sector as well as the formal.

What we excluded from vocational education was education and training for ends
other than those of economic return: voluntary work, unpaid domestic work, and
educational outcomes such as civic, health, recreation, leisure, individual or social
development, and so on. The term “general education” may be used to differenti-
ate such education from the more strictly vocational (Hager, 1993). This distinc-
tion is not, though, intended to imply that general education does not contribute
importantly to vocational learning or development. The distinction made between
vocational education and general education is, rather, that between broad categories
of provision and engagement, on the basis of the primary purpose informing the
design, management, and evaluation of a given educational program.

The notion of NFAE was taken in the study, broadly, as referring to educational
provision and engagements that are intended, designed, managed, and evaluated
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particularly for adults, and that are outside the mainstream of formal, for-credit
educational provision (Bagnall, 1994, p. 1). We acknowledged that the usage of the
notion, and the standard term used to name it (whether “non-formal,” “adult,” “com-
munity,” “popular,” or whatever), varies greatly from country to country. Generally,
though, as is implied in the above definition, we understood the field to exclude
adult enrolment in mainstream formal education courses, whether in the primary,
secondary, tertiary, or higher education sectors (Davies, 1985).

In this study we recognized vocational education and NFAE as traditional but
overlapping “sectors” of educational provision and engagement in the sense that
they are both recognized as such in respective government policies and commonly
by practitioners and scholars (Moodie, 2002; Senate Standing Committee on Em-
ployment, Education and Training, 1991). That recognition, though, in no way de-
nies the vagueness and permeability of their sectoral boundaries and the lack of
clarity or agreement on the defining sectoral qualities. Importantly, the two sectors
overlap to the extent that vocational education may be provided in what is normally
regarded as the NFAE sector.

The study was intended to focus attention on policy alternatives impacting on the
contribution of NFAE practice to vocational learning outcomes. That focus, though,
was understood as being expressed in and through the concrete forms of NFAE
provision and engagement. The case studies thus primarily examined the forms of
that provision and engagement in each of the participating countries. Impacting
policy was understood to be not just the policies that are articulated in govern-
ment legislation or official policy documents, but also those that are established
and maintained through management practice. The latter becomes a part of depart-
mental, organizational, or more broadly cultural practice, even though its origins
and maintenance are dependent entirely or largely upon management decisions or
interpretations, rather than on clearly articulated and gazetted policy statements. The
notion of policy here thus incorporated both that of policy as text and that of policy
as discourse (Ball, 1999). The study may thus be characterized as a form of policy
review (Weimer & Vining, 1989).

The Country Case Studies

NFAE in each of the five country case studies took different forms and exhibited
different emphases and outcomes in relation to vocational learning. In this section,
important features of those profiles are outlined, to give a sense of the cultural con-
texts in which the subsequent analysis was grounded.

Australia

In Australia NFAE has historically been provided by a diversity of public bodies, in-
cluding universities (generally through designated outreach units), evening colleges,
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community-based organizations, technical and further education (TAFE) colleges,
public libraries, museums, and such like. The traditional role of the NFAE sector—or
“adult and community education” (ACE) as it is known in Australia—was that of
providing second-chance education to adults and communities who were unable or
failed tobenefit fromformaleducation to theextent that theywere inapositionofbeing
socially or economically disadvantaged. ACE was the sector that provided educa-
tional opportunities to develop basic skills, understanding, and confidence to progress
further through more formal education. It also provided continuing educational op-
portunities in professional, academic, and artistic fields and has traditionally been
home to active individuals and groups interested in social change for social justice.

From the 1980s, the progressive and pervasive marketization, vocationalization,
and privatization of NFAE have changed that profile beyond recognition. To some
extent, the traditional role of the ACE sector in providing second-chance education
has been taken over by the upper secondary and higher education sectors, through
policies of mass, open, flexible, publicly supported formal education provision.
Government funding for ACE is otherwise limited to designated target programs
for particular categories of adults recognized as disadvantaged—largely contracted
out by government agencies to private providers. Such programs are strongly voca-
tionally oriented and focused on developing basic or generic social and work skills.
Indeed, the profile of ACE provision is now importantly constrained by the priorities
of the vocational education and training (VET) sector, including its outcomes-driven
and competency-based nature, its qualifications framework, and its preoccupation
with the labor market demands of industry. Programs of general ACE persist through
Workers’ Educational Associations, universities, colleges, community-based orga-
nizations, and private agencies. They are, though, largely or entirely self-funded, as
is the flourishing field of continuing professional education (CPE). ACE for demo-
cratic change and empowerment is marginalized by the highly centrist policy agenda
that now characterizes both VET and ACE.

Fiji

Government policy in Fiji sees NFE as benefiting the population directly and indi-
rectly through the provision of education for personal development and vocational
skills training. It has historically focused on providing skills for working in the
informal economic sector. School-based vocationally directed NFE programs are
run through a large number of government secondary schools throughout the Fiji
islands. A large number of NGOs are also involved in a range of non-formal educa-
tion programs, many of which have economic outcomes for the learners involved.
However, NFE in Fiji suffers an image problem, with many learners preferring more
formal general education, even though such education demonstrably fails to deliver
the economic outcomes demonstrated by NFE.

The contribution of NFE to vocational learning outcomes has been given a boost
in recent years through the development of partnerships involving government NFE
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providers, NGOs, employers, trade unions, VET providers, and other stakeholders.
NFE-based VET providers—such as Montfort Boys Town, the Nadave Centre for
Appropriate Technology, and the Chevalier Training School—are benefiting from
international support to modernize infrastructure and curriculum and from devel-
oping links with vocational accreditation bodies. Recent policy directives in NFE
have clarified programming priorities, including that of providing vocational learn-
ing for youth employment and of encouraging the development of employment-
related programs with stakeholders. Reforms to NFE curricula from the 1990s have
seen a strong emphasis on environmental and economic considerations and on so-
cial sustainability. These reforms have revitalized NFE and enhanced its vocational
significance and impact in Fiji.

India

India has a vast non-formal NFAE—there termed “adult education”—program,
with vocational skills development as one of its important objectives. Provision
is dispersed across a number of different government departments and agencies,
as well as the polytechnics, engineering colleges, and other vocational and tech-
nical training institutions. The focus of adult education is strongly on addressing
the very high illiteracy rate among adults, as literacy is recognized as an impor-
tant part of the skills needed for generating income. “Income generating programs”
are thus a major feature of adult literacy education and are promoted and imple-
mented in the context of both national and local community development. Illiter-
acy and its associated economic and social disadvantage are heavily concentrated
among women, lower socioeconomic (caste) groups, and ethnic minorities. Adult
literacy programs are thus targeted to those groups, using a diversity of models of
provision and engagement to ensure curriculum responsiveness to local needs and
situations.

The National Open School of India provides a wide range of vocational and
general education courses and opportunities for learning assessment, as a much-
needed alternative for those who are unable to gain access to or benefit from main-
stream schooling. It works in affiliation with a wide range of NGOs and government
agencies to provide vocational education that is accessible in local communities.
A network of Continuing Education Centres provides non-formal educational op-
portunities, resources, and study centers for neo-literates. These centers are intended
to be contextualized in their curriculum, encouraging vocational learning. Similarly
local in their orientation are Institutes of People’s Education, which are intended to
develop vocationally linked literacy, primarily in migrant laborers.

NFAE in India is characterized by the magnitude and complexity of the educa-
tional needs that it seeks to address and by the magnitude and the diversity of pro-
grams designed to address those needs. It thus provides a great array of experiments
in alternative approaches to using NFAE in addressing individual, social, and eco-
nomic challenges, most of which have an important vocational dimension.
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Philippines

NFE in the Philippines is largely provided through the Bureau of Non-Formal Edu-
cation (BNFE) of the Department of Education, Culture and Sports, although NGOs
also account for an important, although lesser, proportion of the provision. The
work of the BNFE is directed toward meeting the learning needs of individuals
in any of three designated age bands, with priority being given to the youngest
(15–39 years). Government NFE provision is strongly geared toward enhancing ba-
sic literacy, including marketable work skills, while NGO provision is more strongly
directed toward developing social and political consciousness raising, leadership,
and organizational skills. A competency-based Accreditation and Equivalency Sys-
tem framework (KAVS) provides assessment of core competencies learned through
NFE, parallel to the formal accreditation system, allowing the recognition of learn-
ing through NFE and its transfer to the formal system. Its focus is on basic skills.

The main provider of formal TVET is the Government Technical Education
and Skills Development Authority (TESDA). Its focus is on formal, technical skill
development, to enhance the international competitiveness of Philippine industry.
However, non-formal TVET, especially that through apprenticeships, has in recent
years been more integrated with the formal, in what has become known as the “Dual
Training System.” There has also been a shift to a greater focus on the development
of self-employment skills—entrepreneurship, marketing, and skills for developing
micro enterprises—in both urban and rural areas.

NGOs in the Philippines work with People’s Organizations (POs) and commu-
nities on a wide range of issues and development programs. They flourish in re-
sponding to the widespread social and economic marginalization, particularly in
rural areas, where the incidence of poverty and illiteracy is high. Another impor-
tant approach to non-formal education in the Philippines is “popular education”
(pop-ed)—regarded as being an alternative to formal, mainstream academic ed-
ucation, in its focus on contextualized learning. Its main target is disadvantaged
groups and communities, especially in rural but also urban areas. For these groups
it contributes importantly to vocational learning, especially for cooperative and
self-employment.

Thailand

NFAE in Thailand is a major provider of vocational education and a major
contributor to vocational learning. Since 1979, the country has had a Depart-
ment of Non-formal Education (in the Ministry of Education), with programming
strongly directed to vocational learning. Other government departments and min-
istries, though, are also major providers, especially the Departments of Vocational
Education, Skill Development, and Community Development. The Department of
NFE runs a national network of provincial and regional NFE centers, running
programs at community and district levels. NFE for self-employment and job
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employment are both important—and in both rural and urban areas. The curricu-
lum is well articulated and developed, both by educational level and by intended
vocational outcomes.

In its educational policy, Thailand recognizes formal, non-formal, and informal
education as three major fields of educational provision and engagement. That ex-
plicit recognition has made it possible also to promote the transfer of learning and
qualifications across the boundaries between these fields. NFE provision in Thailand
is focused strongly on those sectors of the population that are in greatest economic
and social need, and this applies no less to vocationally directed NFE than to other
areas.

Although Thailand is formally a democracy, its constitutional monarch plays an
important role in promoting national development programs, all of which have a
strong NFE component directed to vocational learning. The current unifying phi-
losophy of these programs is that of the “Sufficiency Economy”—a well-articulated
framework for individual and social development, grounded in values of sustain-
ability, self-reliance, respect, and risk minimization.

Emergent Commonalities

The patterns of educational involvement and vocational learning varied across the
five case studies, as did the policy alternatives to which these patterns gave ex-
pression. However a number of features were shared in some form or other and
to different degrees. They raise important issues for policy studies or policy initia-
tives intended to enhance or assess the contribution of NFAE to vocational learning
outcomes. I endeavor here to articulate the more significant of these commonalities.

First, and most importantly, each of the case studies exemplifies the consider-
able importance of NFAE, both in the provision of vocational education and, more
broadly, to vocational learning outcomes. Those contributions include not only spe-
cific work skills, but also generic work skills and, even more broadly, generic life
capabilities.

Importantly, this contribution is part of a general trend toward the vocationaliza-
tion of education, particularly NFAE. In each of the case studies there is evidence
of a heightening preoccupation with vocational learning outcomes in the policy ini-
tiatives impacting on NFAE. This trend is strongest in the Australian case study, but
is evident also in each of the others.

NFAE is particularly responsive to global, regional, and national pressures for
change. This is most notably so with respect to the contribution of NFAE to voca-
tional learning outcomes. It may be seen as one of the major strengths of the NFAE
sector in relation to vocational learning outcomes, in that it gives that sector’s edu-
cational provision an immediacy and relevance unmatched by any other sector. On
the other hand, it makes the sector’s programs and providers highly vulnerable to the
whims of cultural change, and there is a danger of providers vacuously responding
to contextual demands, regardless of the value of the demands or of what is lost in
the process of change.
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One consequence of that responsiveness is in the increasing tendency of NFAE to
focus on labor market demands. In each of the case study sites the sector is making
a major contribution to vocational learning outcomes. It could also be seen, though,
in the context of contemporary labor market reforms, as unduly serving the interests
of big business, multinational companies, and the advance of globalization more
generally. From this latter perspective, the NFAE sector is arguably compromising
its commitment to enhancing social justice.

Another consequence of the responsiveness is the common shift to a competency-
based approach to education. This is pervasive in the Australian case study, strongly
evident in the Philippines, acknowledged in Thailand, but still being considered
and evaluated in Fiji and India. Competency-based education is a notable feature
of contemporary vocational education reform agendas. Its impact on the NFAE
sector is therefore an expression of that sector’s responsiveness to those reform
agendas.

The attractiveness of competency-based education to policy makers in the voca-
tional education sector underlines an important differentiation that is made across
all of the case studies. This differentiation is between vocational education as the
province of work-specific skills and aptitudes of a technical nature, and general
education as the province of humane values, understandings, and complex capa-
bilities. This distinction in itself ensures the relatively lower cultural value and
standing of vocational education relative to non-vocational education in each of
the countries studied. Competency-based approaches further sharpen this distinc-
tion, in their association with vocational education and their reductionist, technical
approach.

Interestingly, across the diversity in policy frameworks that give substance to
this responsiveness, and in spite of the parallel diversity of cultural contexts in the
countries studied, there is a convergence of the issues being faced and the educa-
tional approaches being adopted to address those issues. The common issues include
those of educational, social, and economic disadvantage; the exploitation of women,
immigrant groups, indigenous peoples, and ethnic minorities; and the marginaliza-
tion of groups such as incarcerated, elderly, and handicapped persons. The common
approaches to those issues are underpinned by a strongly humanistic set of val-
ues, which may be seen as the core of the common culture of NFAE as a field of
practice.

That set of humane values is expressed in a general concern for social justice.
Across the case studies, policies, practices, and practitioners are strongly influenced
by a commitment to use NFAE to improve social equity. Given the focus of the case
studies on vocational learning, that commitment is focused strongly on enhancing
the opportunities for disadvantaged persons to engage productively in work to en-
hance their economic potential.

Correspondingly, perhaps, in all of the case studies voluntary contributions are
important in the provision of NFAE opportunities. In no other sector of education is
voluntary work such a major feature.

Much of the programming is also undertaken with limited, often minimal in-
frastructure. This keeps overhead costs low. It enhances the responsiveness of
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programming to contextual learning needs and interests. Together with the voluntary
nature of much of the contributing work, it also enhances the apparent efficiency of
the educational activities involved.

The experience of NFAE engagement in vocational education provision, with
its emphasis on vocational learning for self-employment or cooperative enterprise,
has highlighted the importance of entrepreneurial skills as learning outcomes. The
experience of many programs in Thailand and the Philippines, for example, may
serve as models for practice in this regard.

In times and areas of high unemployment, the focus tends to be more on the de-
velopment of individual capacity for self-employment or cooperative enterprise—as
is strongly evidenced in the Thai and Indian case studies. In times or areas of lower
unemployment, and when government policy is directed strongly at achieving struc-
tural change in the labor market, the policy emphasis is more on the development of
skills for the labor market—as is evidenced here in the Australian and the Philippine
case studies.

Nevertheless, in all of the case studies, non-vocational education provision—
programs of general NFAE, recreational and hobby programs, for example—make
an important contribution to vocational learning outcomes. That contribution in-
cludes general skill development, enhanced self-confidence and self-awareness, and
the development of effective study and work capabilities and routines.

The case studies also reveal a relationship between the level of social disad-
vantage through cultural marginalization and the strength of the NGO sector in
NFAE. The NGO sector is strongest and most important in providing NFAE under
conditions of, and with societal groups most adversely affected by, serious social
disadvantage. This relationship is strongly evidenced, for example, in the Philippine
case study, where state provision tends to be concentrated on mainstream provision,
while a strong NGO sector focuses on disadvantaged groups.

Issues Arising

Those commonalities across the five country case studies give rise to a number of
significant policy issues. These issues will importantly influence the impact and
success of any policy initiative directed to enhancing the impact of NFAE on vo-
cational learning outcomes. They should also, therefore, be considered in any as-
sessment of policy impacting on the form of NFAE and its impact on vocational
learning outcomes. I endeavor in this section to identify the more significant of those
issues.

One important issue was the lower cultural value and acceptability of NFAE
provision in comparison with more formal provision. In spite of the quality of
vocational learning outcomes through the NFAE sector, its location on the policy
fringes seems to ensure its second-class status. The irony here is that its marginal
positioning is clearly essential to the responsiveness, efficiency, and effectiveness of
its contribution, but it also ensures its lower status. To address the problem of status
would be to diminish if not to deny the quality of the provision and engagement.
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In vocational education programming, this status difference is heightened by the
lower cultural value of vocational education itself, relative to more general edu-
cation. In all of the case studies, there is evidence of the greater cultural value,
and hence the attractiveness, of general over vocational education. It contributes
to anomalies such as the oversupply of job seekers with high levels of general or
professional education, and the under supply of job seekers with sought-after vo-
cational capabilities and aptitudes. This pattern is strongly evident in India, but in
the other case studies as well. This value differential derives from the tendency in
all cases for vocational education to be associated with particular vocational skills
and propensities, while general education is accepted as the province of more gen-
eral, humane values and understandings. The valuing of the latter over particular
vocational skills and propensities is fundamental to the value frameworks in all
of the otherwise diverse societies examined in the case studies. The standing of
vocational education in the NFAE sector is thus doubly diminished: on the one
hand through its association with NFAE, on the other through its being vocational
education.

The competency-based approach to vocational education that is evident in all
of the case studies to some degree contributes further to the devaluing of vocational
education. As an approach to learning, it is based entirely on those values that ensure
that vocational education as a whole is of lesser value than general education. It
seeks to sharpen the focus on the learning of particular vocational skills (competen-
cies) in the most efficient manner. It therein heightens the status differential between
vocational and general education. This effect is most marked in the case of Australia,
where by government decree all vocational education must be competency based.
It is least marked in India, where more general approaches to vocational education
continue to be used and advocated.

That sharpened focus in competency-based approaches on the efficient achieve-
ment of particular vocational skills is in tension with the democratic, participative,
and humanistic values that are central to NFAE culture. From the perspective of
the latter set of values, the exclusive emphasis on skill development that tends to
characterize competency-based educational ideology leads to the de-humanization
and robotization of human beings. Competency-based approaches to vocational
education—so important in Australia and increasingly so in the other case study
countries—are thus incorporated with some reluctance into the NFAE sector. They
tend to sit there as part of the pluralism that characterizes NFAE provision and
engagement, without becoming a central and fully accepted part of it. They serve
undoubtedly as a major barrier to the greater involvement of the NFAE sector in
vocational education provision, at least to the extent that policy in the vocational
education sector is driven by a competency-based approach to vocational learning.

A related tension emerges from the fact that the introduction of competency-
based approaches to vocational education tends to be driven by government policy
initiatives. It thus tends to be imposed authoritatively and often manipulatively on
vocational education providers, including those in the NFAE sector. This is entirely
at odds with the democratically grounded approach to educational planning, engage-
ment, and assessment that characterizes NFAE and its providing agencies.
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Competency-based approaches also tend to serve national (and international) in-
dustrial demands for workplace reform and skill development. They tend, therefore,
to be in conflict with the more grounded, local, community, and individual learn-
ing needs identified through traditional approaches to vocational learning in NFAE.
They effectively diminish the value of people and their situated learning needs and
interests and so are in direct and fundamental conflict with NFAE culture.

This conflict highlights a more general tension between vocational education
for the labor market and vocational education for self-employment or cooperative
enterprise. The case studies suggest that government policy may be increasingly
concerned with legislating in favor of vocational education for labor market reform.
From a NFAE perspective, though, the evidence suggests that vocational outcomes
among disadvantaged sectors of society are most often achieved through vocational
education for self-employment and for cooperative enterprise.

Relatedly, vocational education provision in the NFAE sector raises the issue
of maintaining independence from formal sector control. Government-driven vo-
cational education reform tends to be associated with formal systems to monitor
and ensure compliance and accountability. Those systems inevitably, by their very
nature, erode provider autonomy: a value that tends to be of paramount concern
particularly to NGO providers of NFAE.

The conflict between centrally driven and grounded approaches to educational
provision and engagement is also evidenced in the tension among different interests
in the setting of competency standards. In countries such as Australia and the Philip-
pines, where penetration of competency-based ideology is more advanced, there is
a continuing debate about whether competency standards should be set by industry,
by vocational education professionals, or by government.

An associated concern is the commodification of learning (and of knowledge
more generally) that tends to accompany vocational education provision that is
driven by labor market interests. Vocational knowledge tends to be constructed in-
creasingly as a marketable commodity rather than a public good. Vocational learning
and education, correspondingly, tend to be privatized and commodified. More gen-
eral and public educational values tend to be diminished or lost. It is just these latter
values, though, that are most strongly and traditionally associated with the NFAE
sector.

The involvement of NFAE providers in vocational education tends to be limited
by the high equipment costs in some areas of vocational education. The generally
low levels of capitalization of NFAE providers, and their general dependence on
short-term funding, limit the possibilities for their involvement in such areas. On
the other hand, the generally good record of the NFAE sector in establishing collab-
orative links with industry can be used to offset this limitation. Such links can also
be used to enhance its responsiveness to labor market demands, and to facilitate
the incorporation of meaningful workplace experience into vocational education
courses, while also providing enhanced opportunities for job placement after course
completion.

In the vocational education sector, a tension is evident in the case studies over
the sort of values informing engagement as a provider. That tension is expressed
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in disagreement about the relative value of private (for-profit) vocational education
provision, increasingly common in Australia, and that of NGO (not-for-profit) and
government agency provision—traditionally important in all countries studied here.

The NFAE and vocational education sectors are shown in the case studies to share
a concern for social integration. There emerges, though, a tension between social
integration with social justice, to which the NFAE sector is strongly committed, and
social integration with learner compliance, to which many of the recent vocational
education policy reforms are directed. This applies particularly to reforms that are
labor market and employer driven. In these cases, policy may seem to have lost sight
of learning (and its contributing educational interventions) as an ongoing, lifelong
process of engagement. In embracing vocational education, NFAE needs to ensure
that it does not fail learners in this regard.

A related concern is whether vocational education should focus on short-term
learningneedsor longer-termdevelopmentneeds.Community-basedNFAEhas tradi-
tionally focused on the progressive, integrated, longer-term development of individu-
als through whole-of-community or community-integrated approaches. More recent
vocational education reforms tend to place primary or sole emphasis on immedi-
ate vocational learning (generally skill) demands, which tend to be ephemeral and
changing. The value of the vocational learning achieved in the latter situation may
emerge to be no less ephemeral. Again, there is a tension here between the NFAE
sector and the direction of contemporary vocational education policy reforms.

Another related tension commonly emerges between vocational education for in-
dividual advancement and NFAE for collective community advancement and for the
correction of social and educational injustice. These constructions of vocational ed-
ucation and NFAE respectively are clearly over-simplifications. Nevertheless, there
is certainly a tendency for recent vocational education policy to focus on individual
opportunity, just as there is a strong community development tradition in NFAE.

That tradition is, perhaps, strongest in rural NFAE, and it contributes to the dif-
ficulty in finding a proper balance between vocational education for rural devel-
opment and that for urban development. Policy emphasis on employer and labor
market interests tends to favor urban development, labor mobility, and flexibility,
and these have characterized much recently instituted vocational education policy
in the countries studied. The community-based tradition in NFAE, however, places
more emphasis on providing vocational education for local community develop-
ment, relying on and developmentally enhancing the economic potential of existing
community members. It therefore is opposed to any undue emphasis on urban de-
velopment that may lead to skilled migration from rural to urban areas, or from
disadvantaged to more advantaged urban areas.

Underlying this issue is a desire to integrate NFAE and vocational education
policy with other aspects of social and economic development. The extent to which
this is evident across the case studies is limited, although variable. As a general rule,
it seems that vocational education and NFAE policy initiatives are most often each
(and often separately) driven by particular and unfortunately singular social con-
cerns, whether these be to enhance labor flexibility, reduce unemployment, diminish
gender discrimination, or whatever. Policy integration would seem to be limited to
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attempts to take into account the impact of related policies on the particular reform
being proposed on the occasion.

A consequence of this lack of adequate policy integration in recent vocational
education reform agendas is their perceived tendency to create newly marginalized
sectors of society, while addressing their specific programmatic target concerns.
Variously in the countries studied we see concern for the increasing marginalization
of older adults made redundant by workplace reform, of individuals who do not
fit the formal definitions of disadvantage or sectoral responsibility that are used in
operationalizing the reforms, of adults who are not responsive to the contemporary
individualization of teaching and learning, and of other groups as well. In embrac-
ing vocational education reform agendas, NFAE providers need to be alert to their
potential complicity in the creation of new or enhanced sectors of educational and
social disadvantage.

Frequently overlooked or marginalized in the enthusiasm for vocational edu-
cation reform has been its impact on gender equity. Recent policy reforms may
actually be regressive in their effects, particularly on women and their access to
vocational education and to work on a non-discriminatory basis.

Another concern is the general failure of vocational education reforms to give
adequate (or any) recognition to indigenous knowledge systems. All too often, the
interests that seem to be driving recent vocational education reforms are those of the
dominant culture, or even of transnational corporations. The diversity of cultures
that constitute countries such as India and the Philippines is not being given due
recognition in any of the policy initiatives noted. And this would seem to be a feature
of vocational education reform in all the countries studied.

A problem that emerges from the case studies, in the present climate of rapid
cultural change, is the tendency to over-promote the potential of both vocational
education and NFAE to be effective instruments of cultural change. This has charac-
terized the political processes of educational reform, and it is an enthusiasm to which
we as educational practitioners are easily persuaded. Its unfortunate and inevitable
consequence is a perception of these educational sectors as failures when they un-
avoidably fall short of the inflated educational outcomes and social consequences
that were expected of them.

The case studies also demonstrate the need for enhanced performance in the
NFAE sector on a number of fronts. Support for continuing learning after initial
vocational education needs to be improved. There is a need for stronger linkages
with employers offering potential job placements. And micro-enterprise investment
support needs to be associated with vocational education provision, so that self-
employment and cooperative enterprise learning outcomes can be put into effect.

Finally, here, we might note the evident need for much more exploration and
refinement of the respective responsibilities of civil society, private providers, and
the state for different aspects or types of NFAE and vocational education. There
is no well-grounded understanding of how these different sectors may best work
together in either NFAE or vocational education. The effectiveness of these sectors
in contributing to vocational learning outcomes may be greatly enhanced by better
informed policies in this regard.
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Policy Implications

The foregoing issues arising in the case studies serve to underpin the nature and
extent of the impact that NFAE is having on vocational learning. That impact is
important in all of the case studies, although our attempts to quantify it have not
been satisfactory. The impact arises partly from the direct and explicit involvement
of NFAE providers in the provision of vocational education courses. It arises also,
though, from the less direct and non-explicit contributions of non-vocational edu-
cation to vocational learning. NFAE thus emerges as an important consideration in
any policy initiatives or assessments focusing on vocational education or learning.

Whatever the nature of the course or the programs, that contribution is under-
pinned by the responsiveness of NFAE providers to the different cultural back-
grounds of client groups. The field is thus characterized by its responsiveness to
emerging, contextually specific, and often ephemeral vocational learning needs.
Providers are able to respond in a timely manner to the gaps left by more formal
provision and to the latter’s inadequacies and failings. They can do so without nec-
essarily waiting for the ponderously slow adjustments to educational policy that
tend to characterize more formal provision. The NFAE sector should be understood
particularly in this light in any policy initiatives in vocational education or learning.

Indeed, an important part of programmatic activity in the NFAE sector is its
positioning outside any educational policy framework. It operates on the margins of
formal policy, tapping expediently into whatever policy initiatives may be used in
support of its social and educational mission. Of course, some NFAE programming
is driven by and dependent upon formal policy. This is particularly so with pro-
gramming by state departments and agencies. It is also the case with major national
initiatives, such as the national adult literacy programs in India. It is thus important
to consider the policy effects of social and economic policy much more broadly in
any policy initiative or assessment.

Further underpinning the contribution of NFAE to vocational learning is its hu-
manistic approach to teaching and learning. Through this approach it achieves levels
of learner involvement in, identification with, ownership of, and commitment to
the educational engagement that are the frequent envy of educators in more formal
sectors. This enhances not only the quality, the meaningfulness, and the relevance
of the learning outcomes, but also the efficiency of the engagements in terms of
learning outcomes.

Relatedly and integrally, the contribution of NFAE to vocational learning out-
comes is underpinned by its democratic and participative approach to educational
provision and engagement. In working on the fringes of formal educational pol-
icy, NFAE is able, openly and honestly, to engage its clients and learners in
contextualizing, planning, undertaking, and evaluating its educational programs. It
is free to exercise its democratic and humanistic imperatives without fear of contra-
diction with overarching policy.

NFAE provision thereby tends naturally to be more community based than more
formal provision. It seeks generation from within communities, rather than creating
artificial learning communities. It seeks learning through those communities, as an
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integral part of their being. It is thus more naturally educational in form than is more
formal provision.

Through the foregoing features, NFAE provision tends to be more efficient than
its more formal counterparts in achieving learning outcomes. The enhanced qual-
ity, meaningfulness, and relevance of learning ensure greater returns on investment
in vocational education provision through the non-formal than through the formal
sectors.

It is also evident from the case studies that NFAE makes an important contribu-
tion to vocational learning through the learning that comes directly from the demo-
cratic, participative, and humanistic nature of its engagements. Through engaging
in structured educational experiences that are essentially informed by democratic,
participative, and humane values, clients and learners refine their own tacit under-
standing of those values, they hone their capacities to act according to them, and
they enhance their commitment to doing so. They become, in other words, essen-
tially more fully human in the process of educational engagement, regardless of
its particular educational objectives. These understandings, capabilities, and com-
mitments are not only essential learning outcomes for a fuller and more satisfying
and meaningful life. They are important vocational learning outcomes—in them-
selves enhancing the economic potential of the individuals involved. They may
include collaborative capabilities, associations, and models through which learners
can become productively self-employed or engaged in cooperative enterprise—and
therefore less likely to become migrant labor in search of work elsewhere. The im-
poverishment of disadvantaged regions through the emigration of skilled labor may
thus be diminished through the use of NFAE in the search for vocational learning
outcomes.

A notable and related feature of the sector that underpins its contribution to
vocational learning outcomes is the importance of NGOs as providing agencies.
NGOs tend to capture and give organizational substance to the democratic, par-
ticipative, and humane values that inform the distinctive qualities of the sector. It
may, indeed, be argued on the basis of the evidence in these case studies that the
NGO sector is essential for the fuller realization of those qualities. The ineradi-
cable formality of the government sector and the unavoidable commitment to the
efficient through-put of students that characterizes private provision are, in them-
selves, antithetical to highly democratic, participative, and humane structures and
relationships.

Each of these implications calls for consideration in the development or as-
sessment of policy in vocational education. They suggest ways in which issues of
sustainability may be integrated strongly into the provision of vocational learning
opportunities through the NFAE sector. The importance of the sector in achieving
vocational learning outcomes, and the efficiency and effectiveness with which it is
able to do so, suggest that it should be an important sector in policy developments
to enhance sustainability. Its relatively high embeddedness in the communities of
its generation and concern and the relatively highly democratic, participative, and
humanistic nature of its educational engagement suggest that it is ideally constituted
to take a major role in carrying forward the sustainability agenda.
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Across the diversity of cultural and policy contexts studied here, NFAE clearly
plays an important role in poverty alleviation and economic development through
learning for employability, for self-employment, for cooperative enterprise, and for
citizenship. In each of these ways, it contributes significantly to social sustainability.
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Chapter 16
Community Adult Learning Contributions
to Social Sustainability in the Asia-South
Pacific Region: The Role of ASPBAE

Bernie Lovegrove and Anne Morrison

Abstract The Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education (ASPBAE) is a non-
government organization committed to promoting adult education throughout the
Asia-South Pacific region. Many countries within this region are characterized by
striking contrasts in access to, and distribution of, basic education and training op-
portunities. In partnership with regional and global educational and civic bodies,
ASPBAE promotes social sustainability by advocating for the right of all individuals
to an education that assists them to combat poverty and inequality, and that facil-
itates empowerment and transformation of individuals, groups, and communities.
In this chapter, we provide an overview of ASPBAE’s activities followed by a case
study, in order to highlight the organization’s contribution to social sustainability in
the Asia-South Pacific region.

Introduction

The Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education (ASPBAE) is a non-government
organization that promotes adult education throughout the Asia-South Pacific re-
gion. Covering a vast area extending from Mongolia and Japan in the north, to
Australia and New Zealand in the south, and from the Kiribati and Cook Islands
in the east, and beyond Pakistan in the west, the Asia-South Pacific region is char-
acterized by tremendous ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and socioeconomic diversity.
In many nations, access to key services is uneven, with marginalized groups, and
in particular women and rural populations, unable to realize fully the benefits of
formal and non-formal education and vocational training. This chapter focuses on
the role played by ASPBAE in promoting access to education and training across
the region, especially for marginalized groups.

This chapter is inspired by the presentations of ASPBAE members who shared
their perspectives on adult and vocational education and social sustainability at
the AVE for Social Sustainability conference held in Adelaide during April 2006.
The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section gives an overview of
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ASPBAE and its mission in the Asia-South Pacific region. The second section pro-
vides a case study of ASPBAE’s efforts to document and promote sustainable adult
literacy innovations in India. The chapter finishes with a brief conclusion.

About ASPBAE

Formed over forty years ago, the Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education
(ASPBAE) is a nonprofit association of organizations, networks, and individuals
engaged in formal and non-formal adult education. Currently, ASPBAE has a mem-
bership of approximately 240 organizations and 100 individuals operating in 30
Asia-South Pacific countries.

ASPBAE’s approach to adult education is based on four core principles

1. Education is a fundamental right of all.
2. Governments are primarily responsible for ensuring education for all their

citizens.
3. Gender justice is integral to education.
4. Adult education is critical to enabling all citizens to cope with, transform and

improve their life and work conditions, fight all forms of discrimination and
exclusion, and participate meaningfully and decisively in decisions that impact
on their lives.

These principles are advanced through policy advocacy, strategic partnerships,
capacity building, and resource mobilization. ASPBAE aims to activate and support
community, regional, and national bodies as they endeavor to hold governments
accountable for the provision of education to all citizens. ASPBAE acts both with
and through civil society organizations (CSOs) and various government agencies.
ASPBAE’s focus on educational policy advocacy is extended by seven priority
themes:

� adult literacy for social justice and empowerment
� education for women’s empowerment
� indigenous people’s education
� HIV/AIDS education
� education for active citizenship and good governance
� education for peace and conflict prevention
� education for displaced peoples.

Although the concept of social sustainability is not specifically articulated in
ASPBAE’s mission statement, it is clear that the organization’s aims are closely
aligned with the visions of social equity, civic participation, and self-determination
outlined in the introduction to this volume. ASPBAE is convinced that adult ed-
ucation, both formal and non-formal, makes a vital contribution to social sustain-
ability. Conventionally, community-based adult education tends to be marginalized
in favor of formal educational interventions. However, many CSOs are able to
impart a holistic approach to learning that includes values and citizenship education,
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community-building ethics, and education about traditional cultures and practices,
while at the same time imparting skills useful for income generation.

ASPBAE has been involved in capacity building of CSOs so that they can engage
more effectively with governments in relation to education policy. Capacity build-
ing has included training in policy research, data collection, report writing, policy
analysis, campaign design, and policy advocacy. Much more needs to be done to
research and document the contribution of CSOs toward social sustainability and to
argue for more substantial and secure funding so that they can expand their work.

As a contribution to this task, in 2003 ASPBAE undertook a comparative study
of five countries (Australia, Fiji, India, Philippines, Thailand), examining policies
that impact the contribution of non-formal adult education to vocational education
outcomes. This study, Enhancing income generation through adult education, was
edited by Dr. Richard Bagnall (2003), Griffith University, Brisbane.

ASPBAE has worked with member organizations to promote holistic education
for social sustainability, dealing with various issues such as educating for increased
citizens’ participation in governance, values education, and respect for traditions and
cultures. For example, in 2002 in Vanuatu, ASPBAE produced a Learning Circles
Kit on Democracy and Citizens’ Participation in Governance. Training was provided
for key CSOs and offered in various communities and also at Rural Training Centres
as part of the curriculum. The Vanuatu Education Department has expressed interest
in incorporating aspects of this kit into the school curriculum.

In 2005, on behalf of the Commonwealth Foundation, ASPBAE produced a Cit-
izens Education Action Learning Guide for CSO trainers to promote citizens’ par-
ticipation in governance. The guide has been well received and a series of training
courses is being planned in Africa, Asia, the Pacific, and Latin America.

In Samoa, ASPBAE has supported a member organization, METI (Matuaileoo
Environment Trust Inc.) in conducting values education and life skills education
including training life skills coaches. Over the past two years ASPBAE has also
worked with members of indigenous organizations to develop a community action
tool to enable indigenous communities to reflect on issues relating to sustainable
livelihood, and strategies for poverty alleviation in their communities. The tool is
currently being piloted in indigenous communities in Nepal, Malaysia, India, and
Indonesia.

These examples are small efforts in the larger scheme of things, but they nonethe-
less show potential for broader application and relevance. One of the key challenges
for ASPBAE is to develop the pool of community adult vocational educators, and
to promote within this constituency (and beyond) a strong advocacy capacity so that
they can call upon donors and government leaders to meet the educational needs of
all people.

A Case Study of Adult Literacy in India

Referring to literacy, UNESCO states the following:

A person is functionally literate who can engage in all those activities in which literacy is
required for effective functioning of his [or her] group and community and also for enabling
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him [or her] to continue to use reading, writing and calculation for his [or her] own and the
community’s development. (UNESCO, 2005, p. 30)

Although many people throughout the world have been able to lead successful
lives without being literate (Hildebrand & Hinzen, 2004, pp. 52–53), literacy can
nevertheless act as a catalyst in the fight against poverty, oppression, exploitation,
inequality, disease, and infant mortality, thus advancing the long-term sustainability
of groups and communities. As Roy argues

Adult education, with adult literacy at the core, can assist and enable people and commu-
nities to deal with these many challenges. It can provide people with the necessary skills,
information, awareness and creative competencies to cope with as well as transform their
conditions. The right to learning and education opportunities is the right that enables people
to best exercise and advance their other rights. (2004a, p. 119)

Yet the interrelationship between education, literacy, and social transformation
may be far more complex than has previously been assumed. As Archer notes,

. . . there is dramatic evidence, particularly from [literacy] programmes using participatory
approaches, of a whole range of impacts on people’s confidence, on people’s capacity to
participate in wider development processes, on gender equity and women’s empowerment,
on the education of children, on changing attitudes and behaviours (for example, in relation
to HIV/AIDS) on improving health and, on strengthening people’s capacity to access gov-
ernment services or assert their basic rights. The list could go on and on. However, most of
these outcomes are often more closely attributable to the learning process than to literacy in
itself. (2004, p. 67)

Indeed, the quality of the learning process and its responsiveness to learners’
own priorities are crucial variables in any literacy intervention. Here, we consider
ASPBAE’s role in monitoring, evaluating, and critiquing adult literacy interventions
in India.

The National Approach to Adult Literacy

In the 60 years since India attained independence there have been significant ad-
vancements in literacy levels. In 1951, the national literacy rate was approximately
18% of a population of 361 million. Today, with the population exceeding 1027 mil-
lion, the literacy rate stands at 65% (Kohli, 2003, p. 8). Despite this significant im-
provement, much further work is needed before “total literacy” is a reality for all In-
dian people, regardless of gender, caste, ethnicity, region, and age. The last decadal
census in 2001 revealed significant gaps in literacy between men and women (76%
versus 54%), between urban and rural populations (80% versus 59%), and between
states (Kerala: 91% versus Bihar: 47%), (National Literacy Mission, 2008). Fur-
thermore, as many as 300 million adults who were classified as “literate” for the
purposes of the census may in fact have very tenuous reading, writing, and numeracy
skills (Kothari, 2003, pp. 17, 19).

India is one of 164 nations committed to the UNESCO-sponsored worldwide
Education for All (EFA) campaign, which was launched in 1990 and reaffirmed a
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decade later at Dakar. The campaign is currently focused on achieving six educa-
tional goals globally by the year 2015:

1. expanding and improving comprehensive early childhood care and education;
2. ensuring that by 2015 all children have access to, and complete, free and com-

pulsory primary education of good quality;
3. ensuring that the learning needs of all young people and adults are met through

equitable access to appropriate learning and life-skills programs;
4. achieving a 50% improvement in levels of adult literacy by 2015, and equitable

access to basic and continuing education for all adults;
5. eliminating gender disparities in primary and secondary education by 2005, and

achieving gender equality in education by 2015;
6. improving all aspects of the quality of education and ensuring excellence of all so

that recognized and measurable learning outcomes are achieved by all, especially
in literacy, numeracy, and essential life skills.

ASPBAE is an active partner in UNESCO’s EFA campaign, and is one of sev-
eral bodies monitoring and reporting on the progress of participant countries in
achieving the six goals. It is becoming apparent that many governments are tar-
geting some goals at the expense of others, with adult learning and literacy faring
poorly in comparison to the target of widespread childhood schooling (Hildebrand &
Hinzen, 2004, pp. 53–53; Rogers, 2004, p. 3; Petersen, 2007, p. 446; Archer &
Fry, 2005, p. 2). ASPBAE joins the call for all the EFA goals to be returned to the
global education agenda.

In India, the government has prioritized two strategies in order to meet the EFA
objectives. The first strategy is directed toward the universal elementary school-
ing of all children, and especially those children from historically marginalized
groups. The second strategy focuses on the adult literacy component of EFA and
falls under the umbrella of the government’s National Literacy Mission. Currently,
however, EFA in India is increasingly being associated with elementary education
(Kohli, 2003, p. 13).

Although literacy movements have a long history in several districts of India
(Saxena, 2004, p. 179), the implementation of the National Literacy Mission (NLM)
in 1987 focused attention on literacy across the country. After experimenting with
alternative models, the NLM adopted the “Total Literacy Campaign” (TLC) as its
principal mechanism for tackling widespread adult illiteracy (Paul, 2004, p. 57).
Each TLC is conducted in a delineated area and within a specified time frame, usu-
ally over a period of 6–18 months (Bhola, 2002, p. 284). Although early campaigns
were implemented by NGOs, the Indian government has been increasingly involved
in the process. Various activities, including house-to-house surveys, media drives,
and “cultural caravans” (kalajathas), are used to raise awareness of literacy, enroll
learners, and recruit volunteer teachers en masse. Under the guidance of the volun-
teer teachers, classes of up to 10 learners work though a graded series of three lit-
eracy primers. Classes are conducted out of hours at a mutually accessible location,
often in the home of the volunteer teacher. It is expected that within a time frame
of 200 hours learners will be able to read from unknown texts such as newspapers
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and road signs, compute simple problems involving multiplication and division, and
apply the skills of writing and numeracy in their daily lives (Chakrabarti, 2004,
p. 10).

In recent years, National Literacy Mission has introduced post-literacy and con-
tinuing education initiatives that are launched on a region-by-region basis after the
completion of the TLC. The post-literacy phase is described by Chakrabarti as
follows:

Post-literacy specifically aims at remediation and the retention and consolidation of literacy
skills. It comprises providing post literacy primers of graded textual materials to the learners
for guided study with the help of a volunteer instructor. In a second phase, the learners
are provided with a variety of unstructured learning opportunities to practice their literacy
skills through supplementary reading materials and library services, thereby helping them
to continue learning through self-directed processes. (2004, p. 11)

According to Chakrabarti (2004), the main element of the CE phase is the estab-
lishment of Continuing Education Centres, with the ideal of one per village serving a
population of 2000–2500. The center acts as a hub for reading, training, information,
discussion groups, development and cultural activities, sports and other programs, as
well as providing linkages with other learning institutions such as schools, colleges,
and universities. As of 2001, 112 districts had entered the continuing education
phase (Chakrabarti, 2004, pp. 11–12).

The effectiveness of the literacy intervention is measured by the administration of
standardized tests to a sample of learners. Both internal and external evaluations are
conducted and the results reported to the government. Amending earlier goals that
proved overly optimistic, the NLM is currently targeting a functional literacy rate
of 85% in the 15–35 age group, and a reduction in the gender gap to 10% (National
Literacy Mission, 2008). Since 1988, when the first campaign was held in the city of
Kerala, TLCs or other literacy interventions have been conducted in 597 of India’s
600 districts, “and nearly 124 million people are reported to have been made literate
so far” (National Literacy Mission, 2008). In 1999, the NLM received the UNESCO
Noma Literacy Prize in acknowledgement of its achievements in both adult literacy
and childhood schooling. The NLM’s spirit of mass mobilization is enthusiastically
captured by Bhola

an entire district or State taken up in one go; total coverage—no member of society, literate
or illiterate, to be left un-enrolled and uninvolved; transformation of literacy work from an
avenue of employment to a duty/obligation, tinged with pride and patriotism; meticulous
and spatial planning, as in a war, for mobilization and deployment of human resources;
integration of people’s enthusiasm with the ingenuity of the administrative machinery, on
the one hand, and creation of a professional project implementation machinery on the other;
de-linking the implementation machinery from governmental bureaucracy to increase dy-
namism and flexibility, and at the same time ensuring accountability by stringent monitoring
by the people themselves. (2002, pp. 282–283)

However, despite the rhetoric, it is important to consider the long-term sustain-
ability of the NLM’s strategies, and to focus not just on the numbers “made literate”
but also on the contexts in which literacy may or may not make a tangible difference
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in the lives of individuals. ASPBAE and other non-government organizations are
well positioned to offer more sensitive analyses of the NLM than is possible from
“official” quantitative evaluations.

As Khan and Rao note, “Most evaluation studies of the literacy campaigns have
not taken into consideration the social parameters, the historical and contextual dif-
ferences in the different districts and states, but followed a standard quantitative
format” (2004, p. 14). In order to better understand the impact of the campaign
from multiple perspectives, ASPBAE studied six Indian districts that have been
through the total literacy and post-literacy phases of the campaign. The studies, pub-
lished in Karlekar (2004), are based on field trips, interviews, and focus groups with
stakeholders (learners, volunteer teachers, and administrators), and on district and
state-level workshops involving learners, adult education practitioners, researchers,
and policy makers. These studies offer insights into the campaign experience that
are not readily discernable in official quantitative reports.

Positive outcomes of the TLC reported across these studies include

� strong demand from parents for the education of their children
� high levels of initial commitment and enthusiasm
� high levels of community participation, particularly amongst marginalized groups,

including women, indigenous people, and those from lower castes.

Common problems reported include

� limitations due to the programmatic and time-bound nature of the TLC
� loss of campaign momentum in the post-literacy and continuing education phases
� significant gaps in time between the TLC and later phases
� unrealistic expectations of volunteerism
� lack of ownership of literacy initiatives by the learners
� skill erosion, particularly in marginalized groups
� political and/or administrative discontinuities.

The target-orientated nature of the campaign, while successful in creating mo-
mentum, has had unwelcome repercussions in some regions. For example, Sax-
ena describes the competitive atmosphere generated as result of the intervention
in Ajmer district:

The expectation was to somehow get your district declared totally literate. So much so that
the people who dared to express their doubts with the method or the achievements in the
light of their own experiences of limited successes and innumerable hurdles, were at best
silenced or at worst reprimanded for their “inefficiency.” (2004, p. 215)

In Ganjam district Roy reports

I was told that many of those involved in the TLC did whatever they could to ensure that
the [External Evaluation] team met the right people . . . The [External Evaluation] report
lists so many shortcomings and failings in the teaching-learning process, and incidents of
widespread falsification of statistics, that it is surprising that the team did not question its
own conclusions! (2004c, p. 250)
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In several regions there have been significant success stories, whether in terms of
initial literacy levels achieved (e.g. Ernakulam district), social impact (e.g. Nellore
district), or both (e.g. Pudukkottai district). On the other hand, reports of low literacy
attainment are common. In a study of the Dumka region, Kanjula found

Most of [the learners] learnt to sign their names and more than half of them had forgotten
even that as they did not sign their names in their daily lives. The VTs [volunteer teachers]
said that out of 10 learners, two on average learnt to read and write. (2004, p. 291)

In one impoverished region, people found it difficult even to recall the TLC cam-
paign completed only a few years earlier (Roy, 2004c, p. 224). In Ajmer

most of the people [interviewed for the study] insist that the literacy campaign was reduced
to a campaign to teach the illiterate just how to write their names. People, especially the
workers, were given the message that in order to get their wages, rations, kerosene or work
under the food-for-work programme during the famine, they would have to learn to write
their names. So, people used to come to classes to learn to sign their names. (Saxena, 2004,
p. 193)

Nevertheless, in this district the TLC “stirred up a whole lot of social and eco-
nomic issues, which none of the evaluations, internal or external, have been able to
capture or record so far” (Saxena, 2004, p. 207).

Skill erosion is identified as a ubiquitous problem, even in Ernakulam, which was
the first region declared totally literate in India and the impetus for all subsequent
campaigns. In Ajmer, where the target learners were preoccupied with day-to-day
survival, “people did not see any obvious relationship between literacy and their
wellbeing” (Saxena, 2004, p. 202). In Dumka district, many learners “were gen-
uinely not convinced that they should become literate” (Kanjula, 2004, p. 286).
Furthermore, “[a]s they did not exercise their literacy skills in their day-to-day
lives, they failed to retain whatever was learnt” (Kanjula, 2004, p. 291). One of
the recurring findings of these studies is that literacy must be linked to the social
and economic lives of people in order for it to be meaningful to them (Rao &
Govinda, 2004, p. 325). Overall, “the poorest populations in all six districts were
least able to benefit from the TLC, and were most likely to be unable to retain or
sustain the skills developed” (Roy, 2004b, pp. 342–343).

The NLM definition of functional literacy extends beyond the basic skills of
reading, writing, and numeracy to include “Becoming aware of the causes of de-
privation and moving towards amelioration of their condition by participating in the
process of development.” Awareness messages are conveyed via the literacy primers
themselves. Although the TLC primers are translated into local languages and may
contain approved local innovations, the overall format and content is governed cen-
trally. Referring to primers in the Pudokkottai district, Saraswathi comments the
following:

The present study shows that the primers served as a powerful tool for messages imbibed by
the learners . . . In general, these primers provide information on development to learners.
The learners are considered to be uninformed individuals regarding issues of development.
The individuals are blamed if they are poor, non-literate, unhealthy and landless and hardly
any attempt is made to develop a critical understanding among the learners, linking the
problems of development with structural reality or an unjust social system. (2004, p. 149).
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This analysis echoes Dighe’s earlier study of primers in seven states, which found
that

illiteracy is posed as a problem due to the attitude of the illiterate adult. It is the individ-
ual’s lack of initiative and absence of motivation that is considered to be responsible for
the problem of illiteracy. Illiterates are regarded as uninformed, as lacking in knowledge
and literacy is regarded as the panacea for their ignorance. There are no attempts to un-
derstand why certain sections of the community have no access to education in the first
place. The larger structural issues are not even recognised, much less addressed. (1995,
p. 1559)

Thus, while the National Literacy Mission promotes the goal of “awareness,”
many of the primers present a specific worldview and understanding, which is dis-
seminated throughout the country via the literacy classes (Saxena, 2000).

In terms of “empowerment,” one of the outcomes often claimed for literacy,
the studies yield mixed results. In Pudukkottai district, the literacy campaign was
coupled with the innovative strategy of teaching women to ride bicycles, an activ-
ity conventionally associated in that region with men. This resulted in “women’s
perception of independence in terms of all their roles in the household and the
community” (Saraswathi, 2004, pp. 145–146). In Nellore, the campaign attracted
the participation of many marginalized groups and facilitated a joint community
effort to address significant socio-political issues. However, as Archer and Fry stress
elsewhere, “Just teaching people to read and write alone does not empower people”
(2005, p. 17). In regions where survival itself is fragile, “empowerment” may be
particularly elusive:

People remain illiterate due to a variety of reasons. There are fundamental structural hin-
drances related to their social, economic and political status, and there are practical prob-
lems as well. The question that needs to be asked is if the issue of illiteracy can be addressed
overlooking or ignoring the basic problems related to hunger, poverty, unemployment,
exploitation, low wages and social oppression. And without addressing these issues, can
literacy lead to empowerment? (Saxena, 2004, p. 200)

Even where literacy interventions do lead to new opportunities, it should not be
assumed that these opportunities are equally empowering for everyone:

For instance, the formation of women’s groups for income generation could be empowering
or could turn into a merely profit making enterprise, where those who are already advan-
taged, such as the literate women in the group, take on leadership and simultaneously get
greater exposure and training. (ASPBAE, 2006, p. 4)

Ultimately, as Saxena points out, literacy “is neither a neutral nor an isolated or
autonomous variable. It is an ideological construct, a double-edged sword that could
help in reinforcing or reducing the inequality or inequity” (2004, p. 179).

It is clear from these analyses that, for literacy to lead to empowerment and so-
cial sustainability, the training and learning approach needs to take each context
seriously and needs to see literacy as part of a broader education and awareness
program.
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Alternative Approaches to Adult Literacy

With a commitment to quality adult education becoming less visible on government
agendas, some practitioners are concerned that the spirit of EFA is being co-opted
to serve market forces:

Education for All is being increasingly driven by the requirements of economic growth,
preparing an economic instrument, a worker, a producer, a manager; education to create
a human, a humanist person, a human being has been marginalized in most systems of
education. (Tandon, 2003, para. 8)

In India, “Some grassroots education groups . . . oppose initiatives like the Dakar
[EFA] Framework because they believe that it compels governments to pursue un-
realistic targets” (Roy & Khan, 2003, p. 4). While campaigns and targets are highly
visible, their long-term sustainability and effectiveness is problematic. As Archer
and Fry report, “Almost all of the effective literacy work now going on around the
world is designed as a programme, not as a campaign” (2005, p. 19).

While literacy is undeniably the responsibility of governments, civil society or-
ganizations can play a valuable role in designing, implementing, and evaluating edu-
cation programs. ASPBAE has been monitoring and reporting on successful literacy
innovations throughout the Asia-Pacific region.

In India, ASPBAE has documented the work of one of its member organizations,
Laya, a non-governmental organization working with tribal communities in Andhra
Pradesh. In this context, Laya’s stated objectives are

� to empower tribal communities to secure access and control of their land, forest,
and water resources;

� to sustain and promote sustainable alternatives for security of livelihood; and
� to ensure self-governance, recognizing their cultural identity and value systems

(D’Souza, 2003, p. 8).

For Laya, education plays a powerful role in achieving these objectives; how-
ever their vision of education is much broader than literacy alone. “Empowerment”
for tribal people must include the capacity to deal with significant local issues, to
understand national and state laws that affect their communities, to engage with
government representatives, and to assert their legal rights in the face of powerful
vested interest groups. An empowering education for tribal communities must in-
corporate community history and a critical appreciation of traditional knowledge
systems (D’Souza, 2003, p. 12).

Laya’s education program has evolved over time and primarily targets the young
men and women who will steer the future of tribal societies. Workshops, short-term
and long-term training courses, and both intensive and non-intensive education pro-
grams are offered. Training is designed to help learners gain deeper understandings
of the social, environmental, and political context in which they live, and to develop
confidence and skills to advocate for their communities in a variety of ways. In
addition to core topics, “interest area workshops” enable trainees to focus on themes
of particular interest or relevance to them. The training is offered via discussions,
lectures, role-plays, field trips, audio-visual aids, simulation activities, and games.
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Although Laya reports an increase in literacy skills amongst their trainees, literacy
is not the primary measure of the success of these programs.

ASPBAE has also documented the activities of another member organization,
MARG (Multiple Action Research Group), which is an NGO involved in the socio-
legal rights of disadvantaged people. MARG’s early fieldwork centered on Madhya
Pradesh, where many villages were to be submerged after the construction of a large
dam. Unaware of their rights, people were at the mercy of exploitative landlords,
their agents, or corrupt government officials (Monga, 2000, p. 3). MARG developed
a series of manuals to help these people understand their legal rights and obligations.
This work has ultimately led to the development of legal literacy manuals covering
23 significant laws that affect the daily lives of millions of Indian citizens.

MARG’s current legal literacy program is designed for both literate and non-
literate participants. “In the process, some of the participants may develop certain
literacy skills, but the main purpose of the programme is to help people to under-
stand [the law] and to use their new understanding to enhance the quality of their
lives” (Monga, 2000, p. 1). The program is offered via workshops lasting about
three days, during which participants learn about the relevant laws through inter-
active games, discussions, role-plays, songs, posters, and films. The legal literacy
manuals, which are distributed to everyone in the workshop, are carefully designed
to be useful to literate and non-literate participants.

Each of the legal manuals is colour coded . . . Participants learn, for example, that the red
coloured manual is on marriage laws, the blue is on citizen’s rights viz-à-viz the police, the
yellow on contract labour and so on. During the workshops, the non-literate participants
learn key points of the laws through posters. The posters are enlarged copies of the more
than 200 illustrations appearing in the manuals. In this way, the participants become knowl-
edgeable about the materials in the manual and recognise it when they see the illustrations.
(Monga, 2000, p. 9)

The illustrations include simple icons, such as a cross or a tick, to distinguish
between legal and illegal procedures and practices. Should the need arise in their
daily lives, non-literate participants can produce the books as evidence in order to
argue for their rights.

MARG’s philosophy implicitly challenges many of the assumptions underpin-
ning the NLM’s literacy program. For example, MARG’s educational program is
based on the concept that literacy itself is no guarantee of “empowerment.” After all,
“people may be able to read and write, and yet lead a life of indignity or oppression”
(Monga, 2000, p. 17). At the same time, “Non-literate persons, like literate persons,
are not ignorant. They have often built up a large amount of experience, which they
can use for their own purposes” (Monga, 2000, p. 5). For example,

During one legal literacy workshop in a remote village, a non-literate woman assisted
MARG Resource Persons (all lawyers) unfamiliar with the local land laws and explained
them in minute details to the other workshop participants. She did not need reading and
writing skills to know the procedures of the land laws; she had had to go through them for
her own personal needs, and after tackling them, she went on to help many others in her
village. (Monga, 2000, p. 6)

The work of Laya and MARG demonstrate that literacy does not need to be the
only focus of effective and meaningful adult learning. In fact, Rogers (2000, p. 8)
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argues, as do many other practitioners, that literacy on its own is not enough: literacy
must be linked to learning that is contextualized in the lives of learners. A “one-size-
fits-all” approach is increasingly identified as a recipe for failure (ASPBAE, 2006,
p. 6). “Urban, rural, nomadic, tribal, linguistic, dairy or arable farming, young and
older men and women, different caste, class, racial and ethnic communities call for
their own learning programmes; even within the same community different individ-
uals will have different priorities” (ASPBAE, 2006, p. 6).

Conclusion

In multiple contexts, CSOs and NGOs play a significant role in the Asia-South Pa-
cific region in terms of strengthening education for social sustainability. However,
the outreach of each organization is bounded by location, language, funding, and
human resources. By forging links between and across organizations via research,
case studies, exchanges, and regional and sub-regional workshops, ASPBAE seeks
to enhance best practice and to reinforce the capacities of member organizations so
that they are better able to assist the people and communities with whom they work,
and especially the marginalized and vulnerable.

ASPBAE’s mission can be summarized as

� to build and strengthen an Asia-Pacific movement dedicated to advancing
equitable access to relevant, quality, and empowering education and learning
opportunities for all;

� to enhance the role and contribution of adult education and learning in empow-
ering people toward creating a new global order that promotes equitable and
sustainable human development, and upholds and protects the rights of all people
to live in dignity and peace;

� to promote recognition of the role, contribution, and importance of community
groups, people’s organizations, NGOs, and other civil society organizations in
education and development in the region.

By working with and through NGOs, community organizations, education cam-
paign coalitions, universities, trade unions, indigenous peoples, women’s organi-
zations, the media, and other institutions of civil society across the Asia-Pacific
region, ASPBAE is adding value to the local programs of such organizations, many
of which are providing innovative and alternative approaches to education for social
sustainability.
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Chapter 17
Birds Learn to Swim and Fish Learn
to Fly: Lessons from the Philippines on AVE
for Social Sustainability

Edicio dela Torre

Abstract As an adult educator working in the Philippines, my understanding of
social sustainability lies at the intersection of social justice, environmental protec-
tion, and sustainable development. Through the lens of my life and work in the
Philippines over a period of four decades, I discuss the various tensions that I have
encountered between adult and popular education and technical and vocational ed-
ucation, and between government, non-government organizations, and social move-
ments, as each sector strives to realize their different visions of sustainability in the
Philippines.

Introduction

Until I attended a symposium on the topic in Adelaide, I had not come across
the two concepts “adult and vocational education” and “social sustainability” to-
gether. However, AVE for social sustainability provides a useful framework for
weaving together the themes that I have been exploring in practice and theory in
the Philippines.

My current institutional base for adult and popular education work is the Educa-
tion for Life Foundation (ELF), whose core program is the formation of grassroots
community leaders. ELF’s philosophy and methodology is expressed in our native
language as “hango sa buhay, tungo sa buhay”—from life, for life.

From its beginnings forty years ago, my work in adult and popular education has
focused on social justice. Later, “sustainability” entered our discourse in the Philip-
pines, linked mainly to environmental protection and sustainable development. Our
community of social activists accepted the need to integrate sustainability into our
vision of development, but we also insisted on combining it with the idea of “equi-
table development.” This combination of equitable and sustainable development is
what I associate with the idea of social sustainability.

E. dela Torre (B)
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But if we want to link equitable and sustainable development to technical and
vocational education and training (TVET), we have to consider the more dominant
concept of development as economic growth and productivity. This has been, and
remains, the main perspective of technical and vocational education and training.

Different Starting Points Toward AVE for Social Sustainability

Although the Adelaide symposium focused on AVE for social sustainability, my
impression is that the symposium’s starting point was technical and vocational edu-
cation and training (TVET). The concept of AVE for social sustainability challenges
TVET to expand its perspective by incorporating the concerns of adult community
education and by acknowledging “the need for the use of ethical, philosophical and
imaginal teaching styles to complement the technical and professional pedagogi-
cal modes.”1 In addition, the concept of social sustainability implies that society is
not reducible to the economy, no matter how important a role the economy plays.
A similar and succinct message comes from a conference on development per-
spectives in Denmark: “Market Economy, Yes; Market Society, No” (Nagi, 2000,
p. 181).

In my case, the starting point of AVE for social sustainability is not TVET but
adult and popular education, and the challenge is how to incorporate the concerns
of technical and vocational education and training. My work in adult and popular
education has focused on social justice, empowerment of the poor, and education
about their rights. Only later did I incorporate technical/vocational skilling, but still
within the perspective of empowerment.

The development of my understanding of AVE for social sustainability is similar
to the process undergone by the concept of “lifelong learning.” At the start, lifelong
learning was defined in humanist and liberal terms. Later it was appropriated and
promoted by corporations and government ministries as a factor for competitiveness
and labor flexibility in a rapidly changing globalized economy. Still much later, as in
the Lisbon Declaration of the European Union (2000), the understanding of lifelong
learning tried to strike a balance that includes both the perspective of competitive-
ness and of active citizenship.

Ove Korsgaard, former president of the Association for World Education (AWE),
with which I am connected, articulates this as the tension between “lifelong learn-
ing,” with its bias toward flexibility and competitiveness, and “learning for life.” But
when he evaluated the work of the Education for Life Foundation, he also posed the
challenge to us: Should we not promote education for life together with education
for livelihood, given the situation and needs of the grassroots communities who are
our focus?

1 Introduction in symposium notes, Adult and Vocational Education and Social Sustainability,
University of South Australia, Adelaide, 26–28 April 2006.
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AVE for Social Sustainability in the Philippine Context

I have chosen to present my understanding of AVE for social sustainability through
the lens of the different stages of my life and work in the Philippines. This is
of course hindsight, in the spirit of the Danish existentialist philosopher Søren
Kierkegaard’s aphorism that “life can only be understood backwards, though it must
be lived forwards.” These stages are:

1. an adult popular educator based in non-government organizations and social
movements from the late 1960s to the early 1990s.

2. Director-general of the Technical Education and Skills Development Authority
(TESDA) from 1998 to 2001.

3. an advocate of alternative learning systems, particularly community-based learn-
ing systems toward Education for All (EFA 2015) and lifelong learning for all.

For almost 30 years, my understanding of adult popular education was in con-
tradiction to my understanding of technical and vocational education. This also re-
flected the contradictions between NGOs and social movements (where I was based)
and the government.

What to Prioritize: Justice or Productivity?

My initial involvement in adult popular education was with organized farmers fight-
ing for land reform. In the early 1960s, rural Philippines had the double problem
of low productivity and inequitable distribution of incomes. In popular language,
the cake was too small and was not divided fairly. Logically, both government and
NGOs advocated a twofold response: productivity and justice. We must bake a big-
ger cake, and divide it more fairly.

Baking a bigger cake or increasing productivity emphasized the role of inputs:
hybrid seeds, fertilizers and pesticides, irrigation, credit, and technology. The edu-
cation and training required was mainly technical and vocational. Dividing the cake
fairly, or promoting justice, involved educating farmers about their rights and orga-
nizing them to claim their rights under the land reform law. This was the content of
adult popular education. There was no disagreement about the need to promote both
productivity and justice. The debate was about emphasis and priorities, including
what seemed to be a petty disagreement over the sequence of words: “productivity
and justice” versus “justice and productivity.”

Those who pushed the primacy of productivity had a straightforward argument:
we need to bake a bigger cake so that the respective shares will be bigger. It seemed
obvious and logical. We cannot distribute what is not yet produced. But those who
emphasized the primacy of justice retorted: Why would those who are needed to
bake a bigger cake do their part if they are not satisfied with their prospective share?

To bake a bigger cake, in other words to increase rice production, farmers needed
to adopt the new technologies of the “Green Revolution,” aimed at increasing rice
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production through more capital and chemical inputs and organizing marketing co-
operatives. A number of farmers did so, and total rice production did increase, but
in many cases their net income did not increase, because the inputs of new technolo-
gies cost more. Hence, many more farmers refused to adopt the new technologies.
Francis Madigan, a priest working in an agricultural extension program, attributed
this refusal to the culture of the farmer, which he called pre-modern and resistant to
change (Madigan, 1962).

Refuting Madigan’s analysis, fellow activists argued that the share-tenant farmers
are open to change and want to increase their harvest. But they want a change in
land ownership, or at least want a fixed-rent leasehold arrangement instead of share
tenancy, so that they would benefit from the increase in production from the use of
new technologies that require additional work and expenses on their part.

Among our social development circles, the debate took on additional dimensions
including subtle distinctions: Do we emphasize reduction of absolute poverty or
relative poverty? By the late 60s the development debates intensified against the
backdrop of a reviving left movement that included the threat of armed guerrillas.

Many church social action projects focused on productivity: irrigation, improved
seeds, model farms, even cooperatives to cut into the middlemen’s profits, and di-
versifying incomes. A growing minority, however, chose to turn to what we now
call “rights-based education” and social justice issues. We educated farmers about
the law, which we translated from its original English into the native language so
that the farmers could read and understand. We also recruited lawyers to provide
legal services in court. But the most important action was to bring farmers together
as an organized and vocal constituency so that the politicians would find it in their
interest to follow the law. That was how I learned my first lesson in politics: that it
must combine the power of principle and the principle of power.

1972–1986: Deepening Contradictions

The contradictions between technical/vocational and adult popular education deep-
ened with Ferdinand Marcos’ declaration of martial law in 1972. The imposition of
authoritarian rule had the twofold rationale of fighting a “right–left conspiracy” and
building a new society.

Martial law paid grudging credit to the social justice tradition, partly because it
was taken up by armed guerrillas who declared that the main content of the demo-
cratic revolution was the peasants’ struggle for land. Marcos instituted land reform
in rice and corn lands. But the bigger government program was the “Green Revo-
lution.” In addition, Marcos set up the National Manpower and Youth Council to
run skills training centers for out-of-school youth as a way to channel their energies
toward productivity and away from activism and delinquency.

In that context of repression and the resistance it provoked, the government-
sponsored vocational education and skills training was not seen positively by
the adult and popular education movements. Their focus was on resistance and
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democratization. A great variety of left thinking circulated in the democratic re-
sistance movement, from social democratic to communist; what they shared was a
tendency to postpone “development” until after democratization.

Church involvement in social activism did not extend to vocational education for
the poor, except for some religious orders, particularly the Salesians who have a
tradition of vocational education. They worked with government to provide voca-
tional education to out-of-school youth and also with larger companies who needed
a trained and disciplined workforce.

The combination of worsening economic crisis and political crisis brought about
political change in 1986. The replacement of authoritarian rule by a more demo-
cratic one, ushered in new conditions and challenges to adult popular education,
and technical and vocational education and training.

After 1986: Democracy Restored; What About Development?

In 1986, the “EDSA People Power”2 revolution precipitated a change of govern-
ment. I was one of many political prisoners released from detention at this time.
Obviously, I had a very personal reason to welcome the change. But since I was
also with the movement that sought greater and deeper changes, I could not base
my judgment mainly on the fact that I had personally benefited from it.

In fact, the greater part of the left movement and leadership tended to dismiss the
EDSA Revolution as a very limited change of elite leaders, or worse, as a way to
defuse the clamor that had been mounting in the years of resistance to authoritarian
rule for more substantive political and social change.

I used a few lines from the Magnificat in the Bible (Luke 1: 52, 53) to express
my own appreciation of the possibilities and limits of the EDSA Revolution: “[God]
has put down the mighty from their thrones, and lifted up the lowly. He has fed
the hungry with good things, and sent the rich away empty.” The one mighty had
been put down; the dictator was deposed. But will the lowly be lifted up? Or will
the one mighty be merely replaced by many competing groups of the mighty? In
secular political language, will elite dictatorship be replaced by elite democracy or
by a broader popular democracy?

Some of the very rich were sent away, but not empty! They took quite a lot
with them. And most stayed behind, switched sides, and continued their control of
power and resources. One of the political cartoons at that time portrayed a motor-
cade celebrating the “freedom” that the EDSA Revolution represented, and posed a
question through a group of urban poor bystanders: “Does this mean we will not be
hungry anymore?” That reminds me of a quip attributed to Thai activists: “We want
a democracy that we can eat.”

2 A series of non-violent demonstrations that culminated in February 1986. EDSA refers to Epi-
fanio de los Santos Avenue, a major thoroughfare in Metro Manila, and the convergence point of
protestors in the hours leading up to the exile of Ferdinand Marcos.
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With the restoration of formal democracy in 1986, both adult popular education
and technical and vocational education had to adjust to a new context of democ-
ratization, and eventually of greater globalization. I was mainly involved in the
processes of the first, and did not get involved in the second until I was recruited
into government in 1998.

Adult popular education maintained the orientation and methods that were shaped
by the struggle for democracy, but it had to adjust to the transition from what I call
the “politics of resistance” during martial rule to the “politics of participation” under
a formally democratic system, even if still dominated by the elite. Not everyone
managed to adjust to the transition, or even wanted to. A section of the radical
movement pursued their oppositionist politics, and did not want to engage with the
new government or pressure it to live up to its popular mandate for more meaningful
changes. For those of us who decided to pursue what I call “conjunctural possibili-
ties within the structural limits,” the discourse of democratization had to go hand in
hand with the discourse of development. But how do we pursue social justice and
productivity under an elite democratic regime and a globalized market economy?

Paulo Freire and N. F. S. Grundtvig are two figures whom I use to represent
the two poles of resistance and participation-engagement. Although Paulo Freire’s
practice and theory evolved through the years, we used his influential Pedagogy of
the oppressed (1972) mainly in the context of resistance to repression. On the other
hand, I worked with the ideas of Grundtvig and the Danish folkehojskole (folk high
school) tradition (Lawson, 1991) in the post-martial law context.

Pursuing Justice and Productivity

Among my many reasons for studying the Danish folk high school tradition is
its origins in rural communities during the period of reforms which included de-
mocratization and land reform. These are two focal issues in my own work in the
Philippines.

I initially thought that the farmer graduates from the folk high schools led the
successful but non-violent struggle for land reform in Denmark, and hoped that we
could use a similar approach in the Philippines. But my initial impression turned out
to be wrong. Land reform happened first, for reasons we need not discuss here, and
it was the newly independent farmers who needed and could support their education
in the folk high schools.

There is a second lesson, however, that I found relevant, especially in the age
of globalization. The farmer graduates were also the organizers and leaders of the
cooperatives, and later of the agricultural councils. When improved productivity of
wheat farms in other countries made the Danish wheat farms uncompetitive, the
Danish farmers were able to make a consensual decision to shift from grains to
livestock. Part of the reason they could decide together was because they had built
up relationships of trust over the years, rooted in their experience in the folk high
schools.
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I take to heart an aphorism from El Salvador: “Learn from others. Think for
ourselves.” But I cannot help but wish we had that kind of lead time that Denmark
had to develop many farmer leaders among the agrarian reform beneficiaries in
the Philippines, especially now that there is heated debate about extending the
Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program (CARP), whose legislated funding ends
in July 2008.

Landlord critics of CARP question its failure to achieve targets for land transfer
after 20 years, not admitting that it is their resistance that is partly to blame. The
other reasons are the bureaucracy’s problems, and the weakness of the farmers’
organizations. But it is legitimate to ask if, after getting ownership of their land,
the farmers have also produced more, and earned more. Under the CARP, land
ownership has been officially transferred to over a million farmers, organized into
co-ops and agrarian reform communities (ARCs). Studies show that agrarian reform
beneficiaries are better off than those who do not own their land, but the net increases
in productivity and incomes are not as great as expected.

Advocates of agrarian reform admit that improved productivity is not achieved
merely by a change in land ownership. There has to be improved production tech-
nology and access to markets. There is also a need to diversify sources of incomes
from off-farm and non-farm activities. And owner tillers of small family-sized farms
need to organize cooperatives to achieve more competitive scales.

There is a clear case for helping farmers to develop technical and business skills,
in addition to the usual objectives of adult popular education. And adult popular
education itself has to take on new dimensions and challenges of development.

The social justice focus of adult popular education has emphasized a “rights-
based” approach to development, which seeks to empower citizens to hold the
government responsible for delivering basic services and start-up opportunities for
the poor. It does not have as much experience in promoting entrepreneurship and
assisting in the development of community-based and household-based enterprises.

But adult popular education cannot concern itself only about public policies and
programs. It must help the grassroots communities understand and cope with market
forces. The expanding housing and commercial sector want to convert agricultural
land; this either tempts the farmers to sell or forces them out “legally.” Under global
agreements, cheaper agricultural imports have an advantage over the fragmented
small-scale farms. More recently the demand for increased food supplies and biofu-
els has put the farmers under pressure to sell or consolidate their farms.

Promoting Changes from the Top: 1998–2001

This is a minor chapter in terms of years, but a major change in learning for me.
Instead of being part of a movement trying to replace government, or at least pres-
suring it from below to implement reforms, I accepted an appointment to serve in
government as the Director-General of the Technical Education and Skills Develop-
ment Authority (TESDA). It was an opportunity and a challenge to push for reforms
from a position of power.
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A few years earlier, social activists and government officials involved in agrarian
reform had articulated their reform strategy through the metaphor of the “bibingka”
—a Philippine rice cake which is cooked in a deep pan, with fire from below and
burning coals on top of its cover. The “bibingka strategy” seeks to combine the
efforts of “state reformers” from the top with those of their partner reform con-
stituencies from below, in order to overcome the resistance of conservative forces
and the inertia of the bureaucracy.

The field of technical and vocational education is not as politically contentious as
agrarian reform, where this strategy was formulated. But the bibingka strategy also
applied there. I was presumably part of the fire on top, but TESDA’s more significant
achievements happened when there was corresponding fire from below, in the form
of organized constituencies and partners.

The leadership role I had to play included promoting good governance by giving
example and direction. It also involved redefining the orientation and strategic per-
spective of technical and vocational education and training (TVET). Traditionally,
TVET has an urban, industrial development perspective, based on an implicit linear
conception of progress: from rural to urban, agricultural to industrial to services,
and local to national to global. When I took over my post in TESDA, the key word
was “global competitiveness.” But when we were drafting the National TESD plan,
I argued against having global competitiveness as the sole strategic perspective, and
pushed for targeting TVET at rural development and social cohesion. Eventually we
agreed to adopt these three strategic perspectives for TVET: global competitiveness,
rural development, and social cohesion.

As Director-General, I worked closely with industry and formal education in-
stitutions to promote “quality assured” TVET, through school-based, center-based,
and enterprise-based programs, including dual training modes. But the perspectives
of rural development and social cohesion together with my bias for grassroots com-
munities made me give special attention to promoting community-based TVET pro-
grams in partnership with NGOs and local governments.

This approach proved to be most useful in conflict areas and post-conflict areas.
Although the government had signed a peace agreement with the Moro National
Liberation Front, the former rebel leaders complained that, because government
did not fulfill its commitments under the peace agreement, they were also being
criticized by their members and base communities for not delivering the so-called
peace dividend.

As our contribution to the government’s peace agreement, TESDA invested sub-
stantial resources in programs for ex-combatants, their families, and their base com-
munities. Since they had little or none of the formal qualifications required by other
modes, we offered mainly community-based programs. Since few businesses were
willing to employ ex-combatants or their relatives, the perspective of TVET had to
be self-employment rather than the usual wage employment. Eventually we codified
our program as “community-based training for enterprise development” or CBTED.

At one point I commented that the CBTED program is particularly useful for
four groups of participants: ex-rebels, ex-prisoners, ex-soldiers, and ex-street chil-
dren. We should realize that they are not unskilled. But they have honed their skills
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and used them in the context of war or crime. They need to learn how to adapt
their skills to the context of “peace and the market,” and also need to acquire other
competencies they need in this new context.

In some of the programs I helped design, we borrowed methods developed by
the Education for Life Foundation, like “life history workshop” and indigenous
modes of conflict resolution. Other technical trainers used sports activities as a
channel to release pent up energies and feelings, and a way to learn cooperation
and competition.

The AVE for social sustainability framework is applicable to this approach. With-
out it, many TVET programs for out-of-school youth and for post-conflict situations
will be less than effective. It is not enough to train for skills. We need to recognize
the psychological and social adjustments required to live, survive, and move ahead
in the context of “peace and market.”

AVE for social sustainability is both an integrative and “generative” framework
for bringing together at the micro-level of training and programs the larger themes
of productivity, entrepreneurship, and citizenship.

AVE, Social Sustainability, and Alternative Learning Systems

After my short stint in national government service ended in early 2001, I resumed
working with the Education for Life Foundation and other civil society networks.
We re-articulated ELF’s core program as “grassroots leadership formation for grass-
roots community empowerment.”

ELF’s initial understanding of grassroots community empowerment was a car-
ryover from the social movements, and focused on community mobilization for is-
sues like agrarian reform and environmental protection. By 2001, however, another
framework for our grassroots leaders formation program emerged: participatory lo-
cal governance or PLG.

The 1991 Local Government Code gave greater powers and responsibilities to
local governments, starting at the barangay or village level. It also opened up
more possibilities and channels for citizens’ participation. Our partner NGOs who
took up PLG as their core program, and the grassroots leader-graduates who were
elected into their village councils, influenced ELF to adopt PLG as the main frame-
work for our grassroots leadership formation program for grassroots community
empowerment.

Adult popular education in the framework of PLG is directed at two groups of
participants. One group is the village residents, especially the poorer households,
who are educated and organized to exercise their rights as citizens. The second
group is the elected and appointed village officials who are trained in the basics
of governance and participatory processes.

The start-up PLG activity is a joint participatory community appraisal leading
to the formulation of a barangay development plan. This includes listing priority
projects for the allocation of the barangay development fund and whatever other
public funds the barangay can access from other government agencies.
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Through these processes, PLG contributes to community empowerment by en-
abling citizens to influence local officials to use public funds and resources in more
equitable and appropriate ways. But community empowerment has to address an-
other set of resources: wealth that is generated “privately” in a market setting.

When ELF developed a grassroots distance learning program, the first course
requested by the leader-graduates was on leadership and entrepreneurship. They ex-
pressed the need to earn through household or community-based enterprises so they
could continue their community leadership activities without putting undue burden
on their families. In addition to learning about money and the market, they also
asked to acquire specific technical and vocational skills needed for their enterprises.

AVE for social sustainability is a framework that integrates this combination of
citizenship, entrepreneurship, and productivity required for grassroots community
empowerment.

In our education work with the indigenous Aeta communities, the formation of
Aeta leaders initially focused on indigenous people’s rights and on their struggle
to acquire title to their ancestral domain, so that they could manage their upland
resources in a sustainable manner. For this they also needed new skills, such as
organic farming and sustainable agriculture, and also skills for earning off-farm and
non-farm income. They asked for training in business skills, including bookkeeping
and accounting.

In our education program for child workers in sugar plantations, Quidan Kaisa-
han, our NGO partner in Negros Occidental, used PLG to mobilize local officials
and selected residents to offer alternative learning systems to those who wanted
to leave their work in the sugar fields. When the first group of child workers suc-
cessfully secured their high school certificate after passing the government exams,
they naturally asked what happens next. Most asked to enroll in TVET courses, so
they could better qualify for gainful employment. For the parents who supported
their children’s decision to withdraw from work in the fields, the question was how
to replace the lost income. Quidan Kaisahan offered them access to micro-credit,
and of course they asked for assistance in developing various income generating
projects.

Of course NGOs do not think of extending our programs to all communities
and the whole country. This is not just because we have limited resources. The
more important reason is that we should not take over from government the primary
responsibility to provide programs to all its citizens.

That is why ELF joined more than 100 NGOs and civil society organizations to
form E-Net or Education Network to campaign for the goals of Education for All
(EFA), and hold the government accountable to its commitments and responsibility.

The state of Philippine education is not as bad as in many sub-Saharan African
countries, but the basic figures are still unacceptable. Of every 100 children who
enter Grade One, only 65 finish primary school, and only 45 finish secondary school.
Hence, our campaign advocates “walking on two legs” toward EFA. One leg is to
improve access to and quality of the school-based formal educational system. The
other leg is to offer alternative learning systems to those who have dropped out of
school or could not be reached at all by the school system.
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The resources even for the formal education system are not enough, so how will
alternative learning systems be developed? The resources available for alternative
learning programs are not enough to cover the whole country, not just among NGOs
but even in the central government. Hence we have to think of how to eat an elephant
bit by bit, village by village. We need to train not just grassroots leaders, but a
portion of them as educators.

That led to the metaphor of birds and fishes. Birds are intellectuals like us who
can somersault in the air, shift ideas, and have an overview (theory). We look down
from the heights at the fish in the waters and wonder why there is little movement.

The fish of course call on the birds to plunge into the water and feel that it is
thicker than air. And also that at close quarters you can see more movement than
from afar. But once birds emerge to tell how we swam with the fishes, we cannot
rest. We also need to teach some of the fish to fly so that they can tell their own story
and articulate their own theory.

AVE for social sustainability is a strategic partnership of birds that have learned
to swim and fish that have learned to fly.
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Chapter 18
Breaking the Silence: Exploring Spirituality
in Secular Professional Education in Australia

Joanna Crossman

Abstract Spiritual approaches to both secular business practice and adult business
education are under discussion in the literature. Drawing upon the notion of sustain-
able education in order to “situate” discussion, the author suggests some reasons
why this may be so and explores the concept of “secular spirituality” as an appro-
priate paradigm for considering the implications of spiritual issues in learning and at
work. Finally, some notions about possible characteristics that spiritually orientated
learning organizations might have are raised by drawing upon the experience of
American businesses that have trodden this path.

Introduction

Academic literature appears to indicate a growing interest in “secular spirituality”
as a teaching and learning issue within the context of secular adult education, par-
ticularly in the United States and Britain. It should be stated at the outset that the
terms “adult” or “professional” education in this chapter will be used broadly to
refer to all forms of career and adult education including vocational and university
education.

A number of reasons are suggested for the attention that spirituality seems to be
receiving, including a gamut of societal problems relating to racial tension, drug
cultures, family issues, and an obsession with materialism. In response to pressure
from the professions and the drafting of laws and guidelines referring to spiritual
issues that affect professional work (Harris & Crossman, 2005), curriculum changes
have been made in some secular professional education contexts where students are
being prepared for careers in education, business, engineering, the health sciences,
social work, and law (Harris & Crossman, 2005). Clearly these kinds of changes
require appropriate initiatives in professional development and teacher training.
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The notion of sustainable education provides assistance in “situating” arguments
about the ways in which spiritual values need to be addressed in adult education.
A framework for exploring the role of the professions and education in developing
understandings of sustainability with respect to social values can be found in the
1987 report entitled Our common future, commissioned by the World Commis-
sion on Environment and Development. The report suggested that “sustainable de-
velopment requires changes in values and attitudes towards . . . society and work
and home” (1987, p. 111) and subsequently indicates that spiritual pathways have
a role to play in the process. However, although writers since this time do not
appear to have made a direct link between social sustainability and spirituality
(McKenzie, 2005, p. 5), many cited in this chapter have contributed perspectives
that are useful in beginning the task of constructing one. Within this chapter two
key statements emerge from an exploration of the literature. First, social sustain-
ability requires the creation of safe spaces in which empathy, respect, tolerance,
and social justice can flourish. Second, social sustainability can serve as a useful
lens for thinking about the relevance of an education that prepares students for ap-
proaching spiritual issues in the workplace. Thus, my discussion relates not only to
providing opportunities for students to learn about varied spiritual issues but also to
some extent teaching and learning with spirituality in ways that provide a model of
experience that might usefully be applied to the workplace context and ultimately
perhaps make some kind of contribution to a more sustainable society.

Few obvious signs exist in the Australian context that educators involved in sec-
ular adult education have given serious attention to the part spirituality might play
in professional education (Harris & Crossman, 2005, pp. 3–4). I suggest some argu-
ments for “breaking the silence” in Australia and reviewing the existing somewhat
polarized perspective on the role of spirituality and rationality in adult programs.
The chapter concludes with the view that the time is indeed ripe for all stakeholders
in Australia to carefully scrutinize the way in which spirituality relates to student
learning, their lives, and their future careers. In doing so, some contribution might
be made to the development of international understandings of social sustainability.

Interpreting Spirituality in Secular Learning Contexts

A brief development of ideas about how the concept of “secular spirituality”
might be understood and how it relates to religion is necessary. References to
the importance of addressing non-sectarian spiritual values in educational planning
have recently appeared in academic literature and significant reports (Carr, 1999;
Crossman, 2003; Rogers & Dantley, 2001). These non-sectarian spiritual values are
sometimes referred to as “secular spirituality,” though the term is something of an
oxymoron given that the “secular” is by definition worldly in nature (Crossman,
2003, p. 505).

Some writers consider the way secular spirituality resembles religion (Marty,
2000) and others emphasize the differences between the two (Carr, 1995; Tisdell,
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2001, p. xi). Nash (2003, p. 54) interprets secular spirituality as a form of resistance
toward organized religion but a less contentious discourse would simply view
these approaches to spirituality as alternatives available to individuals. Broadly
speaking however, religion could be described as a public institution underpinned
by rituals developed over time in response to sacred texts and secular spiritu-
ality as a looser, less systematic, private interpretation generated by individuals
(Farmer, 2001; Halford, 1999; Rogers & Dantley, 2001). Secular spirituality there-
fore has a non-partisan, trans-religious quality acknowledging the contributions of
major religions without undue preference (Crossman, 2003, p. 505).

Since secular ways of expressing spirituality are exceptionally diverse, writers
need to be cautious about referring to the concept as though it has some kind of co-
hesive, homogenous existence (Harris, 2005). Spirituality may be associated in the
minds of individuals with crystals, nature, and New Age beliefs (Harris, 2001, p. 50)
or indeed with Maslow (1970, pp. 32–33) conceptions of self-actualization. Distin-
guishing secular spirituality as an individually defined phenomenon that has taken
hold in the West may be connected with theories (Triandis, 1995) about how west-
ern society is individualistic (as opposed to collectivist): made up of people more
inclined to be motivated by individual and personal preference (Crossman, 2003).

Various writers have associated the renewed interest in spirituality in the West
with societal problems including rising crime, drug addiction, materialism, racial
tensions, and stresses placed upon the family (Lantieri, 2001, cited in Huang, 2001;
Fogel, 2000, cited in Farmer, 2001; Miller, 2001; Scherer, 1999; Sefa, 1999;
Wilson, 1991). Other writers view these kinds of concerns as a symptom of “spiritual
hypochondria” that, like the prophets of doomsday warn us of imminent moral col-
lapse (Kaplan, 1991, p. 11). Cywinski (2001, p. 12), an engineer and academic, for
example, maintains that educational sustainability in the engineering discipline must
involve the creation of an appropriate spiritual base in order to balance the material
aspects of the profession. In this he is not unusual, in that spirituality has historically
been identified as a moral force for transforming society in response to its perceived
ills and a sense of Weltschmerz.

Academics are also looking to the adoption of holistic teaching and learning
approaches that more closely reflect the circumstances of students’ future work by
taking into account aspects of human interaction (Reid, Nagarajan, & Dortins, 2006,
p. 85). Indeed, one of the seven assumptions Tisdell draws upon in analyzing the
question of spirituality in professional education is that “spirituality is awareness
and honoring of the wholeness and the interconnectedness of all things” (2001,
p. xi), including presumably the diverse aspects of the individual human experience.

In largely western social, political, and educational environments where religion
has long been separated from matters of state (McKenzie, 2005, p. 8) (excluding
private institutions with religious affiliations), spiritual conceptions without reli-
gious affiliations may seem appropriate in their apparent neutrality. Nevertheless,
the topic of secular spirituality in adult education is potentially an emotive one. It
is attractive however to those concerned with equity and social justice as aspects
of educational sustainability (Santone, 2003, p. 61; Tisdell, 2001, p. xii) since it
encourages inclusivity, without giving undue preference to any one spiritual belief.
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Developments in scientific enquiry particularly relating to quantum physics and
influenced by postmodernist paradigms appear to have encouraged mystical or spiri-
tual conceptualizations of science. As a result, discourses have been altered in ways
that make it difficult to differentiate the perspectives of physicists from those of
mystics (Capra, 1982, p. xviii; Capra, 1985, p. 19; Crossman, 2003, p. 506) and
may have opened up new pathways for discussions previously inhibited by the posi-
tivist/constructivist impasse (Capra, 1982, p. 19). To illustrate, recent work on a phe-
nomenon known as a spiritual quotient or “SQ” is based upon neuro-physiological
theories and “new” physics as well as philosophy (McKew, 2002). Constructivist
approaches also call into question scientific pragmatism based on the reasoning that
individual perspectives blur the differences between theory and value (Carr, 2000).

Professional Interest in the Role of Spirituality
in Diverse Workplaces

In A. J. Cronin’s book The Judas tree (1973) a young nurse, Kathy, tries to persuade
David, a doctor, to join her on a mission in Africa.

as regards the mission, you know I’m not a religious man . . . I doubt if I could surrender
my mind to your spiritual convictions.

The work you do is the best kind of religion. In time, David, you would know the
meaning of grace. (p. 211)

As the excerpt illustrates, perceptions of professional practice can be entwined
with the spiritual. Certainly, a number of educational documents in America, the
UK, and India appear to indicate a growing academic and professional interest
in spirituality (Crossman, 2003). Diverse disciplines are acknowledging that spir-
ituality is a factor in the human interaction that takes place during the working
day (Crossman, 2003, p. 507; Harris & Crossman, 2005). Literature related to
the place of spirituality is found in the areas of social work (Damianakis, 2001),
psychiatry (Lawrence & Duggal, 2001), tertiary education (Scott, 1998), sociology
(Wilson, 1991), and engineering and manufacturing (Platts, 2003a, 2003b).

Given that most professions have developed a tradition grounded in science
over the last century or more, criticisms that an interest in spiritual matters is
“anti-scientific” (Levitt, 2001) are perhaps not unexpected despite the rise of “New
Physics” and postmodernist influences. Nevertheless these criticisms fail to respond
to the emotional and spiritual human experiences that occur in professional contexts
when working with people (Crossman, 2003; Damianakis, 2001; Giorgio, 1970;
Lawrence & Duggal, 2001; Scott, 1998; Wilson, 1991).

Within the field of education, the Delors Report (1996) to UNESCO titled Learn-
ing, the treasure within suggested that educators should be contributing to the “all
round development of each individual” including their spiritual needs and values
(pp. 94, 22). In Britain, recent education Acts have clearly specified that spiritual
issues are to be incorporated into school learning and as a result both school in-
spectors and teachers have collaborated in discussing what this might mean for
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teaching and learning in secular government schools (Stoneman, 1997). In South
Australia, Chugani’s (2001) research revealed that, whilst a number of state policy
documents require teachers to explore spiritual issues in student learning, teacher
training programs provided no direction as to how this might be achieved. Clearly,
there must be adequate support provided to training teachers via the curriculum if
spiritual values are to be successfully embedded in a strategy for sustainable educa-
tion (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p. 158).

Evidence suggests that incorporating spiritual approaches into teaching and
learning would be welcomed by some teachers at least. Reportedly, students of
education have spiritual though not necessarily religious reasons for wanting to
become teachers (Serow, Eaker, & Ciechalski, 1992, cited in Mayes, 2001) and
Tisdell’s (2001, p. xiii) work indicates that all participating teachers in her re-
search study were motivated to teach for spiritual reasons. Other evidence indicates
(Neiman, 2000; Palmer, 1999, p. 6) that qualified educators are also experiencing
frustration working in environments where meaning and wisdom are neglected and
where professional and personal experiences are kept separate (Neiman, 2000) in
somewhat artificial ways. If, as Palmer maintains, “We teach who we are” (1999,
p. 11), the separating out of subjective and objective aspects of teachers limits their
potential contribution to the learning experience.

Popular media reflects a general interest in non-partisan spirituality (Thomp-
son, 2000, p. 18), indicating that it has become “a hot topic” (Tisdell, 2001, p. 25).
Some of this literature is linked to business practice. For example, the works of
Stephen Covey (1989) and Deepak Chopra (1994) are highly popular and have
no doubt influenced business practices in organizations around the world. Spiri-
tual issues are receiving close attention in a number of large organizations such
as Tom’s of Maine (Tischler, 2005), Lucent Technologies, and Southwest Airlines
(Rigoglioso, 1999). These corporations have integrated spiritual considerations into
their mission statements and agendas, as has the World Economic Forum since
1999 (Harris & Crossman, 2005). For the more venally orientated, there is evidence
that spiritual perspectives on business practices and decision making can influence
morale, reduce stress-related conditions and staff turnover, and increase net earnings
and ultimately share prices (McKew, 2002; Thompson, 2000, p. 19). Consistent
with findings in education, Harris (2001, p. 45) also indicates that there is abundant
evidence that business employees are seeking out spiritual meaning in their work.
Curiously, it may well be that the most powerful impediment to acknowledging the
role of our spiritual selves in the workplace is to be found in adult education (Mitroff
and Denton, 1999, p. 16).

Is the Time Ripe for Considering Spirituality in Australian
Secular Professional Learning Organizations?

Social sustainability can serve as a useful lens for thinking about the relevance of an
education that prepares students in spiritual ways for professional practice, though
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according to Green and Reid (2004, p. 257) sustainability is a contested and complex
subject. Regarded by some as a “buzz word” (Cywinski, 2001), “sustainability” has
made a complicated shift from environmental to educational genres. Developing
spiritual understandings is not related to the kind of environmental and educational
sustainability concerned with using renewable energy or food composting in uni-
versities (Santone, 2003, p. 62) or paper recycling. It has a more general mission
for social and professional environments and has an enduring quality, involving
developing respect and empathy for others on a deeper level. In other words, as
Hargreaves and Fink (2003, p. 694) see it, sustaining education is at heart about
nourishing valued features of lifelong learning that go beyond preoccupations with
test scores. Encouraging students to explore the spiritual aspects of their lives and
those of others involves levels of intimacy that add enduring dimensions of meaning
and relevance to human and professional relationships.

Social sustainability isaboutcreatingsafespaces.Safespacesare those thatencour-
age empathy, respect, tolerance, and social justice where people are able to interact
on a deeper level. Safe spaces through social sustainability mean that the courage to
share our innermost selves is welcomed and valued. Social sustainability embraces a
broad mission of individual and societal growth in human, qualitative, and subjective
terms. It acknowledges the importance of these aspects of experience in personal and
professional interaction including teaching and learning contexts by accepting that the
professional is also the personal and vice versa. Without it, we are left to the destructive
and unsustainable forces of greed, selfishness, one-eyedness and mismanaged power.

The report Our common future, a seminal work on the concept and implications
of sustainability, notes the importance of responding to and generating changing
values in society and work and calls upon the world’s religions to provide leadership
and direction “in forming new values that would stress individual and joint respon-
sibility” (WCED, 1987, p. 155). Whilst religions have something to contribute to
discussions of how spirituality might be addressed in professional education in sec-
ular environments, there is a need to draw upon inclusive, ecumenical approaches.
Given that Australian society is spiritually diverse, any programs preparing students
for the kinds of spiritual issues they may face in the workplace must logically ac-
knowledge the spiritual realities students are likely to find. If sustainable education
includes concerns relating to the rights of groups (WCED, 1987) then no doubt these
“groups” extend to those with diverse spiritual beliefs.

Set against the knowledge that Nash (2003, p. 54) discovered more than 75
academic programs in America referring in some way to religion or spirituality,
less thorough internet searches of academic programs in Australia suggest far fewer
references (Harris & Crossman, 2005, pp. 3–4). However more extensive research
is required to investigate Australia’s response to spiritual issues in professional ed-
ucation in order to verify these initial findings. It may be that the sensitive nature
of spirituality in secular and multicultural communities leaves academics cautious
about the discourse they choose. For example, some courses and programs may
indeed address the role of spirituality in the workplace and/or learning but choose
to describe this activity as part of an “ethics” or “values” objective. As Fornaciari
and Lund Dean (2001, p. 337) suggest, it is a matter of language and “fitting” it into
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an acceptable and legitimized rubric of a rationalist, positivist paradigm. Another
possibility is that individual teachers bring spiritual dimensions to their teaching
and learning practices without needing to refer to them (Harris & Crossman, 2005,
p. 5) or that teaching approaches may not be captured within course outlines. This
seems to be a possibility given that Mitroff and Denton (1999, p. 9) suggest that
values-based organizations supposedly guided by general philosophical values or
principles are defined in implicitly spiritual ways. Whatever the reason for the near
invisibility of the word “spirituality” in Australian adult education documents on-
line, multiculturalism would surely be better served by sensitively approaching the
topic of spirituality in professional and educational contexts, developing a climate
of shared tolerance and understandings that contribute to building a sustainable and
peaceful future.

Though many academics and educators are expressing an interest in “breaking
the silence” on spirituality in adult education (Tisdell, 2001, p. 27), “baby boomer”
Australians educated in the last forty years or so may well share the perception
with others residing in Britain and America that spirituality is a “taboo” subject
in the workplace, educational or otherwise (Tisdell, 2001, p. 3) and could well be
concerned that the learning experience may be “hijacked” by those with the power to
impose their own spiritual agendas (Harris & Crossman, 2005, p. 5; Mayes, 2001).
Mitroff and Denton (1999, p. 6) argue that it is this very tendency of trying to build
a wall between the spiritual self and the workplace, corralling spiritual impulses
to personal time, that creates pressures resulting in inappropriate responses such as
proselytizing a particular religion.

However, despite the challenges, it may be time to revisit the way in which
Australian society, like others, has hitherto encouraged the disassociation of public
and professional educational behavior from more personal value systems (Neiman,
2000). Such a review would be timely given that secularization reputedly reached
its zenith in the 1970s (McKenzie, 2005, p. 5) and in education appears to have
remained largely unquestioned for decades until quite recently. From a learning
perspective, the separation was and is a particularly curious step given the impor-
tant role that subjective aspects relating to our values play in thinking and solving
problems. It is worth remembering that separating subjective and objective thinking
behavior in learning does not represent a “natural” human tendency but one that
has been conditioned through circumstance (De Bono, 1999). Tisdell (2001, p. xi)
has also argued that the deeper aspects of self are co-contributors in constructing
knowledge and meaning making with rational and cognitive approaches.

There is also a view that the potential joy of learning is in danger of being
severely curtailed in educational communities that focus almost exclusively upon
scientific rationality (Priest & Quaife-Ryan, 2004, p. 300) and that teachers are left
feeling unconnected to their colleagues, failing to engage in the spiritual dimen-
sions of their students or indeed their inner selves (Palmer, 1998, p. 19; Palmer,
1993, p. x). There is dysfunctionality in silence that should not be interpreted as
an acceptable way of keeping order. True respect and justice is in tolerating and re-
specting difference, not in denying the differences altogether. Silence is not a neutral
phenomenon.
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Australian educators also need to review the role of spirituality in preparing
students for their work as professionals quite simply because these individuals are
required to comply with laws and directions that relate to spiritual aspects of profes-
sional work (Harris & Crossman, 2005, p. 6). Australian and international labor laws
(ILO, 1994), for example, specify that whatever the race, creed, or gender of indi-
viduals within the workplace, they have a right to pursue their own spiritual develop-
ment and there are therefore some individuals with compliance responsibilities who
will need to interpret and implement these laws (Harris & Crossman, 2005, p. 6).
National parks officers are obliged to respond to and appreciate aspects of Indige-
nous spirituality and officers of the New South Wales government involved in the
development and approval of water management plans are required to show due con-
sideration of spiritual heritage in their decision making (Harris & Crossman, 2005).
If these requirements are realities in the work of professionals in diverse environ-
ments then Australian secular educational institutions need to prepare students with
the understandings required not simply to carry out their work efficiently but to
respond to legal and professional demands that define their responsibilities.

Evidence in the literature indicates that secular educational providers in a num-
ber of countries are exploring and implementing responses to spiritual issues in
both secondary and post-secondary environments. Whilst Australia has shown less
enthusiasm for taking this route, the importance of global educational relationships
should provide the motivation for considering at least a more focused strategy on
the part of professional bodies and educational disciplines in staging forums for
discussion. Such discussions will no doubt have implications for teacher training
and professional development. Teachers may indeed be conscious that their students
need and desire some exploration of spiritual issues but simply do not know how
to develop appropriate understandings in the learning environment “without being
impositional” (Tisdell, 2001, p. 19). The 1987 report published by the World Com-
mission on Environment and Development has emphasized the need to encourage
contacts between teachers working in various cultures to develop concepts associ-
ated with educational sustainability. With this advice in mind, some intercultural
initiatives with those educators in the UK, the US, or India who have trodden the
same path would no doubt inform the process (Harris & Crossman, 2005, p. 6),
though obviously Australian academics will need to consider the issue in their own
context.

I have begun to argue elsewhere (Crossman, 2006) that in conceptualizing spiri-
tual approaches to learning, educators may like to explore some of the literature that
is emerging from otherwise secular business organizations that have become spir-
itually sensitized in their activities (Burack, 1999; Delbecq, 1999; Wagner-Marsh
& Conley, 1999). Learning organizations will need to consider if they have a sup-
portive leadership base ready to encourage discussions about what a spiritualized
learning environment might entail. In my view, it would most likely be character-
ized first by a curriculum that will prepare students for interacting with culturally
and spiritually diverse people in the workplace. Second, educators in spiritualized
learning environments will need to model specified spiritual values in their relation-
ships with students and colleagues. In other words, implementing a spiritualized
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curriculum involves making decisions around teaching about spirituality as well as
teaching with spirituality. Learning organizations will also probably need to identify
core values and align them with mission statements and program objectives. Finally,
a spiritually sensitized learning environment in an otherwise secular context is prob-
ably only workable within a pluralist paradigm that acknowledges and respects the
individual’s right to embrace or question conceptualizations of spirituality in criti-
cally engaged learning contexts. In this way individuals will be better prepared to
contribute to socially sustainable workplaces.

Conclusion

Creative and open minded approaches to gathering ideas, particularly from profes-
sionals in the field, will assist greatly in mapping out a way to address a need that has
hitherto been neglected in secular professional education. As Santone asks, “What
kind of education do we need to create the future we want?” (2003, p. 61). In answer-
ing her own question, she speaks of an ethos of education for sustainability where
“caring,” “compassion,” and “humanity” (p. 60) have something to contribute to the
long-term outcomes of effective citizenship through the curriculum and instruction.
Cywinski, in an engineering context, connects sustainability with spirituality even
more closely, “Sustainable development meets the holistic (spiritual and material)
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
[their own]” (2001, p. 15).

Spirituality, like religion, has much to offer in building a sustainable world. With
vast numbers of adherents to give voice to these concepts, spirituality has the capac-
ity to inspire the shaping of worldviews and guide moral behavior (Gardner, 2002,
pp. 11–12). It is hard to see how Australia can continue to avoid raising discussions
about the implications of what appears to be an emergent shift in paradigms that
would provide a greater balance between subjectivity and objectivity in learning con-
texts. The time is indeed ripe for Australian adult education to “break the silence”
(Tisdell, 2001, p. 27) and review spiritual issues in secular educational contexts from
the perspective of enhancing learning, responding to professional needs, and fostering
equity and social justice in building a sustainable future in Australian society.
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Chapter 19
Waldorf Schools as Communities of Practice
for AVE and Social Sustainability

Tom Stehlik

Abstract Communities of practice are characterized by an ability to generate social
or cultural capital, not necessarily through formal educational provision but through
informal learning, individual transformation, and cultural change arising from the
collective involvement of like-minded people in a process, association, organization,
or event, often based in practice. The associated theory of situated learning also sug-
gests that for adults learning mainly occurs by situations, not subjects, and usually
associated with social interaction. In this chapter I explore these notions in the con-
text of a community of practice identified with a Waldorf School for Rudolf Steiner
Education, which provided a case study for researching and analyzing the extent
to which adults as parents engage in informal, social, and transformative learning.
I conclude that the role of active parenting as a vocation and as legitimate work
is enhanced and informed by involvement in a school that is defined by a specific
educational philosophy which, inter alia, encourages the development of a learning
community.

Steiner Education and Waldorf Schools

It is a fact that a Waldorf School provides a learning and growing situation not only for the
children but for the parents and teachers as well. (Edmunds, 1979, p. 112)

The first school for Rudolf Steiner education began in 1919 as an initiative of the
Waldorf-Astoria Cigarette Factory in the German city of Stuttgart for employees of
that company. The unique approach to education of this “Waldorf Free School” soon
attracted interest from other parts of Europe, and it was not long before the initiative
spread and schools were established in other countries. From these beginnings, the
term “Waldorf” school has passed into common usage, and at the time of writing
there were over 950 Steiner or Waldorf schools worldwide, in over 60 different
countries (Steiner Waldorf Schools Fellowship, 2007).
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Waldorf schools collectively “form the largest and one of the fastest growing
groups of independent private schools in the world” (Cape Ann Waldorf School,
1999, p. 1). In Australia there are now about 40 Waldorf schools, most of them
primary schools, with a number having a full primary and secondary curriculum
based entirely on the indications originally given by the Austrian philosopher and
scientist Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925).

The schools share a common philosophical foundation, which encompasses ed-
ucation of the whole being—spirit, soul, and body—and follows in depth the stages
of human development from birth through life in seven-year cycles: from ages 1 to
7, 8 to 14, 15 to 21 and so on. These cycles continue throughout adult life, and an
underlying feature of Steiner education is the recognition of continuing education
and development beyond school, with the need to incorporate an understanding of
adult development in the approach to child development. The belief that education is
an art and that educating the whole child means addressing the forces of their mind,
heart, and will, are the guiding educational principles established in 1919 which are
still vibrant and alive today.

This chapter is based on research undertaken by the author to explore the notion
that Steiner schools function in a much broader sense than just pedagogical insti-
tutions (Stehlik, 2002). According to my subjective experience, a commitment to
Steiner education as a parent seems to involve a subtle shift in lifestyle and values
that is at once rewarding and challenging and consistent with the concepts and pro-
cesses of lifelong learning, meaning making, and adult development. The central
focus around which the community is formed and maintained is a commitment to
a particular philosophy of education, which is underpinned by the wider system of
beliefs known as “anthroposophy” (literally “the wisdom of the human being”, the
philosophy developed by Steiner which underpins practical applications not only
in education but in areas including medicine, art, and agriculture). Individuals may
choose to join and participate in this community because “it is one’s commitment
to any system of beliefs, rather than the beliefs themselves, that provides mean-
ing in life” (Merriam & Heuer, 1996, p. 245). Each parent, by “buying into” this
philosophy, becomes responsible for carrying the flame of Steiner education into
their own homes and the wider community. Determining the extent to which parents
not only actively do this but are aware of why and how they do this was one of
the main questions pursued in the research. The research methodology took the
form of a case study of an adult learning community in the context of Steiner
education in Australia by focusing on the community associated with one partic-
ular school: the Mt Barker Waldorf School for Rudolf Steiner education in South
Australia.

Easton believes that one of the major achievements of Waldorf education is “the
development of the school as a learning community” (1997, p. 91), and the study
set out to test this notion, as well as the statement that begins this chapter: that a
Waldorf school provides a learning and growing situation for parents and teachers
as well as children. The major finding as expanded and discussed throughout this
chapter was that the school provided a site for community members to engage, learn,
grow, and develop through practical involvement in an intentional community that
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both sustains its members as well as sustaining itself. It became apparent that it was
a community of practice.

Situated Learning and Communities of Practice

“Situated learning” encompasses three related notions about learning: that knowl-
edge is embedded in the circumstances of its application, that learning is a social
process, and that activity is central to the organization and development of knowl-
edge (Billett, 1994; Lave & Wenger, 1991). The term can be traced originally to
the work of Dewey whose theory of experience placed situation as a central term in
understanding the interaction between learning and experience (Clandinin & Con-
nelly, 1994); and also to the influential community adult educator Eduard Lindeman
who wrote as early as 1926 that “the approach to adult education will be via the
route of situations, not subjects” (Lindeman, 1926, p. 4, original emphasis). Action
learning is acknowledged as an underpinning aspect of learning organization theory,
but situated learning theory foregrounds this notion by stating that activities are
developed through a community of practice, which is in turn defined as “a set of
relations among persons, activity and the world, over time and in relation with other
tangential and overlapping communities of practice” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 98).

Participation in the community of practice relates to a sense of belonging to the
community and is both a condition under which learning takes place as well as a
constitutive element of the content of the learning, which is in turn defined by the
parameters of the practice that the community is concerned with.

Participation here refers not just to local events of engagement in certain activities with
certain people, but to a more encompassing process of being active participants in the prac-
tices of social communities and constructing identities in relation to these communities.
(Wenger, 1998, p. 4, original emphasis)

Furthermore, a community of practice “provides a characteristic learning cur-
riculum” and a field of learning resources that is based in everyday practice, not
necessarily in a training package, a curriculum document, or a set of textbooks
(James, 1997, p. 201). In other words, the expertise or knowledge base may reside
in some or all of the group members themselves (Stamps, 1997a, p. 37), and the
community itself becomes an environment that facilitates informal and incidental
learning. Wilson and Ryder go so far as to attribute intentionality to such com-
munities, which they suggest “seem to have minds of their own [and] behave as
though they had intentions” (1998, p. 13). Communities of practice have also been
analyzed in terms of complexity theory, as self-organizing systems that reflect the
tendency in nature for patterns and order to emerge out of seeming chaos, without
the need for hierarchically or externally imposed direction or a blueprint in order
to function (Stamps, 1997b), and it is further suggested that “the organic, spon-
taneous and informal nature of communities of practice makes them resistant to
supervision and interference” (Wenger & Snyder, 2000, p. 140). In this sense com-
munities of practice actually generate social or cultural capital, not through formal
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educational provision but through informal learning, individual transformation, and
cultural change, which are interrelated aspects of situated learning theory. Wenger
and Snyder further consider that communities of practice are self-perpetuating as
they continually reinforce and renew themselves through this process of generation
(2000, p. 143).

The term “learning community” has been used to describe the social interaction
aspect of the learning organization (Senge, 1990), but has been adopted as a more
generic descriptor to encompass a wider range of learning situations. Perhaps be-
cause it is more inclusive of the idea of community, it is a preferred term in the liter-
ature on schools as learning organizations. A learning community can also develop
in a temporary, nominal, or even virtual group of learners who are not associated
with any formal organization and may be aiming at no other goal than to experience
a learning community. Harrison and Falk define a learning community as “a specific
community where learning is continuous and transforming,” and distinguish this
term from “community learning,” which is “a broad name for those individual and
group processes which not only produce but also sustain community development
outcomes” (1997, p. 46, original emphasis).

Wilson and Ryder analyze learning communities as an “alternative metaphor
to traditional instruction” (1998, p. 1), and highlight the concept of learners self-
organizing to guide and control their own learning without the need for a formal
“expert” leader or educator. They use the term “dynamic learning communities” to
describe a situation in which control and guidance is distributed among group par-
ticipants, where everyone learns and anyone can be an educator; the process being
associated with transformative communication. The authors also acknowledge the
emerging literature on situated cognition and state that “learning cannot be separated
from action” (Wilson & Ryder, 1998, p. 2). Even though this notion can be traced
as far back as Aristotle, who is credited with the aphorism “What we have to learn
to do, we learn by doing,” it is reinforced in the literature on communities of prac-
tice, for example by Billett (1994) in his study of workplace learning in a mining
plant; by James (1997) in her study of transformative learning among mature-age
beginning technology studies teachers, and by Wenger (1998) in his emphasis on
active participation and engaging in practice to support learning. It would seem
then that whether we talk about a learning community or a community of practice,
learning in action is one of the key processes in developing and sustaining them,
and situated learning is a useful way of describing and contextualizing this process.
It also follows that learning in action can be situated in other contexts than just the
workplace: schools, families and communities can also be sites for meaningful and
transformative adult learning.

Parenting as Vocational Work

No formal or legal requirements exist that require parents to instruct their children. How-
ever, common cultural assumptions regarding child-rearing infer that parents will guide and
prepare children for life in a community. (Barbour & Barbour, 1997, p. 97)
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Children experience a whole world of learning long before they encounter formal
schooling and a place where adults are referred to as teachers. A child in its first three
years of life learns to walk, talk, comprehend, and communicate with others all by
the process of imitation and experiment, not by formal schooling. What the young
child learns about the world into which it is born, it learns from its significant kinship
relations—parent or parents, siblings, grandparents—and “it is important to realise
that cultural learning begins at birth, is mostly non-verbal and 90% unconscious”
(Khoshkhesal, 1995, p. 14). An anthroposophical perspective suggests that a young
child is still incarnating into its physical body until its third year, and an awareness of
the child’s dreamlike consciousness at this stage may lead to a deeper understanding
of the parenting process.

A popular book in Waldorf circles that explores this perspective is entitled You
are your child’s first teacher (Baldwin, 1989). The book validates the important role
of parenting as real work in educating children in their pre-school years, in contrast
to the dominant paradigm, which views teaching as a profession while parenting has
lower status and mothers especially are often labeled “homemakers”—a role that is
non-paid, non-professional, and not recognized as real work, when it is probably
the single most important and responsible role an adult could have, contributing
immeasurably to the social fabric.

This paradigm represents a general shift away from recognition of the family as
the basic unit of socialization and placing that expectation upon schools, and to a
certain extent on popular culture and the media. Barbour and Barbour, writing from
a “mainstream” educational perspective, consider that child-raising practice is no
longer influenced by the extended family and the wider community in a modern
world where “daily lives now are more frenetic, and all too often families come
close to abandoning responsibilities for a home curriculum in favor of that offered
by the entertainment industry—a community force that is not always appropriate”
(1997, p. 97).

Much of the literature from an anthroposophical perspective on education in gen-
eral and parenting in particular calls for a renewal in thinking about the home as the
place where socialization and social renewal begins, where some of the negative
effects of the frenetic modern world can be balanced by a return to calmness in the
home life:

It is in the social institution of the family that we have the possibility of bringing changes
that are health giving in the more immediate present. Here, we can begin to change our lives
and regain some degree of sanity in a world that has so many pathological aspects. What
we do within the family; the home we create, is perhaps more important than any massive
reforms. (Kane, 1987, p. 12)

Creating an appropriate home environment is a recurring theme not only in the
literature but in the discourse of Waldorf school communities, as parents are drawn
to an understanding of the importance of supporting the ethos and environment that
the teacher seeks to create in the classroom, especially in the early years. A typical
Waldorf kindergarten in turn seeks to re-create the environment of the home. The
kindergarten teacher—almost always a woman—represents a mother figure who
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does not “teach” in a formal sense but creates form and rhythm and a nurturing
environment by leading activities that would also take place in the child’s home:
story-telling, painting, cooking, singing, playing games, and allowing the children
to play freely and imaginatively. The more consistency there is between the child’s
world at home and in the kindergarten, the more secure they can feel about the
school environment and be able to grow into an attitude that will prepare them for
the more formal schooling that will begin in the child’s seventh year. In the secure
and almost domestic situation in the kindergarten, the “teacher” is playing out the
role of “homemaker,” to the extent that the distinction between the two roles is so
diffuse as to be almost blended.

Schmidt-Brabant suggests that for parents the role of homemaker should be
viewed not as domestic drudgery but as a spiritual task, and furthermore argues
that the role of homemaker can actually be considered as a vocation—something
that parents should aspire to as a vital role in making the household a starting point
for social renewal, as family life “is the smallest and most basic part of our social
life” (1998, p. 10). This is an interesting notion as it gives rise to the idea that, if
vocational training is linked to a work-specific job role, then parenting as a vocation
also requires the acquisition of work-related skills and knowledge. If we further con-
sider the classical rather than the contemporary meaning of vocation, as “a calling
. . . especially a religious one” (Neufeldt & Guralnik, 1988), then we can see the
connection with parenting as a spiritual task.

However, Schmidt-Brabant goes on to state that training in homemaking is an
individual process, arising from life or what has just been identified as destiny learn-
ing. It is therefore not associated with formal education but “the homemaking career
is a question of self-education. Self-education is a sign of modern humanity” (1998,
p. 22, original emphasis). Self-education in this sense means more than just being an
autodidact: it refers to a path of development that rests on the “self-formation of the
human being” (Schmidt-Brabant, 1998, p. 22). Self-education originates with the
realization by the individual that they are on a path of continual learning. “Parenting
is one of the most important jobs, but perhaps the most undervalued. It really is a
vocation, and one that takes constant work, both inner and outer” (Dowling, 1999,
p. 1). But parenting is not recognized as a vocation or acknowledged as a skill to
be taught during the compulsory years of schooling. Parenting skills are acquired
through learning by experience, by repeating role models from childhood, by ob-
serving and taking advice from other parents, from books or other “expert” sources,
and sometimes through non-formal educational programs—but mainly it is learning
by doing.

A formal acknowledgment of parent education is one of the underlying aspects
of Steiner education, in recognition of the need for a partnership between the aims
of the school and the aspirations of parents for their children, and also in a pragmatic
sense.

An ongoing parent educational program serves the purpose of deepening their understand-
ing of the educational aims of Waldorf Education. Parents must be nourished and sustained
in order to have the stamina to make it through many years of financial and moral support
that they will give to their particular school. (Mitchell, 1992, p. 81)
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In other words, acknowledging the learning needs of parents serves a double pur-
pose of maintaining the Waldorf community’s core values and philosophy through
a process of socialization and education; while also nourishing and sustaining the
growth and development or “self-formation” of parents as human beings. The two
processes are mutually supportive and interconnected, so active support by parents
of a Waldorf school is at the same time a process of self-education and reflection on
the task of parenting and the roles and relationships involved.

The author’s research into Waldorf schools as learning communities and sites
for promoting lifelong learning (Stehlik, 2002) shows how parents at the Mt Barker
Waldorf School in South Australia saw this reciprocal role. Many of the respondents
interviewed for the study associated their learning journey with what they perceived
as their parenting role in the context of a three-way relationship with the children
and their teachers. Waldorf teachers are expected to undertake a path of individual
development as part of their vocation and, when asked if the same notion applied to
parents, one responded:

Well of course, even more so I would imagine. For me personally, anyway, most of the
time because of my work, which as I said before is mundane and more . . . it’s really about
transforming the basic . . . you know I don’t have my work and my self; my work and my
self has merged. (Stehlik, 2002, p. 134)

However “work” in this sense meant domestic work, which being unpaid and
generally unrecognized is harder to be objective about, hence the notion of “merging
with self” to the extent that this person saw their identity as inextricably bound up
with their work as a parent, and furthermore:

being able to articulate these ideas had helped a lot in understanding and accepting her role
as a mother and homemaker and the importance of this role in supporting the three-way
relationship of parent, child and teacher. The key phrase this parent used was transforming
the basic, meaning that while accepting that the role of homemaker involves a lot of basic,
mundane work, she has been able to transform her perspective and elevate this work to a
higher level of meaning. (Stehlik, 2002, pp. 134–135)

The study further explored the basic distinction that “parents have children;
teachers have pupils” and that there are different roles and tasks associated with
these differing relationships. This three-way relationship is identified in the litera-
ture on the history and background of the Waldorf movement. Schwartz for example
suggests there is a conscious recognition in this system that parents are also part of
the learning loop:

The Waldorf teacher recognizes that only one-third of her “class” sits before her: the other
two-thirds are the children’s parents, who are no less affected by whatever is being taught
and by the moral attitudes that are being formed in the classroom. (1999, p. 241)

In order to support the “moral attitudes” that are being formed in the classroom a
parent must first share a belief in them and second reinforce them in the environment
and daily rhythms of the home. Waldorf schools for example discourage allowing
small children to watch television and encourage reading and activities by parents
instead, including regular daily rituals that would reflect the types of rituals in a
Waldorf classroom. Already this becomes a challenge for parents to change their
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own attitude to television and become more creative in occupying and entertaining
their children, which in turn can become a process of learning and developing. The
vocation of parenting then becomes a creative and meaningful task in addition to
the more mundane activities of domestic life, but for the modern busy parent also a
challenging one.

Workplace Learning Leads to a New Form of Schooling

It is worth noting that the first Waldorf school was founded through an early attempt
at workplace learning that failed. Rudolf Steiner himself was more concerned with
larger issues of social renewal, and in 1919 published The threefold social order
(Steiner 1972b), a book that outlined an approach to political and social renewal
that was intended as a contribution to the rebuilding of a society devastated by the
turmoil of the First World War and hijacked by increasing materialist and scientific
rationalist thinking. The book and the lectures that Steiner gave on this theme (pub-
lished as The social future, 1972a) created a great impression in Europe; perhaps
because people were inspired by the way the three elements of the social organ-
ism were linked to the great universal ideals of liberty (cultural, intellectual, and
religious freedom), equality (political freedom and legal rights), and fraternity (the
right to work creatively).

Inspired by Steiner and the frequent discussions and meetings with other like-
minded social reformers, the German industrialist Emil Molt—owner of the Waldorf-
Astoria Cigarette Factory—enthusiastically sought to implement the ideals of the
threefold social order within the community of his large factory, beginning with a
desire to liberate the workers’ minds by offering them free liberal adult education
classes. In Molt’s words:

Amid these activities, another branch of the Threefold Movement blossomed: the Waldorf
School movement. I expressly say “movement” because, with the founding of the first Wal-
dorf School, a model was created for many. Before I give an account of this, however,
I should like to say something about the attempts at adult education made within the Waldorf
Astoria factory, since these were the forerunners of the school. (cited in Murphy, 1991,
p. 136)

These attempts at adult education took the form of a series of afternoon lessons in
foreign languages, painting, history, and geography as an introduction to the broader
questions of life and learning, generously counted as paid work time. Molt was
trying to put into practice the recognition of the cultural sphere in economic life, not
just for the goal of increased productivity for his business but to give an opportunity
for second chance learning to the workers who had experienced very limited formal
education provided by the state. However, despite the best of intentions, Molt soon
found participation in these classes declining—the workers were not interested in
developing themselves beyond the immediate needs of the workplace. Molt came to
the realization that a predisposition for learning how to learn was generally lacking
in the consciousness and outlook of his employees:
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What soon became apparent was that learning has to be relearned by adults . . . From this
I concluded that one must begin with the young if forces are to be successfully schooled
and interests awakened. I became absorbed by the idea of providing for children what was
no longer possible in later years, and of opening the door to education for all children,
regardless of their parents’ income. (cited in Murphy, 1991, pp. 136–137)

The idea for a school was born, initially as a long-term societal investment in the
education of the workers’ children—the future generation who could then be in a
better position to “create their own social forms.”

What is most important to emphasize here is the fact that the impulse for a new
form of education arose from a clear striving for social renewal through the educa-
tion of adults in an industrialized society. Steiner recognized the significance of this,
saying at the time:

The imprint of modern society is visible in the manner of the school’s creation and in its
connection with an industrial firm . . . we could say that it is symbolic that this school is
created in connection, in direct connection, with the industrialism that gives rise to the most
important social questions of our time. (cited in Murphy, 1991, p. 74)

However it was also this very industrialism that had financed the physical body
of the school, through the benevolence of Molt who purchased a building to house
the school, had it refurbished, and paid for the initial teaching resources. In modern
times, it is the parent body and the state who together fund the physical body of
the Waldorf School, but the community alone that is responsible for its spiritual
development and social sustainability.

Promoting Social Sustainability

Community is a creative process. It is creative because it is a process of integrating.
(Follett, 1919, p. 576, original emphasis)

Mary Parker Follett, a contemporary of Steiner who was also concerned with the
social questions of the times, believed that the process of integrating is the key to
understanding the relationship between the development of community through the
collective activities of individuals who share a common purpose, and the develop-
ment of those individuals through the experience of community. A sense of com-
munity is something different from the community, which can be defined in terms
of tangible geographic, social, or ideological boundaries: it is a collective feeling or
sense of being that arises out of the dynamic process of individuals interacting with
others in a particular context.

This feeling of association or fellowship is a subjective lived experience and
rather intangible; an abstract construct rather than a concrete set of objects such
as a group of school buildings for example, which define the community only in a
physical sense. It is however a very strong and established construct which is well
known as esprit de corps, a term associated with the management theorist Fayol and
often translated in the organizational literature and in military and sporting settings
as “team spirit,” but in fact literally meaning the spirit of the body, of the whole body
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of people. In relation to the Waldorf school, parents referred to this spirit variously
as “the social community”; “the feel of the place”; “a sense of family”; “the school
having a life of its own”; “a sense of feeling that the school has a wholeness.”

Furthermore, if community in this sense is not a static entity but a dynamic
process, it is because of the creative activities and interactions of the individuals
involved. Here the word creative has two distinct meanings that are both implicit
in Follett’s quotation. “To create” literally means “to cause to grow, to bring into
being”; while a more common use of the word “creative” is in terms of “showing
imagination and artistic or intellectual inventiveness” (Neufeldt & Guralnik, 1988).
Follett was therefore suggesting that we “grow” this feeling of community much
as we might nurture and grow a garden or in fact offspring—activities that offer
the opportunity to be creative in an imaginative or artistic sense. The discourse and
philosophy of the Waldorf school community reflect both meanings in a number of
ways: first in the parenting courses that are offered under titles such as “Creative
Parenting” or “Creative Living with Children,” and in the emphasis on creative and
artistic activity not only in the curriculum but in the areas of teacher and parent
self-development; and second in the way in which parents spoke of their role in
helping to nurture the community, that parents are a highly active element in creating
community and the richness and complexity of the environment.

A view of community as a process suggests a focus on the quality of the doing
rather than the quantity of the outcome—in other words, it puts process before prod-
uct. A focus on process also makes a link between a sense of community and adult
learning, the latter concept having been established as a situated activity, associated
with doing. Lindeman in fact defined adult education as “a process coterminous with
life” (“coterminous” meaning to have a common boundary), and observed that “the
whole of life is learning, therefore education can have no endings” (1926, p. 4). In
other words, the journey is more important than getting there, for each destination
becomes a starting point for another.

The literature on dynamic learning communities and communities of practice
has in common this foregrounding of process over product and continuous informal
learning over formal sequenced instruction. However, there is a striking difference
in the contexts used to describe and analyze these two models of situated learning.
While the concept of the learning community is explored in school settings, in rural
and regional communities, and even within adult education programs, the emerging
theory associated with communities of practice seems to have been limited to a
study of workplace and organizational settings. In this literature, communities of
practice are defined by comparison with other forms of work organization such as
formal work groups and project teams, which are generally structured, driven, and
controlled by management. Communities of practice are contrasted as informal,
self-organizing networks that set their own agendas and are driven by “passion,
commitment and identification with the group’s expertise” (Wenger & Snyder, 2000,
p. 142).

By this definition the Waldorf school can also be considered a community of
practice, and it provides a sustainable context for the parents and the wider com-
munity who are drawn into the community of practice by association. While a
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compelling picture of parenting as a vocation and as legitimate work was expressed
by parents and supported in the literature, this perspective falls outside the tradi-
tional paradigm of work as a place separate from the home life. According to this
perspective the community of practice can go beyond notions of the workplace to
include home life, school life, and community life. In conclusion, this integrated
view of work and learning as a seamless process embedded in the variety of situ-
ations and contexts created by association and communities of practice provides a
useful model for thinking about social sustainability into the twenty-first century.
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Chapter 20
Conclusion. AVE for Social Sustainability:
Where to from Here?

Stephen McKenzie

The chapters in this book, many of which began at an international symposium of
invited speakers in Adelaide, Australia in April 2006, represent considerable pooled
knowledge in an overlapped, dialogic way. The twenty contributors, from Australia,
Asia, Europe, North America, and Africa, writing from different disciplinary per-
spectives, have explored the notion of a sustainable society, the changing nature of
work and vocation, and the need for the reorientation and reinvigoration of current
technical and vocational education and training (TVET) to include what we began
to refer to as “education for social sustainability.”

Initially, “adult and vocational education for social sustainability” was simply a
handy phrase for the group’s key interests. After three days of discussion, however,
many participants felt that there was potential for “AVE for social sustainability”
to become a generative concept, a rallying point for TVET workers and adult and
community educators with an interest in social justice, and we therefore determined
to use “AVE for social sustainability” as the main theme for the publication of this
volume.

The assembled chapters all touch in some way on the contribution (current or
potential) of adult and vocational education to a sustainable society. It is clear from
several of the papers that give an overview of the history or current state of TVET in
particular nations or regions (Harris, Bagnall, Lovegrove and Morrison, dela Torre)
that, at present, TVET practice is missing major opportunities to contribute to social
sustainability, or is actively contributing to unsustainable practices. Hence our call
for its reorientation: if sustainability is to become a reality, we must begin to educate
people for the kind of employment that will develop a sustainable future, rather than
continuing to train people for unsustainable work on the basis that it will guarantee
them livelihood security in the short term.

In the Introduction, the question was put: what other areas of activity might pro-
vide us with ideas or models for reorienting TVET? A majority of the papers here
point to areas outside the TVET system and speak for the inclusion within TVET of
new ideas from those areas. For example, we have seen material on individual and
family therapy (West), religious and spiritual education (Foster, Crossman), the role
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of art and the aesthetic in enriching adult and vocational education (Willis), health
education (von Kotze, Price), peace education (Spence), and ethics (Provis). Fur-
thermore, there are suggestions for appropriate curriculum (Fien and Wilson), teach-
ing to develop thinking, imaginative, moral beings (Newman), education for logic
and rational thinking (Davison), transformative learning (Cranton), and cooperative
learning communities (Stehlik). This is simply a list generated by the selection of
contributors—we could have examined almost any aspect of adult and community
education and development to find inspiration for a more human-centered TVET
system.

The redevelopment of TVET will need to be a two-way process. On one hand,
we must look outside of traditional TVET structures and practices for new ideas,
and this is where the present volume makes its major contribution. On the other,
we must also look within TVET settings for information on how to make these new
ideas work. While we have many examples of positive practice to inspire us, we
currently have few examples of such practices within TVET settings and we cannot
expect their integration to be a straightforward process.

When our group (and others within UNESCO-UNEVOC) calls for the reorienta-
tion of TVET, we do so with the supposition that education can function as an active
agent in changing workplaces and their cultures. There are many who would argue,
however, that vocational and technical education simply responds to the demands
of the employment marketplace; any major change to the way TVET courses are
taught could jeopardize the employability of current recipients, meaning that TVET
is no longer serving its primary function. Despite our calls for change within TVET,
many employers will still want people trained to do the work of today, even if it is
done in an unsustainable manner.

There are serious pedagogic questions as well that would create dilemmas for
TVET education if it began to modify its curriculum so that, as well as provid-
ing closely linked skills and knowledge for employment, it sought to include ideas
around social sustainability and appropriate action. Unless employers are involved
in planning and discussing ideas of social sustainability, a modified curriculum
would only contribute to conflict between learners in the TVET course and their
employers.

Another dilemma for the reorientation of TVET is that learners (or trainers) may
not take seriously any part of their training that does not relate to their immediate
vocation. If we attempt to insert sustainability and citizenship education into stan-
dard TVET courses, we run the risk that learners will simply ignore such content
unless it is made directly relevant to their core skills and job prospects. Worse, we
may alienate them from our position. We need to ensure, therefore, that models for
redeveloping TVET take into account the pressures on learners’ time and attention,
and are done in a way that positions individual livelihood security alongside social
sustainability, rather than setting them up in opposition or appearing to replace one
with the other.

This is where we need to return to current TVET practice in order to determine
how to proceed with the integration of new ideas. We cannot expect to change
the TVET system entirely from without; research within TVET on stakeholder
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perceptions and change management processes will be vital. There are three main
ways in which such research could be undertaken.

The first is case study work in existing TVET sites in which innovative education
for sustainable societies is already occurring. A resulting database of best practice in
TVET for sustainability would be a valuable research tool and allow us to develop
models for the integration of sustainability education into TVET that are more than
simple, modular add-ons.

The second way that research could proceed is by approaching the task of inte-
grating social sustainability into TVET as a challenge of innovation. The challenge
would be to identify TVET forces and interests favorable to the innovation and those
against it. Perceived benefits would include the perception that ecological issues
around global warming are now everyone’s problem and ways of ameliorating these
global forces in the course of human work need to be addressed. In addition, social
issues around deterioration of communities through poverty, religion, and race are
being perceived by at least some as challenges involving education at every level.
Perceived potential barriers to the acceptance of new ideas within TVET would
be closely linked to the necessary modification of resistant attitudes and values of
TVET practitioners and managers. How could a curriculum be redesigned to include
knowledge for sustainability while maintaining learner and employer interest? Re-
search involving current TVET recipients and trainers would help to indicate the
sorts of learning activities that would inculcate knowledge for sustainability while
also fitting with current TVET practice.

Third, AVE for social sustainability could be furthered through research with em-
ployer organizations, particularly those that make decisions on accreditation stan-
dards for TVET recipients. Do such organizations factor in social or environmental
concerns when deciding on training standards for new employees (a decision that
ultimately dictates curriculum design)? What new forms of dialogue could be estab-
lished between TVET providers and employers on such an issue?

The agenda for further research in this area would therefore be around develop-
ments and recommendations.

Developments:

� of theoretical models for education for sustainability in TVET settings
� of specific curricula that incorporate knowledge for sustainability into vocational

programs
� of toolkits for TVET practitioners to redevelop their own curricula.

Recommendations:

� to government bodies and accreditation groups on appropriate TVET policy for
sustainable development

� to non-government organizations, charity bodies, and other community develop-
ment organizations on dealing with the educational needs of their stakeholders.

The two-way process we are outlining for managing change within TVET must
ultimately take the form of a balanced dialogue between new ideas and existing sys-
tems. Too much emphasis on maintaining existing TVET systems will go nowhere
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in terms of achieving sustainability; too many external voices and ideas will be
rejected by TVET stakeholders as incompatible with current practice.

This volume, which we acknowledge is simply an invitation to participate in that
dialogue, has focused on major issues and areas of concern within TVET and on
external ideas that may in some way be appropriated to begin to address these issues
and concerns. Further research and discussion will need to focus on how these ideas
may connect with current TVET practice.
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